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2. SUMMARY OF CHANGES 
 

Not 
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1.COVER SHEET    
2.SUMMARY OF CHANGES - See Rule 31    
3.TABLE OF CONTENTS - See Rule 32    
4.RULES AND BUILDING CODE COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST - See Rule 33  

3.2 Team Officers and Contact Information    
4.3 Lot Conditions and attribution    
4.3 Lot Conditions    
4.4 Footings    
4.4 Footings    
4.7 Construction Equipment    
5.1 Solar Envelope Dimensions. Drawing(s)    
6.1 Structural Design Approval    
6.1 Electrical and Photovoltaic Design Approval    
6.1 Codes Design Compliance    
6.2 Architectural Footprint    
6.2 Architectural Footprint. Drawing(s)    
6.3 Measurable Area. Drawing(s)    
6.4 Entrance and Exit Routes. Drawing(s)    
7.3 PV Technology Limitations    
7.4 Batteries N/A N/A N/A 
7.4 Batteries N/A N/A N/A 
7.6 Thermal Energy Storage. Drawing(s)    
7.7 Desiccant Systems. Drawing(s) N/A N/A N/A 
7.8 Humidification systems N/A N/A N/A 
8.1 Containers locations. Drawing(s)    
8.2 Water Delivery. Drawing(s) showing the fill location(s)    
8.3 Water Removal. Drawing(s)    
8.5 Greywater reuse. Specifications for greywater reuse systems    
8.6 Rainwater Collection. Drawing(s) showing the layout and operation    
8.8 Thermal Mass. Drawing(s) N/A N/A N/A 
8.9 Greywater Heat Recovery. Specifications for greywater heat recovery systems N/A N/A N/A 
9.1 Placement. Drawing(s)    
9.2 Watering Restrictions. Drawing(s)    
10.2 SDE Sensors’ Location and wire routing    
11.2 Use of the Solar Decathlon Europe Logo Drawing(s)    
11.3 Teams’ sponsors & Supporting Institutions Drawing(s)    
11.4 Team Uniforms Drawing(s) showing the artwork    
12.4 Public Tour. Drawing(s)    
20.0 Contest 6: Drying Method. Drawing(s)    
20.0 Contest 6: House Functioning. Drawing(s)    
36.5 Photovoltaic systems design    
36.5 Photovoltaic systems design Inverters’ certificates    
36.5 Photovoltaic systems design Maintenance    
36.5 Photovoltaic systems design. The corresponding table “design summary”    
51.3 Fire Safety Specifications    
51.3 Fire Safety Drawings    
51.4 Safety against falls Specifications    
51.4 Safety against falls Drawing(s)    
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51.4 Safety for avoiding trapping and impact risk    
51.4 Safety against the risk of inadequate lighting    
51.5 Accessibility for People with Disabilities and Special Needs    
51.6 Structural Safety    
51.7 Electrical and PV Systems    
51.7 Electrical System    

5.CONTEST SUPPORT DOCUMENTS - See Rule 34  
1.Urban design, transportation and affordability report - See Rule 39  

39.1. Urban Design Strategy    
39.2. Market viability of the product    
39.3. Collective housing building characteristics    
39.4. Transportation and Mobility strategies    
39.5. Affordability    

2.Architecture Design Narrative - See Rule 35  
35.1. Architectural Concepts    
35.2. Summary of reconfigurable features    
35.3. Lighting Design Narrative    
36.2 Acoustic Design    

3.Engineering and Construction Design Narrative - See Rule 36  
36.1. Structural Design    
36.2. Constructive Design    
36.3. Plumbing System Design    
36.4. Electrical System Design    
36.5. Photovoltaic Systems Design    
36.6. Electrical Energy Balance Simulation    
36.7. Solar Thermal Design    
36.8. Building Integrated Solar Active Systems    

4.Energy Efficiency Design Narrative - See Rule 37  
37.1. Technical Project Summary    
37.2. Comprehensive Energy Analysis and Discussion Report    
I-Section I - Influence of energy Analysis on house Design and Competition Strategy    
II-Section II - Projected Performance of Final Housing unit Design    
III-Section III - Adaptations made by the Team in the house for the prototype in Versailles    

5.Innovation Report - See Rule 40  
1.Innovation in Architecture    
2.Innovation in Engineering and Construction    
3.Innovation in Energy Efficiency    
4.Innovation in Communication and Social Awareness    
5.Innovation in Urban Design, Transportation and Affordability    
6.Innovation in Sustainability    

6.Sustainability Report - See Rule 41.  
1. General Concept of the project and Sustainability    
2. Urban Design and Transportation    
3. Bioclimatic Strategies: Passive design strategies    
4. Materials    
5. Active systems and equipment    
6. Solar Systems    
7. Water    
8. Solid Waste    
9. Life Cycle Analysis    
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7.Communications Plan - See Rule 38 

 

1. Communication Project    
2. Public Tour Description    
3. Visual Identity Manual    
4. Sponsorship Manual    

8.Future Location of SymbCity House Prototype    
6.DINNER PARTY MENU - See Rule 42    
7.CONTEST WEEK TASKS’ PLANNING- See Rule 43    
8.COST ESTIMATE AND PROJECT FINANCIAL SUMMARY - See Rule 44    
9.SITE OPERATIONS Report - See Rule 45  

1.General Data    
2.Site Operator Coordinators    
3.Outside Cité du Soleil logistic    
4.Inside Cité du Soleil logistic    
5.Assembly / Disassembly Schedules    
6.Equipments requirement chart    
7.Assembly / Disassembly chart    
8.Site Operator chart    

10.HEALTH & SAFETY PLAN - See Rule 46    
11.DETAILED WATER BUDGET - See Rule 47    
12.PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS - See Rule 49  

1.Structure  
1.Foundations    
2.Structural floors and sections    

2.Architecture  
1.Enclosure    
2.Openings    
3.Partitions    
4.Finishes    
5.Furnishings    

3.Systems installations  
1.Fire Suppression    
2.Plumbing    
3.HVAC    
4.Electrical    
5.Solar Systems – Photovoltaic and Thermal    
6.Telecommunications and Building Automation    

4.Safety Information  
1.Fire safety table    
2.Safety in Use table    

5. Appliances and Home Electronic Equipment specifications and user manual    
13.STRUCTURAL CALCULATIONS - See Rule 50    
14.APPENDIX 01. Material for the project dissemination    

 
*Points not developed in the project are marked in grey color and signed by “N/A”. 
 
**Points marked in soft green have been slightly modified. 
 
**The whole text have been revised. 
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4. RULES AND BUILDING CODE COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST 

4.1. Team Officers Contact Information 
 

Team Officers 

Title Name e-mail 

Faculty Advisor Francisco Javier Castilla Pascual fcojavier.castilla@uclm.es 

Project Manager Eduardo Pérez Alonso pm.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com 

Construction Manager Patricia Mendieta León ctm.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com 

Project Architect Jesús Morales Sánchez-Céspedes pa.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com 

Project Engineer José Alejandro Arenas Garrido pe.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com 

Structural Engineer Fernando Estirado Oliet festirado@gmail.com 

Electrical Engineer Luis Serrano Gómez luis.serrano@uclm.es 

Team Leader Student David Peña Asensio stl.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com 

Health & Safety Team Coordinator María José Martínez Gómez hs.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com 

Safety Officers Elena Cuevas Gómez so.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com 

Site Operations Coordinator Sergio Tapiador Albertos soc.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com 

Contest Captain Andrea Reina Rojas cap.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com 

Instrumentation contact Anabel Jato Mozas ic.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com 

Communications Coordinator Natalia Fraile Gómez cm.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com 

Sponsorship manager Jessica López Palomar fm.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com 
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4.2. SDE Rules Checklist 

Rule Description Content Requirement(s) 
Drawing(s)/ 

Report(s) 

3.2 Team Officers and Contact 
Information 

Team officer’s contact information completely fulfilled in Table 1 
(SDE WAT) 

PM#6 Section(s) 
4.1 (Page 15) 

4.3 Lot Conditions and 
attribution 

Drawing(s) showing the storage and unloading areas and 
corresponding load’s calculations 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
SO-102 

4.3 Lot Conditions 
Calculations showing the structural design remains compliant even if 
there is a level difference, and drawing(s) showing shimming methods 
and materials to be used in case. 

PM#6 Section(s) 
 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
ST-002 

4.4 Footings Drawing(s) showing the locations and depths of all ground 
penetrations on the competition site 

PM#6 Section(s) 
5.3.1 (Page 137) 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
ST-004 

4.4 Footings Drawing(s) showing the location, contact area and soil-bearing 
pressure of every component resting directly on the ground 

PM#6 Section(s) 
5.3.1 (Page 137) 

12.1.1 
PD#6 Plans(s) 

ST-001 
ST-003 

4.7 Construction Equipment 
Drawing(s) showing the assembly and disassembly sequences and the 
movement of heavy machinery on the competition site and 
specifications for heavy machinery 

PM#6 Section(s) 
9.4.3 (Pages 518-532) 
9.5 (Pages 534-535) 
9.7 (Pages 537-538) 
9.8 (Pages 539-540) 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
SO-102 to 159 

SO-001 

5.1 Solar Envelope Dimensions Drawing(s) showing the location of all house and site components 
relative to the solar envelope 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
AR-002 to 011 

6.1 Structural Design Approval Structural drawings and calculations signed and stamped by a 
qualified licensed professional 

PM#6 Section(s) 
13 (Pages 901-1016) 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
ST-001 to 005 

ST-011 
ST-014 
ST-021 
ST-022 

6.1 Electrical and Photovoltaic 
Design Approval 

Electrical and Photovoltaic drawings and calculations signed and 
stamped by a qualified licensed professional 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
EL- 001 to 602 
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6.1 Codes Design Compliance List of the country of origin codes complied, properly signed by the 
faculty advisor. 

PM#6 Section(s) 
4.3 (Pages 21-22) 
4.4 (Pages 23-31) 

6.2 Architectural Footprint Drawing(s) showing all information needed by the Rules Officials to 
digitally measure the architectural footprint 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
AR-014 

6.2 Architectural Footprint Drawing(s) showing all the reconfigurable features that may increase 
the footprint if operated during contest week 

PM#6 Section(s) 
5.2.2 (Pages 103-105) 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
AR-043 

6.3 Measurable Area Drawing(s) showing the Minimum & Maximum Measurable Area. 
PD#6 Plans(s) 

AR-017 

6.4 Entrance and Exit Routes 
Drawing(s) showing the accessible public tour route, specifying 
the entrance and exit from the house to the main street of La 
Cité du Soleil® 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
PT-001 

7.3 PV Technology Limitations Specifications and contractor price quote for photovoltaic components 
PM#6 Section(s) 

5.3.5 (Pages 171-184) 

7.4 Batteries Drawing(s) showing the location(s) and quantity of stand-alone,  PV-
powered devices and corresponding specifications 

N/A 

7.4 Batteries Drawing(s) showing the location(s) and quantity of hard-wired battery 
banks components and corresponding specifications 

N/A 

7.6 Thermal Energy Storage Drawing(s) showing the location of thermal energy storage 
components   and corresponding specifications 

PM#6 Section(s) 
5.3.7 (Pages 192-201) 

12.3.5 (Pages 880-888) 
PD#6 Plans(s) 

SW-001 

7.7 Desiccant Systems Drawing(s) describing the operation of the desiccant system and 
corresponding specifications 

N/A 

7.8 Humidification systems Specifications for humidification systems and corresponding 
certifications of the different elements. 

N/A 

8.1 Containers locations Drawing(s) showing the location of all the water tanks 

PM#6 Section(s) 
5.3.3 (Page 143) 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
PL-003 

8.2 Water Delivery 
Drawing(s) showing the fill location(s), quantity of water requested at 
each fill location, tank dimensions, diameter of opening(s) and 
clearance above the tank(s). 

PM#6 Section(s) 
5.3.3 (Pages 153-155) 
5.6.7 (Pages 332-335) 
11 (Pages 819-823) 

12.3.2 (Pages 860-863) 
PD#6 Plans(s) 
PL-101 to 104 

8.3 Water Removal Drawing(s) showing the quantity of water to be removed from each fill 
location, tank dimensions, diameter of opening(s) and clearance 

PM#6 Section(s) 
5.3.3 (Pages 153-155) 
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above the tank(s). 5.6.7 (Pages 332-335) 
11 (Pages 819-823) 

12.3.2 (Pages 860-863) 
PD#6 Plans(s) 
PL-101 to 104 

8.5 Greywater reuse Specifications for greywater reuse systems. 

PM#6 Section(s) 
5.6.7 (Pages 332-335) 
11 (Pages 819-823) 

12.3.2 (Pages 860-8963) 
 

8.6 Rainwater Collection Drawing(s) showing the layout and operation of rainwater collection 
systems 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
PL-003 
PL-021 
PL-104 

8.8 Thermal Mass 
Drawing(s) showing the locations 
of water-based thermal mass systems and corresponding 
specifications 

N/A   

8.9 Greywater Heat Recovery Specifications for greywater heat recovery systems. N/A 

9.1 Placement 
Drawing(s) showing the location of all vegetation and, if applicable, 
the movement of vegetation designed as part of an integrated mobile 
system 

PM#6 Section(s) 
5.2.1 (Pages 91-102) 

12.2.5 (Pages 856-858) 
PD#6 Plans(s) 

PL-004 
IN-313 

9.2 Watering Restrictions Drawings showing the layout and operation of greywater irrigation 
systems 

PM#6 Section(s) 
12.2.6 (Pages 856-858) 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
PL-001 

10.2 SDE Sensors’ Location and 
wire routing 

Drawing(s) showing the location of bi-directional meters, metering 
box, sensors, cables and feed-through to pass the instrumentation 
wires from the interior to the exterior of the house. 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
ID-001 

11.2 Use of the Solar Decathlon 
Europe Logo 

Drawing(s) showing the dimensions,  materials, artwork, and content 
of all communications  materials, including signage 

- 
 

11.3 Teams’ sponsors & 
Supporting Institutions 

Drawing(s) showing the dimensions,  materials, artwork, and content 
of all communications  materials, including signage 

- 

11.4 Team Uniforms Drawing(s) showing the artwork, content and design of the team 
uniform 

PM#6 Section(s) 
5.7.3 

12.4 Public Tour Drawing(s) showing the public tour route, indicating the dimensions of 
any difficult point, complying with the accessibility requirements. 

PM#6 Section(s) 
5.7.2 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
PT-001 
PT-201 
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20.0 Contest 6: Drying Method Drawing(s) showing the drying Method. (if the place where the clothes 
wire will be located) 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
PL-001 

20.0 Contest 6: House 
Functioning 

Drawing(s) showing the location of all the appliances and 
corresponding technical specifications. 

PM#6 Section(s) 
12.5 (Pages 896-720) 

36.5 Photovoltaic systems 
design 

Specifications of PV generators, inverters, wiring, cables, protections, 
earthing systems, interface with the electricity distribution network. 

PM#6 Section(s) 
12.3.4 (Pages 874-879) 
12.3.5 (Pages 880-888) 

12.3.6 (Page 889) 

36.5 Photovoltaic systems 
design 

Inverters’ certificates 
PM#6 Section(s) 

12.3.5 (Pages 880-888) 

36.5 Photovoltaic systems 
design 

Maintenance plan for PV generators, supporting structure, inverters, 
wiring, cables, protections, circuit breakers in case of fire and 
earthing system. Fire protection systems for PV DC wiring. 

sde2014_photovoltaic_chart_V2 
PlateauTeam 

36.5 Photovoltaic systems 
design 

The corresponding table “design summary” must be filled out 
sde2014_photovoltaic_chart_V2 

PlateauTeam 

51.3 Fire Safety Specifications for Fire Reaction of Constructive elements, extinguishers 
and fire resistance of the house’s structure. 

PM#6 Section(s) 
12.4.1 (Page 759) 

13.10 (Pages 1016-1018) 

51.3 Fire Safety Drawings showing compliance with the evacuation of occupants’ 
requirements and fire extinguishers location. 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
FP-001 

51.4 Safety against falls Specifications of compliance with the slipperiness degree classes of 
floors included in House tour 

PM#6 Section(s) 
12.4.1 (Page 894-895) 

51.4 Safety against falls 
Drawing(s) showing compliance with conditions for uneven flooring, 
floors with different level, Restricted Areas stairs, Public Areas 
Staircases, Restricted Areas Ramps and Public Areas Ramps 

PM#6 Section(s) 
12.4.1 (Pages 894-895) 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
IN-011 

51.4 Safety for avoiding 
trapping and impact risk 

Drawing(s) showing compliance with conditions for avoiding trapping 
and impact risk 

PM#6 Section(s) 
12.4.2 (Pages 896) 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
PT-001 
PT-201 

51.4 Safety against the risk of 
inadequate lighting 

Specifications for level of illumination of house tour areas light fittings 
PM#6 Section(s) 

12.4.2 (Page 897) 

51.5 Accessibility for People 
with 

Disabilities and Special Needs 
Interior and exterior plans showing the entire accessible tour route 

PD#6 Plans(s) 
PT-001 
PT-201 

51.6 Structural Safety Specifications for the use of dead loads, live loads, safety factors and 
load combinations in the structural calculations 

PM#6 Section(s) 
13.3. (Pages 914-918) 



 

 

RULES AND  
CHECKLIST 

51.7 Electrical and PV Systems Complete the “Electrical System Design PV Chart and 
Checklist” Rule 48. 

sde2014_photovoltaic_chart_V2 
PlateauTeam  

sde2014_checklist_V2 PlateauTeam 
sde2014_electric_chart_V2 

PlateauTeam 
PD#6 Plans(s) 

PV-011 
PV-021 
PV-031 

51.7 Electrical and PV Systems Specifications of the wiring, channels, panels and protections of the 
electrical installation 

sde2014_photovoltaic_chart_V2 
PlateauTeam  

sde2014_checklist_V2 PlateauTeam 
sde2014_electric_chart_V2 

PlateauTeam 
PD#6 Plans(s) 
PV-001 to 003 

51.7 Electrical and PV Systems One-line electrical diagram and drawings showing the grounding, 
execution and paths 

sde2014_photovoltaic_chart_V2 
PlateauTeam  

sde2014_checklist_V2 PlateauTeam 
sde2014_electric_chart_V2 

PlateauTeam 
PD#6 Plans(s) 

EL-501 
EL-601 
EL-602 
PV-021 
PV-031 
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4.3. Building code compliance 
In accordance with article 1ºA. One, of the Decree 462/1971, March 11, at the time of writing this Project, has 
been considered the existing norms applicable under construction. 
 

1 

 
DB-SE 

 
Basic conforms to structural safety 
 

 
SE-AE 

 
Building standards 

 
SE-C 

 
Foundations 

 
SE-A 

 
Steel structures 

 
SE-M 

 
Wood structures 

 

 
2 

 
DB-SI 

 
Basic conforms of fire safety 

 
SI 1 

Internal spread 

 
SI 2 

 
External spread 

 
SI 3 

 
Evacuation 

 
SI 4 

 
Fire protection installations 

 
SI 5 

 
Firemen`s intervention 

 
SI 6 

 
Fire resistance of structures 

 

 
3 

 
DB-SUA 

 
Basic conforms of safety of use 

 
SUA 1 

 
Safety against the fall risk 

 
SUA 2 

 
Safety against the impact risk 

 
SUA 3 

 
Safety against the entrapment risk 

 
SUA 4 

 
Safety against an inadequate lighting risk 

SUA 5 Safety against high occupation situations risk 
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SUA 6 

 
Safety against asphyxiation 

 
SUA 7 

 
Safety against moving vehicles 

 
SUA 8 

 
Safety against lightning 

 
SUA 9 

 
Accessibility 

 

 
4 

 
DB-HS 

 
Basic conforms of healthiness 

 
HS1 

 
Safety against the moisture 

 
HS2 

 
Waste disposal 

 
HS3 

 
Indoor air quality 

 
HS4 

 
Water supply 

 
HS5 

 
Drainage of the wastewater 

 

 
5 

 
DB-HE 

 
Basic conforms about energy saving 

 
HE0 

 
Curbing of energy consumption 

 
HE1 

 
Curbing of the energy demand 

 
HE2 

 
Efficiency of thermal installations (RITE) 

 
HE3 

 
Energy efficient lighting installations 

 
HE4 

 
Minimum solar contribution of domestic hot water 

 
HE5 

 
Minimum photovoltaic contribution of electrical energy 

 

 
6 

 
DB-HR 

 
Basic conforms against noise protection 
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4.4. Mandatory regulations 
 
In accordance with article 1ºA. One, of the Decree 462/1971, March 11, at the time of writing this Project, has 
been considered the existing norms applicable under construction. For this purpose it is include the next wording 
not exhaustive about the applicable technical standards. 
 

4.4.1. Rules of general nature 

Rules of general nature 

Ordenación de la Edificación 
Law 38/1999, November 5, of the Head of State 
B.O.E.: 6-Nov-1999 

 
Third final provision of Law 8/2013, June 26, about urban refurbishment, renewal and regeneration 
  Law 8/2013, June 26, of the Head of State 
 B.O.E.: 27-Jun-2013 
 
Código Técnico de la Edificación 
 Royal Decree 314/2006, March 17, of the Ministry of Housing 
 B.O.E.: 28-March-2006 
 
Basic procedure for energy certification of buildings 
 Royal Decree 235/2013, April 5, of the Ministry of the Presidency 
 B.O.E.: 13-Apr-2013 
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4.4.2. Structures 

 Building standards 

DB SE-AE Structural Safety 
Código Técnico de la Edificación. Royal Decree 314/2006, March 17, of the Ministry of Housing 

 B.O.E.: 28-March-2006 
Building seismic-resistant Code: general part and edification (NCSR-02) 
 Royal Decree 997/2002, September 27, of the Ministry of Public Works 

B.O.E.: 27-Sept-2002 
 

Steel 

DB SE-A Structural Safety 
 Código Técnico de la Edificación. Royal Decree 314/2006, March 17, of the Ministry of Housing 

 B.O.E.: 28-March-2006 
Structural Steel Instruction (EAE) 
 Royal Decree 751/2011, May 27, of the Ministry of the Presidency 

B.O.E.: 23-Jun-2011 
 

Wood 

DB SE-M. Structural Safety 
 Código Técnico de la Edificación. Royal Decree 314/2006, March 17, of the Ministry of Housing 

 B.O.E.: 28-March-2006 
 

Foundations 

DB SE-C. Structural Safety 
 Código Técnico de la Edificación. Royal Decree 314/2006, March 17, of the Ministry of Housing 

 B.O.E.: 28-March-2006 
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4.4.3. Installations 

1) Water 
Sanitary criteria for water intended for human consumption 
 Royal Decree 140/2003, February 7, of the Ministry of the Presidency 

B.O.E.: 21-Feb-2003 
 

DB HS. Healthiness. (Chapters HS-4, HS-5) 
 Código Técnico de la Edificación. Royal Decree 314/2006, March 17, of the Ministry of Housing 

 B.O.E.: 28-March-2006 
 

2) Audiovisual and antennas 

Common infrastructures in the buildings to the access to the services of telecommunication 

Royal Decree-Law 1/1998, February 27, of the Head of State 
B.O.E.: 28-Feb-1998 

 
Regulations regulating the common telecommunications infrastructures for access to telecommunications services 
inside buildings 
 Royal Decree 346/2011, March 11, of the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade. 

B.O.E.: 1-Apr-2011 
 

3)  Heating, air-conditioning an hot sanitary water 

Reglamento de Instalaciones Térmicas en los Edificios (RITE) 
Royal Decree 1027/2007, July 20, of the Ministry of the Presidency 
B.O.E.: 29-Aug-2007 

 
Technical regulation of distribution and use of gaseous fuels and its complementary technical instructions ICG 01 
to 11 

Royal Decree 916/2006, July 28, of the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade. 
B.O.E.: 5-Sept-2011 

 
DB HE. Energy savings (Chapter HE-4:  Minimum solar power contributions to sanitary hot water) 

Código Técnico de la Edificación. Royal Decree 314/2006, March 17, of the Ministry of Housing 
 B.O.E.: 28-March-2006 
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4)  Electricity 

Reglamento Electrotécnico para Baja Tensión (REBT) e instrucciones Técnicas Complementarias (ITC) BT 01 to BT 
51 

Royal Decree 842/2002, August 2, of the Ministry of Science and Technology 
B.O.E.: nº 244 supplement, 18-Sept-2002 

 
Authorization for the use of installation systems with insulated conductors under protective fairways of plastic 
material 
 Resolution of January 18, 1988, of the General Directorate for Industrial Innovation 

B.O.E.: 19-Feb-1988 
 

5)  Fire protection installations 

Regulation on Fire Protection Installations 
Royal Decree 1942/1993, November 5, of the Ministry of Industry and Energy 
B.O.E.: 14-Dic-1993 
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4.4.4. Roofing 

Roofing 

DB HS-1. Healthiness 
Código Técnico de la Edificación. Royal Decree 314/2006, March 17, of the Ministry of Housing 

 B.O.E.: 28-March-2006 
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4.4.5. Protection 

1)  Acoustic Insulation 

DB HR. Noise protection 
Royal Decree 1371/2007, October 19, of the Ministry of Housing 
B.O.E.: 23-Oct-2007 

 

2)  Thermal insulation 

DB-HE- Energy Savings 
Código Técnico de la Edificación. Royal Decree 314/2006, March 17, of the Ministry of Housing 

 B.O.E.: 28-March-2006 
 

3)  Fire protection 

DB-SI Fire safety 
Código Técnico de la Edificación. Royal Decree 314/2006, March 17, of the Ministry of Housing 

 B.O.E.: 28-March-2006 
 

4)  Health and Safety at construction sites 

Minimum Safety and Health requirements at construction sites 
Royal Decree 1627/1997, October 24, of the Ministry of the Presidency 
B.O.E.: 24-Oct-1997 

 
Laboral Risk Prevention 

Law 31/1995, November 8, of the Head of State 
B.O.E.: 10-Nov-1995 

 
Regulation of Prevention Services 

Royal Decree 39/1997, January 17, of the Ministry of Labor and Immigration 
B.O.E.: 31-Jan-1997 

 
Safety signs at work 

Royal Decree 485/1997, April 14, of the Ministry of Labor and Immigration 
B.O.E.: 23-Apr-1997 
 

Safety and Health at workplace 
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Royal Decree 486/1997, April 14, of the Ministry of Labor and Immigration 
B.O.E.: 23-Apr-1997 
 

Cargo – handling 
Royal Decree 487/1997, April 14, of the Ministry of Labor and Immigration 
B.O.E.: 23-Apr-1997 

 
Use of personal protective equipment  

Royal Decree 773/1997, May 30, of the Ministry of Labor and Immigration 
B.O.E.: 12-Jun-1997 

 

5) Safety of use 

DB-SUA- Safety of use and accessibility 
Royal Decree 173/2010, February 19, of the Ministry of Housing 
B.O.E.: 11-Mar-2007 
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4.4.6. Architectural barriers 

Architectural barriers 

 
DB-SUA- Use and accessibility safety 

Royal Decree 173/2010, February 19, of the Ministry of Housing 
B.O.E.: 11-Mar-2007 
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4.4.7. Various 

Environment 

Regulation of irritating, unhealthy, harmful and dangerous activity 
Decree 2414/1961, November 30, of the Presidency of the Government 
B.O.E.: 7-Dic-1961 

 
Regulation of the production and waste management of the construction and demolition 

Royal Decree 105/5008, February 1, of the Ministry of the Presidency 
B.O.E.: 13-Feb-2008 

 
Signed:  
 
 
Antonio Baño Nieva 
50411941N 
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REMINDER  

5. CONTEST SUPPORT DOCUMENTS 

5.1. Urban design, transportation and affordability 

SymbCity House   has been developed to solve a real urban challenge: to 

launch the full energetic refurbishment of the outdated housing estate of Spanish 
cities, becoming an affordable and socially sensitive alternative for the building 
industry.  
 
This way, the energetic transformation of our cities can become a widespread 
phenomenon by individual building operations focused on the re-use of existing 
buildings. 
 
Inspired by the mutual benefit relationship between natural organisms known as 

symbiosis, a new self-sufficient house will cooperate with the old buildings to 

reach the sustainability goals demanded to our cities. 
 
We propose the colonization of the roofs of the target buildings with an extra level of 
construction. It can develop a wide variety of uses, from public facilities to dwellings, 
in which we focus our research.  
 
The sale of this extra urban land helps financing a global refurbishment operation on 
the building, creating this way a mutual benefit between “host” (existing) and ”guest” 
(new) housing units.  
The guest housing unit will be a nearly-zero energy consumption building, while the 
host will accomplish, at least, a level B energy rating. 



 
 
 

  

CONTESST SUPPORT 
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REFURBISHMENT IN MADRID 
MANOTERAS DISTRICT 
 
 
The abandon of the traditional cities, caused by the uncontrollable 
urban sprawl of the last decades, is the main challenge that 
European cities must face nowadays. In Spain, the suburbanization 
phenomenon is a huge energy, pollution and mobility issue, 
especially in the Madrid metropolitan area. 
 
The construction of an efficient and more sustainable human habitat 
must try to fight and solve this exodus. The core of our old cities 
represents a huge energy waste for our countries and the whole 
planet. But at the same time, it represents the opportunity to prove 
that the compact city is the most balanced model for human settlings, 
as it concentrates the energy consumption and it reinforces the social 
links of the community. 
 
 
SymbCity House is a single intervention that is used as a model in a 
wider urban proposal for the Manoteras district in Madrid. 
Manoteras is a residential area with low quality of construction, built 
in the middle-50s.  
The project can be adapted to many housing typologies in this 
neighborhood, as it is a standardized construction that will make 
refurbishment operations affordable to citizens with low income 
levels. 
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SYMBCITY HOUSE 
DWELLING CONTEXT 
 
SymbCity House begins with an external wooden structure. The 
structure creates an extra space 1 meter wide for the host house, 
increasing its surface and creating an air chamber where heat from 
solar gains can be stored, reducing heating consumptions in winter. 
 
Following a standardized pattern, we generate the three main areas 
of the house. The first one contains the bedroom and the house living 
core, where most daily activities such as cooking, eating and rest 
take place. The second space is the multifunctional room, working as 
a patio or greenhouse according to the change of seasons. The third 
space is the technical block, containing facilities and wet rooms, 
which have been designed with an independent structural frame. 

 
 
 
 

 

SOLAR DECATHLON EUROPE 
COMPETITION HOUSE 
 
Being a prototype that shows how this operation could take place in a real situation, the translation from the top 
of an old building roof to the SDE site keeps as many features as possible to make the proposal accurate to the 
real life situation it is trying to solve, including the external structure which supports the construction without 
interference with the old construction. 
 
The prototype is composed by a complete SymbCity House apartment for 2 people, over a 1,30m high basement 
representing the “host” building. It performs the external look and an indoor scenography of the daily life of the 
original inhabitants of the building. 



 

 

BIOCLIMATIC STRATEGIES 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

 
The walls of the building are composed of thick layers of 
insulating material, achieving passivhaus standards, while 
Phase Change Materials on the internal side of the wall keep a 
balanced indoor temperature without extra energy supply. 
Solar gains are carefully controlled by eaves and other sun - 
shading devices. This way, we obtain a good balance between 
passive and active energy saving strategies, achieving a 
nearly-zero energy consumption 
 
The multifunctional room is a very flexible space. It can be 
adapted to seasonal weather changes. It becomes a cool place 
in summer, with sunshading, cross ventilation and a vertical 
garden which keeps the air fresh. During the cold months, the 
envelope is completely closed, becoming a greenhouse which 
provides extra heating to the house. 

CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING SYSTEMS 
 
SymbCity House is a fast and industrialized construction. The 
whole system has been built following the balloon-frame 
system, made entirely with local wood based materials. We 
introduce an  innovative system of industrialized wall sections. 
With this system the transport and execution are cheap and 
fast, reducing the energy waste during the construction period. 
 
The heating and cooling conditioning system are based on a 
low temperature radiant floor and ceiling, with very low heat 
and electricity consumptions. Besides, the constant monitoring 
of the house activates a series of simple mechanisms in order to 
take advantage of external conditions or protect the house 
against them. 
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5.1.1. Urban Design Strategy. 

Current situation 

The goal of Plateau Team proposal is to find a solution to the boundless urban growth searching greener and 
more sustainable cities 
At the same time, nowadays, the construction sector in Spain is facing great challenges. It has been for many 
years one of the engines of the Spanish economy, contributing over 10% to GDP. The emergence of the crisis 
strongly hit this sector, so that the Spanish economy has been weakened. We think it is time to change the 
dynamic of this process we had so far, considering the city as a single system and avoiding the uncontrolled 
construction sprawl. 
Currently, in Spain there are over 25 million homes registered in more than 8.5 million buildings (houses or 
blocks), and 18 million off are main residences. 
In the 60s and 70s there was a great rise in the number of homes built. This is due to the needs in large and 
medium-sized Spanish cities to create new housing for people leaving rural areas.  
The rural exodus caused the loss of a significant number of people in small towns, while cities received this 
population. For this reason, it became necessary to transform cities, rapidly building roads, homes, general 
facilities... Many of these homes are blocks of 4 heights or more, mostly built on the outskirts of towns forming  
big neighborhoods. These buildings mean 76.80% of the homes built between 1945 and 1980. Homes built 
between the decades of 40s and 80s are 51% of the housing stock in Spain. 
Almost 2% of all homes built in recent years are in a poor conservation state. The rest do not have structural 
problems but most of them lack insulation and waterproffing, the woodwork is in poor condition and they are not 
accessible. 
Technical and quality controls, during its construction, were not as comprehensive as they can be today. Issues as 
energy efficiency, sustainability and environmental impact have been incorporated into our vocabulary later. 
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If we take a look to the housing stock built during the rural exodus, one can note that in Spain there are large 
groups of similar homes: 

 

  1 home ≥ 2 home 

 City size 
<10.000 

pop. 
10.000 - 

100.000 pop. 
>100.000 

pop. 
<10.000 

pop. 
10.000 - 

100.000 pop. 

>100.000 
pop. 

<1960 

From 1 to 3 
1.257.020    
8,92% 

269.136    1,91% 
118.483   
0,84% 

30.1546    
2,14% 

177.826     1,26% 
148.985    
1,06% 

≥ 4 
593     
0,004% 

428   0,003% 356       0,003% 
135.609    
0,96% 

348.999    2,48% 
1.114.148    
7,91% 

1961-
1980 

From 1 to 3 
834.358      
5,92% 

251.277    1,78% 
67.753     
0,48% 

358.810    
2,55% 

211.583      1,5% 97.215    0,69% 

≥ 4 859     0,01% 527   0,004% 388       0,003% 
406.082   
2,88% 

1.281.739    9,1% 
2.577.719    
18,29% 

1981-
2001 

From 1 to 3 1.123.581    
7,97% 

358.603   2,55% 
101.816    
0,72% 

402.281    
2,86% 

232.208     1,65% 87.126   0,62% 

≥ 4 1.479   0,01% 1.272   0,01% 1.131     0,01% 
281.421     
2% 

668.325     4,74% 
869.166     
6,17% 

Year of 
constr. 

Floors 
above 
ground 

      

        

Main homes and percentage of total, according to year of construction, number of floors above ground, city size 
and number of homes per building 
 
 
 
- Homes in buildings over 4 floors built until 1960 in cities of more than 100,000 residents mean 8.97% of all 

main residences in Spain. 
 
- Homes in buildings over 4 floors built between 1961 and 1980 in cities of more than 10,000 residents mean 

27.39% of all main residences in Spain. 
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On the other hand, there is the problem of CO2 emissions. Energy consumption in the home represents 18% of 
all energy consumed in Spain surpassed only by transport and industry. 50% of all energy consumed in Spain is 
not produced in the country, causing a large energy dependence on sources that emit a lot of CO2 and highly 
priced. Homes spend 47% of energy in heating and 19% in the production of domestic hot water. 
 

 

 

Energy demand could be reduced up to 80% simply by improving building envelope. 
In addition, the European Union has set targets to reduce CO2 emissions to the atmosphere through various 
measures, such as Directive 2012/27/EU relating to the energy efficiency of October 2012. The construction 
and rehabilitation sectors are very important to achieve these goals and without them it is impossible to reduce 
20% of primary energy consumption. 
The statute urges Member States to establish a long-term strategy to renovate the buildings. 
There are also other regulations at the state level as the Royal Decree 233/2013 and Law 8/2013, which 
promote the rehabilitation of buildings constructed before 1980 and it promotes regeneration and neighborhood 
renewal or urban areas. 
For those reasons, we think rehabilitation of these homes is a good way to improve cities and quality of life of 
citizens. They have no structural problems and with some changes, can be transformed into efficient homes. With 
raised rehabilitation, we can provide more efficient and optimized housing, better adapted to energetic and 
functional needs of its users. 
  

4% 
12% 

21% 

25% 

38% 

CO2 emissions 

Industry

Transport

Residential

Services

Others
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New city  

Plateau Team has thought of a kind of urban development that solves many of the problems presented in our 
main cities nowadays: 

- Large group of homes that need to be rehabilitated and are not efficient or accessible. 
- Need to reduce CO2 emissions in the construction sector and to use materials with low environmental impact. 
- Need for low-cost homes due to the crisis we are facing. 

Our idea of a city is based on the creation of efficient homes and new spaces for the city on the roof of the 
existing buildings, thus the cities grow in height. 
In addition, it provides for the creation of a new legislation that allows to increase the buildable area, so our idea 
of the city would be viable in the future. 

 

 

The new space would be located over the buildings. In exchange for ceding their roofs, they could be 
rehabilitated, improving the building envelope, facilities and accessibility and, therefore, greatly reducing 
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heating and cooling energy costs and CO2 emissions. This way, renewal of the housing stock, to increase energy 
efficiency, improve the accessibility of buildings and reduce CO2 emissions, is possible. 

 

Economics issues are also important: 
These new homes are intended to be built with low-cost construction methods, and its price to be below the 
current new homes built in Spain. Furthermore, they are efficient, so that spending on cooling and heating is very 
low. These homes also supply their own electricity, as they have a photovoltaic system. Farther studies must be 
carried out to find how much of the electrical supply for host building can be provided 
 

 
 

The owners of the homes over which new housing is built, would receive a contribution of money for giving the 
covers, thus may pay part or all of rehabilitation. Besides, that would significantly reduce their heating and 
cooling bills. Also, new homes have solar panels with which they would supply themselves and to other homes, in 
this way light costs are also reduced. 
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For governments, this new form of urban growth allows them not to invest so much money on new infrastructure 
but in retrofitting and maintaining the existing ones, because the cities grow in consolidated areas, which have 
all the necessary services and public transport.  

Implementation in existing cities and neighbourghoods 

To find the area most likely to receive the new homes, we conducted a study of the housing stock of the two 
regions to which our universities belong: Community of Madrid (UAH) and Castilla-La Mancha (UCLM). So we 
have searched the neighborhoods or areas with more than 500 hundred homes, built between 1941 and 1980 
and accessibility, conservancy a building envelope retrofit needs. 
In the Community of Madrid near 1,085,000 homes were built between 1941-1980 
  

In the city of Madrid there are many 
neighbourhoods that were created during 
that time; the most prominent are San Blas, 
Caño Roto, Valverde, Villaverde, 
Palomeras, San Cristobal de los Angeles, 
Vicálvaro and Canillas. These 8 districts 
have 121.555, homes, most of them 
located in linear block, cluster blocks, 
towers and semi-detached houses. These 
homes represent 8% of all homes in the city 
of Madrid. 
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We have studied the six largest cities of Castilla-La Mancha: Albacete, Talavera de la Reina, Guadalajara, 
Toledo, Ciudad Real and Cuenca. 
In these cities, we have found 50 neighborhoods or areas built during the rural exodus, they have 23,282 homes 
distributed mainly in linear blocks, blocks in H, towers and detached houses. These homes correspond to 10.8% 
of all homes in these 6 cities. 
 

Castilla-La Mancha 

City 
Number of 

areas 
Number of 

homes 
% Linear 

block 
% Block 

H 
% 

Tower 
% Single family 

homes 

% 
Others 

Albacete 9 3.697 47,93 22,02 8,84 21,21 - 

Talavera de la 
Reina 

5 2.124 51,18 13,84 34,98 - - 

Guadalajara 13 9.182 13,7 66,7 19,6 - - 

Toledo 11 4.441 75,5 16,08 3,24 2,75 2,43 

Ciudad Real 5 1.558 80,87 - - - 19,13 

Cuenca 7 2.280 59,56 9,83 7,76 22,85 - 

TOTAL 50 23.282 43,33% 35,09 13,71 6,13 1,74 

 

Madrid 

Area Surface Year of constr. Number of houses Density houses/Ha 

Barrio San Blas 95 Ha 1951-1959 10.442 110 

Caño Roto 20 Ha 1957-1964 1.907 95,4 

Valverde (Fuencarral) 225 Ha 1957-1977 9.029 40 

Villaverde 2.017 Ha 1945-1981 54.624 27 

Palomeras 307 Ha 1950/1979 13.900 45 

San Cristobal de los ángeles 43 Ha 1959-1981 6.077 140 

Vicalvaro 3.270 Ha 1951-1987 23.973 8 

Canillas 17 Ha 1956-1960 1.603 95 
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We chose two locations where you can build SymbCity, to study their real implantation, analyzing technical, 
economic and urban aspects: Manoteras in Madrid and Hermanos Falcó in Albacete. 
A clear example of area capable of receiving SymbCity is the Integral Rehabilitation Area of Manoteras 
(Madrid). This area has 2,439 homes. They are divided into repeated buildings: open blocks and detached 
houses, for this reason the costs and timing of the works are reduced, increasing viability. 
Implantation of SymbCity acts as a kind of symbiosis between the exiting city and implemented new homes. New 
users are set in an established urban environment taking advantage of the benefits provided, as a well-connected 
urban transport, or integration into an existing community while early users take advantage of the energy and 
functional improvements that new structure provides to them. 
Another advantage is that the open blocks are ideal typology for placing SymbCity. In addition, the 
neighborhood association is very interested to revive this area and they need new equipment in the 
neighborhood, as a cultural civic center, a nursery school, a training center occupational or social care center. 
SymbCity can be the solution for an area with these characteristics. 
Moreover, Plateau Team has done a study about the implant of 4 new homes in a linear building located in the 
Hermanos Falcó neighborhood, one of the study areas of Albacete.  

Manoteras-
Madrid-Spain 
See more on 

PLT_PD_GE-301  
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EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS 

According Spanish official simulation programs for energy certification (CE3, CE3x, Calener), these existing 
homes have an average energy rating G, with global emissions of 108.65 KgCO2/m2 year. Supposing the 
placement of new efficient homes on the roof, creating greenhouse area in the south façade of the existing 
building, placing insulation on the exterior facades in North, East and West, and replacing the woodwork and 
electrical heating systems, you get an energy rating B, global emissions of 11.06 KgCO2/m2 year and you 
reduce overall energy consumption by 88.2%. 

Current Intervention 

  
 

  Heating Cooling 
Domestic hot 

water 
TOTAL 

Cu
rr

en
t 

Demand 
KWh/m2 year 

164,83 15,84 - - 

Primary energy KWh/m2year 368,2 34,14 31,06 433,39 

CO2 emissions 
KgCO2/m2year 

92,63 8,49 7,53 108,65 

In
te

rv
en

tio
n 

Demand 
KWh/m2year 

14,32 10,23 - - 

Primary energy 
KWh/m2year 

18,58 15,71 16,83 51,13 

CO2 emissions kgCO2/m2year 3,75 3,91 3,4 11,06 

Sa
vi

ng
 

Demand KWh/m2year 
% 

150,51 
91,31% 

5,61 
35,42% 

- - 

Primary energy 
KWh/m2year 

% 

349,62 
94,95% 

18,43 
53,98% 

14,23 
45,81% 

382,17 
88,18% 

CO2 emissions kgCO2/m2year 
% 

88,88 
95,95% 

4,58 
53,95% 

4,13 
54,84% 

97,59 
89,82% 
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5.1.2. Market viability of the product 

Market situation 

 
SymbCity House was born in the middle of the strong economic crisis that Spain is suffering since 2008. The 
building industry was a huge responsible for this crisis, as the national economy was mostly dependent on the 
exponential growth of housing market while the Spanish population was not at all growing at similar rates. 
This extremely uniform economic model caused three main problems and configured the current market situation, 
in which SymbCity House has to be developed: 

1. An uncontrollable urban expansion progressively away from the city center. A serious environmental and 
urban management problem, which doesn’t fit the needs of a population which demands budget, energy 
savings and mobility for job-seeking. SymbCity House encourages the redensification of the cores of 
existing cities to shape future real energy saving cities 

2. The abandon of the rehabilitation market, as it didn’t represent a major profitable business. As shown in 
the last European community guidelines (such as Horizon 2020 projects) the energetic rehabilitation is an 
urgent task that countries must accomplish to become economically efficient and environmentally friendly. 

3. Finantial support. A great part of Spanish families have low income levels and very difficult access to for 
both purchase of new homes or rehabilitation of their own properties, to fit their actual needs. SymbCity 
House proposes a finantial system integrating owners, public and private investors and collective 
management of the operation. 
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ECONOMY 

 
In Spain there is a great housing stock and a wide offer of developable land, however a huge part of this 
housing and land are located on the outskirts of cities or they are part of isolated housing developments. In most 
cases the necessary urban equipment remained unfinished because of the economic crisis. A great economic 
effort would be necessary to equip these unfinished areas, which makes this land and housing stock uninteresting 
or simply unavailable for potential buyers. 
Housing sales have dropped about 65% since 2007.  In 2012, 259,000 homes were sold in Spain. 
All these data define a housing market in crisis, with serious difficulties. Meanwhile, the Spanish population 
needs access to more affordable houses, adapted to a new society more aware of the environmental issues. 
On a demographical and economical approach, families and homes in Spain have seen their annual income 
reduced during the crisis. Since 2008 the average income per home has been declining 1.890 € per year. This 
represents a huge loss of purchasing power of families in Spain. 

Evolution of the average income 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

26.101 € 26.500 € 26.033 € 25.094 € 24.609 € 

Meanwhile, during the real estate bubble, rehabilitation was not taken into account because it was not 
considered profitable enough by the property developers. People who couldn’t afford a new home during these 
years, a great part of Spanish society, are still living in outdated, inefficient buildings with serious problems of 
energy poverty, accessibility and comfort conditions.  
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DEMOGRAPHICS 

The target social group of SymbCity House should be widely represented on the Spanish society. Nowadays in 
Spain there are about 17.2 million homes with an average of 2.67 persons (data for 2011). From the data of the 
National Statistics Institute we can notice that the number of homes in Spain is increasing while the number of 
components is gradually reduced. In 2001 the average of the Spanish inhabitants per homes was 3.03, a 
decrease of 0.36 in 10 years. Both target markets of SymbCity House, which will be described later, are growing 
social groups. 
 

Composition of homes. Spain 

 2007 2011 variation 

Childless couple 21,5% 22,77% ↑ 1,27 

Couple with 1 child 21% 17,57% ↓ 3,43 

Couple with 2 children 17,4% 15,86% ↓ 1,54 

Couple with  more than 2 children 3,7% 3,42% ↓ 0,28 

Adult with child 7,9% 8,14% ↑ 0,24 

A person < 65 years 8,8% 13,47% ↑ 4,67 

A person > 65 years 8,7% 9,82% ↑ 1,12 

Others 10,8% 8,96% ↓ 1,84 

SOURCE: INE. NATIONAL STATISTICS INSTITUTE. SPAIN 
 

The types of homes that are increasing their percentage in the Spanish society are childless couples, adult singles 
and elder population above 65 years old. This increase is detrimental to traditional families with children. 
This change in the structure of homes in Spain is due to social, cultural and especially economic factors. For 
decades, the prototype home in Spain was formed of couples with more than one child. Nowadays there is not a 
prototype of Spanish family but a variety of home configurations This change must be reflected in the housing 
stock, and especially in the refurbishment operations. 
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SymbCity House is designed to accommodate growing social groups in Spain, focusing on three targets: childless 
couples (22.77% of households), single persons under 65 (13,47%) and single persons over 65 years old 
(9,82%). 
From these general age groups, we have identified two potential socio-economic and age groups: 
 
1 - Young people between 20 years until about 40-45 years (37.9% of the population). Being young couples or 
single persons, this sector of the population is more aware of the importance of sustainability. 
 
2- Couples and seniors over 65 years (17.7% of the population).  
This sector of the population will be the most important on Europe’s demography within a decade or two, due to 
the ageing of society. 
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Symbiotic target markets 

 
On the target market approach, symbiosis is as important as it is in our architectural and urban concept. 

 
There are two target markets that SymbCity House wants to reach and become attractive to. 
On one hand, home owners of aged buildings on potential urban areas, and on the other hand, house-seeking 
individuals or couples with mobility needs and strong environmental awareness. 
Both groups can help each other by a symbiotic financing and architectural operation.  
 

 

Former inhabitants of the old national social housing system, who mostly moved to medium 
and large Spanish cities during the rural exodus from the 1950’s. It is a vulnerable social 
group, living on buildings with a huge rehabilitation potential, in terms of energy. 
 
 

DEFINITION: 

Mostly composed by elder population above 65 years old and second generation families living in the former 
homes of their parents. They have a strong link to the neighborhood where they have been living during decades 
and a network of social links with a lot of potential for creating cooperative projects, such as energy sharing or 
neighborhood sustainability projects.  

NEEDS 

- Accessibility is a main improvement required. Living in buildings with more than three levels without 
elevators, elder population has serious accessibility problems.  

- Rehabilitation is a priority, due to the strong links of the inhabitants to their homes although they were 
built with poor construction qualities. 
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- Energy savings, whose advantages must be previously explained to the owners, are crucial to keep 
comfort conditions for families with low incomes. The lack of thermal insulation and energy wasting 
cause, in some cases, high cost and, in extreme situations, energetic poverty of families who cannot 
afford to pay the energy bill. 

- Financial support. Although an energetic refurbishment is compulsory for this target market, financing 
opportunities are very low as in some cases we deal with retired people and, in other cases, short and 
long term unemployed people. This is why SymbCity House incorporates a financial mechanism that 
makes the energetic refurbishment a cost effective operation. 

- Affordable private investment on rehabilitation, easy to understand in terms of repayment. 
The average of private investment should not surpass 10000€ per family unit, and it must be paid off (by 
energy savings) in a period no longer than 10 years 

- Public equipment, especially proximity health care and social assistance for elder population. 
- Public transport incentives to reduce private car dependence, which causes urban problems such as 

illegal parking, loss of pedestrian areas and traffic jams. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION: 

The selection of the strategic market described above corresponds to a territorial and urban analysis focused on 
the main goals of the project: to make dense, energy saving cities and encourage the re-use of existing buildings 
to transform them into high performance and ecologic homes for the future. 
 
SymbCity House is meant for medium density urban areas that still have a potential to raise their population 
density. In Spain, besides the main urban areas (Madrid, Barcelona), urban central areas with more than 
200.000 residents are distributed throughout the whole territory.  
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On a territorial balanced strategic plan, it will become necessary for the country’s sustainability strategy to 
encourage urban growth on all of these medium cities, especially those who have suffered from a strong 
suburbanization phenomenon.  As shown on the map below, Madrid and the Mediterranean corridor 
(Barcelona, Valencia) are the areas that have stronger urban sprawl issues. SymbCity House is the first step on a 
wider project that will make city cores more dense, attractive, affordable and sustainable. The goal is to 
discourage urban sprawl culture of the last decades, which is a main challenge that for European cities and it 
represents in Spain a huge energy, pollution and mobility issue. 
 
A brief analysis of the housing stock that would exponentially improve with a SymbCity  energetic rehabilitation 
operation reveals that the target market of “Home owners” in Spain reaches around 3,7 million homes in Spain. 
These homes gather essentially 2 conditions: 
 

1. They were built between the post-war period and the 1980s, with inexistent energy efficiency standards 
2. They have between 4 and 6 levels of construction, which means they are in medium density areas that 

could afford a density rise. 

    

 
City 
size 

 
<10.000 pop. 

10.000 - 
100.000 

pop. 

>100.000 
pop. 

<10.000 
pop. 

10.000 - 
100.000 pop. 

>100.000 
pop. 

Year 
of 

constr. 

Floors 
above 
ground 

      

<1960 

From 1 
to 3 

1.257.020    
8,92% 

269.136    
1,91% 

118.483   
0,84% 

30.1546    
2,14% 

177.826     
1,26% 

148.985    
1,06% 

4 to 6 
593     

0,004% 
428   

0,003% 
356       

0,003% 
135.609    
0,96% 

348.999    
2,48% 

1.114.148    
7,91% 

1961-
1980 

From 1 
to 3 

834.358      
5,92% 

251.277    
1,78% 

67.753     
0,48% 

358.810    
2,55% 

211.583      
1,5% 

97.215    
0,69% 

4 to 6 
859     

0,01% 
527   

0,004% 
388       

0,003% 
406.082   
2,88% 

1.281.739    
9,1% 

2.577.719    
18,29% 

1981-
2001 

From 1 
to 3 

1.123.581    
7,97% 

358.603   
2,55% 

101.816    
0,72% 

402.281    
2,86% 

232.208     
1,65% 

87.126   
0,62% 

4 to 6 
1.479   
0,01% 

1.272   
0,01% 

1.131     
0,01% 

281.421     
2% 

668.325     
4,74% 

869.166     
6,17% 

 
Main homes and percentage of total, according to year of construction, number of floors above ground, city size and number of homes 

per building in Spain. National Statistic Institute, Spain. 
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We have selected a series of potential districts on the Madrid Metropolitan Area that match with our description 
of potential home owners appropriate to host the SymbCity House Sustainable Redensification project, following 
the next three parameters: 

A) Social housing network from 1950’s to 1970’s 
B) Peripheral districts rehabilitated by the Administrations 
C) Vulnerable collectives in terms of incomes and energy. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Satellite Districts of Social Housing Network.          Peripheral districts rehabilitated by the Administrations 

Madrid 1950        Madrid 2014 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vulnerable Districts in Madrid. Atlas of Urban Vulnerability. Madrid 2014 
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Dynamic middle-class citizens with no age limit but usually between 20 and 45 years old, 
single or couples with no children. Searching a new home in a consolidated urban area, 
well-communicated to public transport. 
 
 

DEFINITION: 

This sector of population is the main target of the new SymbCity House. As we previously mentioned, non-
classical family structures are growing within the Spanish society. The housing market is no longer adapted to a 
situation where a 3 bedroom family house was the main product demanded by the society. The newcomers to the 
SymbCity Houses demand smaller houses for single inhabitants or couples, with no fixed architectural distribution 
and, most of all, higher levels of energy performance, in order to reduce both energy bills and carbon footprint. 

NEEDS RELATED TO URBAN LOCATION: 

 
- Mobility is a main worry for people who have a fast way of life, an expanded social network that 

surpasses the limits of their neighborhood, and usually need to commute to work every day. The whole 
city and not their proximity area is their living environment, and the first step to improve their mobility 
opportunities is to live in an urban area close to the city center, with already existing public transport 
such as subway and buses.  

- Job opportunities require nowadays both quick mobility and proximity to the city centers. For well-trained 
job-seekers the city center offers in Spain more chances than the suburban areas, and it represents a 
distinctive feature in the market. 

- Public transport incentives to reduce private car dependence, as one of the biggest problems of a rise of 
density on these neighborhoods is the increase of the number of cars parked in the streets. 
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NEEDS RELATED TO ECONOMY: 

 
- Emancipation has become an urgent need for a generation that didn’t have financial access to a home of 

their property, and has long postponed their emancipation from parents or shared flats. SymbCity House 
is specifically designed in size for this group, and it is offered in different ways, from sale to rental, 
making it accessible to them. 

- Financial Support is a key feature of SymbCity House. Given the decreasing level of incomes of Spanish 
families, the sale price must be under the market level, which is situated in around 2000€/m2 on 
peripheral areas as Manoteras District.  
This means that the sale of a 70 m2 house should not surpass an overall price of 140.000€ regardless of 
its construction quality, if we want to make an affordable operation. 

- Energy Savings that guarantee if not the repayment, at least the investment made on a high performance 
house compared to the standard house consumptions in Spain. 

NEEDS RELATED TO ARCHITECTURE AND HOUSE PERFORMANCE 

 
- Flexible house distribution. For single inhabitants or childless couples, a single, flexible space is more 

suitable than a subdivision of the inner space with partition walls. This way they can personalize the 
house distribution and furniture during the years or even at single moments such as family events. On the 
other hand, a single space is a more grateful spatial experience than single small boxes. 

- Social interaction. In order to make the citizens aware of the role that collective behaviors affect the 
sustainability of their buildings, it becomes necessary to create a sense of community. This social 
interaction can only happen if common spaces as corridors are generously designed and force shared 
access routes for all the neighbors 

- Energy efficiency. The potential newcomers are about to buy a home whose energy expenses will affect 
them over decades. With the rise of energy costs and the incoming oil peak crisis, energy efficiency is the 
crucial aspect that may guide their buying preferences. 

- Responsibility and empowerment. The twenty-first century citizen is a technologically educated user that 
can take responsibility over the functioning of his own house. With simple, even manual technologies and 
user-friendly interfaces, he is ready to interact with his home to make it more efficient. Besides, a sense of 
environmental awareness already exists on this social group. It only needs to be enhanced by a good 
user experience. 

 
This target group is a potential buyer and thus an active agent of change. SymbCity House concept can help him 
meet his goals and improve the situation of its neighborhood. 
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SymbCity house management system for sustainable redensification  

 
In order to give an answer to both target markets while we guarantee a true symbiotic relationship between host 
home owners and the newcomers, where their respective needs are satisfied on a global, coherent and agreed 
operation, a Management System born from the SymbCity House operation will lead the operation. 
 
The role of this institution will cover from the technical project, to the whole communication of an intervention that 
needs the agreement of all the inhabitants of the building and the interest of potential newcomers. 
 
It’s not a whole new figure, as this intermediary and technical role has been played by public administrations on 
recent experiences in Spain. Nevertheless,  what we believe it is fundamental nowadays is to establish a mixed 
management system that involves householders, local authorities and private investors with the lead of a technical 
independent team with a clear vision of the global urban project. This long-distance long-term comprehensive 
view is crucial in a sustainability project that must be designed on a 50 year plan. 
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5.1.3. Collective housing building characteristics 

SymbCity House will be located over existing dwellings build on the 1950s and 1960s in consolidated urban 
areas around main Spanish cities, taking Madrid as a technical example. 
These buildings were mostly built with poor construction standards and they usually lack accesible lifts and 
corridors, which is a problem for the elder population usually owning these dwellings.  
The intervention seeks to improve the existing features of the building as a whole energy mechanism, improving 
thermal insulation, adding large terraces for each apartment and introducing new vertical connections. 
 
As this refurbishment operation is currently unavailable for most inhabitants, we propose the colonization of the 
roofs of the target buildings with an extra level of construction. It can develop a wide variety of uses, from public 
facilities to dwellings. The sale of this extra urban land helps financing the global refurbishment operation on the 
building, creating this way a mutual benefit between “host” (existing) and ”guest” (new) housing units.  
 
Inspired by the mutual benefit relationship between natural organisms known as symbiosis, the new self-sufficient 
house will cooperate with the old buildings to reach the sustainability goals demanded to our cities. The new 
home will benefit from a strategic and developed location inside the city. It will be placed on the roof of the 
building taking care of existing facilities, adding a new set of staircases, elevator and corridor that improve the 
accessibility standards for both newcomers and previous homeowners. 
 
The project involves an improvement of the energetic performance of the whole building, no longer treated as a 
sum of individual housing units. The guest housing unit will be a nearly-zero energy consumption building, while 
the host will accomplish, at least, a level B energy rating. 
 
The implementation of new home types allows a substantial flexibility on the profile of the inhabitants and its 
evolution in time, following a long-term sustainability plan from the point of view of sociology and demography. 
The neighborhood will no longer be a progressively ageing area but a dynamic collectivity. 
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Future prospect 

The incorporation of Symbiotic-like projects to the city is expected to be progressive and to endure on a 20 year-
period. The first test units will show the advantages of energy rehabilitation for both money savings and the 
stimulation of the social network of the neighborhood, helping to create a chain reaction that will put urban 
regeneration on the first line of the country priorities. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing city                                                  Change in progress 
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What does SymbCity House give to the city? 

 

 
 
Apart from specific building improvements the proposal also includes crucial urban improvements. 
Besides of increasing building density without the necessity to extend the urban footprint, green spaces could be 
liberated in the ground if a low percentage of buildings were suppressed and their inhabitants transferred to new 
SymbCity Houses. 
The transfer of existing houses to the roof creates other possibilities. It can provide free space on the ground floor 
for shops, parking or public equipment. 
On the other hand, specific public equipment or large businesses such as libraries, gyms or offices can be set on 
the roof with the same SymbCity structure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Case Study: Manoteras 

 
A possible development on a real collective housing building has been undertaken on the district of Manoteras, 
located inside the first highway ring of Madrid. 
In spite of having a good rate of green areas and public spaces, and the improvement of public transport on the 
last 10 years, the district that has not evolved in the last 20 – 30 on the social and economic aspects, and even 
less from the point of view of individual and collective Sustainability and ecology. 
Twenty families living in the Somontín 23 Street have contributed to real-time studies carried out on ther own 
homes during 6 months. Surveys about energy bills and user habits, technical measures of the thermal 
performance of walls and acoustic studies have allowed us to give an accurate output about the profitability of 
energy rehabilitation. 
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Although the SymbCity house is designed to be adapted to a wide 
variety of morphologies from buildings raised between 1950 and 
1970, this specific location allows us to work with a variety of 
typologies that were built in 3 main intervention phases between 
1958 and 1965 in Manoteras, showing both the versatility  and 
specificity of the prototype.   

Seven buildings in the district have been identified as suitable to be 
improved using the specific intervention strategies proposed in this 
project. 
In order to facilitate the adaptation to those building types, fixed 
design criteria for new housing and the new structure are planned. 
Within these guidelines, both the host and the guest house may 
vary to best adapt to the implantation site. 
 
SymbCity House units have been connected to pre-existing vertical 
communication cores and new corridors and one single lift for each floor, have been added instead of the former 
three staircases per floor.  
The improvements over the existing building envelope, corridors,vertical cores and the new homes are supported 
by an external structure that reduces the structural overload of the existing building. 
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Intervention criteria 

 
- Vertical Access, new facade 

and galleries. 
o The new house will 

bring, at least, one 
vertical access core to 
each floor. 

o It will always be an 
wheelchair-adapted 
elevator (1,90 m x 
1,70 m) and a 
staircase when 
necessary. 

o Access to housing will be made by its north-northwest-northeast gallery,  with a minimum 
1,20 m  width. 

o New facades south-west, south or south-east oriented will give the user the possibility to 
extend one or more parts of their house. 

o The structural configuration of the new homes on the roof will respect in any case the window 
distribution of the existing building, avoiding expensive façade operations when possible. 
 
 

- New Dwellings 
o The structure will 

follow a two-to-three 
strip design, defining 
the house distribution. 

o Technical core: Prefab 
modules (1,50m 
fixed) accommodate 
in a variable-size 
stripe between 1,50 
and 2,50m wide.  

o Living space: Variable width between 3,50 and 6,50 m. (three housing distribution types are 
possible: 3,50m; 5 m and 6,50 m.) 

o Multifunctional space: Variable width between 2,25 and 3,50 m. The performance of this 
room depends of the house orientation, thus not being operational for all housing units.  
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Building type 1 study 

 
Typology analysis  
21 buildings of this type were built in 1958. Each of them 
has five floors and 4 dwellings per floor. A total of 420 of 
those housings were built in phase 1 of Manoteras 
development. 
The structure is made by a series of masonry load-
bearing walls and concrete slabs. The facade is 
composed by one layer of brick masonry with 3cm air 
chamber. Absence of thermal insulation. 
One of the special features of this type is two exterior 
stairs that make possible the access to every dwelling. 
Two dwellings per stair and level, a total of 10 houses per stair.  
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Intervention Process 

 

1. The building is described and studied in detail. A specific intervention project is proposed, adapted for 
that typology. 

2. Unnecessary non-structural parts of the building for the proposal, as roofs and exterior stairs, are 
demolished. 

3. The new external structure of SymbCity House is erected. 
4. Introduction of new vertical access cores, communicated by corridors. 
5. Once all structure and corridors are built; a new facade is constructed. That new skin remarkably 

improves the insulation and thermal performance of the existing building. 
6. At the same time, or in any time in the future, the existing dwellings could be optionally refurbished 

and/or expanded by the owners. Those interventions have to be adapted to the rules planned in that 
specific project. 

7. New dwellings can be used as transfer units for the ground floor inhabitants. 
8.  Ground floor level can be converted to other purposes e.g. shops or electric vehicle parking. 

 

 

  

1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 
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General improvements:  

New vertical communication, galleries and facade are introduced. Existing dwellings remain with no changes.  

 

Energy efficiency improvements over the existing building 

Present state + SymbCity 

  

 
CO2 emissions reduction: 89,8% 

Reducing overall energy consumption: 88,2% 
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Optional improvements: 

In addition to the new vertical communication, galleries and façade; each owner can make changes in their 
dwellings. Every room, or just living rooms, can be expanded.  Thanks to that, existing dwellings can be adapted 
to be accessible for disabled people. Furthermore, a construction system catalogue allows some customization 
over the final results: 
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New dwellings 

 
Four SymbCity Houses are built on the top of the building. Two standard technical cores provide support to those 
houses. 
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5.1.4. Transportation and Mobility strategies 

Current situation 

The sort of neighborhoods in which we intend to act, are located in the big cities periphery, where several 
decades ago they started to expand creating new neighborhoods that has turned out obsolete to nowadays 
controlled standards of living. We have noticed that the same is happening with the structure of mobility 
strategies.  
 
We have chosen Manoteras’ neighborhood as a clear example of that situation that we mean to solve in the most 
effective way possible. 
 
Manoteras is linked to the center of Madrid by bus and subway, but the lack of cycling path is a problem that 
needs to be solved. SymbCity project endorses the bicycle as a competent mean of transport, creating a network 
of public cycle parking in the nearness of the reformed building. Manoteras has a handy access to the center, 
less than 15 minutes by bike, which is a great advantage for its inhabitants which is not took advantage for. 
There are 31 bus stops and there is just 1 subway stop. 
 
According to CAT-MED (platform for sustainable urban models) every neighborhood needs a subway stop every 
500 meters and one bus stop every 300 meters, which is nearly well satisfied in Manoteras. 
 
The ideal proximity is proved by this simple formula = (inhabitants who live close to a subway stop/Total 
population) · 100.  
In Manoteras we got an 87% which means that another subway stop could be necessary but not indispensable. 
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Regarding to the conjunction in public transport means, it is awaring that the average per inhabitant in Madrid is 
61 cars every 100 people. The massive presence of private vehicles in Manoteras proves the evidence that now 
around 61% of its inhabitants us their own car every day.  
 
As the following image shows, the parking area is not well regulated, and sometimes the dominant presence of 
vehicles narrows the circulation space, collapses the urban scenario and worsen the environment quality of the 
urban area. 
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The subsequent research shows the presence of regulated parking area (type A) less regulated parking area (type 
B) and wholly unplanned parking area (type C). 
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The presence of parking impact is dissimilar depending on the area of the neighborhood. This graphics evidence 
where is this problem more shocking in the center than in the boundaries, and evidences where we need to focus 
our attention. 
 

 
 
That figures above calls our response, and our SymbCity transportation proposal is to uphold the awareness to 
the citizens from the conception of our project towards the urban background. To achieve that, we propose the 
creation of a cycle path and a public cycle parking, as mentioned above and also reduce the 50% of parking 
areas in a in the urban scenario using the bottom area of the buildings or creating subterranean parking under 
the buildings and parks. 
 
Then comes up  the option of amplifying the sidewalk path and the new bicycle path, where the parking area 
was before. 
 
We intend to dissuade private transport in favor of the use of public transport means, requesting an improvement 
of its network, stop frequencies and journey times. 
 
In future means, we can offer charging points for electrical vehicles in the parking beneath the buildings that 
would be connected to the solar panels located on the roof. 
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Economic and environmental benefits 

The economic and environmental benefits would be important, and for supporting this proposal we are going to 
study the annual amount of CO2 emitted by each daily user going to work to Madrid center in each mean of 
transport nowadays, compared with the amount produced if we change the mobility structure of this 
neighborhood as we intend to. 

CURRENT 

Mean 
of transport 

Km per day 
CO2 emissions 

per PASSENGER 
(kg) 

% of users 
Manoteras 

CO2 emissions per 
year 

(kg x 106) 

car 27.8 52.8 0.61 190.586975 

bus 29.6 14.8 0.12 10.509266 

subway 21 0.77 0.16 0.729021 

train 21.8 6.1 0.09 3.248641 

bicycle 16.8 0 0.02 0 

   TOTAL 205.073904 

 
Our proposal is to increase the use of bicycle instead of car or motorbike and impulse the public transport, 
specially subway or train. In this way CO2 emissions diminish three times the ones due to the current scenario. 
 

IDEAL 

Mean of 
transport km per day 

CO2 emissions 
per PASSENGER 

(kg) 

% of users 
Manoteras 

CO2 emissions per 
year 

(kg x 106) 

car 27.8 52.8 0.21 65611909.44 

bus 29.6 14.8 0.05 4378861.2 

subway 21 0.77 0.5 2278191.3 

train 21.8 6.1 0.14 3609601.8 
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bicycle 16.8 0 0.10 0 

   TOTAL 75.87856374 

 

 
Also this is an advantage regarding to economic standings, as each passenger would spend an average of 
47.60 € (depending on the area in which each user needs to travel and the age) using public transport. 
If we compare this figure with the petrol  (gasoline) cost needed during an entire month of private transport from 
Manoteras to Madrid center, and taking as petrol (gasoline) waste average 7 liters each 100 km, and 1.5€ per 
liter, the cost rise to 90 € per month. 
 
As a conclusion, economic and environmental benefits are convenient and remarkable, and worth an effort in 
kindness of the future cities and its inhabitants. 
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5.1.5. Affordability 

 
Plateau Team has developed a study of housing stock in the main cities of Castilla-La Mancha and in the city of 
Madrid (see 5.1.1). 
SymbCity focus the needs of two main population sectors. On one hand, neighbour associations which see in this 
project a profitable manner to retrofit their houses and to improve their comfort and accessibility conditions. On 
the other hand, families looking for new housing in consolidated areas of the city without having to move to 
peripheral zones which lack of services, due to its quick uncontrolled growth. 
By acting on existing buildings with a higher energy demand, larger CO2 pollution and greater operation and 
maintenance costs, we transform them into Nearly Zero Emissions Buildings (as stated in the  regulations), 
minimizing its environmental impact and helping tenants to live in comfort conditions without increasing the costs. 
This is achieved by introducing systems, both actives and passives in the improvements. The obsolete housing 
stock is transformed into an efficient housing stock. Furthermore, the vertical communication cores of the 
buildings are provided within the intervention, taking necessary measures to be accessible. 
We demostrate here that the new houses are affordable for families and people of any economic range, due to 
their low construction cost, and their low consumption costs (HVAC, electrical, hot water production...). Another 
important aspect is that houses are fully accessible to people of all ages and disabilities, what makes it a suitable 
home for any person or family. 
The expenses of retrofiting the base building are met by transfering the building roof area for the construction of 
one or, in some cases, two levels of housing. These could be sold or rented to cover costs and to achieve a 
balance of interests, in a symbiotic relationship. This symbiosis achieves a new way to finance the rehabilitation 
while new efficient spaces in the center of cities are created. 
The maximum profitability of the project SymbCity is obtained by implanting it in buildings constructed between 
the years 1941 and 1980. In this years linear typology buildings  were the most common ones, where the 
settlement of symbcity is less expensive. The exemple of Manoteras building is showed next: 
 
Estimated budget of the intervention in the existing buildings includes:  
Demolitions, repairs of humidity damages, the new outdoors structure, improvements in the accessibility, new 
community installations, New thermal envelope and waste management, Safety measures, other general 
expenses (13%), industrial benefits (6%) and taxes (10%). 
Construction of new houses price include:  
Construction of the SIMBCITY houses, installations connexion to the existing building, Safety measures, industrial 
benefits (06 %) and taxes (10 %).  
However the final estimation will depend on the number of interventions; an increase in the number of 
interventions would improve the prefabrication and industrialization of all the components that will result in costs 
reduction. 
To get an affordable product, the cost of this operation has to be recovered thanks to the energy costs savings of 
the existing houses and the incomes from the sale of new houses in the roof. The savings of the intervention 
amounts to    88.2%, which represents a decrease in energy consumption of 328.17 kW/m2/year 
approximately, €1.116,8 per house and year.  
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This intervention seeks new ways to finance the rehabilitation works, which is why the sale of new housing plays 
the main role. 
These calculations begins with the study of the maximum investment that families can afford in Manoteras 
neighborhood (Madrid). This investment have to be less than 10.000,00€. 
So, in this way we can know which is the maximum estimated cost of construction of a home sale SymbCity in 
Manoteras neighborhood (Madrid), in a prefabrication and industrialization context. This is estimated 
approximately 100.000€ that means 1.300,00 €/m². 
 

Initial information 

First of all, a budget for case type 1 in Manoteras is made, the case data are specified in the following table, 
which could be modified in the excel sheet. 
Data are: initial dimensions of the building, final dimensions after rehabiltation, the square meters of each 
construction element, maximum grant, the construction cost of the new houses and the price at which they have to 
be sold. 
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Construction Budget 

Based on the previous data, a budget is made taking into account the following actions: New exterior structure, 
new exterior lift, thermal envelope, new roof, and new installations. 
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TOTAL GENERAL BUDGET 

It takes into account overheads, industrial profit, and taxes. This budget does not include the construction of new 
housing on roof. 
 

 
 
Total general budget of the rehabilitation of existing building is 443.103,77 €. 
 

SUMMARY 

 

 
 
An investment of 443.10,70 € by all neighbors is required. After building and selling new homes on the roof, a 
benefit of 227.500,00 € is obtained. So, each of the neighbors would have to pay 13.475,23 € for this 
intervention. If they can obtain a subsidy (11.000 €), neighbors would have to put less than 3,000 € each. 
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SYMBCITY houses 

In this section we estimate the construction cost of the project SymbCity house in a prefabrication and 
industrialization context. The common installations, like PV system, solar hot water, even though are placed in 
this new house, are recorded in the general budget for the rehabilitation of the existing building. 
 

BUDGET ITEMS 

Structure: includes metal fittings, pillar and beams, new slab, as well as the technical block. The cost is about 
11.430,00 €. In an industrialization context, the cost could be reduced by around 20%.  

Cost:     9.144,00 €. 
 Roof: The cost is about 7.520,00 €. In an industrialization context, the cost could be reduced by around 25%.  

Cost:     5.640,00 €. 
Thermal envelope and partition walls: includes envelope walls, wall linings and solid wood boxes (for window 
gaps). The cost is about 8.623,00 €. In an industrialization context, the cost could be reduced by around 35%.  

Cost:     5.173,80 €. 
Insulation and waterproofing: The cost is about 6.560,00 €. In an industrialization context, the cost could be 
reduced by around 15%. 

Cost:     5.576,00 €. 
Pavements and coatings: includes all of house pavements, interior and exterior coatings. The cost is about 
1.380,00 €. In an industrialization context, the cost could be reduced by around 15%. 

Cost:     1.173,00 €. 
Windows: includes frames and glasses. The cost is about 7.960,00 €. In an industrialization context, the cost 
could be reduced by around 20%. 

Cost:     6.368,00 €. 
Systems: includes HVAC, ventilation system, lighting, electricity, telecommunications, plumbing, sanitation system, 
and sanitation equipment. The cost is about 26.908,00 €. In an industrialization context, the cost could be 
reduced by around 10%. 

 Cost:     24.211,80 €. 
Passive systems: blinds, etc. The cost is about 3.860,00 €. In an industrialization context, the cost could be 
reduced by around 20%. 

 Cost:     3.089,60 €. 
 

BUDGET OF MATERIAL EXECUTION:  60.376,20 € 
General outlays:    13% 

Industrial Benefits     6% 
ADDITION OF G.I. and I.B.  71.847.70 € 

Taxes      21% 
TOTAL GENERAL BUDGET:   86.935,71 € 
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SUMMARY 

The total general budget of the SymbCity houses is about 87.000,00 €. This houses have around 70 useful 
square meters, so the price of construction is about 1.242,80 €/m2. (Rounding to 1.300,00 €/m2). 
The sale price of this kind of houses in Manoteras neighborhood (Madrid) could be about 2.000,00 €/m2, so 
with this intervention, the earnings are around 700€/m2 to carry out the whole rehabilitation project. 
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Improvements on existing building simulation 

INTRODUCTION 

In this section, energy simulations are performed to quantify the improvements proposed in the previous sections 
in the host building. The calculations have been performed with the software tool “energy plus”. Three different 
simulations were performed: the first where the building is simulated in its original condition without intervention. 
A second simulation, where the thermal envelope is improved and the terraces are built as result of the new 
structure. And finally, the last simulation is performed with placement of greenhouses on the south façade. 
 

CONDITIONS 

The simulation conditions are the same as defined in Spanish legislation “CTE DB HE 01” (Código Técnico de la 
Edificación, Documento Básico, Habitabilidad, Energía. (HE1) Limitación de la demanda de energía, anexo 2). 
In this documents are defined internal gains, occupancy schedules, lighting, HVAC schedules, etc. 
 

SHADING 

For the simulations in intervention level 01 and 03, the windows system shading is: “On Night If Heating / On 
Day If Cooling”. Shading is on at night if the zone heating rate in the previous time step is non-zero. Shading is 
on during the day if the zone cooling rate in the previous time step is non-zero. 
 

IMPROVEMENTS 

The improvements of each intervention level are described in in the previous section. The new U (W/m2K) values 
are defined in the CTE DB HE 1 (anexos) for walls, roofs, floors and windows (glasses and frames). (Reference 
Building). 
 

LOCATION AND WEATHER FILE 

The location of these building is Manoteras neighbourhood, in Madrid. The weather file has been taken from 
U.S. department of energy. 
 

SIMULATIONS 

First simulation: the building is simulated in its original condition without intervention. Without extra-insulation, 
single glass windows and pitched roof (unconditioned zone). 
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3D view of the first simulation model (initial situation). 

 
Second simulation: The thermal envelope is improved and the terraces are built as result of the new structure. The 
new U (W/m2K) values are defined in the CTE DB HE 1 for a new building. 
 

 
3D view of the second simulation model (intervention level 01).



 

 

Third simulation: The building is the same as in the previous one, but is performed with placement of greenhouses 
on the south façade. 
 

 
3D view of the third simulation model (intervention level 03). 

RESULTS 

Heating and cooling energy demand: 

 
To make comparisons of building operating performance it is made a specific study of one week of winter and 
summer: Those are the results: 
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WINTER WEEK: From 1st of February to 7th of February. 
1_ Existing Building 

 
 
2_ Improvements level 01 

 
 
3_ Improvements level 03 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS:  
With the intervention level 01 solar gains are reduced because the placement of the new terraces (shading). The 
energy loses are reduced because the insulation has been improved, and windows have been replaced. With the 
intervention level 03 solar gains have increased because the placement of the greenhouses. The energy loses 
through the glasses are higher because the glazed surface is higher. Heating energy demand is very low. 
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SUMMER WEEK: From 1st of July to 7th of July. 
1_ Existing Building 

 
 
2_ Improvements level 01 

 
 
3_ Improvements level 03 

 
 
CONLUSIONS: 
With the intervention level 01, mainly in cooling demand, solar gains are much lower, due to the placement of 
new terraces and shading system. This makes that the demand is less than the initial simulation. On the other 
hand, with the intervention level 03, the solar gains are really high, so it is necessary to place all shading systems 
in greenhouses, to minimize these gains. 
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REMINDER 

5.2. Architecture Design Narrative 

SymbCity House   has been developed to solve a real urban challenge: to 

launch the full energetic refurbishment of the outdated housing estate of Spanish 
cities, becoming an affordable and socially sensitive alternative for the building 
industry.  
 
This way, the energetic transformation of our cities can become a widespread 
phenomenon by individual building operations focused on the re-use of existing 
buildings. 
 
Inspired by the mutual benefit relationship between natural organisms known as 

symbiosis, a new self-sufficient house will cooperate with the old buildings to 

reach the sustainability goals demanded to our cities. 
 
We propose the colonization of the roofs of the target buildings with an extra level of 
construction. It can develop a wide variety of uses, from public facilities to dwellings, 
in which we focus our research.  
 
The sale of this extra urban land helps financing a global refurbishment operation on 
the building, creating this way a mutual benefit between “host” (existing) and ”guest” 
(new) housing units.  
 
The guest housing unit will be a nearly-zero energy consumption building, while the 
host will accomplish, at least, a level B energy rating. 
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REFURBISHMENT IN MADRID 
MANOTERAS DISTRICT 
 
 
The abandon of the traditional cities, caused by the uncontrollable 
urban sprawl of the last decades, is the main challenge that 
European cities must face nowadays. In Spain, the suburbanization 
phenomenon is a huge energy, pollution and mobility issue, 
especially in the Madrid metropolitan area. 
 
The construction of an efficient and more sustainable human habitat 
must try to fight and solve this exodus. The core of our old cities 
represents a huge energy waste for our countries and the whole 
planet. But at the same time, it represents the opportunity to prove 
that the compact city is the most balanced model for human settlings, 
as it concentrates the energy consumption and it reinforces the social 
links of the community. 
 
 
SymbCity House is a single intervention that is used as a model in a 
wider urban proposal for the Manoteras district in Madrid. 
Manoteras is a residential area with low quality of construction, built 
in the middle-50s.  
The project can be adapted to many housing typologies in this 
neighborhood, as it is a standardized construction that will make 
refurbishment operations affordable to citizens with low income 
levels. 
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SYMBCITY HOUSE 
DWELLING CONTEXT 
 
SymbCity House begins with an external wooden structure. The 
structure creates an extra space 1 meter wide for the host house, 
increasing its surface and creating an air chamber where heat from 
solar gains can be stored, reducing heating consumptions in winter. 
 
Following a standardized pattern, we generate the three main areas 
of the house. The first one contains the bedroom and the house living 
core, where most daily activities such as cooking, eating and rest 
take place. The second space is the multifunctional room, working as 
a patio or greenhouse according to the change of seasons. The third 
space is the technical block, containing facilities and wet rooms, 
which has been designed with an independent structural frame. 

 
 
 
 

 

SOLAR DECATHLON EUROPE 
COMPETITION HOUSE 
 
Being a prototype that shows how this operation could take place in a real situation, the translation from the top 
of an old building roof to the SDE site keeps as many features as possible to make the proposal accurate to the 
real life situation it is trying to solve, including the external structure which supports the construction without 
interference with the old construction. 
 
The prototype is composed by a complete SymbCity House apartment for 2 people, over a 1,30m high basement 
representing the “host” building. It performs the external look and an indoor scenography of the daily life of the 
original inhabitants of the building. 
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BIOCLIMATIC STRATEGIES 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

 
The walls of the building are composed of thick layers of 
insulating material, achieving passivhaus standards, while 
Phase Change Materials on the internal side of the wall keep a 
balanced indoor temperature without extra energy supply. 
Solar gains are carefully controlled by eaves and other sun - 
shading devices. This way, we obtain a good balance between 
passive and active energy saving strategies, achieving a nearly-
zero energy consumption 
 
The multifunctional room is a very flexible space. It can be 
adapted to seasonal weather changes. It becomes a cool place 
in summer, with sunshading, cross ventilation and a vertical 
garden which keeps the air fresh. During the cold months, the 
envelope is completely closed, becoming a greenhouse which 
provides extra heating to the house. 

CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING SYSTEMS 
 
SymbCity House is a fast and industrialized construction. The 
whole system has been built following the balloon-frame system, 
made entirely with local wood based materials. We introduce 
an  innovative system of industrialized wall sections. With this 
system the transport and execution are cheap and fast, reducing 
the energy waste during the construction period. 
 
The heating and cooling conditioning system are based on a 
low temperature radiant floor and ceiling, with very low heat 
and electricity consumptions. Besides, the constant monitoring of 
the house activates a series of simple mechanisms in order to 
take advantage of external conditions or protect the house 
against them. 
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5.2.1. Architectural Concepts 

Urban Concept 

COMPACT CITY VERSUS SUSTAINABLE DENSIFICATION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The abandonment of traditional cities, caused by the uncontrollable 
urban sprawl in recent decades, is the main challenge that European 
cities must face nowadays. In Spain, the suburbanization phenomenon is 
a huge energy, pollution and mobility issue, especially in Madrid’s 
metropolitan area. 
 
The construction of an efficient and more sustainable human habitat must 
try to fight and solve this exodus. The city cores of the oldest cities in our 
country represent a huge energy waste, not only in our country but also 
in the whole planet. But, at the same time, this presumes an opportunity 
to prove that the compact city is the most balanced model for human 
settlings, as it concentrates the energy consumption and it reinforces the 
social links of the community. 
 
Reducing the sprawl of the cities and promoting the growth in height of 
existing buildings, the “densification”, is also a way to provide new 
space, which is required for community life by those areas where there is 
a lack of good quality public space. This could be achieved by the 
substitution of small buildings for public space and the growth of the 
surrounding buildings to reach a new balance. 
 

Outskirts of Madrid. Uncontrolled 
urban sprawl from 2002 to 2012 
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Energetic Refurbishment in Madrid: Manoteras District 

 
SymbCity house entails an economic support that helps with the financiation of a 
refurbishment operation. Making the whole project affordable depends, first of all, 
on long-term analysis related to the energy savings obtained in the old building 
by, among other operations, replacing the facade and providing renewable solar 
energy. 
The compact city has a complex network of public spaces, equipment, 
infrastructures and shops. Densifying these areas is more sustainable than building 
on the outskirts of the cities, and this should also be an economic indicator of the 
sustainability of a building operation.  
In most of Spanish cities, there is a huge amount of obsolete constructions, built 
from 1941 to 1980, which need a global energetic refurbishment, as they are the 
main source of energy waste in the city, mostly because of their thermal 
inefficiency. 
SymbCity House is a single intervention, part of a wider urban proposal for the 
Manoteras district in Madrid.  
Manoteras is a residential area with low quality of construction, built in the 
middle-50s. The project can be adapted to many housing typologies in this 
neighborhood, as it is a standardized construction that would make refurbishment 
operations affordable to citizens with low income levels.  
  
 

SymbCity House. 
Energetic refurbishment sequence 
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SymbCity House 

 

URBAN CONTEXT DWELLINGS 

 
SymbCity House project begins with the placing of an external wooden 
structure. The structure creates an extra space of one meter wide for the 
host house, increasing its surface and creating an air cavity where heat 
from solar gains can be stored, reducing heating consumptions in winter 
time. 
The external structure is the only support of the new construction on the 
top of the host building, without overcharging it, which is important in 
order to respect the residential use of the building during the construction 
works. 
Taking advantage of the new and “free” auxiliary structure, the pre-
existing homes will be able to choose if they want to increase their living 
space, obtaining a new efficient facade. The new houses above the deck 
can also collect solar energy and the rainwater from the roof of the 
building.  
Our main challenge is to get all the energy demanded by the house from 
the sun, and yet generate a surplus to feed the rest of the houses 
underneath. This is the symbiotic relationship which becomes possible 
with SymbCity House. 
 
  

Residential building in Madrid  
Somontin Street. Manoteras  
BEFORE 
 
 
 
 
 
AFTER 
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Solar Decathlon Europe 

 

COMPETITION HOUSE 

Being a prototype that shows how this operation could take place in a real situation, the translation from the top 
of an old building roof to the Cité du Soleil ® site keeps as many features as possible to make the proposal 
accurate to the real life situation that it is trying to solve, including the external structure which supports the 
construction without any interference with the old construction. 
 
This prototype consists of a complete SymbCity House for 2 people, and a 1,30m high base representing the 
“host” building. It performs the external look and an indoor scenery of the daily life of the original inhabitants of 
the building. 
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Space Definition 

 
The house is made up of three main spaces with different functions based on 
temperature control, the industrialization of the technical equipment and 
energy savings. 
The trussed wooden structure, with a span of 7m, is independent to the house 
thermal envelope, as its measures may change depending on the building 
SymbCity House will colonize. 
Following a standardized and modulated pattern, we generate the three main 
areas of the house. The first one contains the bedroom and the house living 
core, where most daily activities such as cooking, eating and resting take 
place. The second space is the multifunctional room, wich functions  as an 
open space or greenhouse according to the seasonal changes; and the third 
space is the technical block, containing the facilities and wet rooms, and 
which has been designed with an independent structural frame to be easily 
transported and set in place with all the equipment previously installed. 
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LIVING CORE & BEDROOM 

 
The living core is the most public space of SymbCity House. The 
entrance door is located in the north facade, leading directly to the 
eating/resting room.  
As such many functions may take place in the same space, this room 
will change from being a kitchen to a dining room for 8 people, or a 
living room to relax and watch TV. In addition, this space can be 
augmented by opening the wide sliding door that is directly linked to 
the multifunctional room, having a much bigger space for parties or 
family meetings, or just to enjoying the cool weather outside. 
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The south facade is crucial for solar thermal energy storage, but when 
cooling is necessary indoors this storage can be dangerous. In 
consequence, the bedroom’s south facade is not completely open, and it 
is protected from direct solar radiation by the roof eaves. 
The SymbCity House unit in Versailles has been designed for a single 
person or a couple, although the structural system allows bigger homes, 
for up to 4 users. In these cases, the living core and the bedroom would 
share the same space, and they would be divided by a central piece of 
furniture, a bookshelf-closet. 
This way, the bedroom gets to be a more private space without needing 
a floor-to-roof partition. 
As well as the living core, the bedroom has a door open up onto a 
private terrace in the south. However, this room is mainly opened 
towards the multifunctional room which is a very bright room and a 
transition space between inside and outside.  
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL ROOM 

 
The multifunctional room innner design offers a continuous and gradual 
composition with the living core & bedroom, reflecting the outside on the 
inside and vice versa. Although this room has some exterior design elements, 
such as a vertical garden and a glass ceiling, it is the third room of the house 
and not just an auxiliary outdoor space. 
This multifunctional room is fully adjustable, from totally opened to a hermetic 
position. When all the windows and doors are closed, the room begins to 
work as a greenhouse thanks to the glass enclosure, becoming a free heat 
generator in winter. 
During warm days in summer, the glass envelope is completely opened, 
forcing the natural ventilation that helps to keep a cool atmosphere. 
On the ceiling, the room has a system of mechanized slats which can be 
oriented according to the sun position along the year. 
They let the sunbeams penetrate indoor during winter, heating the space, but 
stop them in summer, keeping the room fresh and comfortable.  
On the east facade, protection against direct solar radiation is needed in 
order to have a good temperature control. In this wall, a double vertical 
garden guarantees fresh and humid air, as well as low transmittances both 
outdoor and indoor. 
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TECHNICAL BLOCK 

 
The technical block contains most of the home equipment, technical 
rooms and the bathroom & kitchen. 
It has been designed in two independent structural frames to be easily 
transported and set in place with all the equipment previously  installed, 
preventing connection problems within the rest of the house.  
It also connects the house systems to the ground, where we can find the 
tanks for drinkable water and the electricity networks. In a real top-of-
the-roof building situation, this technical wall would also continue 
through the existing facade providing energy supply to the old housing 
units.  
The kitchen is integrated inside the first structural frame. A plywood 
board hides it inside the technical block when the living core is not in use 
for cooking. 
 The bathroom in composed by 2 spaces, connected by the shower and a 
closet, that can be used independently. As a continuous movement, one 
person could use the toilet, get undress to use the shower and, after that 
and already clean,  move to the dressing room, where a folding and 
sliding screen makes this small space temporarily bigger while it is being 
used. At the same moment, a second person could be using the toilet 
without visual interference. 
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BASE. GROUND FLOOR SCENOGRAPHY 

 
Another part of the prototype is the base, which gives an identity to the project we 
propose. The prototype cannot be understood without the urban context it belongs to, so 
the project also attends to this feature in the design, taking the form of a base which the 
prototype communicates with. 
This basement plays the role of the building where the prototype would be installed in its 
real urban context. It portrays the upper part of those buildings from the 1950s which 
SymbCity House colonizes, showing the way of life of the people who lives in, the 
condition of the building and its atmosphere. 
The impossibility of moving or building an entire residential tower in the “Solar Ville” this 
is the reason why we will represent a small part of the building with this base, creating a 
scenery which can dialogue with the established premises of preexistence. 
This component is 7 meters wide, 15.60 meters long and a wall height of 1.30 meters. It 
is mostly unroofed and it is separated in two different parts: The prototype is covering 
the one in the middle, performing a refurbishment operation over the south facade. 
Below it, some technical equipment such as water tanks will be located and hidden from 
the public, while the main structure of the prototype and the basement get in contact in 
here. 
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The second part is uncovered and it portrays the objects that belong to the daily life of 
the possible inhabitants of the original building: pictures of recognizable furniture and 
elements of quotidian house living are shown on the inner walls. The floor will be a 
reinterpretation of a warm wooden flooring, and there will be a few objects through the 
floor of this open room that, beside the interior walls' decoration, will put in front of the 
observers a situation they recognize as popular and global, while moving them to feel 
the proximity of the everyday life of the invisible users. 
The external wall of the basement will be composed of a  flexible structure that holds the 
material which represents the conditions of the outside surfaces of those original 
buildings, with their bricks, windows, balconies, plants and the scratchs that time has 
caused on the surfaces of such recognizable walls. 
The idea of scenography includes not only this basement, but also the access ramp 
which moves along the prototype, around it. Accompanying visitors in their way up and 
down, there will be some informative panels with the main points of the design, the 
decisions, the key strategies and the real development of the project, as well as the 
current life of the buildings we are going to intervene on. 
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Interior Design & Furniture 

  
The versatility of all the areas requires a flexible concept of furniture. At 
first we can find the living core where there are three main spaces 
expressed in an open concept:  

- The first one is the living room; in this case, the main item is the 
Nube sofa of Stua whose design combines the flat and orthogonal 
orthodoxy of the contemporary spaces with the curves of the 
human body. Thanks to its comfort and design, this sofa permit 
this area to be homey without loose the air of sophistication. 

 
- Furthermore there is the dining space, in which we have two 

significant items, the first one is the Zero table, is a central 
pedestal table by Jesus Gasca of restrained and elegant design, 
the other one is the Globus chair from Stua is a light stackable 
chair and refreshingly original design. The curved shape of both 
backrest and seat offer an exceptionally comfortable seating 
position. 

 
- To separate the living and dining area from the bed and work 

space, we use a big shelve that let pass the light but provide 
privacy to the inhabitants.  

The other main space of the house is the multifunctional room; this one is 
the most versatile space of this prototype, it was thought to cover all the 
needs that the living core can’t provide, for example we can have a big 
dinner with more than 8 people, read a book in a rocking chair feeling like if you were in the nature, or make a 
party with some friends. The main elements of the multifunctional room are: 

- The Deneb table from Stua is an archetype of cool minimalism. The anodised aluminium frame is 
assembled from four precision engineered elements that fit seamlessly together. 

- Rocking chair from Mecedorama which are handmade by an wrought iron structure and a plaited with 
nylon bands, this item remind us the Spanish traditional courtyard. 
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5.2.2. Summary of reconfigurable features 

 
The Architectural Footprint of SymbCity House includes the perimeter of the house and the ground floor open 
scenery (the “base”). Some mobile furniture and door openings will change the behaviour of the house during 
the competition, although these elements will not vary in any case the Public Tour, as it has been designed with 
full accessibility criteria. 
 
The total Architectural Footprint with areas 1 and 2 is 137,12 m2 

 
Summary: 

1. Ground floor scenography 

Following rule 6.2, ground floor terraces should be not included in the architectural footprint. However, 
as the ground floor scenery is not a house area, but it is an exterior space designed to represent the 
urban context of SymbCity House and because of the importance to understand the house concept, we 
have included it as part of the footprint. During the competition, some events (always unroofed ones) 
might be performed on this area. 
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2. Central sliding door 

The central door is 2,50m wide. When it is opened, the living core and the multifunctional room get 
linked, making the two rooms become a unique space where special activities could be held. 

 

 
 
 

3. Dining table for 8 people 

In order to be ready for the “house functioning contest” (Rule 20), the central table will be reconfigurable, 
being useful for 2 to 8 guests. This will modify the available space on this room, but it is not strictly 
necessary to open the sliding door. 
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4. Bathroom 

Although the bathroom is not accessible during public tours, the folding screen may be opened and 
closed in order to demonstrate the versatility of the dressing room. 
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5.2.3. Lighting Design Narrative 

 
The main tasks we have considered to get proper comfort conditions and create  different and comfortable 
ambience according to the architecture, are the maximum benefit from daylight and energy efficiency for 
electrical lighting 
All these ideas are linked to the low cost concept which is one of the main conditions of our project. 
Electrical lighting is possible sometimes by solar energy, supplied by PV panels, so whenever it is possible, 
electrical supply comes from this type of clean energy. In addition, all interior electrical lighting is produce by LED 
lamps or bulbs.  
These bulbs use a “chip2 device that makes them ten times more efficient than others bulbs, since practically all 
the energy produced becomes light and his useful life is longer that other types of bulbs. 

Natural lighting winter/summer 

The natural lighting has been calculated by the global information of Versailles, latitude: 48,8 º altitude 21.1 º 
and luxes: 4500. We simulate a 3D model in DIALux software and then we analyze the results. We proceed to 
do the natural lighting studio of the main space, in winter or summer periods, looking the behavior of the eaves 
as a passive protection in windows. 
 

WINTER LIGTHING- LIVING CORE AND BEDROOM 

During winter, architectural design allows the entry of light into the home in daylight hours from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Photovoltaic panels produce electricity to generate enough artificial light in main space if needed. 
 

      
08.30             10.30 
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12.30            14.30 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
16:30 
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SUMMER LIGTHING- LIVING CORE AND BEDROOM 

In summer, the multifunctional room turns into ventilated space when windows are opened to allow the flow of 
the air. Therefore, the main room will have enough daylighting for comfort lighting of the interior in this period of 
the year from 7 a.m. to 7 a.m. 
As a result of the shadow study shown previously, the eaves protect the interior of direct solar radiation.  
 

   
8.30           10.30 

   
12.30           14.30 
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16.30           18.30 
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Artificial lighting solutions 

All artificial lights comes from bulbs LEDs that improve housing energy efficiency and decreasing of energetic 
consumption that any other type of bulb can do. The different artificial light intensity can be seen in the following 
isolated light study with DiaLUX software.  
 

GENERAL ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING PLAN 

 

 
 

General artificial lighting Plan Reference 

 Emergency light point  Ceiling light point LED 4W 

 Suspended light point LED 5W  Downlight point 4W 

 Spotlight LED 4W   Floor light point LED 5W 

 Wall light point LED 10W  Simple switch 

 Table light point LED 5W   
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In a first step, we used DIALux to make a 3D model of the house, with the furniture and the windows, to study of 
the electrical light intensity and to define the strategies in this area. 
Later, the lamps characteristics were downloaded and the final housing lighting placed to obtain different types 
of environments according to the different area needs. Finally the resultant intensity calculation was made. 

Lighting recommendation 

Area Recommended lux 

Kitchen 300-500 

Reading area 500 

Bedroom 100-200 

Bathroom 150 

General area 200 

Circulation areas 100 
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LIVING CORE- BEDROOM AND MULTIFUNCTIONAL ROOM 

Lighting will be incorporated over the furniture in the bedroom, getting direct lighting. 
The kitchen area needs higher light than the others rooms; because specifically activities are developed like 
cooking.  
 
General zones have lower light incidence.  
 
Relaxing lighting will be centered in multifunctional room. In general, there will be indirect lights, except the 
“green” front where direct light will be placed to highlight the vegetation and create a much more attractive 
environment. 
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BATHROOM AND TECHNICAL ROOM  

 
The bathroom will had direct lighting in the zone of the mirror and a light which should distribute homogeneous 
light in the whole stay.  
The technical rooms will have a general lighting of approximately 150-200 luxes. 
 

Bathroom                                         Technical room 1 

                  

 

Technical room 2 
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EXTERIOR 

Each of the access zones of the north and south facades has enough lighting intensity for stepping there. 
 

North Façade 

 

South Façade 

 
 

 

OUR LIGHTING FIXTURES:          

The specific advantages of LEDs bulbs in relation with other conventional lamps are: 
- Increased energy efficiency and transforming between 80- 90 % of  energy into electricity. 
- Longer life. LEDs bulbs life is more than 10 times the life of conventional bulbs. The life of a LED light bulb 
is estimated at 40,000 hours, instead, a low-energy bulb at 3000 hours. 
- They are recyclable and comply with the European RoHS regulations of pollutants. In contrast, 
conventional bulbs can have toxic products like mercury. 
- Does not produce heat. Unlike traditional bulbs, LEDs bulbs do not emit heat which prevents energy 
waste. 
- Low maintenance. The long life of LEDs products eliminate the need to perform regular maintenance. 
Although LED bulbs are more expensive than conventional or low power, they have a longer life and lower 
annual consumption in the long run it is much cheaper. 

Our FIXTURES are efficient and also are contextualized with our low cost housing project. Some of them will be 
made by team members. These fixtures are made of accessible and recycled materials as glass bottles and 
tweezers. Therefore, our lights follow the principles of sustainability. 
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These images follow the idea of our lighting design with recycled materials: 
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Spanish lighting requirements 

The requirements for buildings lighting are governed by a document called Código técnico de la Edificación: 
Documento Básico Ahorro de Energía (Technical Building Code: basic document of Energy saving) CTE DB HE 3. 
Despite of the requirements do not apply to home interiors, so only access areas outside the home were 
analyzed. 
 
Furthermore, lighting must comply with the requirements of the document concerning safety against the risk 
caused by inadequate lighting -CTE DB SUA 4. 
 

CTE DB HE 3 

Requirements per zone: north façade and south façade  
 

THE LOCAL INDEX (K) 
 

Light point K 

North façade 0.77 

South façade 0.43 

 
 

LIMIT VALUE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF ACCESS AREA (VEEI) 
 

Area  Power W Surface m2 
Horizontal Average 
illuminance (Em) lux 

VEEI VEEI limit 

North facade 24 6.03 105 3.98 4.00 

South facade 24 4.2 90 3.81 4.00 

 
- Three lights have been placed on the north façade and others three on south façade. 
 
- All lights have a cleaning interval of 3 years and a maintenance interval of about 1 year. 
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THE UNIFIED GLARE RATING (UGR) 
 

North façade South façade 

Light point UGR Light point UGR 

Main module access <10 Main module access <10 

Multifunctional room access <10 Greenhouse access <10 

Technical room access 11 Technical room access <10 

UGR data have been obtained with DIALux evo 2 

 
- The color rendering index (Ra) of the lamp selected is 86%. 
 
- The efficiency of the lamps used in terms of lum / W 

All lights have a luminous flux of 1650 lum and a power installed of 24W, so the efficiency of the lamps is 
68.75 lum / W. 

BUILDING LIGHTING POWER INSTALLED  

The lighting power installed in access area is 24 W and there are 6 lights in all of access areas. 
Building total area illuminated = 27.15 m2 
Building total power installed per unit area illuminated: P(tot)/S(tot)= 5.30W/m2 
The building maximum power installed should be 10W/m2. 
 

CTE DB SUA 4 
NORMAL LIGHTING IN CIRCULATION AREAS 

Within each zone a lighting installation capable of providing a minimum illuminance of 20 lux in outdoor areas 
and indoor areas 100 lux be available. 
The average uniformity factor shall be 40% minimum. 
 

EMERGENCY LIGHTING 

For the prototype, it is not necessary to provide it with emergency lighting; it does not meet the requirements 
associated with this requirement. 
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5.2.4. Acoustic Design 

Urban context 

According to international estimates, noise in urban areas is generated by the following sources: 

The diagram clearly shows that traffic and transport represent the main sources of environmental noise pollution, 
including noise from road, rail and air traffic. Among the main sources of traffic noise, almost 60% of the noise 
corresponds to cars and vehicles, while another 25% is generated by motorcycles, all of them vehicles for private 
transportation. 
According to this, urban areas with higher noise emissions are roads for vehicle traffic, as the ‘Strategic Map of 
Noise. Hortaleza District’ evinces, and which shows the environmental noise (dB) that exists in Barrio Apóstol 
Santiago, MANOTERAS. This is the place where SymbCity House is implemented. 
 

Population exposed to acoustic emissions (ranges) 
(Removed from “strategic map of noise. Hortaleza District”. 

Exposure range Ld (12h.) Le (4h.) Ln (8h.) Lden (24h.) 

<55 106 116 114 78 

55-60 39 33 33 49 
60-65 10 8 9 25 
65-70 1 1 1 4 
75-75 0 0 0 1 
>75 0 0 0 0 

 
 
To make the needed estimations and forecasts, it is taken the index value Lden (24h.), as the index is the value 
that considers emissions throughout the day. Therefore, Lden shows the most unfavorable values, as it collects 
more people in a greater range of exposure. 
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Ld, acoustic index day (dB) - (7:00-19:00)   Le, acoustic index evening (dB) - (19:00-23:00) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ln, acoustic index night (dB) - (23:00-7:00)    Lden, acoustic index 24 hours (dB) 
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Apparently, a redensification in the city like the one that arises with SymbCity House could affect the city itself, 
increasing the noise emissions, and this increase would take place, in an approximated way, according to the 
number of inhabitants, size and layout of the urban roads traffic.  
Fortunately, cities like Madrid have a consolidated urban public transport infrastructure, which would be able to 
satisfy the movement and journeys of the new inhabitants of SymbCity House. This would optimize the use of that 
public transport service and, in addition, would reduce the dependence of the inhabitants on their own vehicles, 
contributing to not to increase those noise emissions. 
In this way, the redensification of the city optimizes the use of current urban services, with neither noise impact 
nor environmental pollution, besides avoiding the need to build new infrastructures and public transport services 
and thereby, generating noise during construction. 
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Overlapping the map of noise (Lden) and the plan of Manoteras we can perform an analysis of the most 
expected areas to implement SymbCity House, besides reinforcing the suitability of certain urban services to each 
zone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plateau Team seeks sustainable mobility, supporting more habitable and comfortable cities for pedestrians and 
the reduction of the air and noise pollution, promoting the use of public transport and the proper traffic 
management. 
Consequently, an acoustic analysis of the housing is made to ensure the acoustic comfort within the house itself 
and the minimal influence to the host building and the environment of the noise from domestic activities and 
mechanical equipment; considering a respectful social behavior among all members of the building as a whole 
and of the city inhabitants in general. In this regard, the second building enclosure, plus its advantages of climate 
and space saving, contributes to improve the sound insulation of each existing home in the building, and from 
these to environment.  
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Acoustic analysis 

To analyze the acoustic behavior of the house, three types of noise transmission are contemplated:  
 

Airborne sound transmission between indoor enclosures. 
Airborne sound transmission in walls, roofs and floors in contact with the outside air.  
Noise impacts transmission. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
F_ Flank element where the emission occurs 
f_ Flank element where the emission is transmitted 
D_ Flank element Side where the emission occurs from 
d_ Flank element Side where the emission is transmitted to 

 
We have carried out an analysis of the sound insulation of the SymbCity house for the requirements of Spanish 
law and checked the home meets the minimum values prescribed therein. We have studied the acoustic airborne 
sound insulation and impact noise, reverberation time and sound absorption, and finally, the noise and vibration 
of the facilities. In addition to the above, we proceeded to make some justifications records required by Spanish 
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legislation on protection against noise, Technical Code of Building, Basic Document on Protection Against Noise 
(CTE DB HR). 

ACOUSTIC ZONING 

Before analysis, we have studied the different types of enclosure our prototype has. These were divided into 
habitable protected premises, habitable enclosure and facilities room. Besides, all spaces in the house (the 
habitable-protected and habitable) are considered a single unit of use, as their general use is residential. Here it 
is displayed each of the rooms of our house according to their type: 

Main Space  Protected zone 
Bathroom and Multifunctional room  Habitable zone 
Technical rooms  Facilities room 
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For the acoustic analysis, and although kitchen zone could be considered as a habitable zone instead of 
protected zone, we decided to consider all main space (that includes kitchen) as protected zone because in this 
way the most restrictive situation is taken into account, that is, the bedroom and living core conditions in all the 
main space. 
In summer, from the acoustic point of view, the multifunctional room is considered as exterior space instead as a 
habitable room. Consequently, the enclosure of the multifunctional room is designed as habitable zone while the 
spacing element between the main room and the multifunctional room is designed taking into account the element 
specifications between a protected space and the exterior space. 
 

QUANTIFICATION OF DEMANDS 

AIRBORNE SOUND INSULATION 
All interior separation elements, facades, roofs and dividing walls, must meet acoustic insulation characteristics: 

MInimum values of airborne sound insulation for vertical elements 

(According to CTE DB-HR) 

Zones Zones type Ld (dBA) Value (dBA) 

Main space – Exterior (*) Protected - Exterior 
Manoteras 

60 ≤ Ld ≤ 65 
D2m,nT, Atr ≥ 32 

(Bedroom) 

Main space - Bathroom Protected - Habitable - RA ≥ 33 

Main space - Multifunctional room Protected - Habitable - RA  ≥ 33 

Main space - Facilities rooms 1 - 2 Protected - Facilities - DnT,A  ≥ 55 

Bathroom – Exterior (**) Habitable - Exterior 
Manoteras 

60 ≤ Ld ≤ 65 
D2m,nT, Atr ≥ 32 

Bathroom - Facilities rooms 1 - 2 Habitable - Facilities - DnT, A ≥ 45 

Multifunctional room – Exterior Habitable - Exterior 
Manoteras 

60 ≤ Ld ≤ 65 
D2m,nT, Atr ≥ 32 

 
(*) For protected enclosures it shall be considered a protection against noise from the outside. Sound insulation 
against airborne noise, D2m,nT, Atr, between a protected enclosure and the outside will not be less than the values in 
the next table, based on the building use and the noise values of the index day, Ld. Ld index has been extracted 
from the noise map of the area of implantation SymbCity. 
Noise day index (Ld) in Manoteras, residential neighborhood of Madrid, is analyzed to define the most 
demanding sound insulation value, according to outside noise defined in the map of noise. 
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 Minimum value of airborne sound insulation against noise from outside 

 (According to CTE DB-HR and Ld studied in ‘Strategic Map of Noise. Hortaleza District’. ) 
Zones Inhabitants, 2013 Density Ld (dBA) D2m,nT, Atr 

Manoteras (Madrid) 3.207.247 5294.5 inh/km² 60 ≤ Ld ≤ 65 ≥ 32 dBA 
 
(**) To keep uniformity in the composition of the house enclosure (except in the multifunctional room for 
architectural design reasons), we will take the most unfavorable considerations inside-outside to determine the 
most demanding acoustic insulation value, which  could be the same for all enclosure that the necessary for the 
protected area – outside. 
 
These are the CTE DB-HR specifications, but considerations in SDE'14 Rules ’Sub-contest 5.6: Sonic environment 
and Acoustic performance’ determine the optimal level of airborne sound insulation in façade from 42 dB. 
Accordingly, sound insulation requirements are defined as: 
 

Minimum values of airborne sound insulation for vertical elements 

(Considering 5.6 Sub-contest specifications) 

Zones Zones type Ld (dBA) Value (dBA) 

Main space – Exterior Protected - Exterior Sub-contest 5.6 D2m,nT, Atr ≥ 42 dBA 
 

Main space - Bathroom Protected - Habitable - RA ≥ 33 
 

Main space - Multifunctional room Protected - Habitable - RA  ≥ 33 
 

Main space - Facilities rooms 1 - 2 Protected - Facilities - DnT,A  ≥ 55 
 

Bathroom – Exterior Habitable - Exterior Sub-contest 5.6 D2m,nT, Atr ≥ 42 dBA 
 

Bathroom - Facilities rooms 1 - 2 Habitable - Facilities - DnT, A ≥ 45 
 

Multifunctional room – Exterior Habitable - Exterior Sub-contest 5.6 D2m,nT, Atr ≥ 42 dBA 
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For horizontal partitions, we consider two different situations, depending on the intended use under SymbCity. So 
while in the urban context, the space under the prototype is presented as different unit use, in competition, the 
basement will be considered as a facilities zone.  
To keep uniformity in the composition of the floor of the house, we will take the most unfavorable considerations 
in each case to determine the most demanding acoustic insulation value. Thus, the combination of higher demand 
will be: 
 

Minimum values of airborne sound insulation for horizontal elements 

Zones Zones type Ld DnT,A (dBA) 

Habitable area - Facilities area Protected - Facilities - ≥ 55 dBA  
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IMPACT NOISE INSULATION 
The acoustic insulation against impact noise affects to horizontal separation constructive elements of the building, 
with respect to adjacent components. 

MAXIMUM VALUES OF IMPACT NOISE INSULATION for horizontal elements 

Zones Zones type L´nT,w (dB) 

Main space - Technical room Protected - Facilities ≤ 60 

Bathroom - Technical room Habitable - Facilities ≤ 60 

 

REVERBERATION TIME 
(According to CTE DB-HR) 

MAXIMUM VALUES OF IMPACT NOISE INSULATION for horizontal elements 

Zones Zones type 
Acoustic absorption area 
(m2/m3 room volume) 

Living core-access Protected - Common area 0,2 

 
SDE'14 Rules, according to ’Sub-contest 5.6: Sonic environment and Acoustic performance’, consider it to be an 
optimal reverberation level if this is equal or below to 0,8 seconds. 
Under Spanish law, the reverberation time and uniform absorbent ceiling treatments are calculated with the 
following formula: 

a m,t = h.[0.23-(0.12/√St)] = 0,709,  
where:  h= free enclosure height (m) 

St= roof area (m2) 
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Acoustic design 

Among our constructive solutions, we can see different types of facades and interior separations: 

- TYPE 1: platform, roof structure. 
Structural composition 

Chipboard material t=1,5cm. 
Wooden studs 18x6cm separated 35cm. 
Horizontal battens 5x5cm separated 66cm. 
Chipboard material t=1,5cm. 
 

 

 

- TYPE 2: living core & bedroom wall structure 
Structural composition 

Chipboard material t=1,5cm. 
Wooden studs 18x6cm separated 66cm. 
Horizontal battens 5x5cm separated 66 cm. 
Chipboard material t=1,5cm. 

 
 

- TYPE 3: technical block and multifunctional wall structure.  
Structural composition 

Chipboard material t=1,5cm. 
Wooden studs 12x6cm separated 66cm. 
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Horizontal battens 5x5cm separated 66cm. 
Chipboard material t=1,5cm. 

 

INSULATION CALCULATING 
There are different types of methods for calculating the sound insulation of partitions. We decided to calculate it 
through its weight (kg/m2) and technical features. The result is summarized in the following table: 
 

NOISE REDUCTION INDEX, Ra 

SEPARATIONS WEIGHT (kg/m2) RA (dBA) 

TYPE 1 211 > 55 

TYPE 2 294 > 55 

TYPE 3 294 > 55 

 

Noise and Vibrations. 

ACTIVITIES, EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES 

World Health Organization (WHO) sets the tolerance limit for noises in 65 dB. For this reason, we will take into 
account sounds and noises produced by the equipment, facilities and daily activities, in order to control and 
reduce our noise emissions and get a more comfortable ambience. 
Facilities that pass through a horizontal separating element must be coated and sealed slacks gaps with an 
elastic material which guarantees the sealing and prevents the transmission of vibrations. 
In turn, the pipes in contact with floating floors should be covered with elastic material. 
We show in this “map of noise” the most important noise sources in SymbCity House, and its emission value in 
dB, according to equipment operation. 
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ESTIMATING NOISE EMISSION 

EQUIPMENT NOISE EMISSION (dB) 

Washer 56-71 

Dryer 69 

Dishwasher 52 

Fridge 39 

Hood   50 

Oven 51 

Heat recovery 40 

Heat pump 45 

Pressure equipment 65 

 
  

  710 
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  40 

  39 

  65 
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This other “map of noise” has been elaborated to show the noisiest activities in the daily routine, and its emission 
value in dB. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ESTIMATING NOISE EMISSION 

EQUIPMENT NOISE EMISSION (dB) 

Cooking 75 

Bathroom 75 

Watching TV 60 

Alarm 75 

Vacuum 75 

Conversation 60 

Office work 50 

Study 40 

Sleeping 30 
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This other “map of noise” has been elaborated to show the the noisiest activities in the daily routine, and its 
emission value in dB. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ESTIMATING NOISE EMISSION 

EQUIPMENT NOISE EMISSION (dB) 

Cooking 75 
Bathroom 75 

Watching TV 60 
Alarm 75 

Vacuum 75 
Conversation 60 
Office work 50 

Study 40 
Sleeping 30 
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REMINDER  

5.3. Engineering and Construction Design Narrative 

 

SymbCity House   has been developed to solve a real urban challenge: to 

launch the full energetic refurbishment of the outdated housing estate of Spanish 
cities, becoming an affordable and socially sensitive alternative for the building 
industry.  
 
This way, the energetic transformation of our cities can become a widespread 
phenomenon by individual building operations focused on the re-use of existing 
buildings. 
 
Inspired by the mutual benefit relationship between natural organisms known as 

symbiosis, a new self-sufficient house will cooperate with the old buildings to 

reach the sustainability goals demanded to our cities. 
 
We propose the colonization of the roofs of the target buildings with an extra level of 
construction. It can develop a wide variety of uses, from public facilities to dwellings, 
in which we focus our research.  
 
The sale of this extra urban land helps financing a global refurbishment operation on 
the building, creating this way a mutual benefit between “host” (existing) and ”guest” 
(new) housing units.  
 
The guest housing unit will be a nearly-zero energy consumption building, while the 
host will accomplish, at least, a level B energy rating. 
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REFURBISHMENT IN MADRID 
MANOTERAS DISTRICT 
 
 
The abandon of the traditional cities, caused by the uncontrollable 
urban sprawl of the last decades, is the main challenge that 
European cities must face nowadays. In Spain, the suburbanization 
phenomenon is a huge energy, pollution and mobility issue, 
especially in the Madrid metropolitan area. 
 
The construction of an efficient and more sustainable human habitat 
must try to fight and solve this exodus. The core of our old cities 
represents a huge energy waste for our countries and the whole 
planet. But at the same time, it represents the opportunity to prove 
that the compact city is the most balanced model for human settlings, 
as it concentrates the energy consumption and it reinforces the social 
links of the community. 
 
 
SymbCity House is a single intervention that is used as a model in a 
wider urban proposal for the Manoteras district in Madrid. 
Manoteras is a residential area with low quality of construction, built 
in the middle-50s.  
The project can be adapted to many housing typologies in this 
neighborhood, as it is a standardized construction that will make 
refurbishment operations affordable to citizens with low income 
levels. 
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SYMBCITY HOUSE 
DWELLING CONTEXT 
 
SymbCity House begins with an external wooden structure. The 
structure creates an extra space 1 meter wide for the host house, 
increasing its surface and creating an air chamber where heat from 
solar gains can be stored, reducing heating consumptions in winter. 
 
Following a standardized pattern, we generate the three main areas 
of the house. The first one contains the bedroom and the house living 
core, where most daily activities such as cooking, eating and rest 
take place. The second space is the multifunctional room, working as 
a patio or greenhouse according to the change of seasons. The third 
space is the technical block, containing facilities and wet rooms, 
which has been designed with an independent structural frame. 

 
 
 
 

 

SOLAR DECATHLON EUROPE 
COMPETITION HOUSE 
 
Being a prototype that shows how this operation could take place in a real situation, the translation from the top 
of an old building roof to the SDE site keeps as many features as possible to make the proposal accurate to the 
real life situation it is trying to solve, including the external structure which supports the construction without 
interference with the old construction. 
 
The prototype is composed by a complete SymbCity House apartment for 2 people, over a 1,30m high basement 
representing the “host” building. It performs the external look and an indoor scenography of the daily life of the 
original inhabitants of the building. 
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BIOCLIMATIC STRATEGIES 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

 
The walls of the building are composed of thick layers of 
insulating material, achieving passivhaus standards, while 
Phase Change Materials on the internal side of the wall keep a 
balanced indoor temperature without extra energy supply. 
Solar gains are carefully controlled by eaves and other sun - 
shading devices. This way, we obtain a good balance between 
passive and active energy saving strategies, achieving a nearly-
zero energy consumption 
 
The multifunctional room is a very flexible space. It can be 
adapted to seasonal weather changes. It becomes a cool place 
in summer, with sunshading, cross ventilation and a vertical 
garden which keeps the air fresh. During the cold months, the 
envelope is completely closed, becoming a greenhouse which 
provides extra heating to the house. 

CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING SYSTEMS 
 
SymbCity House is a fast and industrialized construction. The 
whole system has been built following the balloon-frame system, 
made entirely with local wood based materials. We introduce 
an  innovative system of industrialized wall sections. With this 
system the transport and execution are cheap and fast, reducing 
the energy waste during the construction period. 
 
The heating and cooling conditioning system are based on a 
low temperature radiant floor and ceiling, with very low heat 
and electricity consumptions. Besides, the constant monitoring of 
the house activates a series of simple mechanisms in order to 
take advantage of external conditions or protect the house 
against them. 
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5.3.1. Structural Design 

Introduction 

The extra levels which would be built on the top of 
the existing building would be hanging from an 
external structure, which allows a flexible 
distribution without intermediate load-bearing 
pillars. It would permit the transmission of all the 
structural loads directly to the ground without 
touching or overloading the original building. 
Following the applied method on a real operation 
over a building, the structure of the SymbCity House 
is formed by four braced wooden trusses. These 
trusses hold the deck, the enclosure and the housing 
envelope. The tensors make the structure lighter and 
thinner, which represents a structural and 
constructive advantage, and they also generate a 
new facade free of thick load-bearing elements. The 
tensors are properly connected at the required 
points in the ground level, where they are tightened. 
This structural type seeks an industrialized 
construction system which allows to reduce working 
time. To achieve this, the structural elements follow 
standard measures, and all the assembly systems 
are quick and simple enough to be assembled at the 
factory and during the construction. All the assembly 
systems are quick and simple enough to be executed 
both on a workshop and during the construction. 

Foundation 

Our foundation proposal, for the contest prototype, 
consists of some rigid laminated wooden planks as 
footing directly above the ground. 

 
 

Foundation planks. 

A prefabricated steel structure is placed on these 
planks, having two different types of elements: 
01_ Vertical elements: which can adjust its height. 
(See next page). 
02_ An horizontal framework with short beams. This 
framework is the first real horizontal level. The first 
floor will be placed on these beams. 
On the other hand, this foundation will be also 
useful to cover the base. 
As it has been said before, in order to support and 
adjust the possible ground slope, we will take two 
different strategies: 
01_ Using a jack above these planks. Its height can 
vary 25 cm. This jack is composed of two parts. The 
first one is fixed and it is in contact with the plank 
and the second one is longer and threaded. 
02_ Moreover, we can fix several pieces with 
different length between the jack and the connector. 
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Thus, we get three different options with different 
height, depending on which pieces we place. 
 

 

The maximum height that the different options can 
get is: 

OP_01  1.55m. 
OP_02  1.41m. 
OP_03  1.20m. 

This way, we will get the vertical elements placed on 
the rigid planks: 
 

 

 
 
Horizontal foundation structure:  
The proposal develops a steel framework, through which we can get a completely horizontal even surface. 
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Aerial structure definition 

The proposal developed uses a sawn timber 
structure based on some frame structure with a top 
bracing or "hiperstrained” based on the traditional 
"Fink-beam", thus avoiding a central pillar on the 
frame structure. 
 

 
Frame structure scheme 

 
Timber elements are connected through metal joints 
(exposed or internal) to minimize construction 
operations in the worksite, so that they are 
prefabricated and have the capacity to be quickly 
fixed by unskilled labor. The construction of each 
frame has been raised from four pieces fixed in a 
workshop and jointed onsite by bolts to form the 
complete module. 

The construction process 

The SymbCity House constructive process has 
several steps, which are explained specifically in the 
next drawings. Each one of them has his own 
particular loads, and strains: 
 

Step _01: 
Foundation 
construction, and 
panels’ placement. 
Step _02: 
Construction of the 
first floor on the 
structural 
foundation 
framework. 
Step _03: 
Construction and 
placement of 
wooden and 
technical walls. 
Step _04: 
Roof placement. 
Several supports 
are transmitting 
roof´s loads 
directly to 
foundation 
framework. 
Step _05: 
Placement of 
wooden frame 
structure and 
connection to roof 
panels. 
Step _06: 
Strechment of 
frame structure by 
steel wires. Roof 
loads now hang 
from the frame 
structure.  
Step_ 07: 
Placement of solar 
panels and the rest 
of the roof. 
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Bracing 

On the other hand, in order to be sure that the 
structure will not fall down, it is essential to develop 
some brace elements. Instead of using the traditional 
crossed-braces, we propose that our wooden walls 
will help the main structure to maintain itself fixed. It 
is explained more specifically in the next 
paragraphs and drawings. 
 
Walls: 
 
Timber frame walls are formed by a first group of 
wooden studs, with mineral wool insulation filling 
the spaces between them (w=18cm), and covered 
both sides by two structural chipboards (w=1.5cm). 
Cross buttens are placed over the boards (with wool 
insulation filling the spaces among them in the 
interior side) to fix exterior and interior cladding. 
 

 
COMPOSITION OF GENERAL STRUCTURE WALLS 

In the following drawing, we can see how walls 
brace in X-Z plane. 
 

 
 
Walls brace in Y-Z plane. 
 

 
 
Walls brace in Y-Z plane. 
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The assembly method is as follows: 

- Installation of the four pieces in four steps. 
 

1 Assembly cantilever beam with wooden pillar (T-piece). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Axonometric of T-piece placement 

 
2 Placement of fittings and tensors (tensioned) 

 
 

 
 

Axonometric of tensor fitting 
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3 Placement of pillar metal base connection. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Axonometric of pillar metal support. 

 

4 Two main cores embedded (overhangs) with joints to the lintels 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Axonometric core wardrobe assembly in fabric. 
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Installation on-site of the frame in a lying position. The beam is placed (upper) at the joints and joined by bolts. 
At this stage it is necessary to assemble any tight, since the rigid cores are already mounted from fabric. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Complete SymbCity House structure 
system:  
01_ Foundation 
02_ Structural walls 
03_ Roof 
04_ Frame structure 
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In order to hang the roof from the four wooden beams, several U metal fittings are placed along. These tie up 
connectors embrace a top ribbon plate to ensure  roof loads transmision. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Axonometric.  Detail U fitting placement. 

 
 
Finally, to place the cantilevers at floor level, several U steel fittings will be previously bolted to the main beams 
and will receive the wooden joists as it´s explained below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Axonometric.  Detail U fitting placement 
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5.3.2. Constructive Design 

Introduction 

 
This section will explain how the house is has been constructed and what are the parts of the prototype. 
The constructive system of SymbCity house is based on these main elements: 

- An anchored structure to the existing building, (in this case, the building is showed in a 1m high base for 
the house) 

- Structural prefabricated wooden panels. 
- Transportable installations modules. 

The design of the prototype is highly conditiones by transportation needs. We have to assembly it in Madrid and 
later disassembly and move it to Versailles. Thus, we design a standard unit of measurement based on track 
dimenssions. Using this module we divide our construction system in different pieces. 
 
With the final pieces shaped, we place the windows in the middle of them, in order to set the framing properly 
and transport the panels ready to receive the glazing. It will make easier the assembly in the Cité du Soleil. 

Anchored structure 

 
The principal idea of SymbCity project is the 
rehabilitation of the existing building, and the 
addition of new apartments on the roof. 
 
The anchored structure is added from the ground 
level of the existing building to the top of the new 
level of houses. (To avoid overloading the existing 
structure) This structure creates a new living extended 
space on the south and north façade of the existing 
building. 
 
 The anchored structure has been described in the 
previous section 
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Panel system 

 
We have chosen this system for three main reasons: 

- Agility for Assembly and disassembly. 
- Transportation constraints 
- Ease to build. 

To build each panel, we follow the next three steps: 
 
First step: we place the studs on the chipboard, 
there are made of Corsican pine wood. ( 20x7cm 
section for living core walls and 12x6cm section for 
multifunctional room). 
 

Second step: we fill the hole between studs and 
horizontal battens with mineral insulation. 

 
 

 

Third step: finally, we close the panel with 1,5cm chipboard on both sides. 
 

 
 
This type of construction is based on timber-frame construction. 
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When these phases are finished, we have a wall structure, but to import their thermal performance, we put 
another batten, on the opposite direction. Later, we put rock wool insulation between them; it breaks the thermal 
bridge on the wooden studs. 
 
Finally, on the both sides, we finish the system with an interior and exterior finish. The first one is some clay 
plates on clapboard, and the other is a wooden revetment or zinc revetment in each case. 
 
The structure of timber frame construction is finally like the next image:  

 

View of the Complete timber frame structure without chipboard covering 
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View of the 24 different pieces of the timber frame: 

 
 
The panels have different sizes fited to each room, in order to adjust  the prototype to  the typology of the existing 
building, so dimensions of them can be changed separately, adjusting to the new needs. 
 
This system makes easy the construction because it’s self-supporting and it can support other elements for a 
limited time, for this reasons we don’t need to brace one of them. For example, until the anchored structure will 
be collocated, the roof panels are going to sustain on west façade and the interior partition. 

 
 
Also, the self-supporting of the system create a faster construction. The different pieces are connected with metal 
profiles. 
 
 
To facilitate the transport and assembly of SymbCity house and obviously, to improve the thermal behavior, we 
place the windows carpentry only one time, because there are a part of the pieces. 
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Another advantage of SymbCity house system is the installations. There are two modules, constructed with a steel 
frame, and we put it in the interior when the floor and only five parts of the house. 
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Construction phases 

 
In that moment, we have built the foundations, the panel system and we started to do the structure. 

 
Foundations construction 
 

 
 
To know more about foundation structure, read the point 12.1.1 Foundations. 

 
Panel system 
  

  

INSULATION CHIPBOARD MATERIAL 
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Panel system construction 
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Panel system assembly 
 

1st: Floor 2nd: Walls 

  

3rd:Technical block 4th: Roof 

  
5th: Structure 
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5.3.3. Plumbing System Design 

Tanks 

The home plumbing system is supplied by four different tanks, which are situated under the house, in the 
basement, thus protected from direct solar radiation. 
The clean water tank stores the water supply for all the house needs: sanitary equipment and domestic appliances 
consumption, DHW production, HVAC system and irrigation. The clean water tank has a volume of 3000 liters. 
The grey and rain water tank collects the water coming from washbasin, shower, washing machine and dryer, 
and the water collected on the house roof and the open areas of the basement. Besides, the excess of water used 
for irrigation on the vertical garden is recovered and sent to this tank. Additionally, on technical room 1 there is 
a drain gully for possible failure situations of the water supply installation. This gully is connected to the grey 
water tank. The grey and rain water tank has a volume of 3000 liters 
The black water tank receives the waste water coming from the kitchen sink and dishwasher. This tank has a 
volume of 175 liters. 
The reclaimed water tank collects the water recycled from the grey and rain water tank, after being properly 
treated. This water is used for the vegetal wall irrigation. The reclaimed water tank can store 6000 liters of water. 

 

TANK’S LOCATION IN THE BASEMENT HOUSE. 
 
These are flexible tanks made of modified ethylene-propylene-diene. All of them are equipped with a ball valve 
with double female thread union of 25 mm nominal diameter for filling and emptying operations. The rain and 
grey water tank and the reclaimed water tank are equipped with a blowhole. There is a trapdoor in the basement 
wall near each coupling in order to facilitate the access to this valves from the outside. 
Water needs and tanks dimensions have been calculated from the expected final water consumption on section 
11. DETAILED WATER BUDGET of this Project Manual 
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Cold and hot water supply 

The water cycle begins in the clean water tank. This tank is filled with non-potable water provided by the 
organization, according to section 11. DETAILED WATER BUDGET. 
The water is raised up to the water supply installation by a hydraulic pump located on technical room 1. Right 
after the pump, a water filter and the necessary connections to plug in the SDE water meter are placed. These 
accessories are two couplings with female thread union of 20mm nominal diameter. More details about these 
couplings are shown on drawings  PL-112 WATER METERS. ACCESSIBILITY of the Project Drawings. The filter 
mesh sieve is made in silver plated steel with openings between 25 and 50 micrometer. 
Cold water circuits are made of crosslinked polyethylene (PE-X) pipes between 16mm. and 32mm. nominal 
diameters. The pipe lengths are linked with polypropylene attachments. The pipes are placed and fixed to the 
internal wall of wet rooms. The water supply to the sanitary equipment and domestic appliances will be provided 
from above each equipment to avoid returns to the general installation. 
Each supply pipe to a wet room has and stopcock valve for maintenance and repair. Stopcock materials are 
compatible with pipe materials. The valve body is one piece. 
The domestic hot water supply installation is made with the same materials and components as cold water supply 
installation. Nevertheless, most of the hot water supply pipes and valves are covered with a thermal insulation for 
the distribution of water at 50 ºC. This insulation is made of rock wool and has a thermal conductivity of 0,048 
W/K m. Most of the cold water supply pipes are covered alike with the same thermal insulation, to protect them 
from exposure to fire. 
In the bathroom, a water saving system called AquaReturn will be installed. This system recirculates the hot water 
to the DHW production system, sending water that isn’t yet at the desired operating temperature back to to the 
heating circuit. 
Domestic hot water is produced in a hybrid solar heating system consisting of two plain solar collectors, a heat 
pump, an additional electric resistance for exceptional peak consumptions and a multienergy accumulation tank 
of 300 liters. 
The primary solar circuit is made of copper silver brazing. 
The water supply installation has been designed according to the Spanish CTE regulations and the rule UNE 149 
201:2008 Abastecimiento de agua. Dimensionado de las instalaciones de agua para consumo humano dentro 
de edificios (Water supply. Design of water installations for human consumption inside buildings). 
 

GREY WATER 

Grey water from the shower, kitchen sink, washing machine, dryer, vertical gardens and technical room gully is 
collected by a system of rigid PVC pipes between 32mm. and 125mm. nominal diameters and taken to the grey 
water and rain water tank in order to subsequently be treated to reuse. 
After being collected, greyand rain water is mixed, raised with a hydraulic pump and filtered and treated in an 
ultra violet water sterilizer. Finally, the water is stored in the reclaimed water tank, ready to be reused on 
irrigation. 
Grey water removal system is designed according to the Spanish CTE regulations and UNE 12056-2:2000 rule. 
The installation is designed with a slope of 2% to allow evacuation by gravity. 
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BLACK WATER 

The black water from the kitchen sink and dishwasher is collected by a similar system to the grey water system, 
formed by rigid PVC pipes between 40 mm. and 50 mm. nominal diameters and carried to the black water tank. 
Black water removal system, like grey water removal system, has been designed according to the Spanish CTE 
regulations and UNE 12056-2:2000 rule with a slope of 2% to allow evacuation by gravity. 

RAIN WATER 

Rain water removal installation is composed of a steel gutter integrated on the house roof and a downspout  of 
63mm. nominal diameter made in steel. Also, in the open areas of the basement another gutter made of PVC will 
be installed. The water collected on the roof and basement is sent to the grey water and rain water tank in order 
to be treated reused for irrigation. 
Rain water system has been designed according to the Spanish CTE regulations. The slope of the gutters varies 
between 2 and 4 %. 

IRRIGATION 

The irrigation system is composed of crosslinked polyethylene [PE-X] pipes 25 mm. nominal diameter and a 
hydraulic pump which raises the water from the reclaimed water tank to the vertical garden. The wall can be 
irrigated with water of the reclaimed water tank or can be irrigated with clean water. A three-way motorized 
cock is used for choose one of them. 
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5.3.4. Electrical System Design 

Current Situation in Spain 

The residential sector is a key area of the current energetic system, at both national and community scales. 
In Spain, in final energy term, the residential sector means 17% of the final energy consumption and 25% of the 
electrical energy demand. Many factors explain the increase of this percentage in the last decades, inside the 
tendencies of energy consumption, such as the increment in the number of homes, the demand of higher levels of 
comfort , the increase of home equipments. All of this, promoted by the increase of the purchasing power of 
families forces us to foresee some future tendencies where residential will be a key sector in Spanish energy 
demands. The importance of energy savings through both passive designs and highly efficient electric systems is 
imperative in order to reduce energy bills at homes and the exhaustion of natural ressources. 
Introducing little changes in the habits of use of the different machines and electrical systems, lowering the 
progressive consumption of energy in the home or at work is possible without any loss of comfort conditions. 
Each individual gesture represents a great advancement. When these little gestures are assumed by the ensemble 
of citizens, the savings increase exponentially. 
Some practices within the reach of all citizens are the following: 

- Purchase of efficient machines. Most of home equipment, in compliance with the European regulation, 
have to incorporate an energy label that informs about its energy behavior. This level of efficiency is 
represented by six letters from A to G. Class A electrical appliances are those that obtain a better energy 
performance that they utilize. 

- Regulate adequately the temperature of the air conditioning systems, using adequate clothes for each 
season of the year. Reduce air conditioning temperature or raise the heater’s temperature. One degree 
represents an increment of consumption of 8%. 

- Reduce the consumption of stand-by systems when not used. 
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Technical Room Distribution 

Net metering 

The electrical system chosen for SymbCity House, will seek to obtain a net energy balance. The energy obtained 
by photovoltaic panels produce an electrical energy output that will be transferred to the general network. The 
energy for the house functioning will be taken from the general network, and both output and input will be 
recorded on a discharge meter. This device will make the balance between production and consumption and 
apply updated market prices for energy, showing energy and budget saving in the electrical receipt. 
The energy surplus produced by SymbCity House will be used to cover a part of the consumption produced by 
common facilities of the building. The photovoltaic system will belong to the community of neighbors and not to 
the home in which it is set up. 
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Individual Branch 

Individual Branch for the house must support 14.490 W. The distance between General Connection Box and 
General Electric Panel is 13 metre, and overvolt must be less than 1,5%. 
LDI characteristics:  

• LDI power: 14.490 W 
• Voltage: 230 V 
• LDI length: 13 m 
• Cos φ: 1 
• Cross section: 3x16 mm² 
• CU conductivity: 43 m/Ω·mm² 
• Cable references: Unipolar RZ1-K (AS) (See table below) 
• Montage: Single-pole into constructions hollows  

Calculations to measure individual branch are: 

CURRENT DENSITY: 

 
a) Circuit power: 

𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 14.490 𝑊 

 
b) Current: 

𝐼𝑏 =
𝑃

𝑉 · cos𝜑
=

14490 
230 · 1

= 63 𝐴 

We will obtain 𝐼𝑧 in Spanish Electrical Normative: ITC-BT-19 (Tabla 1), 91 A with 16 mm². 
Then: 

𝐼𝑏 < 𝐼𝑧 → 63 𝐴 < 91 𝐴 

DROP IN VOLTAGE: 

 

𝑆 =
2 · 𝐼𝑏 · 𝐿 · cos𝜑

𝛾 · 𝜈
 

Being: 

• 𝐼𝑏:  Calculated current. 
• 𝐿:  Length. 
• cos𝜑:  Power factor. 
• 𝛾:  Conductivity (Copper: 43 𝑚 𝛺 · 𝑚𝑚2⁄  
• 𝑒:  Undervolt. (Less than 1,5%) 
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𝑒 =
1,5 · 230

100
= 3,45 𝑣 

Minimum section: 

𝑆 =
2 · 63 · 13 · 1

43 · 3,45
= 11,04 𝑚𝑚2 

Then, real drop in voltage will be: 

𝑒 =
2 · 𝐼𝑏 · 𝐿 · cos𝜑

𝛾 · 𝑆
=

2 · 63 · 13 · 1
43 · 16

= 2,38 𝑣 → 𝑒(%) = 1,03 % 

𝑒 % = 1,03% < 1,5% → 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑃𝐿𝐼𝐴𝐶𝐶 
This means that LDI compliant drop in voltage criterion 
  

𝑆𝐹 = 𝑆𝑁 = 𝑆𝑃 = 16 𝑚𝑚2     ;      ∅𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑇 = 32 𝑚𝑚 
 

PROTECTION AGAINST OVERLOAD WITH BREAKER: 

𝐼𝑏 ≤ 𝐼𝑛 ≤ 𝐼𝑧 
Where: 

• 𝐼𝑏:  Calculated current. 
• 𝐼𝑛:  Breaker current. 
• 𝐼𝑧: Protector tuve current. 

𝐼𝑏 = 63 𝐴   ;    𝐼𝑧 = 91 𝐴   ;   63 𝐴 ≤ 𝐼𝑛 ≤ 91 𝐴      →       𝑰𝒏 = 𝟔𝟔 𝑨 
 

PROTECTION AGAINST SHORT CIRCUIT WITH BREAKER: 

Protection against overload and short circuit are assured for the same breaker. 
 
We check breaking capacity: 

𝑃𝑃𝑃 ≥ 𝐼𝑐𝑐 𝑚á𝑥 

- 𝐼𝑐𝑐 𝑚á𝑥 = 1,1·𝑉
𝑍𝐹+𝑍𝑁

= 1,1·230
46,8·10−3

= 5406 𝐴 

Breaking capacity for 63 A breaker is 6 kA, then: 
𝑃𝑃𝑃 ≥ 𝐼𝑐𝑐 𝑚á𝑥     ;      6 𝑘𝐴 ≥ 5,4 𝑘𝐴 

- 𝑡𝑐𝑐 𝑚á𝑥 = 𝐾2·𝑆2

𝐼𝑐𝑐 𝑚á𝑥
2 = 1152·162

54062
= 0,001 𝑠 

𝐼𝑐𝑐 𝑚á𝑥
2 · 𝑡 ≤ 𝐾2 · 𝑆2      →      60.000 𝐴2𝑠 ≤ 5.760.000 𝐴2𝑠     𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒏𝑪 
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LDI RESUME 

LDI 

Power  14.490 W 

Wiring RZ1-K 2x16 + T 16 

Protector tube 32 mm 

Length 13 m 

Breaker 63 

Undervolt 1,03% 

Montage Single-pole in constructions hollows 

 

Interior Circuits 

Each circuit will be protected to overloads and short-circuit by a breaker. Drop in voltage must be less than 3%. 
Interior circuits will be: 

- C1: Lighting. 
- C2: Sockets (general use and refrigerator). 
- C3: Oven. 
- C4: Hob. 
- C5: Washing machine. 
- C6: Dishwasher. 
- C7: Sockets (Bathroom and kitchen). 
- C8: Heat pump. 
- C9: Dryer. 
- C10: Pressure equipment. 
- C11: Ventilation system. 
- C12: Automation. 

All circuits are calculating with the same produce that C1. 
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Calculations to measure C1 

Lighting equipment is detailed in the next table. 
 

Name Room Power Nº Power 

C1.1 Main Room 25 1 25 

C1.2 Main Room 25 1 25 

C2.1 Bed 1 1 1 

C2.2 Bed 1 1 1 

C2.3 Main Room 25 1 25 

C2.4 Main Room 25 1 25 

C2.5 Main Room 10 1 10 

C3.1 Kitchen 1 3 3 

C4.1 Tec. 2 24 1 24 

          

C5.1 Bathroom 10 1 10 

C5.2 Bathroom 2,5 1 2,5 

C5.3 Dressing 10 1 10 

C6.1 Tec. 1 10 1 10 

C6.2 Tec. 1 10 1 10 

C7.1 

Multifunctional 
Room 10 2 20 

C7.2 

Multifunctional 
Room 24 2 48 

C7.3 

Multifunctional 
Room 7,5 3 22,5 

C7.4 

Multifunctional 
Room 7,5 2 15 

C8.1 Entrance 10 3 30 

C9.1 Courtyard 10 2 20 

  
Lighting Circuit 337 
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CURRENT DENSITY: 

 
c) Circuit power: 

𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑖 · 𝐹𝑆 → 𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 337 · 0,75 = 252,75 𝑊 

 
d) Current: 

𝐼𝑏 =
𝑃

𝑉 · cos𝜑
=

252,75 
230 · 1

= 1,099 𝐴 

We will obtain 𝐼𝑧 in Spanish Electrical Normative: ITC-BT-19 (Tabla 1), 16 A with 1,5 mm². 
Then: 

𝐼𝑏 < 𝐼𝑧 → 1,51 𝐴 < 16 𝐴 

DROP IN VOLTAGE: 

𝑆 =
2 · 𝐼𝑏 · 𝐿 · cos𝜑

𝛾 · 𝜈
 

Being: 

• 𝐼𝑏:  Calculated current. 
• 𝐿:  Length. 
• cos𝜑:  Power factor. 
• 𝛾:  Conductivity (Copper: 43 𝑚 𝛺 · 𝑚𝑚2⁄ ) 
• 𝑒:  Undervolt. (Less than 3%) 

𝑒 =
3 · 230

100
= 6,9 𝑣 

Minimum section: 

𝑆 =
2 · 1,009 · 22 · 1

43 · 6,9
= 0,1630 𝑚𝑚2 

Then, real drop in voltage will be: 

𝑒 =
2 · 𝐼𝑏 · 𝐿 · cos𝜑

𝛾 · 𝑆
=

2 · 1,009 · 22 · 1
43 · 1,5

= 0,7497 𝑣 → 𝑒(%) = 0,3261 % 

𝑒 % = 0,3261% < 3% → 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑃𝐿𝐼𝐴𝐶𝐶 
 
This means that C1 compliant drop in voltage criterion 
  

𝑆𝐹 = 𝑆𝑁 = 𝑆𝑃 = 1,5 𝑚𝑚2     ;      ∅𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑇 = 16 𝑚𝑚 
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PROTECTION AGAINST OVERLOAD WITH BREAKER: 

𝐼𝑏 ≤ 𝐼𝑛 ≤ 𝐼𝑧 
Being: 

• 𝐼𝑏:  Calculated current. 
• 𝐼𝑛:  Breaker current. 
• 𝐼𝑧: Protector tuve current. 

𝐼𝑏 = 1,099 𝐴   ;    𝐼𝑧 = 16 𝐴   ;   1,009 𝐴 ≤ 𝐼𝑛 ≤ 15 𝐴      →       𝑰𝒏 = 𝟏𝟏 𝑨
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Resume: electrical installations circuits: 
 
 

Circuit 
Unitary Power 

Punit (W) 
Nº 

Simultaneity 
Factor 

Utilization 
Factor 

Power      P 
(W) 

Length      
L (m) 

Current 
Intensity   I (A) 

Minimum 
Section  

Real Section    
S (mm²) 

Underload   Protector 
Tube 

e (v) 
e(%) 

C1 Lighting 337 ---- 0,75 1 252,75 22 1,10 0,163 1,5 0,750 0,326 16 

C2 Sockets (general use and refrigerator) 3450 17 0,2 0,25 2932,50 15 12,75 1,289 2,5 3,558 1,547 20 

C3 Hob 5400 1 1 0,75 4050,00 12 17,61 1,424 6,0 1,638 0,712 25 

C4 Oven 5400 1 1 0,75 4050,00 12 17,61 1,424 6,0 1,638 0,712 25 

C5 Washing machine 3450 1 1 0,75 2587,50 12 11,25 0,910 4,0 1,570 0,683 20 

C6 Dishwasher 5750 1 1 1 5750,00 11 25,00 1,854 4,0 3,198 1,390 20 

C7 Sockets (Bathroom and kitchen) 3450 4 0,4 0,5 2760,00 12 12,00 0,971 2,5 2,679 1,165 20 

C8 Heat Pump 5750 1 1 1 5750,00 11 25,00 1,854 6,0 2,132 0,927 25 

C9 Dryer 3450 1 1 0,75 2587,50 10 11,25 0,758 2,5 2,093 0,910 20 

C10 Pressure equipment 3450 1 1 1 3450,00 8 15,00 0,809 2,5 2,233 0,971 20 

C11 Ventilation System 67 1 1 1 67,00 2 0,29 0,004 2,5 0,011 0,005 20 

C12 Automation 2300 1 1 1 2300,00 5 10,00 0,337 2,5 0,930 0,404 20 
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Wiring 

RZ1-K (AS) for Individual Branch:  These halogen-free cables are suitable for transport and permanent 
installations, protected or unprotected, where low fumes and corrosive gas emission is required in the event of 
fire, such as public premises, hospitals, school, shopping centers and airports. They are suitable for indoor and 
outdoor installations. 
 
Their flexibility makes them very appropriate in complex and extremely difficult installations 
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H07V-K 
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WIRE MECHANICAL PROTECTIONS 

We use a flexible, PVC  electrical installation conduit made in plastic material. 
 

 
 

ELECTRICAL PROTECTIONS OF PERSONS 

PROTECTION AGAINST DIRECT CONTACT 
A direct contact refers to a person coming into contact with a conductor which is live in normal circumstances.  

- Protection by the insulation of live parts 
- Protection by means of barriers or enclosures 
- Partial measures of protection  
- Particular measures of protection 
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PROTECTION AGAINST INDIRECT CONTACT 
An indirect contact refers to a person coming into contact with an exposed-conductive-part which is not normally 
alive, but has become alive accidentally (due to insulation failure or some other cause). 
The fault current raise the exposed-conductive-part to a voltage liable to be hazardous which could be at the 
origin of a touch current through a person coming into contact with this exposed-conductive-part. IEC 61140 
standard has renamed “protection against indirect contact” with the term “fault protection”. The former name is 
at least kept for information. 
 

 
 
Protection against indirect contact is assured by RCDs 
 

Lines 
Current Intensity   

I (A) 
Sensibility 

(mA) 
N⁰ Poles Class Delay 

C1, C2, C3 y C4 40 300 2 AC NO 

C5, C6, C7 y C8 63 300 2 AC NO 

C9, C10, C11 y C12 40 300 2 AC NO 

 

EQUIPOTENTIAL BONDING 
Bathrooms and showers rooms are high risk areas, because of the very low resistance of the human body when 
wet or immersed in water. Precautions to be taken are therefore correspondingly rigorous, and the regulations 
are more severe than those for other rooms. 
Precautions to observe are based on three aspects: 

- The definition of zones, numbered 0,1, 2, 3 in which the placement (or exclusion) of any electrical device 
is strictly limited or forbidden and, where permitted, the electrical and mechanical protection is 
prescribed. 

- The electrical materials will possess the following degrees of protection:  
o In the volume 0: IPx7.  
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o In the volume 1: IPx5.  
o In the volume 2: IPx4. 
o In the volume 3: IPx1. 

- The establishment of an equipotential bond between all exposed and extraneous metal parts in the zones 
concerned 

- The strict adherence to the requirements prescribed for each particular zones. 

 
Equipotential bonding will join all masses in bathroom, to prevent dangerous potential differences among 
elements. Principal equipotential wire must have 2,5 mm (cooper). 
All metallic mass existing in the installation area and the accessible metallic of the receiving devices must be 
connected to the grounding, as well as those metallic parts of deposits, general heating and plumbing. 
 

 
Equipotential bonding in bathroom 
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5.3.5. Photovoltaic Systems Design 

Thin-film CIS modules 

CIS technology presents better results in both in conditions with little or dim light and in conditions with low 
angular radiation. Thanks to these modules’ framework, the edges and the corners of the solar panels are better 
protected, guaranteeing more safety in transport and the set-up over roofs or pillars. 
In comparison with polycrystalline solar panels, CIS modules offer better resistance to shade and more stability 
on elevated temperatures, reaching an efficiency ratio of 86.1% on an environmental temperature of 40oC 
(incrementing the module temperature to some 70 oC) compared to 79.9% in polycrystalline modules. Besides, 
less material is used on the fabrication of the cell, which represents and environmental benefit. 

 
 
Module structure: robust union of glass-glass with a solar glass in the ulterior face of the module. 
Frame: anticorrosive aluminum frame (anodized); guarantees great mechanical stability and protects the module. 
Electric connection: Ready to install. Connectors between pre-installed modules, with a connection cable of 1X4 
mm (plug and eyebolt MC 4) 
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Technical data: 

Solar module CIS 80 WSG0001E080 

Model CIS 80S 

Power output 80 Wp / 67,1 Wp 

Voltage at Pmax Umpp 35 V 

Open-circuit voltage  44 

Current at Pmax Impp 2,22 A 

Short-circuit current 2,5 A 

Voltage Max. 600 V 

  
  

Reverse current security 3 x Isc 

Operating rage temperature -40...+85⁰C 

Temperature coefficient of Pmax -0,36 %/⁰C 

Temperature coefficient of Voc -0,29 %/⁰C 

Temperature coefficient of Isc 0,05 %/⁰C 

  
  

Dimensions (L /W / H) 1205 x 605 x 35 

Weight 12,8 kg 

 
 
Benefits of the use of Fine Layer CIS Modules: 

• Unbeatable cost-performance relation 
• No affectation due to limitation of silicon supply 
• CIS Module is an ecologic product: doesn’t have lead or cadmium 
• Fine Layer CIS panels don´t suffer deterioration 
• 12% efficiency, clearly superior to amorphous silicon 

 
Ample attraction spectrum, which permits maximum generation of energy in the shade and in rough weather 
conditions. 
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Technical Room Distribution 

Inverter 

The Conext RL inverter provides a feature to collect the maximum available energy from the PV array by 
constantly adjusting its output power to track the maximum power point (MPP) of the PV array. The Conext RL 
inverter has two MPPT channels (DC1 and DC2). Two independent PV arrays, each having one or two PV strings 
can be connected to the inverter. Each PV array can be loaded to different peak power points, to harvest the 
maximum possible energy. The Conext RL inverter can accommodate arrays with open circuit voltage up to 550 
VDC. 
Next figure shows the major components of a typical PV grid-tie installation, the energy flow in a system using 
the inverter, and the placement of typical balance-of-system components. 
 
The converter is provided with protection against high and low tension and low tension and protection against 
overloads.  
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Inverter  Conext RL 5000 E-S 

Input (DC) 

MPPT voltage range, full power  180 - 500 V 

Operating voltage range  90 - 550 V 

Starting voltage  100 V 

Max. input voltage, open circuit  550 V 

Number of MPPT  2 

Max. input current per MPPT  18 A 

Max. short circuit current per MPPT  25.0 A 

Nominal input power for max. output  5.3 kW 

Max. DC input power per MPPT  3.5 kW 

DC connection type  MC4, 4 pairs (2+2) 

Output (AC) 

Nominal output power  5 kVA 

Nominal output voltage  230 V, single-phase 

Isolation  Transformerless 

AC voltage range  184 V - 276 V 

Frequency  50 / 60 Hz 

Frequency range  50 / 60 Hz +/- 5 Hz 

Max. output current  23.2 A 

Total harmonic distortion  <3 % 

Power factor (adjustable)  0.8 lead to 0.8 lag 

AC connection type  IP67 connector  

Efficiency 

Peak   97.5% 

European  97.0% 

Supporting structures 

They constitute an important element of the solar photovoltaic installation, which are responsible for holding the 
panels, supporting his weight, wind force and maintain the panels with an optimum tilt angle. 
These structures provide a small gap between panels to decrease the resistance offered to the wind, and 
furthermore they are prepared to facilitate its transportation and handling, since they consist of profiles that can 
be assembled in the same place of the installation. They are constructed by profiles of steel of more than 200 
microns of thickness galvanizes un warmly, and profiles of fiber composite. 
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Grounding 

All the metallic elements susceptible to be stretched will be connected to the grounding pin provided by the 
organization. The connection diagram to the grounding system will be as follows: 
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Installed Power 

The Power of the photovoltaic system is the sum of the powers of each installed panels. We have 8 strings with 8 
modules each one. Every WÜRTH-SOLAR module WSG0051E080 has a power peak of 67,1/80 Wp. 
Therefore, the power of every branch and the total power will be: 

𝑷𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 = 𝟖𝟏 𝑾𝑪 · 𝟒𝟏𝑪𝑪𝟒𝟒𝑪𝟒𝟒+ 𝟔𝟔,𝟏 · 𝟐𝟒𝑪𝑪𝟒𝟒𝑪𝟒𝟒𝟒 = 𝟒𝟖𝟏𝟏 𝑾𝑪 

TEMPERATURE INFLUENCE IN ELECTRICAL VALUES 

Departing from the values provided by the manufacturer Würth-solar:  
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VOLTAGE  𝑷𝑪Á𝒙 

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE 
This tension will be produced to circuit opened in  conditions of minimal temperature set of 10°C: 
 

𝑉𝑚á𝑥 = 𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚 +
𝜕𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝜕𝐶 �𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑛.𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑝 − 25� = 35 +
−0,29 · 35

100
(−10 − 25) = 38,55 𝑉 

Being: 

• 𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚: Open circuit current. 

• 𝜕𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝜕𝑇
: Temperature coefficient of 𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚 (V/℃) 

MINIMUM VOLTAGE 
This tension will be produced to circuit opened in conditions of maximum temperature set of 70°C: 

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑛 𝑚 = 𝑉𝑚𝑚 +
𝜕𝑉𝑚𝑚

𝜕𝐶 �𝐶𝑚á𝑥.𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑝 − 25� = 35 +
−0,29 · 35

100
(70− 25) = 30,43 𝑉 

Being: 

• 𝑉𝑚𝑚: Voltage at Pmax. 

• 𝜕𝑉𝑚𝑚

𝜕𝑇
: Temperature coefficient 𝑉𝑚𝑚 (V/℃) 
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OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE 

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE 
This tension will be produced to circuit opened in conditions of minimal temperature set of 10°C: 

𝑉𝑚á𝑥 𝑇𝑐 = 𝑉𝑇𝑐 +
𝜕𝑉𝑇𝑐
𝜕𝐶 �𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑛.𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑝 − 25� = 44 +

−0,29 · 44
100

(−10 − 25) = 48,46 𝑉 

Being: 

• 𝑉𝑇𝑐: Open circuit voltage. 

• 𝜕𝑉𝑜𝑐
𝜕𝑇

: Temperature coefficient 𝑉𝑇𝑐 (V/℃). 

MINIMUM VOLTAGE 
This tension will be produced to circuit opened in conditions of maximum temperature set of 70°C: 

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑇𝑐 = 𝑉𝑇𝑐 +
𝜕𝑉𝑇𝑐
𝜕𝐶 �𝐶𝑚á𝑥.𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑝 − 25� = 44 +

−0,29 · 44
100

(70 − 25) = 38,26𝑉 

Being: 

• 𝑉𝑇𝑐: Open circuit voltage. 

• 𝜕𝑉𝑜𝑐
𝜕𝑇

: Temperature coefficient 𝑉𝑇𝑐 (V/℃). 

CURRENT AT 𝑷𝑪Á𝒙 

MAXIMUM INTENSITY 
This current will be produced in conditions of maximum temperature set of 70°C: 

𝐼𝑚á𝑥 𝑚 = 𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚 +
𝜕𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝜕𝐶 �𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥.𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑝 − 25� = 2,3 +
0,05 · 2,3

100
(70 − 25) = 2,35 𝐴 

 
Being: 

• 𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚: Current at Omax. 

• 𝜕𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝜕𝑇
: Temperature Coefficient 𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚 (A/℃) 

MINIMUM INTENSITY 
This current will be produced in conditions of minimal temperature set of -10°C: 

𝐼𝑚á𝑥 𝑚 = 𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚 +
𝜕𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝜕𝐶 �𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑛.𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑝 − 25� = 2,3 +
0,05 · 2,3

100
(−10 − 25) = 2,26 𝐴 

Being: 

• 𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚: Open circuit current. 

• 𝜕𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝜕𝑇
: Temperature coefficient 𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚 (A/℃) 

OUTPUT CURRENT IN PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULES 

It depend of the ay to connect the modules. We consider two output voltages: 
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- Voltage at Pmax in each string, it is worked voltage at inverter. 
- Maximum voltage in each string, it is the maximum safe voltage to the inverter. 

VOLTAGE AT PMAX IN EACH STRING 
The installation is constituted by 8 identical strings of 8 photovoltaic modules in series connection to each one. 
Voltage at Pmax of out modules are 35 V, including temperature influence this value is 38,55 V: 

𝑽𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑽𝟒 𝑪𝑪 𝑷𝑪𝑪𝒙 𝑪𝒏 𝟒𝑪𝒆𝒆 𝟒𝑪𝒔𝑪𝒏𝑽 = 𝟔𝟖,𝟓𝟓 · 𝟖 = 𝟔𝟏𝟖,𝟒 𝑽 

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE IN EACH STRING IN OPEN CIRCUIT CONDITIONS 
Open circuit voltage in normal conditions is 44 V, including temperature influence this value is 48,46 V: 

𝑴𝑪𝒙𝑪𝑪𝟒𝑪 𝒗𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑽𝟒 𝑪𝒏  𝑶𝑪 = 𝟒𝟖,𝟒𝟔 · 𝟖 = 𝟔𝟖𝟔,𝟔𝟖 𝑽 

INVERTER  

The Conext RL inverter provides a feature to collect the maximum available energy from the PV array by 
constantly adjusting its output power to track the maximum power point (MPP) of the PV array. The Conext RL 
inverter has two MPPT channels (DC1 and DC2). Two independent PV arrays, each having one or two PV strings 
can be connected to the inverter. Each PV array, can be loaded to different peak power points, to harvest the 
maximum possible energy. The Conext RL inverter can accommodate arrays with open circuit voltage as high as 
550 VDC. 
 

𝑴𝑪𝒙𝑪𝑪𝟒𝑪 𝑷𝑪𝑷𝟒𝒔 𝑪𝒏 𝑭𝑽 𝟒𝒔𝟒𝑪𝟒𝑪 = 𝟖𝟏 · 𝟒𝟏 + 𝟔𝟔,𝟏 · 𝟐𝟒 = 𝟒𝟖𝟏𝟏 𝑾𝑪  
 
Technical data are: 

Inverter  Conext RL 5000 E-S 

MPPT voltage range, full power 180-500 V 

Max. input voltage, open circuit 550 V 

Max. input current per MPPT 18 A 

Nominal input Power 5,3 kVA 

Maximum output power 5 kVA 

 
This conditions are verified: 

• 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑉𝑉𝑒 𝑟𝑉𝑟𝑉𝑒:  500 𝑉 >  308,4 𝑉 >  180 𝑉 →   𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒏𝑪 
 

• 𝐶𝑉𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑀𝑚 𝑀𝑟𝑖𝑀𝑡 𝑣𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑉𝑉𝑒:  550 𝑉 >  387,68 𝑉 →   𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒏𝑪 

PV modules interconnection 

The characteristics of the lines of interconnection of the modules are: 

• Module current (𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚): 2,35 A (-10⁰C). 
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• Wiring: RZ1-K 0,6/1 kV. 
• Resistivity: 𝛾Cu: 43 m/Ωmm². 
• Line: One-pole wire at the roof. 
• Length: 20 m. 

 

CURRENT DENSITY: 

CURRENT 
The intensity of every line is equal to the intensity of a photovoltaic panel because they have series connection, 
and therefore it will be from 2,35 A. Nevertheless, for safety reasons, we will take a value of 125% for the 
calculations, obtaining a value of 2,93 A. 

𝐼𝑧 > 𝐼𝑏 → 38 𝐴 > 2,93 𝐴, 𝑠𝑒𝑃𝑡𝑀𝑉𝑟  4 𝑚𝑚2 

UNDERVOLT 
Maximum undervolt will be 1,5%: 

𝜈 =
1,5 · 308,4

100
= 4,62 𝑣 

Minimum section:  

𝑆 =
2 · 2,35 · 20

43 · 4,62
= 0,508 𝑚𝑚2 

Chosen section will be 4 mm², real undervolt is: 

𝑒 =
2 · 2,35 · 20

43 · 4
= 0,546 𝑉 → 𝑒(%) = 0,546 ·

100
308,4

= 0,177% → 𝐶𝐾      

AC circuit 

Ac circuit in photovoltaic system will have these technical characteristics: 

• P=Line power: 5000 W 
• U=Voltage: 230 V 
• L=Length: 20 m 
• Cosϕ: 1 
• S=Section: 10 mm² 
• ϒ=Conductivity: 43 m/Ω·mm² 
• Protector tube de Ø32 mm 

 

CURRENT DENSITY: 

 

𝐼 =
𝑃

𝑈 · cos 𝜑
=

5000
230 · 1

= 21,73 𝐴 

Manufacturer offered the current a 23,2 A. 
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𝐼𝑧 > 𝐼𝑏 → 52 𝐴 > 23,2 𝐴 →  𝐶𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑉𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑡 

DROP IN VOLTAGE: 

Undervolt allowed is 1,5%, then: 

𝜈 =
1,5 · 230

100
= 3,45 𝑣 

𝑆 =
2 · 23,2 · 20

43 · 3,45
= 6,25 𝑚𝑚2 

Section will be 10 mm², and real underload is: 

𝑒 =
2 · 23,2 · 20

43 · 10
= 2,16  𝑉 → 𝑒(%) = 2,16 ·

100
230

= 0,93%     

PROTECTION AGAINST OVERLOAD WITH BREAKER: 

𝐼𝑏 ≤ 𝐼𝑛 ≤ 𝐼𝑧 
Being: 

• 𝐼𝑏: Calculated current. 
• 𝐼𝑛: Breaker current. 
• 𝐼𝑧: Protector tuve current. 

 
𝐼𝑏 = 23,2 𝐴   ;    𝐼𝑧 = 52 𝐴   ;    23,2 𝐴 < 𝐼𝑛 < 52 𝐴      →       𝑰𝒏 = 𝟔𝟐 𝑨 

PROTECTION AGAINST SHORT CIRCUIT WITH BREAKER: 

Protection against overload and short circuit are assured for the same breaker. 
 
We check breaking capacity: 

𝑃𝑃𝑃 ≥ 𝐼𝑐𝑐 𝑚á𝑥 

- 𝐼𝑐𝑐 𝑚á𝑥 = 1,1·𝑉
𝑍𝐹+𝑍𝑁

= 1,1·230
46,8·10−3

= 5406 𝐴 

Breaking capacity for 63 A breaker is 6 kA, then: 
𝑃𝑃𝑃 ≥ 𝐼𝑐𝑐 𝑚á𝑥     ;      6 𝑘𝐴 ≥ 5,4 𝑘𝐴 

- 𝑡𝑐𝑐 𝑚á𝑥 = 𝐾2·𝑆2

𝐼𝑐𝑐 𝑚á𝑥
2 = 1152·102

54062
= 0,001 𝑠 

𝐼𝑐𝑐 𝑚á𝑥
2 · 𝑡 ≤ 𝐾2 · 𝑆2      →      60.000 𝐴2𝑠 ≤ 5.760.000 𝐴2𝑠     𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒏𝑪 
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Data sheets 

STRING WIRE 
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5.3.6. Electrical Energy Balance Simulation 

Spanish Contest 

The electrical average consumption of a Spanish home ascends to 10.521 kWh/year, being predominant the 
consumption of fossil fuel (1,8 times superior to the electrical consumption). The 62 % of direct electrical 
consumption corresponds to home appliances and equipment, and in minor measure to the lighting, kitchen and 
the heating and warm water services. 
Considering the set of services and the available equipment in the Spanish homes, heating service is the most 
energy demanding (almost 50%). The next elements in order of magnitude are domestic appliances, sanitary hot 
water, the kitchen, lighting and air conditioning. Among the domestic appliances we can stand out refrigerators, 
washers, televisions and the Standby systems. 

 
(Source: IDAE) 

Introduction 

The electrical energy simulation is a tool that will help us to predict the behavior of SymbCity during the Solar 
Decathlon contest. We will use it to foresee the demand of the appliances and detect the main consumptions.  
All the calculations in this section are based on the loads described below and the solar radiation database of 
PVsyst for Paris.  

Photovoltaic system description 

Power of photovoltaic modules is the sum of the powers of all the installed panels. We have 8 strings (8 modules 
per string). Every WÜRTH-SOLAR module WSG0051E080 has a power peak of 67,1 /80 Wp. Therefore, the 
power of every branch and the total power will be: 
: 

𝑷𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 = 𝟖𝟏 𝑾𝑪 · 𝟒𝟏𝑪𝑪𝟒𝟒𝑪𝟒𝟒+ 𝟔𝟔,𝟏 · 𝟐𝟒𝑪𝑪𝟒𝟒𝑪𝟒𝟒𝟒 = 𝟒𝟖𝟏𝟏 𝑾𝑪 

For more information about the PV system see section 5.3.5 
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Consumption in a “type-day” 

Our philosophy of energetic saving is based on the use of efficient, low consumption devices and the reasonable 
use of this ones. Avoiding Stand-by energy modes of home devices is necessary in order to control energy 
consumption. In this way, the energetic saving is tied to the economic saving. 
Energetic consumptions have been calculated for one “example-day” and thereby we can make an estimation of 
the electrical consumptions during any desired period. The following chart shows the power of the receiving 
elements, time of use and consumptions of the same ones 
 

Type Equipment Power 
(W) 

Time 
(h/day) 

Energy(Wh/day) 

  

ap
pl

ia
nc

es
 

Washer 800 0,5 400 

Dishwasher 550 1 550 

Dryer 380 0,6 228 

Fridge 30 24 720 

Hob 1500 1 1500 

Oven 1400 0,35 490 

  

co
m

m
un

ic
at

io
n TV 50 2 100 

DVD 20 1 20 

Tablet 15 10 150 

PC 60 7 420 

Modem 18 24 432 

  

Lighting 475 3,5 1662,5 

  

in
sta

lla
tio

ns
 Domotic system 30 24 720 

Heat pump 1200 2 2400 

Ventilation 27 2 54 

Pressure equipment 400 1,5 600 

Generation 180 7,5 1350 

  

Daily consumption of the prototype: 11796,5 

Electrical consumption 
 
As shown in the graphs, HVAC system, Washer, hob, oven and dryer and the domotic system are the main loads 
of the SymbCity. These three loads represent more than 60% of the global load. Special attention should be paid 
to the dryer process as it increases the load of the house significantly. 
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Contest week simulation 

As a result of the loads described above, a global demand of SymbCity House during the contest week (30 June -
13 July) has been calculated. This demand is shown in the following graphs. 
 
  

3% 5% 2% 
6% 

13% 

4% 

1% 
0% 

1% 
4% 

4% 

14% 
6% 

20% 

0% 
5% 11% 

Comsumption Washer
Dishwasher
Dryer
Fridge
Hob
Oven
TV
DVD
Tablet
PC
Modem
Lighting
Domotic system
Heat pump
Ventilation
Presure equipment

33% 

10% 
14% 

43% 

Consumption by type  

appliances

communication

Lighting

installations
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Total energy necessary in this period according to the charts is: 

 
120,703 kWh 

 

 
 
The global consumption planned for the competition week is 120 kWh whereas the PV production simulated is 
248,56 kWh. According to our balance, an estimated 128,56 kWh will be injected on the network. 

Photovoltaic production in Versailles 

To estimate the production of the photovoltaic installation, we use PVsyst 6.1.9. This software is designed to be 
used by architects, engineer, and researchers. It is also a very useful educative tool as it can be used to study, 
size and simulate over a certain period of hours, resulting in a complete printable report. 
In Versailles the top floor roof is filled by photovoltaic panels disposed in sheds with a slope of 8 and 21 
degrees, south-east oriented. 
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According to the above described, an estimation of energy generated by the photovoltaic system has been 
calculated, obtaining as a result that the system generates more electricity than consumed by the installation. It 
should be taken into account that at some periods of the year more energy is generated than in others, and the 
production is not simultaneous to the consumption. 
Comparing the electrical annual consumption of the prototype (5.661 kWh) with the statistical information 
offered by the IDAE about the average consumption of a house in Spain (10.521 kWh), we can say that 
implementing the energetic saving measures on the SymbCity prototype, we will achieve a 50% reduction in 
domestic energy waste.  
 

Energy Balance  

Period Generation (kWh) 

A day in SDE'14 21,8 

Contest week SDE'14 24,56 

A full year 4785,4 

 
 

 
Production system. Source: PVsyst 
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Photovoltaic production in Madrid 

Using the same premises to estimate the production in Madrid with Pvsyst, we obtain: 
 

 
 
If the prototype was installed for a complete year in Madrid, it would use 5278 kWh of electricity. At the same 
time, it would produce 7673 kWh of PV electricity. From this production, 2395 kWh is would be sold to the 
company. 
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5.3.7. Solar Thermal Design 

Actual context in Spain 

The renewable energy sector and specifically solar thermal energy have a direct relation to certain economic 
sectors such as manufacturing and building industry, which currently are not in an optimal situation. 
If we make an analysis of past years, for example 2004-2010, we can see that the installed capacity of solar 
thermal energy in Spain increased fivefold. However, this idyllic scenario has changed dramatically the last three 
years, with declines of around 14% for each year. 
In fact a clear example to see the current situation of solar power in Spain is compared to the installed capacity 
in Europe. Spain contributes 9% of the total installed against Germany, which contributes about 33% of the total 
(European) installed. If we consider that solar radiation levels are much lower in Germany than in Spain we have 
a vision of the situation in this sector today, which has to be strongly invested in order to develop its full potential. 

Analysis and sizing of solar thermal system 

Our domestic hot water system (DHW) consists mainly of a tank for storage of solar heat, solar collector 
connected to a flat roof (occasionally, the collector ready for radiant ceiling can be supportive when not required 
in air conditioning). From this tank the water is recirculated to the tank of DHW tank through a pump controlled 
by a programmer indicating its implementation as the corresponding controller. 
 
To estimate the hot water needs, it is then predimensioning by f-chart method (table of calculation appended to 
the report), with the following input data: 
Accumulation Temperature of DHW_ 60ºC 
Azimuth of solar collectors’ _ 22ºC 
Daily consumption_ 60 l (it´s estimated for a occupancy of two people, with a consumption of 30 liters of hot 
water at 60ºC per person). 
Average Ambient Temperature during the hours of sun (ºC); the average obtained from different sources: World 
Weather Information Service, Météo France  and NASA Surface meteorology and Solar Energy; and software 
like a Transol and Climate Consultant. 

ENE FEB MAR ABR MAY JUN JUL AGO SEP OCT NOV DIC 
60 55 45 30 25 15 20 35 40 50 60 65 

 
Average Water Temperature of net (ºC); results obtained from the software Transol. 

ENE FEB MAR ABR MAY JUN JUL AGO SEP OCT NOV DIC 
6,3 6,4 7,4 9,3 11,5 13,4 14,6 14,6 13,4 11,5 9,3 7,4 
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• Energy that incident on a horizontal surface unit; results obtained of the average obtained from different 
sources: NASA Surface meteorology and Solar Energy y Climate Consultant. 

 ENE FEB MAR ABR MAY JUN JUL AGO SEP OCT NOV DIC 
MJ/m2día 3,29 5,65 9,57 14,65 17,98 19,86 19,53 17,25 12,17 7,39 4,01 2.61 

kWh/m2dia 0,91 1,57 2,66 4,07 5,00 5,52 5,43 4,79 3,38 2,05 1,11 0,72 

 
• Latitude of calculation of 48º_ Correction factor K for each month according to inclination of the collectors 

(represent the ratio of the total energy incident on a day on a surface facing Ecuador and inclined at a 
certain angle and the total energy incident on a day on a horizontal surface): 

 ENE FEB MAR ABR MAY JUN JUL AGO SEP OCT NOV DIC Media 

0º 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 

5º 1,09 1,07 1,06 1,04 1,03 1,03 1,03 1,05 1,07 1,10 1,11 1,11 1,07 

10º 1,17 1,14 1,11 1,08 1,05 1,04 1,05 1,08 1,13 1,19 1,22 1,21 1,12 

15º 1,20 1,20 1,15 1,10 1,07 1,06 1,07 1,11 1,18 1,27 1,32 1,30 1,17 

20º 1,32 1,26 1,19 1,12 1,08 1,06 1,08 1,14 1,23 1,34 1,41 1,39 1,22 

25º 1,38 1,31 1,22 1,14 1,08 1,06 1,08 1,15 1,27 1,41 1,49 1,46 1,25 

30º 1,43 1,34 1,24 1,14 1,07 1,04 1,07 1,16 1,30 1,46 1,57 1,53 1,28 

35º 1,48 1,37 1,26 1,14 1,06 1,03 1,06 1,16 1,32 1,51 1,63 1,59 1,30 

40º 1,52 1,40 1,26 1,13 1,03 1,00 1,04 1,15 1,33 1,54 1,68 1,64 1,31 

45º 1,54 1,41 1,26 1,11 1,00 0,97 1,01 1,13 1,33 1,57 1,73 1,68 1,31 

50º 1,56 1,41 1,25 1,08 0,97 0,93 0,97 1,11 1,32 1,58 1,76 1,71 1,30 

55º 1,57 1,41 1,23 1,05 0,93 0,88 0,93 1,07 1,31 1,59 1,78 1,73 1,29 

60º 1,57 1,40 1,20 1,01 0,88 0,83 0,88 1,03 1,28 1,58 1,79 1,74 1,27 

65º 1,56 1,38 1,17 0,97 0,82 0,78 0,83 0,99 1,25 1,56 1,78 1,74 1,24 

70º 1,54 1,34 1,13 0,91 0,76 0,71 0,77 0,93 1,20 1,54 1,77 1,73 1,19 

75º 1,51 1,31 1,08 0,85 0,70 0,65 0,70 0,87 1,15 1,50 1,74 1,70 1,15 

80º 1,47 1,26 1,02 0,79 0,63 0,57 0,63 0,81 1,09 1,45 1,70 1,67 1,09 

85º 1,42 1,21 0,96 0,72 0,56 0,50 0,56 0,73 1,03 1,39 1,66 1,62 1,03 

90º 1,37 1,14 0,89 0,65 0,48 0,42 0,48 0,66 0,95 1,33 1,60 1,57 0,96 

 
Obviously, for a fixed tilt solar collector the energetic fraction provided each month by the solar system reaches 
its maximum performance at an angle of between 10 ° and 15 ° in the months of June, July and August, 
being lower in the remaining months. However, it has been experimentally demonstrated that the optimum angle 
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of inclination of a plate fixed in order to achieve the highest annual energy fraction is 40 degrees (the coefficients 
K for an inclination of 40 º majority solar radiation x 1.68 in November and it is maintained in June). 
 
Besides, with a system in which sensors can automatically tilt to achieve optimal position, we can capture the 
maximum radiation available each month, optimizing energy fraction, and therefore also the annual amount. 
Accordingly, proven energy fraction in each month, the optimum inclination is:: 

ENE FEB MAR ABR MAY JUN JUL AGO SEP OCT NOV DIC 
60º 55º 45º 30º 25º 15º 20º 35º 40º 50º 60º 65º 

 
*Deducted from K factor table and NASA Surface meteorology and Solar Energy. 

ENE FEB MAR ABR MAY JUN JUL AGO SEP OCT NOV DIC AN. 
23,8 39,0 59,1 79,1 88,8 95,8 99,0 97,4 82,4 59,6 34,4 20,2 64,9 

 
As discussed, in the months of lowest energetic fraction, the collector, arranged to maintain the flow temperature 
of radiant ceiling, may serve to support the production of DHW, when the needs of air-conditioning will be 
sufficient; thus raising the solar fraction. 
After calculating the estimated demand for DHW and the collection surface, referred to the need for a first solar 
storage tank 200 of liters of capacity, where the water content is heated by a coil that connects to the collector, 
and from the first tank, the water is directed to a DHW of 100 liters, which can also heat the water when the 
solar contribution is not sufficient to raise the water temperature to 60°C. 
Both tanks will be arranged vertically in order to take advantage of stratification, as this phenomenon provides a 
DHW minimum service temperature even when the entire volume of water is not set up to optimal temperature. 
 
Therefore, each tank will have different functions and applications in our ACS system: 
PRE-HEAT TANK or solar heat accumulation tank: This tank will store water from the collectors, either by raising 
the temperature of the supply water when we have enough radiation or preheating the water. 
SUPPORT TANK: This tank accumulates the water received from the pre-heat tank. In case its temperature is 
lower than reported (60°C), the electrical support resistance will heat the water up to this temperature. 
60°C are established as required setpoint as necessary not only to achieve comfort DHW temperature but also to 
prevent the possible occurrence of bacteria, as in the case of legionella. 
These tanks have clearly differentiated energy consumptions: 
MAINTENANCE CONSUMPTION: Whose value of 2.5 kW/24 hours. It is the consumption of the tank in order 
to allow normal functioning. 
ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION OF AUXILIARY SYSTEM CONTRIBUTION: This consumption will take place in 
periods in which the incident radiation is not able to provide sufficient energy to raise the water temperature of 
the required tank. Accordingly, during periods of minimum radiation, or no consumption it is between 25 and 30 
kW, needed to maintain the water at 60°C. 
The installation has a control system using a programmer (Switchboard 4) which enables or disables the fluid of 
the recirculation´s pump toward to the collector in function of the temperature difference between the probes 
located at the bottom of the tank and the output of the solar  collector (DT: differential thermostat). 
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Using software, such as system Sauter, the temperature of the tanks will be controlled and the software will 
decide and operate in case the temperature of the tank does not reach 60°C: 
If the system is able to predict  by trends of use following a reiteration of values, that a greater use of DHW will 
be demanded in the next few hours, the system will wait for solar panels to increase the temperature of the tank. 
Nevertheless, if the prediction is not consistent with the real needs of DHW and the temperature of the tank is 
lower than 60°C, the system will trigger the electrical resistance, to achieve the setpoint temperature. 
There will be a primary circuit and a secondary circuit. This first circuit, which starts from the solar collector to the 
solar storage tank is a closed loop recirculating a mix fluid with antifreeze in its composition to prevent freezing 
in winter and therefore any breakages or damage of pipes, tank or the entire system. Furthermore, the secondary 
circuit circulates from the solar tank to DHW. 
We will put a solar collector with 2 m2 of absorption surface, being able to absorb the energy needed to supply 
the needs of DHW. As discussed above, the collector will be adjustable for higher monthly returns and therefore 
increase annual energy fraction. 
 

Advantages and disadvantages of using flat solar panels 

ADVANTAGES 

They are the cheapest on the market and therefore they reflect a clear example of most collectors located in Europe until 
today. 
By their geometry (rectangular) with them we make a better use of spaces and they are more aesthetics. 
They are lightweight, as compared to collector siphon type, it isn´t need that the cover of our building has to bear excessive 
loads. 
They have elevate optic performance. 
They are built inside a solid metal structure and protected by a glass. 

DISADVANTAGES 

This type of collector is more prone to condensation present, especially when it deteriorates the seal between the glass and 
the casing, which leads to corrosion, affecting the performance and durability. The angle of the sun affects performance 
negatively. 
By design flat, accumulate more snow, dust and dirt. More maintenance costs. You have to put more security locks, in 
anticipation of high winds, especially when it is mounted on flat roofs. 

 
The disadvantages indicated in the above table may be corrected in the following ways: 
- There are solutions on the market to reduce or even prevent corrosion with good maintenance of the collector. 
- The angle of the sun does not have a negative affect if orient the panels in the solar inclination. 
 
As a final precaution, in case of an extreme overheating due to singular weather and sun conditions, raising the 
temperature of the panels over 100 °C, installed heat sinks will help remove the excessive heat.  
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Configuration of the solar water  panel 

As we can see in the image, these collectors are formed by several 
distinct layers: 
Free joints located around the main shield. 
Absorber sheet. 
Reflective layer. 
Shell. 
The fluid flow through the collectors is not consumption water.  
It incorporates one or more heat exchangers separating both fluids. 

 

ACCESSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE TASKS 

In order to keep most systems accessible for maintenance, two technical rooms opened to the general gallery are 
provided. The accumulation tanks will be located the first technical room, on the northwest side next to the toilet. 
Various devices that configure the system will be located on this room: storage, circulation pump, expansion 
valve, etc...  
This organization in the equipment rooms will be key for long-time maintenance, replacement and especially for 
the daily functioning of the house. 

THE DESIGN OF THE INSTALLATION 

 
The installation of solar thermal panels has been designed to produce the DHW of the housing by means of 
renewable energies. 
For this sizing, a daily demand of 60 liters of warm water has been provided. This demand is annually satisfied 
in a 47,73 % by a sole 4.7 m2 solar panel whose summarized data is presented below. 
. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INSTALLATION 

Panel model VFK 135 VD Latitude 48,48ºN 

Size 123,3 x 203,3 x 8 Azimuth 22º 

Area 2,35 m2 Inclination panel 8º 

Operative pressure 10 bar Housings 1 

Fr( τα )n = 0,79 Users 2 

a1 2,414 Demand 30 l/day/user 

a2 0,049 Total demand 60 L 

Fr UL 3,884 Temperature service 60ºC 

Nº panels 2 Orientation losses 5% 

Total area 4,7 m2 Shadow losses 0% 

Volume tank 303 L Solar annual coverage 47,73% 

In the F-CHART METHOD TABLE further information about dimensions and capacity of the solar thermal 
installation can be found. 
The chosen panel will be installed on the roof of the prototype, over the technical room where the water tank of 
300 liters is set. 
 
 (SW-101 Solar Water Heating Plan) 

SUMMARY OF THE INSTALLATION 

Panel model VFK 135 VD Latitude 48,48ºN 

Size 123,3 x 203,3 x 8 Azimuth 22º 

Area 2,35 m2 Inclination panel 62º 

Operative pressure 10 bar Housings 1 

Fr = 0,79 Users 2 

a1 2,414 Demand 30 l/day/user 

a2 0,049 Total demand 60 L 

Fr UL 3,884 Temperature service 60º 

Nº panels 2 Orientation losses 5% 

Total area 4,7 m2 Shadow losses 0% 

Volume tank 300 L Solar coverage 47,73% 
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F-CHART  METHOD 

VERSAILLES JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER ANNUAL 

Ce= Specific heat of water 4187 J/(kgºC) 4187 J/(kgºC) 4187 J/(kgºC) 4187 J/(kgºC) 4187 J/(kgºC) 4187 J/(kgºC) 4187 J/(kgºC) 4187 J/(kgºC) 4187 J/(kgºC) 4187 J/(kgºC) 4187 J/(kgºC) 4187 J/(kgºC)  

C= D.H.W. consume 60 l/day 60 l/day 60 l/day 60 l/day 60 l/day 60 l/day 60 l/day 60 l/day 60 l/day 60 l/day 60 l/day 60 l/day  

N = Days of the month 31 days 28 days 31 days 30 days 31 days 30 days 31 days 31 days 30 days 31 days 30 days 31 days  

tac = Temp. Acumulation 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º  

tr = Temp. Water supply 8 º 8 º 10 º 12 º 14 º 17 º 20 º 19 º 17 º 13 º 10 º 8 º  

 
Qa = Calorific monthly load 

404.966.640 J/month 365.776.320 J/month 389.391.000 J/month 361.756.800 J/month 358.239.720 J/month 324.073.800 J/month 311.512.800 J/month 319.300.620 J/month 324.073.800 J/month 366.027.540 J/month 376.830.000 J/month 404.966.640 J/month 4.306.915.680 J/month 

112 kWh/month 102 kWh/month 108 kWh/month 100 kWh/month 100 kWh/month 90 kWh/month 87 kWh/month 89 kWh/month 90 kWh/month 102 kWh/month 105 kWh/month 112 kWh/month 1.196 kWh/month 

Sc= Surface panel 2,35 m2 2,35 m2 2,35 m2 2,35 m2 2,35 m2 2,35 m2 2,35 m2 2,35 m2 2,35 m2 2,35 m2 2,35 m2 2,35 m2  

Fr(       n = Optic efficiency factor of the 
panel 

0,79 0,79 0,79 0,79 0,79 0,79 0,79 0,79 0,79 0,79 0,79 0,79  

(       / (  =  Modifier of the angle of 
effect 

0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96  

Fr´/ Fr = Alteration factor 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95  

Fr´( = Adimensional factor 0,72048 0,72048 0,72048 0,72048 0,72048 0,72048 0,72048 0,72048 0,72048 0,72048 0,72048 0,72048  

Solar altitude (15 of month) 18,80º 26,70º 37,30º 49,50º 58,60º 62,80º 60,90º 54,00º 43,80º 32,70º 22,80º 17,60º  

Angle of effect with the normal one to 
the panel 

-9,20º -1,30º 9,30º 21,50º 30,60º 34,80º 32,90º 26,00º 15,80º 4,70º -5,20º -10,40º  

 
Daily radiation on horizontal 

3355 kJ/m2 5724 kJ/m2 10476 kJ/m2 16668 kJ/m2 19224 kJ/m2 21060 kJ/m2 20016 kJ/m2 16992 kJ/m2 13104 kJ/m2 7524 kJ/m2 3960 kJ/m2 2650 kJ/m2  

0,93 kWh/m2 1,59 kWh/m2 2,91 kWh/m2 4,63 kWh/m2 5,34 kWh/m2 5,85 kWh/m2 5,56 kWh/m2 4,72 kWh/m2 3,64 kWh/m2 2,09 kWh/m2 1,10 kWh/m2 0,74 kWh/m2  

 
R1 =  ( Daily monthly radiation on the 

surface of captation) 

10277 kJ/m2 12736 kJ/m2 17060 kJ/m2 20395 kJ/m2 19386 kJ/m2 19444 kJ/m2 19234 kJ/m2 18878 kJ/m2 18217 kJ/m2 13880 kJ/m2 10177 kJ/m2 8619 kJ/m2  

2,85 kWh/m2 3,54 kWh/m2 4,74 kWh/m2 5,67 kWh/m2 5,38 kWh/m2 5,40 kWh/m2 5,34 kWh/m2 5,24 kWh/m2 5,06 kWh/m2 3,86 kWh/m2 2,83 kWh/m2 2,39 kWh/m2  

Orientation losses 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%  

Shadow losses 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%  

Monthly radiation on the surface of the 
panel 

84 kWh/m2 94 kWh/m2 140 kWh/m2 170 kWh/m2 167 kWh/m2 162 kWh/m2 166 kWh/m2 163 kWh/m2 152 kWh/m2 120 kWh/m2 85 kWh/m2 74 kWh/m2  

Ea= Energy lost by the panel 512.455.942 J/month 573.593.833 J/month 850.667.676 J/month 984.125.603 J/month 966.634.931 J/month 938.231.430 J/month 959.040.293 J/month 941.287.156 J/month 879.055.044 J/month 692.108.301 J/month 491.076.997 J/month 429.756.829 J/month  

D1= Energy absorbed by the panel / 
Calorific monthly load 

1,2654 1,5682 2,1846 2,7204 2,6983 2,8951 3,0787 2,9480 2,7125 1,8909 1,3032 1,0612  

Fr UL = Coeficiente global de pérdidas 
del captador 

3,884 3,884 3,884 3,884 3,884 3,884 3,884 3,884 3,884 3,884 3,884 3,884  

Fr´UL = 3,6898 3,6898 3,6898 3,6898 3,6898 3,6898 3,6898 3,6898 3,6898 3,6898 3,6898 3,6898  

ta = Temperature environment 6,0 ºC 8,0 ºC 11,0 ºC 13,0 ºC 18,0 ºC 23,0 ºC 28,0 ºC 26,0 ºC 21,0 ºC 15,0 ºC 11,0 ºC 7,0 ºC  

Dt = Time 2678400 s 2419200 s 2678400 s 2592000 s 2678400 s 2592000 s 2678400 s 2678400 s 2592000 s 2678400 s 2592000 s 2678400 s  

K1= Factor of alteration for storage 0,8755 0,8755 0,8755 0,8755 0,8755 0,8755 0,8755 0,8755 0,8755 0,8755 0,8755 0,8755  

tac = Temperature service 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º 60 º  

K2 = Factor of alteration for D.H.W. 1,0570 1,0296 1,0728 1,1329 1,1546 1,2294 1,3144 1,2895 1,2570 1,1504 1,0728 1,0434  

Ep = Energy lost by the panel 2.020.271.213,43 1.739.546.809,71 1.941.379.785,20 1.939.359.618,93 1.925.113.511,34 1.862.619.536,61 1.924.300.197,65 1.940.159.814,66 1.953.920.557,63 1.988.145.322,55 1.878.754.630,84 1.973.099.019,23  
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D2= Energy lost by the panel / Calorific 
monthly load 

4,9887 4,7558 4,9857 5,3609 5,3738 5,7475 6,1773 6,0763 6,0292 5,4317 4,9857 4,8723  

f = Solar fraction 0,6739 0,8256 1,0235 1,1223 1,1178 1,1331 1,1403 1,1266 1,0912 0,9151 0,6931 0,5678  

 
Qu = Useful monthly energy 

272.907.307 J/month 302.001.544 J/month 398.553.606 J/month 405.989.114 J/month 400.445.876 J/month 367.224.212 J/month 355.226.457 J/month 359.723.643 J/month 353.616.668 J/month 334.963.524 J/month 261.199.693 J/month 229.942.332 J/month 4.041.793.977 J/month 

76 kWh/month 84 kWh/month 111 kWh/month 113 kWh/month 111 kWh/month 102 kWh/month 99 kWh/month 100 kWh/month 98 kWh/month 93 kWh/month 73 kWh/month 64 kWh/month 1.123 kWh/month 

SOLAR COVERAGE 67,39% 82,56% 102,35% 112,23% 111,78% 113,31% 114,03% 112,66% 109,12% 91,51% 69,31% 56,78% 93,84% 
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Solar coverage 

 
The useful energy collected by the solar system every month, in the monthly Solar system coverage is 
determined by the following expression: 

𝑓 =
𝑄𝑈
𝑄𝑎

 

 
𝑓: Solar coverage factor. 
𝑄𝑈:Heat energy captured by the solar equipment. 
𝑄𝑎: Heat energy demand (monthly). 
 

These values have been obtained by simulation software called TRNSYS SIMULATION STUDIO: 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

If this system was implemented on an average existing dwelling in which we have to foresee solar coverage 
throughout the year, we should rethink the solar system coverage. The proposed solar system covers only 
47.42% of the energy needs for heating water consumption. More collection surface would be necessary if we 
wanted the system to cover the whole yearly demand and make the house less independent from the support 
system.  
One of the ways to optimize the design would see if a sensor but not surpass 110% of the total demand per 
month, or 100% over three consecutive months, and yet, we increase the annual solar coverage. These values 
would be higher in Spain as explained in section 5.6.6 (radiation and cloudiness index). 
 
If we think of a system to optimize all-year production we should increase the ends of the curve energy needs 
(𝑄𝑎), tending to a more homogeneous horizontal line. 
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ANNUAL SOLAR COVERAGE 

Q…

MONTH f Qa (kJ) Qu (kJ) 

January 0.0555 18118.5613 326541.6000 

February 0.1437 42395.2681 294940.8000 

March 0.3482 113707.5064 326541.6000 

April 0.5502 173871.8051 316008.0000 

May 0.7865 256828.2059 326541.6000 

June 0.9130 288499.5340 316008.0000 

July 1.0481 342257.6008 326541.6000 

August 0.8580 280186.1107 326541.6000 

September 0.5443 172009.4337 316008.0000 

October 0.2475 80833.8340 326541.6000 

November 0.0792 25031.5756 316008.0000 

December 0.0476 15557.6294 326541.6000 

YEAR 0.4742 1835568.17 3844764.00 
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On the other hand, the selection of the elements of the installation has been carried out by studying the 
performance of each element as an object of study. In the next table, we have tried to summarize these 
performance values: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In conclusion, this table highlights the value of optimum performance for both the sensor and the tank is obtained 
for tank of 303 liters. 
  

PERFORMANCES 

COLLECTOR  WITH  A 
TANK OF 75 L 

50.3894423 42.6265926 

TANK 75 L 32.1539287 34.5906736 

COLLECTOR WITH  A 
TANK OF 303 L 

54.9564892 47.2030718 

TANK 303 L 31.7071248 35.4464349 

COLLECTOR   WITH  
A TANK OF 962 L 

56.2097689 48.8302159 

TANK 962 L 29.9778533 33.8260195 
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5.3.8. Building Integrated Solar Active Systems 

 

Architectural integration 

PV panels are flat regarding the line of the roof, supporting an 
inclination of 8º and leaving sufficient space under the panels for 
a correct ventilation. Thanks to the good traffic of air below the 
panels, these there will not be overheated, and this will increase 
production and efficiency. 
This integration on the roof slope represents a great aesthetical 
advantage, as the reflective surface of the panels doesn’t stand out 
of the building envelope. Furthermore, this avoids undesirable 
shadows over nearby buildings contiguous PV panels. 
 
 

Benefits to neighbor’s community 

Bearing in mind that the project is focused on sustainable restoration of old buildings, we can say that the 
benefits are not aimed to a single family, but the neighbor’s community. 
The electricity generated by the photovoltaic system can be used in the supply of services, such as common uses, 
elevator, garages, refrigeration of common areas and other needs specified by the community. The owners of the 
apartments benefited by this system would decrease their energy expenses, and this money can be destined to 
maintenance of the facilities. 
In recent years, a growing number of companies have chosen the research and development of electrical vehicles 
as an important mobility technology, the natural trend comes to be the substitution of conventional cars for 
electrical vehicles. These vehicles would act as electric power accumulators when there is a surplus of electrical 
consumption. 
Another important element of the house will be the direct use of natural energy, for example in lighting and air 
conditioning. The orientation of the large windows and the disposition of the multifunctional room will help to 
diminish the expenses considerably. The domotic systems are also very important to reduce energy expenditure: 
curtains and blinds will be regulated in summer to limit the entry of solar radiation inside the building. The  
control of humidity and of the interior temperature will regulate with the opening of blinds. 
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REMINDER 
5.4. Energy Efficiency Design Narrative 

 

SymbCity House   has been developed to solve a real urban challenge: to 

launch the full energetic refurbishment of the outdated housing estate of Spanish 
cities, becoming an affordable and socially sensitive alternative for the building 
industry.  
 
This way, the energetic transformation of our cities can become a widespread 
phenomenon by individual building operations focused on the re-use of existing 
buildings. 
 
Inspired by the mutual benefit relationship between natural organisms known as 

symbiosis, a new self-sufficient house will cooperate with the old buildings to 

reach the sustainability goals demanded to our cities. 
 
We propose the colonization of the roofs of the target buildings with an extra level of 
construction. It can develop a wide variety of uses, from public facilities to dwellings, 
in which we focus our research.  
 
The sale of this extra urban land helps financing a global refurbishment operation on 
the building, creating this way a mutual benefit between “host” (existing) and ”guest” 
(new) housing units.  
 
The guest housing unit will be a nearly-zero energy consumption building, while the 
host will accomplish, at least, a level B energy rating. 
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REFURBISHMENT IN MADRID 
MANOTERAS DISTRICT 
 
 
The abandon of the traditional cities, caused by the uncontrollable 
urban sprawl of the last decades, is the main challenge that 
European cities must face nowadays. In Spain, the suburbanization 
phenomenon is a huge energy, pollution and mobility issue, 
especially in the Madrid metropolitan area. 
 
The construction of an efficient and more sustainable human habitat 
must try to fight and solve this exodus. The core of our old cities 
represents a huge energy waste for our countries and the whole 
planet. But at the same time, it represents the opportunity to prove 
that the compact city is the most balanced model for human settlings, 
as it concentrates the energy consumption and it reinforces the social 
links of the community. 
 
 
SymbCity House is a single intervention that is used as a model in a 
wider urban proposal for the Manoteras district in Madrid. 
Manoteras is a residential area with low quality of construction, built 
in the middle-50s.  
The project can be adapted to many housing typologies in this 
neighborhood, as it is a standardized construction that will make 
refurbishment operations affordable to citizens with low income 
levels. 
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SYMBCITY HOUSE 
DWELLING CONTEXT 
 
SymbCity House begins with an external wooden structure. The 
structure creates an extra space 1 meter wide for the host house, 
increasing its surface and creating an air chamber where heat from 
solar gains can be stored, reducing heating consumptions in winter. 
 
Following a standardized pattern, we generate the three main areas 
of the house. The first one contains the bedroom and the house living 
core, where most daily activities such as cooking, eating and rest 
take place. The second space is the multifunctional room, working as 
a patio or greenhouse according to the change of seasons. The third 
space is the technical block, containing facilities and wet rooms, 
which has been designed with an independent structural frame. 

 
 
 
 

 

SOLAR DECATHLON EUROPE 
COMPETITION HOUSE 
 
Being a prototype that shows how this operation could take place in a real situation, the translation from the top 
of an old building roof to the SDE site keeps as many features as possible to make the proposal accurate to the 
real life situation it is trying to solve, including the external structure which supports the construction without 
interference with the old construction. 
 
The prototype is composed by a complete SymbCity House apartment for 2 people, over a 1,30m high basement 
representing the “host” building. It performs the external look and an indoor scenography of the daily life of the 
original inhabitants of the building. 
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BIOCLIMATIC STRATEGIES 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

 
The walls of the building are composed of thick layers of 
insulating material, achieving passivhaus standards, while 
Phase Change Materials on the internal side of the wall keep a 
balanced indoor temperature without extra energy supply. 
Solar gains are carefully controlled by eaves and other sun - 
shading devices. This way, we obtain a good balance between 
passive and active energy saving strategies, achieving a nearly-
zero energy consumption 
 
The multifunctional room is a very flexible space. It can be 
adapted to seasonal weather changes. It becomes a cool place 
in summer, with sunshading, cross ventilation and a vertical 
garden which keeps the air fresh. During the cold months, the 
envelope is completely closed, becoming a greenhouse which 
provides extra heating to the house. 

CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING SYSTEMS 
 
SymbCity House is a fast and industrialized construction. The 
whole system has been built following the balloon-frame system, 
made entirely with local wood based materials. We introduce 
an  innovative system of industrialized wall sections. With this 
system the transport and execution are cheap and fast, reducing 
the energy waste during the construction period. 
 
The heating and cooling conditioning system are based on a 
low temperature radiant floor and ceiling, with very low heat 
and electricity consumptions. Besides, the constant monitoring of 
the house activates a series of simple mechanisms in order to 
take advantage of external conditions or protect the house 
against them. 
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5.4.1. Technical Project Summary 

Technical Project Summary Table for the local context 

1. Project Dimensions 2. Data 3. Location of detailed 
information in PM/PD 

Gross area (m²) 71,54 m² TEE-Simulation Input Data 0-General 
Info 

Net floor area (m²) 59,03 m² TEE-Simulation Input Data 0-General 
Info 

Conditioned Volume (m³) 156,44 m² TEE-Simulation Input Data 0-General 
Info 

4. House envelope   

Insulation types and thickness (m) Rockwall-Arena 50 (0,05 m)  
Rockwall-ECO032 (0,06 m) 
Rockwall with moisture barrier 
ECO035 (0,06 m) 

5.4 Energy Efficiency Design 
Narrative 
 

Walls area (m²) and Thermal 
Transmittance (W/m²k) 

Wall1 (33,87 m²)-(0,128 W/m²k) 
Wall2 (21,36 m²)-(0,176 W/m²k) 
Wall3 (23,37 m²)-(0,078 W/m²k) 
Wall4 (32,2 m²)-(0,122 W/m²k) 
Wall5(6,21m²)-(0,131 W/m²k) 

TEE. Simulation Input Data 
1_Ext Envelope 
5.4 Energy Efficiency Design 
Narrative 
 

Floor area (m²) and Thermal 
Transmittance (W/m²k) 

(71,20 m²)-(0,129 W/m²k) 

TEE. Simulation Input Data 
1_Ext Envelope 
5.4 Energy Efficiency Design 
Narrative 
 

Roof area (m²) and Thermal 
Transmittance (W/m²k) 

(109,15 m²)-(0,131 W/m²k) 

TEE Simulation Input Data 
1_Ext Envelope 
5.4 Energy Efficiency Design 
Narrative 
 

Glazing area (m²) and Thermal 
Transmittance (W/m²k) 

SGG4+4/16/4+4 (37,76 m²)-(1,0 W/m²k) 
SGG4/16/4 (10,14 m²)-(1,0 W/m²k) 

TEE. Simulation Input Data 
3_Openings 

Glazing Solar gain (SHGC) SGG4+4/16/4+4 (0,41 SHGC) 
SGG4/16/4 (0,41 SHGC) 

TEE. Simulation Input Data 
3_Openings 

5. HVAC Systems   

Heating system Underfloor heating system. 
Roof cold system 

 

Energy Production Equipment Electricity  12.3.3 HVAC 

Type Air-water Heat pump 12.3.3 HVAC 

Model VWL 85/2A Vaillant 12.3.3 HVAC 

Heating Capacity 9,5 kW 12.3.3 HVAC 

Heating Efficiency COP 4,7 12.3.3 HVAC 

Cooling Capacity 8,1 kW 12.3.3 HVAC 

Cooling Efficiency EER 3,9 12.3.3 HVAC 

Terminal Unit Uponor  electric Heat pump TEE. Simulation Input Data 
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5_Engineering Systems 

Type Heat pump TEE. Simulation Input Data 
5_Engineering Systems 

Model Air/water Heat pump VWL85/2 A TEE. Simulation Input Data 
5_Engineering Systems 

Refrigerant (Type) R-410A 12.3.3 HVAC 

Heat Recovery Ventilation or Energy 
Recovery Ventilation 

Heat Recovery Ventilator  12.3.3 HVAC 

Type Zehnder comfoair 160 ventilation system 12.3.3 HVAC 

Model  Zehnder comfoair 160 ventilation system 12.3.3 HVAC 

Efficiency 95% TEE. Simulation Input Data 
5_Engineering Systems 

6. Domestic Hot Water   

System (Type, capacity) DHW consists mainly of a tank for storage of solar heat 
and solar collector connected to a flat roof. Solar annual 
coverage 82,67%.(Madrid) 

5.3.7 Solar Thermal Design 

Solar Thermal Collectors Solar thermal panels 5.3.7 Solar Thermal Design 

Type Type model VTK 1160V 5.3.7 Solar Thermal Design 

Area (m²) 4,7 m² 5.3.7 Solar Thermal Design 

7. Electrical Energy Production    

PV Modules (Type) CIS 80S 12.3.5.-Photovoltaic and thermal 

PV panels area (m²) 49,57 m² 12.3.5.-Photovoltaic and thermal 

Installed PV power (kWp) 54,40 kWp 12.3.5.-Photovoltaic and thermal 

Estimated energy production (kWh/year) 
Include the information of all PV types 

7674 kWh/year (Madrid) 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance 
Simulation 

8. Energy consumption    

Estimated energy consumption 
(kWh/year) 

5498 kWh/year (Madrid) 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance 
Simulation 

Estimated electrical consumption per 
conditioned (kWh/year per m²) 

100,18 kWh/year per m² 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance 
Simulation 

Energy Use Characterization (% of total 
energy consumption ) 

100% 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance 
Simulation 

Heating (%) Installations 43%  5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance 
Simulation 

Cooling (%) Installations 43% 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance 
Simulation 

Ventilation (%) Installations 43% 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance 
Simulation 

Domestic Hot Water (%) Installations 43% 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance 
Simulation 

Lighting (%) 14 % 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance 
Simulation 

Appliances and Devices (%) 33% (Appliances) and 10 % (Devices) 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance 
Simulation 

9. Energy Balance   
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Estimated energy balance (kWh/year) 2176 Kwh/year (Madrid) 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance 
Simulation 

Estimated CO2 emissions (Tn/year) 
(Include the calculation in the Project 
manual and indicate its location here) 

-0.15 Tn/CO2  5.6 Sustainability Report  

10. List of Singular and Innovative 
materials and systems 

-  External wooden trussed structure 
- By-choice double skin for existing buildings 
- Twin indoor-outdoor vertical garden 
- Multifunctional room adaptable configuration 
- Prefabricated wall sections with balloon-frame system 
- Thermal bridge break on balloon-frame system 
 

5.6 Innovation Report.  

 

Technical Project Summary Table for Versailles/Competition context 

1. Project Dimensions 2. Data 3. Location of detailed information in 
PM/PD 

Gross area (m²) 71,20 m² TEE-Simulation Input Data 0-General Info 

Net floor area (m²) 61,73 m² TEE-Simulation Input Data 0-General Info 

Conditioned Volume (m³) 156,44 m³ TEE-Simulation Input Data 0-General Info 

4. House envelope   

Insulation types and thickness (m) Rockwall-Arena 50 (0,05 m)  
Rockwall-ECO032 (0,06 m) 
Rockwall with moisture barrier 
ECO035 (0,06 m) 

5.4 Energy Efficiency Design Narrative 
 

Walls area (m²) and Thermal 
Transmittance (W/m²k) 

Wall1 (33,87 m²)-(0,128 W/m²k) 
Wall2 (21,36 m²)-(0,176 W/m²k) 
Wall3 (23,37 m²)-(0,078 W/m²k) 
Wall4 (32,2 m²)-(0,122 W/m²k) 
Wall5(6,21m²)-(0,131 W/m²k) 

TEE. Simulation Input Data 
1_Ext Envelope 
5.4 Energy Efficiency Design Narrative 
 

Floor area (m²) and Thermal 
Transmittance (W/m²k) (71,20 m²)-(0,129 W/m²k) 

TEE. Simulation Input Data 
1_Ext Envelope 
5.4 Energy Efficiency Design Narrative 
 

Roof area (m²) and Thermal 
Transmittance (W/m²k) (109,15 m²)-(0,131 W/m²k) 

TEE Simulation Input Data 
1_Ext Envelope 
5.4 Energy Efficiency Design Narrative 
 

Glazing area (m²) and Thermal 
Transmittance (W/m²k) 

SGG4+4/16/4+4 (37,76 m²)-(1,0 
W/m²k) 
SGG4/16/4 (10,14 m²)-(1,0 W/m²k) 

TEE. Simulation Input Data 
3_Openings 

Glazing Solar gain (SHGC) SGG4+4/16/4+4 (0,41 SHGC) 
SGG4/16/4 (0,41 SHGC) 

TEE. Simulation Input Data 
3_Openings 

5. HVAC Systems   

Heating system Underfloor heating system 
Roof cold system 

 

Energy Production Equipment Electricity  12.3.3 HVAC 

Type Air-water heat pump 12.3.3 HVAC 
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Model VWL 85/2A Vaillant 12.3.3 HVAC 

Heating Capacity 9,5 kW 12.3.3 HVAC 

Heating Efficiency COP 4,7 12.3.3 HVAC 

Cooling Capacity 8,1 kW 12.3.3 HVAC 

Cooling Efficiency EER 3,9 12.3.3 HVAC 

Terminal Unit Uponor  electric Heat pump TEE. Simulation Input Data 
5_Engineering Systems 

Type Heat pump TEE. Simulation Input Data 
5_Engineering Systems 

Model Air/water heat pump VWL85/2A TEE. Simulation Input Data 
5_Engineering Systems 

Refrigerant (Type) R-410A 12.3.3 HVAC 

Heat Recovery Ventilation or Energy 
Recovery Ventilation 

Heat Recovery Ventilator  12.3.3 HVAC 

Type Zehnder comfoair 160 ventilation system 12.3.3 HVAC 

Model  Zehnder comfoair 160 ventilation system 12.3.3 HVAC 

Efficiency 95%  

6. Domestic Hot Water   

System (Type, capacity) DHW consists mainly of a tank for storage 
of solar heat and solar collector connected 
to a flat roof. Solar annual coverage 47, 
73% Versailles. 
 (June 91.3% Versailles) 
 

5.3.7 Solar Thermal Design 

Solar Thermal Collectors Solar thermal panels 5.3.7 Solar Thermal Design 

Type Type model VTK 1160V 5.3.7 Solar Thermal Design 

Area (m²) 4,7 m² 5.3.7 Solar Thermal Design 

7. Electrical Energy Production    

PV Modules (Type) CIS 80S 12.3.5.-Photovoltaic and thermal 

PV panels area (m²) 49,57 m² 12.3.5.-Photovoltaic and thermal 

Installed PV power (kWp) 54,40 kWp 12.3.5.-Photovoltaic and thermal 

Estimated energy production (kWh/year) 
Include the information of all PV types 

4785 kWh/year (Versailles) 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance Simulation 

8. Energy consumption    

Estimated energy consumption 
(kWh/year) 

4307 kWh/year (Versailles) 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance Simulation 

Estimated electrical consumption per 
conditioned (kWh/year per m²) 

78,44 kWh/year per m²  5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance Simulation 

Energy Use Characterization (% of total 
energy consumption ) 

100% 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance Simulation 

Heating (%) Installations 43%  5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance Simulation 

Cooling (%) Installations 43% 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance Simulation 

Ventilation (%) Installations 43% 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance Simulation 
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Domestic Hot Water (%) Installations 43% 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance Simulation 

Lighting (%) 14 % 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance Simulation 

Appliances and Devices (%) 33% (Appliances) and 10 % (Devices) 5.3.6.- Electrical Energy Balance Simulation 

9. Energy Balance   

Estimated energy balance (kWh/year) 478 kWh/year (Versailles) TEE. Simulation Input Data 
6_Production Systems 

Estimated CO2 emissions (Tn/year) 
(Include the calculation in the Project 
manual and indicate its location here) 

  

10. List of Singular and Innovative 
materials and systems 

-  External wooden trussed structure 
- By-choice double skin for existing 
buildings 
- Twin indoor-outdoor vertical garden 
- Multifunctional room adaptable 
configuration 
- Prefabricated wall sections with balloon-
frame system 
- Thermal bridge break on balloon-frame 
system 
 

5.6 Innovation Report. 
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5.4.2. Comprehensive Energy Analysis and Discussion Report 

I-Section I - Influence of energy Analysis on house Design and Competition Strategy. 

INTRODUCTION 

ENERGY ANALYSIS OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY  
The climate of a region and its architecture has always been closely related throughout history.  The materials, 
technical applications, the constructive systems and building design, highly depend on the climate of the place. 
Because of that, when we perform an energy analysis of a building, it is related directly with its location. 
The latitude of the place indicates the apparent position of the sun. This is important because the sun is the most 
plentiful and permanent energetic power of the Earth . 
The climate of Madrid and Paris are mild-latitude climates, with a very variable solar height throughout the year, 
being so high in summer and low during winter. For this reason there are two different thermal seasons: summer, 
from warm to hot, and winter, from cool to really cold. Paris’ climate, with a higher latitude than Madrid, is 
influenced by polar winds and has colder winters than our city’s.  That is why it is so important to think about 
three basic strategies: 

• Flexibility considering the solar radiation (capturing/protection) 
• Flexibility in the envelope (thermal mass/ thermal insulation) 
• Ventilation.  
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CLIMATE DATA AND WEATHER ANALYSIS 
Solar architecture depends on the climate where the building is located. The climatic data shows the station of 
Barajas for simulations of Madrid and the station of Orly or Versailles, and these are used to define the places 
where we are working. The information was obtained with the program Autodesk ECOTECT 2011. The file used 
is Madrid 082 210 (IWEC) with epw .extension and Paris Orly 071490 (IWEC) with epw extension. 
 
(http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/energyplus/weatherdata_about.cfm?CFID=1029953&CFTOKEN=d43
52fafa9ff8478-F9C443DB-F36A-0600-
A3C69A984D47CB5C&jsessionid=67335078423F1E00DA46885D631C4FD3.eere)  
 
The study has been compared with temperature, solar radiation, wind and humidity information. The study is 
evaluated annually and seasonally. 
Climate of Madrid (Mediterranean-continental climate) is more contrasted in the changing seasons than in 
Versailles (Versailles is more continental climate) 

 
 

 

WINTER 

Temperature & humidity 

Versailles Madrid 

Constant temperatures during day and night. Temperature of Madrid with higher thermal difference between day and 
night. 

Low temperature between -1ºC at 8 ºC.  
It never gets comfort. There are peaks of low temperature to -6 º C and 14 º 
C. 

Low temperature between 2 ° C to 14 ° C. Temperature is closer to a 
comfort zone although there are peaks -5 º C to 17 º C. 

High humidity. A lot of days the humidity is greater than 100% so there is 
plenty of rainy days 

The humidity is high, but there are less rainy days, these days are 
excessive or come close to humidity of 100%. 
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Solar Radiation 

Versailles Madrid 

There is very little solar radiation throughout the winter season Solar radiation is quite abundant, but there are 
days with direct radiation. 

There are days with very high radiation peaks, which can reach 600W/m2. The highest peaks reach up to 800W/m2. Unlike 
Paris these peaks are more abundant than 
Madrid. 

The diffuse radiation is very low. It depends on the cloudiness, that is higher with clear sky. The diffuse radiation is low but somewhat higher 
than in Paris. 

We can get an idea that winter temperature of 
Versailles is low with quite constant diffuse 
radiation and supported by the graph of 
cloudiness, cloudy and rainy. 

The cloudiness in Madrid is also quite high in 
mid-January but starts to drop to 50%, keeping 
constant the clear sky. 
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Wind 

Versailles Madrid 

The frequency of wind in Paris is very variable. The frequency in this case is less variable, it concentrates more 
when oriented to West. 

Note that in the Northeast is observed that there is often more 
than 145 hrs. in these winter months at 20km / h. 

The highest frequency is north orientation, but the speed is 
lower, about 10km / h, than in Paris. 

In West, although the frequency is lower, speed is up to 50km / 
h. 

As in the case of Paris the hours of wind at higher speeds (more 
than 50km / h) is in the West. 

Air in this orientation is much warmer but not more than 10 º C Air in this orientation is warmer than others, but not more than 
10 º C. 

Humidity is higher in West than in the East, a factor taken into 
account to protect the interior temperature, together with that 
external temperature. 

As in the case of Versailles, humidity is in same orientation, the 
West. 
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SUMMER 

Temperature & humidity 

Versailles Madrid 

Temperature is usually around 20ºC Temperature of Madrid is generally higher, being around 22-
23 C 

Temperature is between 11 º C to 25 º C. It have peaks of up to 
30º C in some cases. 

The temperature is between 12 º C to 30 º C, with a lot of 
temperature changes between day and night. 

Humidity is high, taking on average 70% and often reaching 
90%. It is indicating that there is irrigation of rainfall and cloudy 
skies. 

The humidity is lower than in Paris in the summer months, so 
there is less risk of rain, although there are high temperature 
peaks that can produce a very heavy rain. 
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Solar Radiation 

Versailles Madrid 

There is high solar radiation, but it's constant. Solar radiation is very high and plentiful, there are very few 
days when solar radiation is very low. 

There are days with very high radiation peaks, reaching 
800W/m2, but also they can be very low, less than 
100W/m2. 

The highest peaks reach up to 900W/m2. Unlike Paris, these 
peaks are much more abundant. 

We can see with the graph of clouds and diffuse radiation that 
the summer is somewhat cloudy but with good radiation, so we 
can say that it is a cool summer. 

The cloudiness in Madrid has lower levels but it has peaks 
indicating normal summer rainfall.  
We can say it is a dry and warm weather with occasional 
rainfall. 
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Wind 

Versailles Madrid 

The highest frequency in Paris is produced in the Northeast and 
Southwest, with frequencies higher than 151 hrs. 

The wind is frequently most abundant in the West and North, 
around 71 hrs. of frequency. Although the speed is 
approximately 10 km / h. 

The winds are mild, they do not exceed 30km / h. There are frequencies between 21-50 hrs. in Southwest, with 
upper winds  than 50km / h. 

In the SOE where the frequency is higher, the temperature is 35 
º C and humidity is not very high, about 40%. 

The humidity is high at Northeast, and lower Southwest with 
strong winds which have low frequency and velocity, and 
temperature of 35ºC. 

This information should be used in the design of the house to 
accentuate cross ventilation. 

Must be taken into account to take advantage and get to reduce 
overheating 
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The following graphs describe dry bulb temperature, relative humidity, direct radiation and diffuse radiation of 
Paris and Madrid in every yearr. These data show also the warmest and coldest day of Paris and Madrid, 
respectively.  
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According to the discussion above and the Givoni’s Climograph, we can derive different passive strategies to 
achieve thermal comfort (between 20ªC and 25ºC).  
During winter in Madrid, we can reach comfort using solar gains: solar collection, storage capacity and high 
thermal insulation. However, in Versailles, there are fewer hours of solar gains, and there is no need of heat 
build-up, but it is necessary solar collection and thermal insulation for the temperature contrast. 
In summer, it is required thermal mass, solar protection, evaporative cooling and night ventilation. Sometimes we 
even can preserve solar gains at night with thermal inertia of radiation solar of day, since temperature is constant 
inside the house with minimal effort. These strategies are the same in Versailles than in Madrid. 
  

MADRID 

MADRID VERSAILLES 

VERSAILLES 
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TEAM ENERGY STRATEGY 
The chart below summarizes the team’s strategy to carry out a methodology for the simulation process. 

 
This methodology has the purpose of achieving the following goals: 

To know the passive behavior of housing 

During the housing design phase, the different structural elements are studied to know how their composition 
affects the passive behavior of housing. Different comparatives are performed to make the best choice on systems 
proposed. These studies try to take advantage of capacity of housing to keep temperatures or dissipate heat 
through cross ventilation. There are days with extreme temperatures when active systems should act, but with the 
help of passive systems, consumption is reduced. 

To establish our set point values 

To regulate the internal behavior of the house, it is necessary to know how the internal temperature varies 
depending on the external temperature according to the time of the day, the area of the house and occupation.  

The strategy that must be followed by the team during competition to achieve the best comfort conditions 

A simulation program performs SymbCity House’s thermal simulation studies into our local context and into 
Versailles local context, for use after all passive measures in real house in competition. 
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INFLUENCE OF THE ENERGY ANALYSIS IN THE PROJECT DESIGN (PROJECT DESIGN OPTIMIZATION) 

Energy analysis in the design stage, have supposed improvements in the thermal performance of the house 
adapting different construction systems 

THE ENERGY ANALYSIS HAVE INFLUENCED IN:  
Improving transmittance of the external envelope. From the first design stage to the current stage the envelope 
transmittance is reduced. Values can be seen in the following diagram. 

 

COMPOSITION OF THE EAST WALL. 
To reach the final composition of this wall, different options were identified and studied as how temperature 
influenced  each of those options.  

    
The proposed options were, (option 1) glazing with internal green wall and (option 2) green wall like external 
envelope. The results showed lower temperatures in summer in option 2 than in option 1. This is because the 
glazing gets solar gains that are brought indoor, so this is heat that must be dissipated. On the other hand, in the 
second option the solar gains are lower than in the first option and, therefore, option 2 has better behavior than 
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option 1 during warm moths. During cold months, the rest of the envelope of the house has enough surfaces to 
capture solar gains. 
Eventually, the chosen opyion was option 2.  

BEHAVIOR AGAINST CONDENSATIONS 
For the last check to definitely have the right materials composing the different envelopments, condensation 
analysis is needed to determine whether the incorporation of a moisture barrier within individual enclosures will 
be necessary or not. 
This testing was performed with the "Condensaciones" application using the formulation of Spain’s Technical 
Building Code (CTE) in its core document DB-HS to calculate the various parameters of the elements and, 
additionally, methods defined EN ISO 13788:2002. 
It is deduced from the results with Madrid’s data and with the 4 types of building enclosures defined, including 
the floor, that there aren't interstitial condensations that may be accumulated. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This is an example of what happens in the main wall. It is evaluated with 
6ªC of temperature and 71% of humidity.  
 
These are average values in the winter of Madrid. Condensation may 
appear with lower values but, as these values are not accumulative, 
condensation does not cause pathologies. 
However, the analysis with Versailles climate presents a number of 
interstitial condensation inside the envelopments, and if this accumulation is 
not removed, this will reduce useful life of materials due to moisture  
pathologies. 
The graph below shows the interstitial condensation taking place on the main wall, settled in Versailles. It is 
assessed at 2ªC and 80% humidity. These are average values of Versailles winter. The condensations that appear 
cause problems because they accumulate. In this case the accumulation happens because temperatures are not 
quite variables. They tend to always be around those values. All this produces moisture pathologies in the walls. 

1. Clapboard 2cm (0, 15 W/mK, 
500kg/m3) 

2. Air Gap ventilated, 4cm 
3. Structural Chipboard, 1,5cm (0, 

12 W/mK, 720 kg/m3) 
4. Glasswool, 12cm (0,032 W/mK, 

80 kg/m3) 
5. Glasswool, 6cm (0,035 W/mK, 

80 kg/m3) 
6. Structural Chipboard, 1,5cm 

(0,12 W/mK, 720 kg/m3) 
7. Rockwool, 5cm (0,035 W/mK, 

112 kg/m3) 
8. Air Gap, non-ventilated, 4cm 
9. Material Chipboard, 1,2cm 

(0,12 W/mK, 750 kg/m3) 
10. Clay Plates 1,5cm (0,56 W/mK, 

1350 kg/m3) 
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The interstitial condensations problem is avoided with a material with the same properties as the moisture vapour 
barrier. For this reason we have added a moisture barrier beside the innner face of the last panel insulation.  

INFLUENCE OF THE ENERGY ANALYSIS IN THE HVAC SYSTEMS   

SymbCity House is a bioclimatic, sustainable and efficient building, which is able to adapt to their environment 
and to take advantage of it to ensure thermal comfort, but with a much lower consumption of energy than usual. 
Reducing consumption does not only show a lower cost, but also the reduction of pollution and of limited fuel. 
Therefore, energy demand and energy consumption are reduced with passive strategies, as cross ventilation, the 
use of very thick insulation, greenhouse effect, solar captation, the use of clay in controlling internal moisture and 
using PCM to stabilize temperature without large variations, among others, which we will use in SymbCity House. 

11. Clapboard 2cm (0, 15 W/mK, 
500kg/m3) 

12. Air Gap ventilated, 4cm 
13. Structural Chipboard, 1,5cm (0, 

12 W/mK, 720 kg/m3) 
14. Glasswool, 12cm (0,032 W/mK, 

80 kg/m3) 
15. Glasswool, 6cm (0,035 W/mK, 

80 kg/m3) 
16. Structural Chipboard, 1,5cm 

(0,12 W/mK, 720 kg/m3) 
17. Rockwool, 5cm (0,035 W/mK, 

112 kg/m3) 
18. Air Gap, non-ventilated, 4cm 
19. Material Chipboard, 1,2cm 

(0,12 W/mK, 750 kg/m3) 
20. Clay Plates 1,5cm (0,56 W/mK, 

1350 kg/m3) 
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II-Section II - Projected Performance of Final Housing unit Design. 

HOUSING UNIT AND SYSTEMS’ DESCRIPTION  

OVERALL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT GEOMETRY, ENVELOPE, AIR-TIGHTNESS AND ANY SINGULAR ELEMENT.  
SymbCity begins with an external wooden structure. 
The structural system creates an extra space of 1 
meter wide for the host housing units, increasing the 
house floor surface and creating an air chamber 
where heat from solar gains can be stored, reducing 
heating consumptions in summer. 

Following an standardized pattern, we generate the 
three main areas of the house. The first one is the 
living core and bedroom, where daily activities take 
place. The second room is a multifunctional space, 
working as a patio or greenhouse according to the 
change of seasons. The third space is the technical 
block, containing facilities and wet rooms. This way, 
it can be easily industrialized. 
The main challenge of SymbCity is to get from the 
sun all the energy demanded by the house, and yet 
generate a surplus to feed the housing underneath. 

 The extra level which will be built on the top is 
hanging from the brace wooden structure without 
intermediate supports, transmitting all the structural 
loads directly to the ground without touching or 
overloading the original building. This fact is 
especially important in order to execute a building 
operation that does not interfere with the use of the 
building, requiring for this purpose a flexible 
structural system which adapts to changing 
conditions. Being a prototype that shows how this 

operation could take place in a real situation, the 
translation from the top of an old building roof to the 
SDE site keeps as many features as possible to make 
the proposal accurate to the real life situation it is 
trying to solve, including the external structure which 
supports the construction without any interference 
with the old construction. 

The SymbCity prototype is composed by a complete housing 
unit and a 1,30m high basement representing the “host” 
building. It performs the external look and an indoor 
scenography of the daily life of the original inhabitants of the 
building. 
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THE DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVELOPMENTS IS SUMMARIZED IN THE FOLLOWING TABLE: 
Envelopments & materials (Most to Least layer) 

 

Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Roof 
 
 
 
 
 

 

0,131 

Zinc 0,00082 110 7200 380 - 

Air Gap 0,07 - - - 0,09 

Rockwool  0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Structural Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool  0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool +moisture 
barrier 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Air Gap 0,15 - - - 0,18 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 

Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Floor 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0,129 

Structural Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool  0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool +moisture 
barrier 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool  0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,1 - - - 0,18 

Phenolic Board 0,02 0,14 600 1700 - 
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Name U 
 (W/m²K) 

Material Thickness 
 (m) 

λ  
(W/mK) 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,128 

Basalt rock board 
(natural)  

0,01 3,5 2700 1000 - 
 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,09 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 
+moisture barrier 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,16 

Material Chipboard 0,012 0,12 750 1700 - 

Clay Plates with 
PCM 

0,015 0,59 1350 1000 - 
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Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,176 

Basalt rock board 
(matallics) 

0, 01 3,5 2700 1000 - 
 

Air Gap 0,03 - - - 0,085 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 
+moisture barrier 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,03 - - - 0,17 

Basalt rock board 
(metallics) 

0,001 110 7200 380 - 
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Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,078 

Vertical Garden 0,1 0,52 2050 1840 - 
 

Rockwool 0,12 0,035 112 800 - 

Polycarbonate 0,01 0,2 1200 1200 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 
+moisture barrier 

0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Polycarbonate 0,01 0,2 1200 1200 - 

Rockwool 0,12 0,035 112 800 - 

Vertical Garden 0,1 0,52 2050 1840 - 
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Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,122 

Basalt rock board 
(natural) 

0,01 3,5 2700 1000 - 
 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,09 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 
+moisture barrier 

0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,03 - - - 0,17 

Rockwool 0,08 0,035 112 800 - 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 
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Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,131 

Basalt rock board 
(natural) 

0,01 3,5 2700 1000 - 
 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,09 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 
+moisture barrier 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Material 
Chipboard 

0,012 0,15 720 1700 - 
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Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Partition 1 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

0,366 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 

Rockwool 0,08 0,035 112 800 - 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 

 

Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Partition 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,193 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 

Rockwool 0,08 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,02 - - - 0,17 

Rockwool 0,08 0,035 112 800 - 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 
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Name U 
 (W/m²K) 

Material Thickness 
 (m) 

λ  
(W/mK) 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Partition 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,129 

Basalt rock board 
(natural) 

0, 01 3,5 2700 1000 - 
 

Air Gap 0,03 - - - 0,085 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 
+moisture barrier 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,16 

Material Chipboard 0,012 0,12 750 1700 - 

Clay Plates with 
PCM 

0,015 0,59 1350 1000 - 
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Glass and frame 

Glass and frame 

Name U (W/m²K) SHGC 

SGG 4+4/16/3+3 1,0 0,41 

SGG 4/16/4  1,0 0,41 

Name U (W/m²K)  

PVC folding windows 1,30  

PVC sliding window 1,80  

PVC fixed window 1,30  

 

PASSIVE STRATEGIES DESIGN AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY MEASURES (EEM) ANALYZED (EEM IS A DESIGN, OPERATION OR 

TECHNOLOGY CHANGE FOR THE PURPOSE OF REDUCING ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF HOUSE, APPLIANCES AND HVAC 

SIMULATIONS (ANNUAL SIMULATION)) 
 

Passive strategies during cooling period  

A Parietodynamic wall is located inside the bedroom, which working is based on air removal, acting like a solar 
chimney.Deck’s eaves block the direct sunlight to get into the house. Phase Changes Materials store the heat and 
keep comfort conditions. 
In warm summer days into Multifunctional room, glazing can be completely opened allowing cross ventilation to 
appear and the slats of the deck avoid direct sunlight. The green façade reduces solar gains and cools down 
temperature.  
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At night, all stored energy by PCM during de day is released to the room. If necessary, windows would be 
opened to refresh the air temperature. 

Passive strategies during heating period 

The thermal storage takes place in south façade (Parietodynamic wall). Through the holes in the top and bottom, 
heat is transferred by thermal circulations.  
The greenhouse effect overheats the room and reduces mechanical heating consumption.  

 
 

HOUSE, APPLIANCES AND HVAC SIMULATIONS (ANNUAL SIMULATION) 

BRIEF SIMULATION DESCRIPTIONS, USED TOOLS (CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS) 
The main tool for simulations of SymbCity House is Design Builder, which simulation engine is EnergyPlus. Some 
typical uses are: 

• Evaluating a range of façade options for the effect on overheating, energy use and visual appearance 
• Calculation of temperature, velocity and pressure distribution in and around buildings using CFD 
• Thermal simulation of naturally ventilated buildings. 
• HVAC design including heating and cooling equipment sizing 

A comprehensive range of simulation data can be shown in annual, monthly, daily, hourly or sub-hourly 
intervals: 

• Energy consumption 
• Internal temperatures 
• Heat transmission trough building fabric including walls, roofs… 
• Heating and cooling loads 
• CO2 generation. 
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HOUSING UNIT MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS, INCLUDING INTERNAL GAINS, OCCUPANCY BEHAVIOR PATTERNS, VENTILATION 

AND COMFORT TEMPERATURE 
 
The house has been divided into two representative areas to measure indoor temperatures: inside temperature in 
living core and bedroom, and inside temperature in multifunctional room. For the following simulations, 
appliances and HVAC simulations have not been taken into account. The obtained data is in free oscillation.  
 
 

 

Design Builder allows us to simulate the “summer 
typical week“, that is a week identified by the 
weather data translator as being typical of the 
summer and the “winter typical  week” , a week 
identified by the weather data translator as being 
typical of the winter. These options will be used to 
know the behaviour of the house in detail. 
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During the summer typical week, internal temperatures of Living Core & Bedroom are between 21ᵒC and 25ᵒC, 
values whitin comfort conditions, thanks to passive strategies. Otherwise, if the house would not have passive 
strategies, it would have higher values of temperature, as the graph shows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The internal temperature falls are caused by the 
PCM effects and the Parietodynamic Wall. The PCM 
inside clay panels keeps constant temperature 
because this material absorbs and liberates heat 
with 23ᵒC. The Parietodynamic Wall has different 
positions in each time of year. For heating periods, 
the functioning of Parietodynamic wall is like a solar 
chimney: the superior grilles will be closed and the 
inferior grilles will be opened. In summer the 
Parietodynamic wall will not be used to get solar 
gains, but it will do be used to get natural 
ventilation. 
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This graph displays how other diferent data in the Parietodynamic Wall affect the house. In the Living Core & 
Bedroom there are losses from natural ventilation, what explains why temperature descends. 
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The graph shows the different obtained temperatures with each passive strategies. Until midday, the only form to 
get to descend interior temperatures is using the slats on the glass roof. The natural cross ventilation is controlled 
with a thermostat, being the minimum value 22 ᵒC. If external temperature is lower than 22 ᵒC, the windows will 
be closed. To check this temperature control, the following graph shows the air flow during the same period that 
temperature graph showed. Values between two graphs can be compared. “Values zero” in the air flow graph 
mean that, in the temperature graph, external temperature is lower than 22 ᵒC. 
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During the winter typical week, values of internal temperature of Living Core & Bedroom are inside comfort 
range. This is caused by constructive design of the house and passive strategies. Temperature values are justified 
with the graph of gains and losses. 
 

 
 
The data below show high values of temperature despite the cold values of external temperature during winter. 
The information provided in the graph of losses and gains, displays high solar gains through external windows. 
This is the cause of the internal temperature in winter being inside the comfort range. 
Although this period will be winter time, slats have been activated due to the fact that, occasionally, indoor 
temperature exceeds 27 ᵒC. The monitoring control takes indoor temperature, and when temperature in the 
house overcomes 25 ºC, the slats turn on to position of shadow. 
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Gains and losses 
To understand the contribution of the envelope, the following graphs shows the gains and losses of the house, in 
the cold moths and in the hot moths and in two different areas of the house. The first space is the Living Core and 
Bedroom, and the second the Multifunctional Room. 
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The graph shows thermal balance (kWh) between gains and losses. In the colder months, gains are caused by 
lighting, heating produced by cooking… and, to a lesser extent, solar gains through windows. The losses are 
caused by the roof, floor, walls and infiltration. This last point will be controlled securing the tightness in the 
construction. 
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In the Multifunctional Room, gains come from glazing and losses are produced by walls, roof, floor and air 
infiltration. In warmer months like October, March, April and May, there are gains due to natural ventilation. 
These gains become losses in the cold months. This is shown in the following graph: 
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In the hottest months, the gains come from cooking, lighting and solar gains through windows. Losses derive from 
walls, roof and floor, glazing and natural ventilation. 
However, in the multifunctional Room, gains only come from external windows and losses are caused by glazing 
and air infiltration. These data are shown in the graph below. 
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Occupancy behaviour patterns  
 
 
 

 
 
Gains through occupancy are determined 
according to the scenarios of occupation 
established in each area, depending on time of 
year, weekends, working days and the number of 
people living in the house.  
Three different occupation scenarios were 
described for the house. 
The first one, a scenario for the space Living Core 
& Bedroom, with an only scenario, is showing the 
behaviour of people who live in the house. The 
behaviour pattern of this main space is based on 
Spanish Regulation. 
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The second scenario is in the Multifunctional 
Room. This space has two different situations 
for each season of the year: for summer and 
for winter. 
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HOUSING UNIT ENERGY LOADS. A SUMMARY TABLE WITH THE LIST OF APPLIANCES AND THEIR CORRESPONDING 

CONSUMPTION.  
 

Name  Consumption   Energy Class 

Refrigerator and freezer 166 kWh/year 
A+++ 

Washing Machine 162 kWh/year 
A+ 

Dryer 217 kWh/year 
D(*) 

Dishwasher 222 kWh/year 
A+ 

Induction cooktop 1.8kW/2.5 kW (power of the elements) 
 

A 

Oven 0.79 kWh (conventional energy 
consumption ) 

A 

 
Although the dryer has an energy class D in the energetic certification, its consumption is similar to the rest of the 
appliances. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

PREDICTED INDOOR TEMPERATURES IN PASSIVE ANALYSIS 

Simulations of passive strategies 

Parietodynamic wall simulations 
 
 

 
 
The data below show internal temperature and 
external temperature, becoming an energy balance 
graph. The simulation sets the period of time.  
Bedroom is the area simulated, and gains increase 
in this surface through glazing, solar gains and 
walls. 
 

 
 
December 2nd simulation gives us information to 
know what is happening. 
 

 
 
The heat in the Parietodynamic Wall is produced by 
solar gains that reflect in the glass during the first 
half of the day. This gains induce an internal 
temperature increase.
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The internal temperature keeps on constant around 20ºC in the next room to Parietodynamic Wall (Bedroom). 
However, the external temperature oscillates between 1ºC and 14ºC 
 
The difference between external and internal temperatures is shown in the Analysis CFD of the house. 
Hot air rises into the glass cavity and it is introduced to the inside of the house. 
Furthermore, solar diagram shows that the sun influences on south facade and Parietodynamic Wall, while the 
Analysis CFD shows that solar gains get to the room that we want to climatize. 
 
 

 

Greenhouse effect in the Multifunctional Room 
 

 
 
The Multifunctional Room is simulated to 
know how solar radiation impacts on this 
surface. 
For this, the simulation can show us a 
balance energy graph where gains (kW) 
increase, due to glazing surfaces. 
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With solar gains up to the middle of the day, the internal temperature increases above 20ºC in a winter day. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  

Multifunctional Room CFD Analysis 

The vectors indicate the wind speed 
in the convection by different 
temperatures 

Multifunctional Room windows are 
closed during this simulation, but the 
door between multifunctional room and 
Living Core is open, so the heat 
provided through solar gains is able to 
pass to the next room 

Living Core CFD Analysis 

In this graph the heat comes from 
Multifunctional Room and passes to 
Living Core. The top of the door is 
hotter than the rest, because warm 
air has lower density than cool air. 
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PCM effect in the Living Core & Bedroom 
 
The envelope of the house has not thermal mass, it 
allows to reduce weight and it makes an easier 
assembly. To get thermal mass on the constructive 
system we decide to include compacted clay plates 
with Phase Change Material (PCM) upon the inner 
cladding. It adds a low thickness layer, but it has 
high thermal mass due to latent heat. The result of 
PCM analysis in the SymbCity House is below: 
This graph shows temperature data of a typical 
week of summer from June 22th to June 29th, with 
representative values compared with the rest of the 
summer data. In this simulation, it is just 
considered PCM passive strategy, the other passive 
strategies are not. When the Phase Change 
Material is introduced into clay plates, interior 
temperature descends up to 2ºC with regard to 
interior temperature without PCM into the same 
clay plates. 
 
 

 
 
During summer nights when outside temperature is lower than 
phase change temperature (23ᵒC), the PCM, which is inside of 
the clay plates, begins to liberate accumulated energy as heat 
(23ᵒC comfort temperature). When conditions are not favorable, 
PCM absorbs latent heat, for the process to be later repeated. 
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APPLIANCES AND HVAC SYSTEM SELECTION CRITERIA AND DESCRIPTION OF THE FINAL DESIGN THAT MINIMIZES THE ENERGY 

CONSUMPTION AND OPTIMIZES THE COMFORT CONDITIONS 
 

HVAC system 
Radiant ceiling is probably the most sustainable and efficient system among all HVAC systems available in the 
market, since it can achieve high energy savings (up to 50%) compared to conventional systems, as shown by the 
carried installations until today (According to EN 12831, heat requirements in buildings heated by radiant 
ceiling panels is considerably less than by hot air systems). 
While with convective heating systems, a high temperature emitting source, sends heat to the environment (and 
this is the medium that heats everything surrounding), with radiant heating, most of heat from the water 
circulating through a pipe system is transmitted as infrared radiation that flows through space, and it is only 
turned into heat energy when they reach a solid stuff, without needing any medium of transmission. This is 
because, due to the nature of the heat emitting source of radiation, it increases when emission surface increases. 
Any heating system undergoes convection and radiation simultaneously, as the emitting surface. Thus, radiant 
emitting surface offers high radiation while with radiators it is minimal, (and back in convection), which explains 
the possibility of achieving the comfort temperature with reduced outlet temperature, reducing energy 
consumption and thus making it more sustainable. 
 
Radiant system has two variations, mainly 
differentiated by its location in the constructive 
elements: floor or ceiling, both installed in SymbCity 
House: radiant ceiling for HVAC (heating and 
cooling) the main space and bathroom, and 
underfloor cooling for refrigerating the 
multifunctional room. 
Both systems can be used with the same HVAC 
installation thanks to the heat pump, which is able to 
generate heat and cool. 
Despite the many advantages of the heating-cooling 
ceiling, multifunctional room is refrigerated by 
underfloor cooling as consequence of the 
constructive solution adopted for its ceiling, whose 

benefits (important part of passive strategies) prevail 
over the advantages of radiant ceiling. 

 

Ventilation System 

Therefore, for the ventilation of spaces in both 
phases of heating and cooling, it has the most 
advanced equipment Zehnder, which is described 
below: 
 

The ComfoAir 160 simultaneously extracts moisture, 
stale air from bathrooms and kitchens (and supplies 
fresh air), and provides tempered air to habitable 
rooms all day – the unit offers maximum comfort at 
every time of the day and year – controlling the 
recovery of heat from warm humid air in the 
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summer, by either limiting the influx of colder air or 
tempering it with an optional pre-heater in the 
winter when temperatures are at their lowest values. 
It is a compact and efficient unit fitted with energy 
efficient DC motors, which ensure low energy 
consumption, and with a heat recovery efficiency up 
to 95%, that makes the Zehnder ComfoAir range 
assure a reliable and effective performance at 
minimum cost. 
The ComfoAir 160 is controlled through an external 
wall-mounted electronic control system that provides 
programmable low, medium and high modes as 
well as filter maintenance and fresh air indicators. 
Featuring a cross-flow heat exchanger, the 
ComfoAir 160 unit provides SymbCity with fresh air 

all year and retains heat in colder climates for 
improved home comfort. 

- Fresh air from outside of the house is drawn 
into the unit and filtered. 

- Stale air from the house is drawn into the 
unit, and its heat is transfered to the fresh 
incoming air. 

- The stale air is then exhausted to the outside 
- Excess humidity is controlled by increasing 

the rate of exchange of fresh air into the 
house. 

- The fresh filtered air, with heat recovery and 
the appropriate amount of moisture, is then 
distributed throughout the house. 

 

Heat production. Aerotermia 
 
Among heat production systems, heat pump is 
ranked as the best option for heating in terms of 
energy efficiency. As we know, heat pumps are 
electrical appliances that absorb heat from a place 
and transmit it to another, giving it the reversibility 
which makes them valid for heating and cooling. 
Therefore, their COP will be variable depending on 
water and air temperature difference. 
Air-to-water heat pumps are becoming an 
increasingly popular choice for those looking up to 
install renewable products in the home. The main 
advantage of air-to-water heat pumps is that they 
can help safeguard against the fluctuations in oil 
and LPG prices that leave homeowners vulnerable to 
the ever-rising costs of heating the home. 
The pumps can be integrated into heating systems 
easily, eliminating the need for on-site fuel storage, 
and they can be used as part of an efficient all-
electric heating solution. 
Furthermore, air-to-water heat pumps offer excellent 
payback periods compared to alternatives like 
standard electric, LPG or oil; and they can also 

dramatically increase carbon savings and therefore 
offer a more sustainable heating solution. 
With development of renewable energy in the 
electricity system, nowadays it is more advantageous 
to heat with an electrical appliance such as a heat 
pump than with a boiler. 
As an example, we are considering a very efficient 
domestic boiler of natural gas (with a performance 
of 95%) generates about 215 grams of CO2 per 
kWh of heat. Then, in an electrical system which 
emits less than this quantity of CO2 per kWh it is 
worthwhile plugging an electrical appliance for 
heating. 
In the real case of Spain, the emission coefficient of 
the electrical system in 2010 was 247 gCO2/kWh, 
but it was not enough to overcome environmentally 
to the natural gas boiler if the electrical appliance 
that is used to heat the house is a heat pump, due to 
its particular operation, since, depending on its 
performance (measured in COP) per kWh of 
electricity consumed, it will provide several 
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thermal_kWh, since it does not produce heat itself, 
but it does soak up from pumps in other places: 
For example, with the average emissions in Spain, a 
heat pump with a COP of 3.5 which is plugged into 

the electrical grid emits 71 grams of CO2 per 
thermal_kWh, and another one even more efficient 
with a COP of 6,5 would go lower to 38 grams per 
kWht, less than a fifth part of natural gas boiler. 

 

PREDICTED HEATING AND COOLING LOADS AND APPLIANCES AND HVAC ENERGY DEMAND. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Heating consumption and cooling consumption values coming from simulation program, are lower than the 
expected data for PV system. 
The graph below shows us the difference between this data. 

 
 
 
  

Energy consumption for comfort 
conditions 

Predicted heating and cooling 
loads 

Heating consumption 

(kWh) 
1428,75 

Heating load 
(kWh) 

1185,86 

Cooling consumption 
(kWh) 

686,29 
Cooling load 

(kWh) 
-1125,512 
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III-Section III - Adaptations made by the Team in the house for the prototype in Versailles. 

HOUSE ADAPTATION 

SymbCity House is suitable for a continental-Mediterranean climate, a climate with large seasonal variations led 
by rainy winters and dry summers. 
This house has been designed for its adaptation in Versailles and Madrid. The most significant difference is given 
in the passive and active strategies programming that vary moderately between the two cities by different 
schedules climate. 

HOUSE, APPLIANCES AND HVAC SIMULATIONS (TWO COMPETITION WEEKS IN VERSAILLES) 

The weather data has been changed to simulate the Competition Week of Versailles. The climate is Paris/Orly, 
because of the closeness of this place to Versailles. 
As it was done in Madrid simulations, the house is divided into two spaces: Living core & Bedroom and 
Multifunctional Room. This division is caused because the fact that in each of one space, the passive and active 
strategies are different.  
 At first, the simulation has been realized on a typical day of the competition. In this day, passive and active 
strategies have been activated. As well, a passive day has been simulated: July 7th is the day chosen, like in our 
Competition Calendar.  
To understand internal temperatures in the house, gains and losses graph and ventilation graph are suitable to 
give more information about performance of SymbCity House. 
 

LIVING CORE & BEDROOM. COMPETITION DAY. CLIMATE VERSAILLES 
 

 
 
When the external temperature is higher, the 
internal temperature of the house keeps 
constant because our main cooling setpoint 
is 25ºC. After 22:00 hours the internal 
temperature can rise due to the second 
cooling setpoint, 27ºC. The values of setpoint 
temperatures are collected in Spanish 
Regulation.  
The second graph displays the kilowatts that 
the house gains or losses depending on 
solar gains through the windows or the other 
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house’s surfaces. 
The cooling graph shows the kilowatts that 
the cooling system must contribute with to 
the house for it to keep comfort conditions. 
Until 14:00 hours the house has a passive 
behavior and keeps comfort conditions 
only with PCM effects and the house 
constructive system. The last graph 
displays air renewal during all day. 
 
 
 
 
 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL ROOM. COMPETITION DAY. CLIMATE VERSAILLES.  
 

 
 
 
 
In this day of the competition week, as the 
external temperatures are not extreme, the 
internal temperature does not overcome our 
cooling setpoint and comfort conditions are 
obtained just by passive strategies.  
 During the first half of the day, the solar 
gains are higher, but the temperature keeps 
on comfort conditions because of natural 
ventilation. This is checked in the last graph, 
which displays how the air renewal 
increases in the same hours of the day. 
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This simulated day is an example of 
a day with the climate of Versailles. 
In the Multifunctional Room the 
underfloor cooling has not been 
activated, due to passive strategies 
get to descend internal temperatures 
without active systems. The team tries 
to follow this objective to minimize 
energy consumption. When the 
passive strategies do not get to 
reduce the internal temperature, 
active strategies must be activated.  
As in the Competition Calendar there 
is a Passive Day, the following 
graphs have the same characteristics 
that this day, on July 7th. 
The refrigeration of the house will be 
natural cross ventilation and in the 
simulation tool the ventilation has a 
setpoint of 24ºC. 
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Versailles climate is not as extreme as Madrid climate, so the comfort conditions are obtained without active 
system. The graph below displays comfort hours during competition week, without activating neither cooling 
underfloor nor cooling ceiling. 
 

 
 
Only the15% of total hours are outside of comfort range during the competition week simulated like a passive 
week.  In conclusion, it is possible to live comfortably in this house prototype, and it is barely consuming energy if 
the resident knows the abilities of SymbCity House. 
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REMINDER  

5.5. Innovation Report 

 
 
 

SymbCity House   has been developed to solve a real urban challenge: to 

launch the full energetic refurbishment of the outdated housing estate of Spanish 
cities, becoming an affordable and socially sensitive alternative for the building 
industry.  
 
This way, the energetic transformation of our cities can become a widespread 
phenomenon by individual building operations focused on the re-use of existing 
buildings. 
 
Inspired by the mutual benefit relationship between natural organisms known as 

symbiosis, a new self-sufficient house will cooperate with the old buildings to 

reach the sustainability goals demanded to our cities. 
 
We propose the colonization of the roofs of the target buildings with an extra level of 
construction. It can develop a wide variety of uses, from public facilities to dwellings, 
in which we focus our research.  
 
The sale of this extra urban land helps financing a global refurbishment operation on 
the building, creating this way a mutual benefit between “host” (existing) and ”guest” 
(new) housing units.  
 

The guest housing unit 
will be a nearly-zero 
energy consumption 
building, while the host 
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will accomplish, at least, a level B energy rating. 
 

REFURBISHMENT IN MADRID 
MANOTERAS DISTRICT 
 
 
The abandon of the traditional cities, caused by the uncontrollable 
urban sprawl of the last decades, is the main challenge that 
European cities must face nowadays. In Spain, the suburbanization 
phenomenon is a huge energy, pollution and mobility issue, 
especially in the Madrid metropolitan area. 
 
The construction of an efficient and more sustainable human habitat 
must try to fight and solve this exodus. The core of our old cities 
represents a huge energy waste for our countries and the whole 
planet. But at the same time, it represents the opportunity to prove 
that the compact city is the most balanced model for human settlings, 
as it concentrates the energy consumption and it reinforces the social 
links of the community. 
 
 
SymbCity House is a single intervention that is used as a model in a 
wider urban proposal for the Manoteras district in Madrid. 
Manoteras is a residential area with low quality of construction, built 
in the middle-50s.  
The project can be adapted to many housing typologies in this 
neighborhood, as it is a standardized construction that will make 
refurbishment operations affordable to citizens with low income 
levels. 
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SYMBCITY HOUSE 
DWELLING CONTEXT 
 
SymbCity House begins with an external wooden structure. The 
structure creates an extra space 1 meter wide for the host house, 
increasing its surface and creating an air chamber where heat from 
solar gains can be stored, reducing heating consumptions in winter. 
 
Following a standardized pattern, we generate the three main areas 
of the house. The first one contains the bedroom and the house living 
core, where most daily activities such as cooking, eating and rest 
take place. The second space is the multifunctional room, working as 
a patio or greenhouse according to the change of seasons. The third 
space is the technical block, containing facilities and wet rooms, 
which has been designed with an independent structural frame. 

 
 
 
 

 

SOLAR DECATHLON EUROPE 
COMPETITION HOUSE 
 
Being a prototype that shows how this operation could take place in a real situation, the translation from the top 
of an old building roof to the SDE site keeps as many features as possible to make the proposal accurate to the 
real life situation it is trying to solve, including the external structure which supports the construction without 
interference with the old construction. 
 
The prototype is composed by a complete SymbCity House apartment for 2 people, over a 1,30m high basement 
representing the “host” building. It performs the external look and an indoor scenography of the daily life of the 
original inhabitants of the building. 
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BIOCLIMATIC STRATEGIES 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

 
The walls of the building are composed of thick layers of 
insulating material, achieving passivhaus standards, while 
Phase Change Materials on the internal side of the wall keep a 
balanced indoor temperature without extra energy supply. 
Solar gains are carefully controlled by eaves and other sun - 
shading devices. This way, we obtain a good balance between 
passive and active energy saving strategies, achieving a nearly-
zero energy consumption 
 
The multifunctional room is a very flexible space. It can be 
adapted to seasonal weather changes. It becomes a cool place 
in summer, with sunshading, cross ventilation and a vertical 
garden which keeps the air fresh. During the cold months, the 
envelope is completely closed, becoming a greenhouse which 
provides extra heating to the house. 

CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING SYSTEMS 
 
SymbCity House is a fast and industrialized construction. The 
whole system has been built following the balloon-frame system, 
made entirely with local wood based materials. We introduce 
an  innovative system of industrialized wall sections. With this 
system the transport and execution are cheap and fast, reducing 
the energy waste during the construction period. 
 
The heating and cooling conditioning system are based on a 
low temperature radiant floor and ceiling, with very low heat 
and electricity consumptions. Besides, the constant monitoring of 
the house activates a series of simple mechanisms in order to 
take advantage of external conditions or protect the house 
against them. 
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5.5.1. Innovation in Architecture 

 

Architectural 
design topics 

Description Page reference 

Flexible external 
wooden-trussed 

structure 

The wooden structure is lighter than it should be for a 7meter span, thanks to the 
steel brace system. In addition, the structural frame is always outside the house 
thermal envelope, which allows a flexible configuration of the beam size for 
different spans without important constructive changes 

5.2.1 
5.3.1 

ST-011 to ST-306 

Twin indoor-outdoor 
vertical garden 

A twin vertical garden with two functions. The external wall protects the east 
façade against sunlight incidence, while the internal vegetation layer keeps the 
indoor atmosphere cool and humid during warm days. 
The constructive system is adapted to the structural wall, and the twin disposition 
equilibrates the weight of the vertical garden systems. 

5.2.1 
IN-311 to IN-313 

Multifunctional room 
adaptable 

configuration 

The multifunctional room is fully adjustable, from totally opened to a hermetic 
position. When all the windows and doors are closed, it starts working as a 
greenhouse thanks to the glass enclosure, becoming a free heat generator in 
winter. 
During warm days in summer, the glass envelope is completely opened, forcing 
natural ventilation that keeps the atmosphere cool. 
 

5.2.1 
AR-021 

AR-341.6 AR-341.7 
AR-361 

BA-011 BA-012 

Technical block 
independent plug-in 

box 

The technical block contains most of the home equipment, technical rooms and 
the bathroom & kitchen. 
It has been designed in two independent structural frames to be easily 
transported and set in place with all the equipment already installed, preventing 
connection problems in the rest of the house. 
 

5.2.1 
12.2.3 

AR-221 to AR-224 
IN-401 to IN-514 

Simultaneous usage 
bathroom 

The bathroom contains 2 spaces, connected by the shower and a closet, which 
can be used independently. As a continuous movement, one person could use 
the toilet, and then undress to use the shower and move to the dressing room, 
where a folding screen makes the room temporarily bigger. At this moment, a 
second person could be using the toilet without visual interference. 

5.2.1 
12.2.3 

AR-221 to AR-224 
IN-501 to IN-514 

Expandable living core 

As many functions may occur at the same place, this room will change from 
being a kitchen to a dining room for 8 people or a living room to relax and 
watch TV. This space can be augmented by opening the wide sliding door that is 
linked with the multifunctional room, having a much bigger space for parties or 
family meetings, or just to enjoy the cool weather outside. 
 

5.2.1 
IN-308 IN-309 

Pile-up chairs. Central 
Piece of furniture 

As the furnishing needs may vary, a total of 12 chairs, 5 stools and a bench 
have been designed. For the normal use of the house, all these elements are 
piled up forming shelves forming the Central Piece of furniture. 

5.2.1 
IN-303 IN-304 

Lift-sliding 5m wide 
door 

The lift-sliding door is a completely hermetic sliding door system that, thanks to a 
lifting movement, remains totally accessible without any step between the two 
spaces. Furthermore, the wide format of the door, with an opening of 2, 50 
meters, allows  a complete union between the two rooms. 

5.2.1 
AR-021 AR-203 
AR-316 AR-352 
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5.5.2. Innovation in Energeering and Construction 

 

Engineering topics Description Page reference 

Grey water recycling 
system for irrigation 

There are a total of 4 tanks, which are below the house and fully shaded from 
direct solar radiation. One tank provides the house´s water supply; this tank and 
the built-in elements contribute to meet all the needs related to water. Waste 
water (black water) tank collects the water coming from de kitchen sink and 
dishwasher. Grey water tank collects the water coming from de sink, shower and 
washing machine. Grey water can be treated and then be reused for irrigation, 
but waste water can not be recycled. 

5.3.3 
PL-011 

Photovoltaic system 
monitoring portal 

The main characteristic in the photovoltaic system is that we do the monitoring of 
the installation with a net portal; this is the ideal solution for simple plant 
monitoring and intelligent energy management. This provides an overview of all 
the energy flows taking place in the household. The device learns the typical 
consumption pattern of the household and combines this information with a 
forecast of the plant-specific PV generation. As a result, it enables a much higher 
self-consumption ratio and a highly efficient use of energy from the 
environmental point of view. 

5.3.5 
EL-501 

Energy efficient, user-
friendly domotic system 

Regarding the domotic system, the main purpose of this installation will be the 
energetic saving. In addition, it will offer safety and comfort to the inhabitants. 
We will get this through an absolute control, automation and monitoring of the 
housing. The main functionalities that this installation will give us are: Telematic 
and/or automatic control of the surroundings and of the electronic devices, 
Energy efficiency and Comfort and safety. 

5.4 
BAS-001 to BAS-

300 

Radiant ceiling air 
conditioning system 

For air conditioning system we will use radiant ceiling, what is probably the most 
sustainable and efficient system among all HVAC systems available in the 
market, since it can achieve high energy savings (up to 50%) compared to 
conventional systems, as the installations carried until today show. Having 
analyzed different companies, Zehnder products stand out in the market for its 
high efficiency and innovation in systems for ventilation. Uponor delivers water 
based on underfloor heating, wall heating and ceiling heating, as well as 
cooling systems. Due to the low operating temperatures used in radiant heating 
systems, it is the most energy-efficient way to distribute heat within buildings. 
Low operating temperatures enable optimal efficiency of the heat sources, ideally 
renewable sources like ground heat or air source heat pump. This leads to the 
lowest possible primary energy consumption and CO2 emission. At the same 
time, radiant heating offers the best comfort to occupants and can even be used 
for cooling with no additional cost. The entire installation is invisible, which gives 
you freedom for any kind of architectural style. 

5.4 
ME-001 to ME-301 
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Construction topics Description Page reference 

Panels of timber frame 
construction systems 

The timber frame system is a traditional construction typology. We take it and 
change many aspects of it to adapt it to the Solar Decathlon competition. First, 
we industrialize it, using the same dimensions on floor and roof pieces. 
Furthermore, we make the pieces to obey the truck dimensions, to facilitate the 
transport of SymbCity house.  

5.3.2 
AR-341 

Incorporated windows 

We create a new system to assembly the house. One of the most important 
problems of the thermal performance is the air filtration through the window’s 
holes. For this reason, SymbCity house install the windows just once. We make a 
box, where we screw the window, with a sealing band, that provides a perfect 
tight of the system. 

5.3.2 
AR-341 

Break the thermal 
bridge 

The timber frame system has a very big problem in the thermal performance. The 
wooden studs make a lot of lineal thermal brakes, because in those points, there 
is not insulation. For that reason, we put other timber buttens with insulation 
between them, on the opposite direction; this achieves thermal break. 
With this solution, we improve the timber frame system. 

5.3.2 
AR-341 

Radiant floor with dry 
construction system 

The radiant floor system is traditionally finished with a cement layer. We do not 
want to use this material, because the system can’t be reused later. For this 
reason, we searched for another material which would make the same function, 
but following a dry construction system. We finally chose sand, because tits 
granulometry is small, been able to adapt to the little spaces the system has.  

5.3.2 
AR-341 
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5.5.3. Innovation in Energy Efficiency 

 
Innovative topic Description PM Reference 

Passive strategies 
of SymbCity House 

Comfort hours have been increased by using 
passive strategies both in summer and in 
winter. Because of this, active systems 
functioning is quite reduced and therefore its 
consumption. 

5.4.2 Comprehensive Energy 
Analysis and Discussion Report. 

Section II and Section III. 

Innovative ways to 
improve the 

hydrothermal 
comfort and air 

quality 

Internal walls of the house are covered with 
clay plates and PCM.  Clay regulates ambient 
humidity, is highly breathable and cleans the 
air from toxic substances.  

Building internal 
layer of the wall 

with traditional and 
innovative materials 

The Team is building a compound material 
with clay plates and PCM. Clay has a high 
thermal conductivity (λ=0.59W/Mk) and PCM 
can store the latent heat that is absorbed when 
the wax in the microcapsules changes phase 
from solid to liquid. This combination of 
materials provides thermal inertia of the wall to 
maintain stable temperature inside the house. 

5.4.2 Comprehensive Energy 
Analysis and Discussion Report. 

Section II. Envelopments & materials. 
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5.5.4. Innovation in Communication and Social Awareness 

 

Communication 
topics 

Description Page reference 

Ecocalendar 

The Ecocalendar allows us to disseminate different types of messages in our 
social networks. We use it to remember the need of responsible use of energy, 
sustainable construction and the use of renewable energy, to introduce the 
members of Plateau Team, to announce thematic days like world international 
days, to give thanks for following us when we achieve an objective… 

5.2.1 
5.3.1 

AR-341.5 
ST-011 to ST-306 

Symbiosis 

Symbiosis, our monthly magazine, borns from the hand of Plateau Team with the 
goal of providing quality information about current issues related to architecture 
and construction, and always creating a relationship with our project SymbCity 
House developed for the next Solar Decathlon Europe. It is published in English 
and Spanish and it is being read all over the world. 

5.3.2 
AR-321 to AR-361 
ST-011 to ST-306 

App Plateau Team 
Mobile applications are a resource used daily nowadays. We consider it is 
necessary to develop an app as it is a simple way of interfacing with various 
groups to whom we direct our messages by making use of new technologies. 

5.2.1 
5.3.2 

AR-342 
IN-201 to IN-204 

Pets 

We have created a pet to help us to spread our project, especially to the 
younger audience, and giving tips on saving energy and water, recycling, use of 
alternative transport... In addition, each team member will become a 
“vegetable”, having everyone their own avatar that complements the general pet 
in the different explanations. 

5.3.2 
AR-321 to AR-361 
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5.5.5. Innovation in Urban Design, Transportation and Affordability 

 

Real building (urban 
location)  topics 

Description Page reference 

Sustainable 
redensification 

The redensification concept consists on increasing the built surface within the city 
structure, respecting what is already built. This means that the density of some 
consolidated areas must be recalculated to see if they can afford a density rise. 
In order to respect the open spaces (public space, parks) or increasing them to 
improve the sustainability of some neighborhoods,  the sustainable 
redensification encourages the augmentation of total height of some existing 
buildings 
At the same time, this sustainable redensification encourages refurbishment 
works instead of new building operations. 

5.2.1 
 

GE-301 to 322 

SymbCity refurbishment 
financial support 

SymbCity House proposes the colonization of the roofs of the target buildings 
with an extra level of construction. This can develop a wide variety of uses, from 
public facilities to dwellings. The sale of this extra urban land helps financing a 
global refurbishment operation on the building, making the energetic 
refurbishment accessible to the general public. So far, in most European 
countries, operations financed by subsides were the only available option for 
families with low incomes. 

5.1.2 
5.2.1 

GE-321 to 328 

External wooden trussed 
structure 

The external wooden-trussed structure supports the new construction on the top 
without overloading the existing building, which is important in order to respect 
the residential use of the building during the construction works. It also allows to 
operate on buildings with poor structural qualities. 

5.1.2 
5.2.1 

GE-321 to 328 

By-choice double skin for 
existing buildings 

The wooden-trussed SymbCity House structure creates an extra space of 1 meter 
wide for the host house, increasing its surface and creating an air chamber 
where heat from solar gains can be stored, reducing heating consumptions in 
winter. 
This house extension can be made by people choice, using a façade construction 
catalogue. 

5.1.2 
5.2.1 

GE-321 to 328 

SymbCity mutual benefit 
concept 

Inspired by the mutual benefit relationship between natural organisms known as 
symbiosis, a new self-sufficient house will cooperate with the old buildings to 
reach the sustainability goals demanded by our cities. 
The host building provides a high value location (urban) and a structured social 
fabric, while the guest creates in exchange a shared network from the energy 
obtained from the sun (photovoltaic and thermal) 

5.1.2 
5.2.1 

GE-321 to 328 

Accessibility 
improvements through 

typology change 

In order to reduce financial charges on the refurbishment operation, we propose 
the house typology change from a “2 houses per staircase” type to “4 houses 
per staircase” type. In this way, the new staircase and elevator will be optimized, 
improving accessibility without compromising evacuation routes. 

5.1.2 
5.2.1 

GE-321 to 328 
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5.5.6. Innovation in Sustainability 

 

Sustainability topics Description Page reference 

Interior finishing. Clay 
& Phase Change 

Materials on chipboard 
prefabricated board 

The inner finishing with a mix of natural clay and innovative phase change 
materials is set on a chipboard panel in order to obtain a prefabricated board 
which can be installed without further joinery works, making the process clean 
and quick. 

5.2.1 
5.3.2 

AR-342 
IN-201 to IN-204 

Prefabricated wall 
sections with balloon-

frame system 

Developed from the mostly on-site balloon-frame construction, a system of 
prefabricated wall sections (total height of walls, width around 2 meters) makes 
the assembly process much quicker than it is in standard construction. A dovetail 
joint guarantees the windproof and supporting of each wall section 

5.3.2 
AR-321 to AR-361 
ST-011 to ST-306 

Parietodynamic wall 
with PCM 

We consider parietodynamic wall is a chance to prove and evaluate the 
performance of this wall, as a solar chimney, in the competition. In the other 
hand, the possibility of creating a new industrialized product, so easy and 
simple to install, is another chance to make easier that people incorporate this 
type of passive solutions in energy refurbishment. 
 This is an easy and economical solution that reduces HVAC loads without 
consuming any additional energy. This wall has a long life, a low maintenance 
costs and it could be installed in individual houses or adapted to any building 
refurbishments, creating energy gains and saving energy. 

5.6.9 

Solar control by 
domotic system 

Using domotic systems gives us total control about the passive strategies of the 
house. Knowledge of external conditions helps us to give solutions to house 
behavior and comfort temperatures.  
We use domotics on slats in the Multifunctional space, to put up and down the 
curtains, open and close some of the windows and regulation of lighting. All this 
controls reduce the energetic consumption and it is more comfortable for the 
user.  
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REMINDER 
5.6. Sustainability Report 

 
 
 

SymbCity House   has been developed to solve a real urban challenge: to 

launch the full energetic refurbishment of the outdated housing estate of Spanish 
cities, becoming an affordable and socially sensitive alternative for the building 
industry.  
 
This way, the energetic transformation of our cities can become a widespread 
phenomenon by individual building operations focused on the re-use of existing 
buildings. 
 
Inspired by the mutual benefit relationship between natural organisms known as 

symbiosis, a new self-sufficient house will cooperate with the old buildings to 

reach the sustainability goals demanded to our cities. 
 
We propose the colonization of the roofs of the target buildings with an extra level of 
construction. It can develop a wide variety of uses, from public facilities to dwellings, 
in which we focus our research.  
 
The sale of this extra urban land helps financing a global refurbishment operation on 
the building, creating this way a mutual benefit between “host” (existing) and ”guest” 
(new) housing units.  
 
The guest housing unit will be a nearly-zero energy consumption building, while the 
host will accomplish, at least, a level B energy rating. 
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REFURBISHMENT IN MADRID 
MANOTERAS DISTRICT 
 
 
The abandon of the traditional cities, caused by the uncontrollable 
urban sprawl of the last decades, is the main challenge that 
European cities must face nowadays. In Spain, the suburbanization 
phenomenon is a huge energy, pollution and mobility issue, 
especially in the Madrid metropolitan area. 
 
The construction of an efficient and more sustainable human habitat 
must try to fight and solve this exodus. The core of our old cities 
represents a huge energy waste for our countries and the whole 
planet. But at the same time, it represents the opportunity to prove 
that the compact city is the most balanced model for human settlings, 
as it concentrates the energy consumption and it reinforces the social 
links of the community. 
 
 
SymbCity House is a single intervention that is used as a model in a 
wider urban proposal for the Manoteras district in Madrid. 
Manoteras is a residential area with low quality of construction, built 
in the middle-50s.  
The project can be adapted to many housing typologies in this 
neighborhood, as it is a standardized construction that will make 
refurbishment operations affordable to citizens with low income 
levels. 
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REMINDER SYMBCITY HOUSE 
DWELLING CONTEXT 
 
SymbCity House begins with an external wooden structure. The 
structure creates an extra space 1 meter wide for the host house, 
increasing its surface and creating an air chamber where heat from 
solar gains can be stored, reducing heating consumptions in winter. 
 
Following a standardized pattern, we generate the three main areas 
of the house. The first one contains the bedroom and the house living 
core, where most daily activities such as cooking, eating and rest 
take place. The second space is the multifunctional room, working as 
a patio or greenhouse according to the change of seasons. The third 
space is the technical block, containing facilities and wet rooms, 
which has been designed with an independent structural frame. 

 
 
 
 

 

SOLAR DECATHLON EUROPE 
COMPETITION HOUSE 
 
Being a prototype that shows how this operation could take place in a real situation, the translation from the top 
of an old building roof to the SDE site keeps as many features as possible to make the proposal accurate to the 
real life situation it is trying to solve, including the external structure which supports the construction without 
interference with the old construction. 
 
The prototype is composed by a complete SymbCity House apartment for 2 people, over a 1,30m high basement 
representing the “host” building. It performs the external look and an indoor scenography of the daily life of the 
original inhabitants of the building. 
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BIOCLIMATIC STRATEGIES 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

 
The walls of the building are composed of thick layers of 
insulating material, achieving passivhaus standards, while 
Phase Change Materials on the internal side of the wall keep a 
balanced indoor temperature without extra energy supply. 
Solar gains are carefully controlled by eaves and other sun - 
shading devices. This way, we obtain a good balance between 
passive and active energy saving strategies, achieving a nearly-
zero energy consumption 
 
The multifunctional room is a very flexible space. It can be 
adapted to seasonal weather changes. It becomes a cool place 
in summer, with sunshading, cross ventilation and a vertical 
garden which keeps the air fresh. During the cold months, the 
envelope is completely closed, becoming a greenhouse which 
provides extra heating to the house. 

CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING SYSTEMS 
 
SymbCity House is a fast and industrialized construction. The 
whole system has been built following the balloon-frame system, 
made entirely with local wood based materials. We introduce 
an  innovative system of industrialized wall sections. With this 
system the transport and execution are cheap and fast, reducing 
the energy waste during the construction period. 
 
The heating and cooling conditioning system are based on a 
low temperature radiant floor and ceiling, with very low heat 
and electricity consumptions. Besides, the constant monitoring of 
the house activates a series of simple mechanisms in order to 
take advantage of external conditions or protect the house 
against them. 
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5.6.1. General Concept of the project and Sustainability 

 
One of the main facts humanity is facing today is the exponential growth of the population, essentially in an 
urban context, through ever-expanding cities, consuming unlimited new fields and increaseing their ecological 
footprint. Our goal is to seek ways to increase the population density in a controlled and sustainable way. 
 
This sprawl leads to an abandonment of urban centers, which are converted in groups of old buildings in an 
urban context with potential for development of trade, dotacional and public spaces.  
 
Based on the proposed concept of "sustainable densification" we propose the “colonization” of the roofs in 
existing bulidings and the development of retrofited facades, generating a symbiotic partnership between new 
“settlers” and former inhabitants.  
 
Both guest housing and the host help each other by this symbiotic relationship. The first one reduces its energetic 
consumption due to the retrofits  of the new facade, while the second gets a building space in a consolidated 
urban area.  
 
We bet on recovering the concept of the compact city combining a wide variety of uses in a small space, making 
it easier for residents to access services, improving mobility by reducing the need for motorized transport and 
promoting social cohesion. 
 
We believe therefore sustainable “REdensification”, as that increasing the density: 

 
- Reduce the need for new land, densifying the urbanized areas. 
- Reuse the consolidated urban tissue, making it the base for further action. 
- Recycle existing buildings, improving thermal and energetic performance. 
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Exponential growth of the population consumes unlimited new fields and 
increases their ecological footprint. Our proposal aims to seek ways to increase 
the population density in a controlled and sustainable way. 

 
 Reduce the need for new land, densifying the urbanized areas. 
 Reuse the consolidated urban tissue, making it the base for further action. 
 Recycle existing buildings, improving thermal and energetic performance. 
 
Recovering the concept of the compact city combining a wide variety of uses in 
a small space, making it easier for residents to access services, improving 
mobility by reducing the need for motorized transport and promoting social 
cohesion. 
 

 
Besides increasing building density, without increasing occupied surface by 
building, green spaces are introduced into the roofs by the time green spaces 
are liberated at ground level. 
 

 
Rain water is stored for the benefit of the citizens.  
 Less use of drinking water. 
 Less flow to septic tanks or treatment plants use.  
 Less energy and chemicals products.  
 Recovery of nutrients.  
 

  

Renewable energy permits to obtain energy from natural resources. New 
homes have solar panels with which they would supply themselves and to 
existing homes, in this way electricity costs are also reduced.  

  
Waste management at urban scale. New recycling centers, different containers 
to classify all kind of waste.     
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Based on the proposed concept of "sustainable redensification" we proposed 

the colonization of the space on roof and its development on the facades 

generating a symbiotic partnership benefiting all parties involved. The first one 

reduces his energetic consumption due to the improvements of the new facade, 

while the second, the new occupant takes on a new floor in a consolidated 

urban core. 
  

External wooden structure creates an extra space 1 meter wide for the host 
housing units, increasing the house surface and creating an air chamber where 
heat from solar gains can be stored, reducing heating consumptions in summer 
the new facade Improves the old one, and it create a passive system to reduce 
energy consume with air heating and ventilation.  
  
New homes have solar panels with which they would supply themselves and to 
other homes, in this way light costs and consumes are also reduced by 
renewable energy. In the same way, solar thermal provides hot water support 
at the neighbors.  

 
Facade refurbishment and renewable energy supply leads to the reduction of 
the energy consumes, and therefore CO2 emission. 
  
  
 

Knowledge of the energy demand allows spend only strictly necessary. Periodic 
control of the temperature, humidity and air quality, and atmospheric 
conditions leads to expend lower energy.  

  
 
All the materials have a  lifetime according his durability. But all the materials 
needs to keep in optimal conditions. The maintenance of the materials is 
essential to extend his life, an then reduce the overuse of materials.    
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SymbCity House leverages the resources of their local context. It uses low impact materials to avoid damaging 
emissions, renewable energy replace old systems and  seeks a new way to understand the life and custom of the 
citizens.   
 
The walls of the building are composed of thick layers of insulating material to avoid heat losses. At the same 
time, innovative phase change materials are incorporated to balance the temperature waiving inside the house. 
 
Solar gains are carefully controlled by eaves and other sun - shading devices. This way, we obtain a good 
balance between passive and active energy saving strategies, achieving nearly zero energy consumption 
 
Furthermore, the building materials are environmentally friendly throughout their whole life cycle. 
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5.6.2. Urban Design and Transportation 

One of the main ideas of Plateau Team is densification, creating new spaces and homes in the roof of existing 
buildings, so that cities grow in height. This idea provides great advantages and benefits in transport.  
 
One of the most important means of transportation in these cities is the bicycle because cities would cease to 
extend, which would lead to shorter journeys. Some  of the new spaces liberated would become bicycle parkings. 
This mean of transport is suitable for short or medium distances, for youth, adults and accompanied children. To 
make it  widely used, we should create bike paths and perform various campaigns to encourage the use of this 
means from childhood. 
 
Public transport systems are already in place in cities and the new homes are located in consolidated areas, it 
would not be necessary to create new lines or infrastructure. They are suitable for long distances and for elderly 
or hanicaped people. With a good distribution of the lines and good information on schedules, more citizens 
would use this type of transport, reducing the use of cars CO2 emissions. 
. 
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5.6.3. Bioclimatic Strategies: Passive design strategies 

Bioclimatic analysis 

Bioclimatic analysis is based on the study of the 
Givoni's climograph, looking for the correct 
bioclimatic behavior and strategies during the whole 
year in our local context,  
 
MADRID.  

MADRID 
Bioclimatic strategies January through July 

 
Hottest and coldest periods of the year are from 
January to July. For correct passive behavior is 
necessary to adopt the following strategies

 
JANUARY: 

 Heating. Active system.  
 Passive Solar Direct Gain high mass 
 Passive Solar Direct Gain low mass 
 Wind protection of outdoor spaces 

FEBRUARY 
 Passive Solar Direct Gain high mass 
 Passive Solar Direct Gain low mass 
 Wind protection of outdoor spaces 
 Internal heat gain  

 MARCH 
 Passive Solar Direct Gain low mass 
 Wind protection of outdoor spaces 
 Internal heat gain  

APRIL 
 Passive Solar Direct Gain low mass 
 Wind protection of outdoor spaces 
 Internal heat gain  

MAY 
 Passive Solar Direct Gain low mass 
 Wind protection of outdoor spaces 
 Internal heat gain 
 Comfort 
 Direct Evaporative Cooling   

JUNE 
 Internal Heat Gain  
 Comfort 
 Natural Ventilation Cooling  
 Fan-forced Ventilation Cooling  
 High thermal Mass  
 Direct Evaporative Cooling   
 Sun Shading of Windows 

JULY 
 Internal Heat Gain  
 Comfort 
 Natural Ventilation Cooling  
 Fan-forced Ventilation Cooling  
 High thermal Mass  
 High thermal Mass  Night Flushed 
 Direct Evaporative Cooling   
 Sun Shading of Windows 

 
JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY 

Heating active system       
Passive solar direct gain high mass      

 Passive solar direct gain low mass   
 Wind protection of outdoor spaces   
 Internal heat gain 
    COMFORT 
    Direct evaporative cooling 
     Sun shading windows 
     High thermal mass 
     Fan-forced ventilation cooling 
      High thermal mass. 

Night Flushing 
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Bioclimatic analysis is based on the study of the 
Givoni's climograph, looking for the correct 
bioclimatic behavior and strategies during the whole 
year in competition time.  
 
PARIS.   

 
 
PARIS Bioclimatic strategies January through July 
 

Hottest and coldest periods of the year are from 
January to July. For correct passive behavior is 
necessary to adopt the following strategies

JANUARY: 
 Heating. Active system.  
 Passive Solar Direct Gain high mass 
 Passive Solar Direct Gain low mass 
 Wind protection of outdoor spaces 

FEBRUARY 
 Heating. Active system.  
 Passive Solar Direct Gain high mass 
 Passive Solar Direct Gain low mass 
 Wind protection of outdoor spaces 

MARCH 
 Passive Solar Direct Gain low mass 
 Wind protection of outdoor spaces 
 Internal heat gain  
  

APRIL 
 Passive Solar Direct Gain low mass 
 Wind protection of outdoor spaces 
 Internal heat gain  

MAY 
 Passive Solar Direct Gain low mass 
 Wind protection of outdoor spaces 
 Internal heat gain 
 Comfort 
 Direct Evaporative Cooling   

JUNE 
 Internal Heat Gain  
 Comfort 
 Natural Ventilation Cooling  
 Fan-forced Ventilation Cooling  
 High thermal Mass  
 Direct Evaporative Cooling   
 Sun Shading of Windows 

JULY 
 Internal Heat Gain  
 Comfort 
 Natural Ventilation Cooling  
 High thermal Mass  
 High thermal Mass  Night Flushed 
 Direct Evaporative Cooling   

 Sun Shading of Windows 

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY 
Heating active system      

Passive solar direct gain high mass     
 Passive solar direct gain low mass  
 Wind protection of outdoor spaces  
 Internal heat gain 
    COMFORT 
    Direct evaporative cooling 
     Sun shading windows 
     High thermal mass 
     Fan-forced ventilation cooling 
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Weather comparative  
Madrid 

Paris 

 
 

JUNE  FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL  MAY JUNE  JULY  
Heating active system       

Heating active system      
Passive solar direct gain high mass      

Passive solar direct gain high mass     
 Passive solar direct gain low mass   
 Passive solar direct gain low mass  
 Wind protection of outdoor spaces   
 Wind protection of outdoor spaces  
 Internal heat gain 
 Internal heat gain 
    COMFORT 
    COMFORT 
    Direct evaporative cooling 
    Direct evaporative cooling 
     Sun shading windows 
     Sun shading windows 
     High thermal mass 
     High thermal mass 
     Fan-forced ventilation cooling 
     Fan-forced ventilation cooling 
      High thermal mass. 

Night Flushing 

Heating active system Heating active system Passive solar direct 
gain high mass 

Passive solar direct 
gain low mass 

Passive solar direct 
gain low mass 

Passive solar direct 
gain low mass 

Internal heat gain 

Passive solar direct 
gain high mass 

Passive solar direct 
gain high mass 

Passive solar direct 
gain low mass 

Wind protection of 
outdoor spaces 

Wind protection of 
outdoor spaces 

Wind protection of 
outdoor spaces 

Direct evaporative 
cooling 

 Passive solar direct 
gain low mass 

Wind protection of 
outdoor spaces Internal heat gain Internal heat gain Internal heat gain Sun shading 

windows 

 Wind protection of 
outdoor spaces Internal heat gain  Direct evaporative 

cooling 
Direct evaporative 

cooling High thermal mass 

 Internal heat gain    
Sun shading 

windows 
Fan-forced ventilation 

cooling 

     High thermal mass  Night Flushing 

     
Fan-forced ventilation 

cooling  

MEASURES TAKEN  

 Radiant ceiling  
 Radiant Floor 
 Heat recovery 

system   
 Parietodynamic 

Wall with PCM  
 

 

 Radiant ceiling  
 Radiant Floor 
  Heat recovery 

system   
 Parietodynamic 

Wall with PCM  
 Greenhouse effect 

multifunctional 
room 

 
 

 Parietodynamic 
Wall with PCM  

 Greenhouse effect 
multifunctional 

room 
 Thick layers of 

insulation 

 

 Greenhouse effect 
multifunctional 

room 
 Thick layers of 

insulation 
 

 Greenhouse effect 
multifunctional 

room 
 Thick layers of 

insulation 
 Green wall  

 

 Greenhouse effect 
multifunctional 

room 
 Thick layers of 

insulation 
 Green wall  
 Eaves 
 Slats in 

multifunctional 
room  

 Solar Chimney  
 Parietodynamic 

Wall with PCM  
 Clay with PCM 
 Heat recovery 

system   
 

 

 Thick layers of 
insulation 

 Green wall  
 Eaves 
 Slats in 

multifunctional 
room  

 Solar Chimney  
 Parietodynamic 

Wall with PCM  
 Clay with PCM 
 Heat recovery 

system   
 Cross ventilation 

by green wall 
 

 

The steps taken to correct passive behavior of the house in summer season and winter and architectural and 
technical solutions are described on the point below. 
 
This way of weather study allows to develop the strategy of keeping the comfort in the house during the whole 
year. 
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Description of measures taken. 

PROJECT’S ENVELOPE 

There are two levels in SymbCity: Lower level 
represents the pre-existing building. It is an 
unconditioned space, where will be shown the 
stenography of the real life of the citizens of Madrid. 
This space has no computable thermal envelope for 
contest. The house is composed of three main 
spaces. 

 Technical Block 
 Living core & Bedroom  
 Multifunctional Room  

 
TECHNICAL BLOCK, which contains facilities and wet rooms.  
The characteristics of the vertical elements of the technical block do not have many thermal capacities; because it 
is an interior space. But the partitions seeks have a great soundproofing to avoid noise of the equipment in this 
area. Partitions are composed of plasterboard, acoustic board of Rockwool that allows passing electrical and 
plumbing facilities. As exterior finish we opt for wooden boards. There is a division in three rooms, two technical 
rooms to electricity and water systems, and third is a bathroom.  
 
Wall-4 

Name 
U 

 (W/m²K) 
Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density (kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall 4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,122 

Clapboard 0,02 0,15 500 1600 - 
 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,09 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,03 - - - 0,17 

Rockwool 0,08 0,035 112 800 - 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 

Wall-1* 
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Name 
U 

 (W/m²K) 
Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density (kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall-1* 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,131 

Clapboard 0,02 0,15 500 1600 - 
 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,09 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Material 
Chipboard 

0,012 0,15 720 1700 - 

 
Partition-1 

Name 
U 

 (W/m²K) 
Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density (kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Partition-1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,366 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 

Rockwool 0,08 0,035 112 800 - 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 

 
Partition-2 

Name 
U 

 (W/m²K) 
Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density (kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Partition-2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

0,129 

Zinc façade 
cladding 0,001 110 7200 380 - 

 

Air Gap 0,03 - - - 0,085 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 
+moisture barrier 

0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,16 

Material Chipboard 0,012 0,12 750 1700 - 

Clay Plates with 
PCM 

0,015 0,59 1350 1000 - 
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LIVING CORE & BEDROOM, where basic activities like sleeping, coking or resting take place. There are three uses in 
this area, living room, kitchen and bedroom.  
 
This space is provided with a high performance walls. It is based on structural wooden panels, Rockwool and 
glass wool insulation. Whit this enclosure is achieved transmittances lower than 0.140 W/m2K. Furthermore, 
thermal inertia is incorporated into interior layers through compacted clay plates adding microcapsules of phase 
change material. So, it generates a sustainable envelope, mixing traditional materials such as clay, and 
innovative as phase change materials. 
 
 

Wall-1 

Name 
U 

 (W/m²K) 
Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density (kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall-1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,128 

Clapboard 0,02 0,15 500 1600 - 
 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,09 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,16 

Material Chipboard 0,012 0,12 750 1700 - 

Clay Plates with 
PCM 

0,015 0,59 1350 1000 - 
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Technical block and Living Core have the same roof and slab:  
Roof deck 

Name 
U 

 (W/m²K) 
Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density (kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Roof 
 
 

 
 
 
 

0,131 

Zinc 0,00082 110 7200 380 - 

Air Gap 0,07 - - - 0,09 

Rockwool  0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool  0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 
+moisture barrier 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Air Gap 0,15 - - - 0,18 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 

 
Floor slab  

Name 
U 

 (W/m²K) 
Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density (kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Floor 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,129 

Structural 
Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool  0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool  0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool  0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,1 - - - 0,18 

Phenolic Board 0,02 0,14 600 1700 - 

 
THE THIRD SPACE, multifunctional room is a very flexible space. It can be adapted to seasonal weather changes. It 
becomes a cool place in summer, with sun shading, cross ventilation and a vertical garden which keeps the air 
fresh. During the cold months, the envelope is completely closed, taking advantage of greenhouse effect which 
provides extra heating to the house. 
 
Its envelope is composed of glazing on the deck, north and south facades. 
As sun protection, fixed slats avoid direct sunlight in the room in summer, while in winter, due to his inclination, 
take every solar gain for heating this space and make it more comfortable.  
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North and south windows are open to provide cross ventilation and cooling the air through a green wall in the 
east facade of the room.  
 

Wall-2 

Name 
U 

 (W/m²K) 
Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density (kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,176 

Zinc façade 
cladding 0,001 110 7200 380 - 

 

Air Gap 0,03 - - - 0,085 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 
+moisture barrier 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,03 - - - 0,17 

Zinc façade 
cladding 

0,001 110 7200 380 - 
 

 
Wall-3 
 

Name 
U 

 (W/m²K) 
Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density (kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall 3 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

0,078 

Vertical Garden 0,1 0,52 2050 1840 - 
 

Rockwool 0,12 0,035 112 800 - 

Polycarbonate 0,01 0,2 1200 1200 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 
+moisture barrier 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Polycarbonate 0,01 0,2 1200 1200 - 

Rockwool 0,12 0,035 112 800 - 

Vertical Garden 0,1 0,52 2050 1840 - 
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Glazing 

 
Ref. PD#6 (AR-302-316) 

 

 
 
 
 
Glazings are anchored on PVC joineries with thermal 
bridge breakage.   
South facade: south glazings are thougth to get solar 
radiation and they will let light through to the interior 
area. All the glazings at floor level are security type 
according the Spanish rule CTE-SE AE. It’s included 
solar factor SHGC. 
In the next table is shown the characteristics of the 
glazing and its properties. 

Name 
Location Units With 

(m) 
High 

(m) 
Composition 

(mm) 
U 

W/(m2·K) 
SHGC 

0-1 

W01 Multifunctional room (North)  2 1,126 0,577 4/16/4 1,0 0,41  

W02-W03 Multifunctional room (South) 2 1,111 1,877 4+4/16/3+3 1,0 0,41 

W04 Living Core & Bedroom (North)  1 1,556 0,385 4/16/4 1,0 0,41 

W05 Living Core & Bedroom (North) 1 1,457 0,577 4/16/4 1,0 0,41 

W06 Living Core & Bedroom (South) 2 0,676 1,887 4+4/16/3+3 1,0 0,41 

W08-W09 Multifunctional room (North) 2 1,111 1,877 4+4/16/3+3 1,0 0,41 

W10 
Partition  Multifunctional room -   
Living Core & Bedroom 2 2,263 1,669 4+4/16/3+3 1,0 0,41 

W11 Multifunctional room (East) 1 1,083 0,714 4/16/4 1,0 0,41 

W12 Multifunctional room (East) 1 1,083 0,894 4/16/4 1,0 0,41 

W13 Multifunctional room (East) 1 1,083 1,074 4/16/4 1,0 0,41 

W14 Multifunctional room (East) 1 1,083 1,254 4/16/4 1,0 0,41 

W15 Multifunctional room (East) 1 1,083 1,434 4/16/4 1,0 0,41 

W16 Multifunctional room (Roof) 1 2,684 1,274 4+4/16/4+4 1,0 0,41 

W17 Multifunctional room (Roof) 1 2,684 1,274 4+4/16/4+4 1,0 0,41 

W18 Multifunctional room (Roof) 1 2,684 1,274 4+4/16/4+4 1,0 0,41 

W19 Multifunctional room (Roof) 1 2,684 1,274 4+4/16/4+4 1,0 0,41 

W20 Multifunctional room (Roof) 1 2,684 1,274 4+4/16/4+4 1,0 0,41 
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SOUTH FACADE:  

 
30% of this facade belongs to openings. It has a glazing sliding door with 18% of the surface, and a double 
glazing door, the remaining 12%. Both joineries are protected with eaves of the roof. At the door, the solar 
protection is a light textile. In the case of the multifunctional room door, fixed slats avoid radiation.  

 
 

Glazing South facade  

WEST FAÇADE 

 
West facade is partially glazing on the top of the wall. It receives solar radiation at the beginning of the day. The 
summer solar radiation is prevented by a vertical green wall.  
 

NORTH FAÇADE 

 
The north facade glazing consists of a glass door, which gives access to the multifunctional room (14% on the 
front surface), and three horizontal glazing (2%, 3% and 5%) across each of living spaces. The total glazing of 
the facade is 24% of the surface. (There are no glazing in west, facade. ) 

 
Glazing west and north facade
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SUNLIGHT ANALYSIS: 

 
Sunlight analysis is performed with Autodesk Revit Software, with natural location in Madrid, Spain. Latitude: 
40.41º, Longitude: -3.70º. The 22º N-S orientation at the same way like competition time, at 12:00. 

SPRING EQUINOX. 
March 20th at 12:00 a.m. Sunrise 7:19 – Sunset 19:25 

 

SUMMER SOLSTICE 
June 21 at 12:00 a.m. Sunrise 5:46 - Sunset 20:46 
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SUNLIGHT ANALYSIS: 

 
Sunlight analysis is performed with Autodesk Revit Software, with natural location in Madrid, Spain. Latitude: 
40.41º, Longitude: -3.70º. The N-S perfect orientation, at 12:00. 

AUTUMN EQUINOX 
September 22 at 12:00. Sunrise 7:03 – Sunset 19:12 
 

 
 

WINTER SOLSTICE  
December 21 at 12:00 a.m. Sunrise 8:36- Sunset 17:49  
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Daylight 

The mains things we have considered for housing lighting is to use the maximum benefit of natural light, the 
suitable comfort conditions, the energy efficiency and create  different and comfortable ambience according to 
the architecture design.  
 
All these ideas are linked to the low cost concept which is one of the main conditions of our project. 
 
The artificial light is possible by capturing solar energy, so even artificial light comes from this type of clean 
energy. In addition, all interior lighting is produce by LED bulbs.  
These bulbs use a chip that makes them ten times more efficient than others bulbs, since practically all the energy 
that produces is a light and his useful life is major that other types of bulbs and they consume less than these. 

Natural lighting winter/summer 

The natural lighting has been calculated by the global information of Versailles, latitude: 48,8 º altitude 21.1 º 
and luxes: 4500. We simulate a 3D model in the Autodesk Ecotect software and then we analyze the results. We 
proceed to do the natural lighting studio of the main space, in winter or summer periods, looking the behavior of 
the eaves as a passive protection in windows. 
  
In winter, architectural design allows the entry of light into the home in daylight hours from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Photovoltaic panels produce electricity to generate enough artificial light in main space. 

 

 
          8:30                                         10:30                                       12:30                                  14:30  
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In summer, the multifunctional room turns into ventilated space when windows are opened to allow the flow of 
the air. Therefore, the main room will have enough lighting for comfort lighting of the interior in this period of the 
year from 7 a.m. to 7 a.m. 
As a result of the shadow study shown previously, it is possible to see that eaves protect the interior of solar 
radiation.  

 

         
 8:30a.m                                          10:30a.m                                         12:30p.m                                 

           

                            14:30p.m                                          16:30p.m                                     18:30p.m 
 

Spanish lighting requirements 

The requirements demanded to lighting are governed by a document called Código técnico de la Edificación: 
Documento Básico Ahorro de Energía (Technical Building Code: basic document of Energy saving) CTE DB HE 3. 
Despite of the requirements do not apply to home interiors, so that was analyzed only access areas outside the 
home. 
 
Furthermore, lighting must comply with the requirements of the document concerning safety against the risk 
caused by inadequate lighting -CTE DB SUA 4. 
 
CTE DB HE 3 
Requirements per zone: north façade and south façade  
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- The Local index (K) 

Light point K 

North façade 0.77 

South façade 0.43 

 
- Limit value of energy efficiency of access area (VEEI) 

Area  Power W Surface m2 
Horizontal Average 
illuminance (Em) lux 

VEEI VEEI limit 

North facade 24 6.03 105 3.98 4.00 

South facade 24 4.2 90 3.81 4.00 

 
- Three lights have been placed on the north façade and others three on south façade. 
- All light points have a cleaning interval of 3 years and a maintenance interval of about 1 year. 
- The unified glare rating (UGR) 

North façade South façade 

Light point UGR Light point UGR 

Main module access <10 Main module access <10 

multifunctional room 
access <10 Greenhouse access <10 

Technical room access 11 Technical room access <10 

UGR data have been obtained with DIALux evo 2 
 
- The color rendering index (Ra) of the lamp selected is 86%. 
- The efficiency of the lamps used in terms of lum / W 

All light points have a luminous flux of 1650 lum and a power installed of 24W, so the efficiency of the 
lamps is 68.75 lum / W. 

BUILDING POWER INSTALLED  

The lighting power installed in access area is 24 W and there are 6 lights in all of access areas. 
Building total area illuminated = 27.15 m2 
Building total power installed per unit area illuminated: P(tot)/S(tot)= 5.30W/m2 
The building maximum power installed should be 10W/m2. 
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Space Planning 

 

 
Spaces strategies  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SymbCity House is composed of three lineal areas, 
located between timber frames, which divide the 
spaces:  
 
Technical block is the only one that has no passive 
strategies, because it is where water and electrical 
systems are placed.  
 
Living Core & Bedroom where periodical activities 
like cooking, sleeping or resting take place. This part 
of the house is divided by a central piece of furniture 
which includes a folding bed. 
“Parietodynamic” wall receives solar radiation and 
then it spreads warm air along both rooms. In cooler 
days it acts as a solar chimney.  
Thermal inertia is supplied by phase change 
material incorporated on clay plates in the inner 
finish.  
 
Multifunctional room is a comfortable space in 
summer and winter for other activities required for 
house inhabitants. It achieves comfort with passive 
and active strategies. It works as a patio or 
greenhouse according to the change of seasons and 
active systems are turned on for discomfort periods.  
It becomes a cool place in summer, with sun 
shading, cross ventilation and a vertical garden 
which keeps the air fresh. During the cold months, 
the envelope is completely closed, becoming a 
greenhouse which provides extra heating to the 
house. 
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Passive heating strategies 

While the active system components are generally 
single function and not an integral part of the 
construction, the components of a passive system are 
polyvalent, that is, it have a multiple function and 
are also integrated in the building. Passive systems 
have the following advantages over the active: 
 Passive strategies are integrated into the 

building as part of the construction itself. 

 Passive strategies are cheap, its low 
additional cost, upon conventional 
construction. 

 Passive strategies have great durability, with 
a lifetime practically similar to the building. 

 Passive strategies have simple operation, 
requiring minimal maintenance and require 
no power supply for operation. 

If passive solar heating systems are properly sized 
and it have a properly control system, they have 
higher efficency performance than active systems, 
besides being more economical. 
 

SUMMARY:  

PASSIVE HEATING STRATEGIES 
Multifunctional Room 
Living Core & Bedroom  

PASSIVE COOLING STRATEGIES 
Multifunctional Room 
Living Core & Bedroom 

 

 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL ROOM PASSIVE HEATING STRATEGIES 

 
After bioclimatic study with Givoni’s Climograph, it 
is shown the need of direct solar gains by high and 
low thermal inertia by passive systems 
 
Therefore main passive strategy in this space is the 
greenhouse effect, which is created by the large 
proportion of glazed area of the room.  Room has 
glass in the north and south facades, on the east and 
on the deck. Radiation control is essential for this 
space, so the glass surfaces always have shading 
systems. 
 
Slats on deck and eaves on north and south facades 
are dimensioned to operate in both summer and 
winter and it makes this space comfortable all year. 
It is very important to have an adaptable system 
according to the year season.   
 
During the winter and cold days, the north and south 
glass facades are completely closed. The surplus 
energy provided by the greenhouse effect in 
overheating time is releases to the other areas, 
sharing the solar gains. It makes low cost system.   
 
Then, radiationl caption and thermal storage facade 
is oriented to the south, where the windows profit 
most hours of sunshine in winter. Glass transmits 
solar radiation into the space, which is absorbed on 
the inner surfaces.  
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LIVING CORE & BEDROOM PASSIVE HEATING STRATEGIES 

 
In the same way like the previos room, climographs 
give us the suitable passive design. 
Living Core & Bedroom need direct solar gains by 
high and low thermal inertia by passive systems.  
One of the measures taken to achive solar gains is 
the Parietodynamic Wall.  The thermal storage 
facade takes place in south facade, with dark 
material on its outer face covered by a glass. We 
create a space between the facade line and the 
glass which will be used like an air chamber. 
We will work only with inside storage, using 
materials with high thermal inertia properties, while 
in the Trombe wall air chamber we will only use the 
convection to heat up the air. 
Through the holes in the top and bottom, heat is 
transferred by thermal circulation. Upon heating the 
air inside the chamber, ascends here, leaving the 
upper opening into the interior space, also 
contributing to the heating. The vacuum created is 
replaced by cooler air which enters through the 
bottom hole. 
The envelope has a very low mass, to reduce weight 
and make assembly easier. To get thermal mass on 
the constructive system we include clay bords with 
phase change material in the clay mix. It provide 
low thickness layer but it have high thermal mass 
due to latent heat. 

Passive cooling strategies 

In cooling periods is necessary to protect the house 
of solar radiation, refresh the air inside by 
evaporative air cooling and cross ventilation and it 
must include thermal inertia to attenuate temperature 
change. All according to the bioclimatic analysis in 
Givoni’s climograph.  
 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL ROOM PASSIVE COOLING STRATEGIES 

 
On warm summer days, the glass facades are 
completely opened. Being north-south oriented, the 
natural cross-ventilation is favored, and this air flow 
makes the room a cool space that will not 
overheating. If necessary, active systems shall be 
turned off to achieve setpoint temperature 
 
Thanks to the slats of the deck, we block direct 
radiation in this space. Green wall uses water and 
vegetation to benefit from its cooling effect, for 
natural conditions indoors. Outside air is subjected 
to a wetting process passing it through green wall 
with water plant irrigation, cooling the air to achieve 
thermal comfort.  
This green wall reduces heat loss in winter as it 
provides the envelope whit thermal mass. There is a 
reduction of the temperature in summer due to 
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evaporative cooling, which is due to 
evapotranspiration of plants and irrigation water 
evaporation retained or filtered. 
Cross ventilation is passive strategy used when 
exterior air condition allows us to keep the comfort 
temperature. Multifunctional room achieves with this 
measure to reduce the temperature inside, along the 
rest of strategies. In the living core, cross ventilation 
is not necessary because the high efficiency system 
of air recovery does this process with controlled air 
renovation, without heat losses. Of course, if the 
temperature outside is the required, we would use it 
to renew the air and refresh the inner space. 

  

LIVING CORE & BEDROOM PASSIVE COOLING STRATEGIES 

 
The main strategy of living space is based on air 
removal of Parietodynamic wall. It acts as a solar 
chimney. The air of the chamber ascends  
Due to its heating leaving a vacuum that is filled by 
the air inside the house, this benefits the cooler air 
intake, improving quality, and cooling the 
atmosphere.  
According to the Parisian summer, there are some 
days with lower comfort temperatures. Therefore, the 
eave is sized to receive solar radiation at the bottom 
of the Parietodynamic Wall, only in this small space, 
which will make additional power source for these 
summer cold days.  In the hot summer days with this 
portion of radiation is sufficient to heat the air inside 
the chamber and cause the pressure difference to 
produce indoor air renewal. 
In summer is necessary thermal inertia to control 
changes of temperature. The way of achieving this is 
through phase change material in the inner finish of 
clay. It is in form of microcapsulation. 
Clay is a 100% natural and a 100% reusable 
material with a very low energetic cost. Because of 
its high thermal conductivity, clay is an ideal 
material to mix with PCMs. This property makes sure 
that the clay will be able to exchange heat with the 
atmosphere, stabilizing the humidity as well as the 
interior temperature. Another benefit is that the 
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superficial temperature of the clay will keep the 
comfort values, creating a better comfort sensation. 
At night must force cross natural ventilation if it was 
necessary.  Hybrid system of heat recovery permits 
to renew the air without energy losing in this room. It 
is a sustainable system due to the low impact in the 
consumes, and its high performance against the 
behavior of natural cross ventilation and the heat 
loosing.  

Exterior Design: 

Thanks to the exterior materials selected, and good 
thermal behavior, buildings around SymbCity House 
reduce “Urban heat island” effect. The low thermal 
inertia of the walls doesn’t accumulate heat like the 
usual typologies of buildings in the center of the 
cities.  
Usually “Urban heat island” and the increase of the 
temperature on dense zones are due to many factors 
like edification, lack of green areas, polluting gases 
and heat generation. This effect increases according 
to the footprint of the cities.  
 

 With the introduction of green areas inside 
the courtyards. It absorbs the CO2 enough 
to try to balance the gas emissions produced 
by the burning of fossil fuels or electricity. 

 Environmental impacts are reduced by the 
contribution of electricity from renewables 

 SymbCity reduces energy consumption by 
improving the building envelope that we 
colonize. 

 SymbCity reduces environmental impacts by 
reducing motorized transport mobility.
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5.6.4. Materials 

Materials selection 

The material selection criteria is based on the concept of low environmental impact in their life cycle. We look for 
industrialized compatible materials easy to assemble systems that require low density for its management and 
placing. Standardization also reduces manufacturing time and execution on site, allowing replacement of parts 
without demolition. It is necessary therefore that working with dry construction. 
In order for a material to be sustainable require balance between energy efficiency and price.  
 
 
SymbCity House encourages using materials with the following characteristics:  

 Durability. Materials require to be replaced along the life of the building. Durable material reduces the 

use of raw materials and environmental impact. 

 Industrialized. A shorter time of construction and simply way of assembly makes the industrialization 

better. Most of the parts of the house are manufactured from fabric and it improves quality of the 

construction. It avoids risk of construction and health of the workers.  

  Economically viable, expensive materials are used only if its characteristics are justified along the life of 

the building and it complies with the rest of the sustainable characteristics.   

 Low impact in energy consumption, both in production and use phase of the materials.  

 Low emissions in production and end of life.  

 Raw material from renewable sources and abundant which doesn’t come from endangered ecosystems.  

 Recyclable and partially recycled material embodied in production.  

 Raw material from local sources with low impacts on transportation and replacement.  
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MATERIALS LOCATION 

Selection criteria of the material source are defined by the low impact of CO2 emissions and Plateau Team 
strategy. . Closeness of raw material is very important issue at choosing the materials. Most of the material comes 
from Spain with the exception of scarce materials most of our materials come from areas close to the site of 
construction (Alcala de Henares). 
Fortunately, most of the main materials of the house can be provided from 280 Km (average distance) away of 
the construction site in Alcala de Henares (Madrid). For example, wooden structure of pine is from forest located 
in Cuenca with an area of 200.000 hectares, near Universidad de Castilla la Mancha, and 185 km away from 
Alcalá de Henares.  
Spain is a country with a lot of raw materials on the construction sector and SymbCity House promotes the 
sustainability, so the best way is using the materials of our sources.    
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TRANSPORT OF MATERIALS- DISTANCES (KM)  

 
      Here we see the low distances in the most cases of the transportation, but it can’t be the only value to the 
analysis because each material has different weigh. The quantity of these materials is measured by the “Transport 
Impact”. It is defined by the product of the distance and the weigh (Tkm).  

TRANSPORT IMPACT  

Tkm of materials DISTANCE(Km) x WEIGH(T) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Against the distances shown previously, 
the transport impact in SymbCity is 
mainly defined by wooden materials, the 
most abundant material of the building.  
Finally the CO2 emissions of the transport 
depends of the way of travelling, in our 
case all the transport are by truck of two 
typologies, 12T and 24T capacity. We 
can see the CO2 emissions below: 
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KG CO2 EQ - EMISSIONS IN TRANSPORT   

 

INCORPORATED CO2 

This is global analysis of all incorporate CO2 in the materials of SymbCity House, First with Climate Change 
indicator RECIPE Midpoint method. This method doesn’t take into account the carbon absorption. It is included 
from cradle to Gate, without the values of the use phase and disposal scenario of end of life (it will be included in 
section 9. Life Cycle Analysis). After that we are going to analyze the method IPCC GWP 100a. This way we can 
see the CO2 absorbed in the whole materials.  
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PV PANEL; 10700 

COOPER CABLE; 202 

WOODEN FOUNDATION PLANK; 
661 

WOODEN STRUCTURE; 4937 

ZINC COVER AND FACADE; 207 

WATERPROFING; 26 

PLASTERBOARD; 68 

PVC JOINERIES; 2720 

POLYETHYLENE PIPES; 52 

INSULATION ; 2849 

PAINTING; 247 

GLAZING; 1450 

FOUNDATION STRUCTURE ; 5829 

METALLIC BOND ; 2320 

ALUMINIUM JOINERIES; 906 

WOODEN SLATS; 28 

CHIPBOARD; 4230 

TEXTILE EAVES AND FACADE; 63 

CLAY WITH PCM; 415 

*kg CO2 eq. RECIPE Midpoint.  

TOTAL Kg CO2 eq.  
SymbCity House =        38600  
 
 
Kg CO2 eq. /m2 
SymbCity House =        551,4     
 
 
*constructed area =     70m2 
 

TOTAL TRANSPORT  
Kg CO2 eq. =            2 730               
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To introduce the factor of absorption we use the method IPCC GWP 100a. As this system includes negative 
values, the final result can be under 0 Kg CO2 eq.  
 

 
 
Due to de high mass of wood in the Wooden Structure (including floors, 
exterior finish and timber structure) and chipboards made of wooden 
particles, the CO2 absorption are notably high, enough to have negative 
value of emissions in Climate Change Indicator. It is result of the high 
absorption of our wood sawn timber (-1,73 kgCO2eq/kg sawn timber) , 
against Crosslaminated timber (-0,681 KgCO2eq./Kg crosslaminated 
timber) and glued laminated timber (-0,956 kgCO2eq/kg glued laminated 
timber). 
 
Sawn timber absorbs three more with three times higher than 
crosslaminated timber and two times more than glued laminated timber. 
 

MATERIAL SAWN TIMBER 
CROSSLAMINATED 

TIMBER 

GLUED 
LAMINATED 

TIMBER 
KgCO2eq/kg 

material 
-1,73 -0,681 -0,956 

10700 

201 

-1310 

-56708 

128 47 68 
2690 

52 
2597 

230 1460 

5800 
2906 

902 

-328 

-10830 

64 417 

-70000
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-40000

-30000

-20000

-10000
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INCORPORATED CO2 (IPCC GWP 100a) 

 
TOTAL Kg CO2 eq.  
SymbCity House =        -40600  
 
 
Kg CO2 eq. /m2 
SymbCity House =        -580     
 
 
*constructed area =     70m2 
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INCORPORATED ENERGY  

To complete the analysis we do “Cumulative Energy Demand” method to evaluate all the energy incorporated on 
the materials of SymbCity House.  
 

 
As we see in the graphic the higher consumes in SymbCity House are PV panels, Chipboard panels, steel of the 
foundations, sawn timber of the structure (due to the high mass of material) and insulations among other.  
 

SUMMARY OF CO2 EMISSION AND ENERGY CONSUMES. 

Material PV 
PANEL 

COOPER 
CABLE 

WOODEN 
FOUNDATION 

PLANK 

WOODEN 
STRUCTURE 

ZINC 
COVER 
AND 

FACADE 

WATERPROOFING PLASTERBOARD 
PVC 

JOINERIES 
POLYETHYLEN 

PIPES 
INSULATION 

KgCO2eq. 10.700 201 -1.310 -56.708 128 47 68 2.690 52 2.597 

MJ eq. 132.000 4120 9540 66830 2148 1690 959 49.600 1.930 53.030 

 

Material 
PAINTING GLAZING 

FOUNDATION 
STRUCTURE 

METALLIC 
BOND 

ALUMINIUM 
JOINERIES 

WOODEN 
SLATS 

CHIPBOARD 

TEXTILE 
EAVES 
AND 

FACADE 

CLAY 
WITH 
PCM 

 

KgCO2eq. 230 1460 5800 2906 902 -328 -10830 64 417  

MJ eq. 4.280 26.000 78.100 31.000 10.900 300 100.700 2.360 26.300  

PV PANEL; 132000 

COOPER CABLE; 4120 

WOODEN FOUNDATION PLANK; 
9540 

WOODEN STRUCTURE; 66830 

ZINC COVER AND FACADE; 2148 

WATERPROFING; 1690 

PLASTERBOARD; 959 

PVC JOINERIES; 49600 

POLYETHYLENE PIPES; 1930 

INSULATION ; 53030 

PAINTING; 4280 

GLAZING; 26000 

FOUNDATION STRUCTURE ; 78100 

METALLIC BOND ; 31000 

ALUMINIUM JOINERIES; 10900 

WOODEN SLATS; 300 

CHIPBOARD; 100700 

TEXTILE EAVES AND FACADE; 2360 

CLAY WITH PCM; 26300 

TOTAL MJ eq.  
SymbCity House =        610000  
 
 
MJ eq. /m2 
SymbCity House =        8714     
 
 
*constructed area =     70m2 
 

*MJ eq. Cumulative Energy Demand 
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GREEN MATERIALS 

IMAGE MATERIAL PARTNER 
CERTIFICATI

ON 
MASS (Kg) 

Raw material 
Renewable 

Reusable/
Recyclable 

INCORPORATED ENERGY 
(MJ eq.) 

INCORPORATED 
CO2(GgCO2eq.) 

 

Wooden 
Structure 

ACM 
Maderas 
Cuenca  

32.240 YES YES 66.830 -56.708 

 

Chipboard  Finsa  
 

3817 YES YES 100.700 -10830 

 

Vertical 
Garden 

- - 710 YES YES Not developed yet 
Not developed  

yet 

 

Wooden 
slats 

Durmi - 187 YES YES 300 -328 

 

Pigment 
natural paint 

Embarro - 275 YES NO 4.280 230 

 
 

 *An international non-profit, non-governmental organization dedicated to promoting sustainable forest management, the Program for the Endorsement of Forest 
Certification is the certification system of choice for small forest owners. 

 *The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an international not for-profit, multi-stakeholder organization established in 1993 to promote responsible management of the 

world’s forests. Its main tools for achieving this are standard setting, certification and labeling of forest products. 
 
 

REUSABLE/RECYCLABLE MATERIALS  

IMAGE MATERIAL PARTNER 
CERTIFICA

TION MASS (Kg) 
Raw material 
Renewable/re

cycled 

Reusable/
Recyclable 

INCORPORATED ENERGY 
(MJ eq.) 

INCORPORATED 
CO2(GgCO2eq.) 

 

Steel 
Structure 

foundation 
Rehasa - 6412 NO YES 78.100 5800 

 

Metalic bond 
Steel Tensor 

Rothoblaas - 1426 NO YES 31.000 2906 

         

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forest
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standards_organisation
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IMAGE MATERIAL PARTNER 
CERTIFICA

TION MASS (Kg) 
Raw material 
Renewable/ 

Recycled 

Reusable/
Recyclable 

INCORPORATED ENERGY 
(MJ eq.) 

INCORPORATED 
CO2(GgCO2eq.) 

 

Zinc cover 
 

- - 255 NO YES 2148 128 

 

Zinc facade 

 

PVC joinerie  Kommerling - 1280 YES YES 49.600 2.690 

 

Aluminum 
Joinerie 

Reynaers  
 

94,5 YES YES 10.900 902 

 

Polyethylene 
pipe 

Uponor  13 NO YES 1.930 52 

 

Cooper 
Cable 

- - 17 NO YES 4120 201 

 

PV Panel 
DyN 

energía, S.L. 
- 1613 NO YES 132.000 10.700 

         

 
  

 *LEED, or Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design, is a green building certification program that recognizes best-in-class building strategies and practices. 
 

 * BREEAM is the world's foremost environmental assessment method and rating system for buildings, with 250,000 buildings with certified BREEAM assessment 
ratings and over a million registered for assessment since it was first launched in 1990. 
 

*TEPPFA The European Plastic Pipes and Fittings Association (TEPPFA) is the trade association representing manufacturers and national associations of plastic pipe 
systems in Europe. We are actively involved in the promotion and acceptance of plastic pipe systems for all applications. We want to raise awareness of the value that plastic 
pipe systems offer for a sustainable future. 
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5.6.5. Active systems and equipment 

HVAC by radiant ceiling 

Radiant ceiling is probably the most sustainable and efficient system among all HVAC systems available in the 
market, since it can achieve high energy savings (up 
to 50%) compared to conventional system, as show 
the installations carried till today (According to EN 
12831, heat requirements in buildings heated by 
radiant ceiling panels is considerably less than with 
hot air systems) 
While with convective heating systems, a high 
temperature emitting source transmits heat to the 
environment and this is the medium that heats 
everything surrounding, with radiant heating, most of 
heat from the water circulating through a pipe system 
is transmitted as infrared radiation that flows through 
space, and it’s converted to heat energy only when 
they reach a solid stuff, without needing any 
transmitting means. This is due to the nature of the 
heat emitting source of radiation increases when 
emission surface increase. 
Any heating system undergoes convection and radiation simultaneously, as the emitting surface. Thus, radiant 
emitting surface offers high radiation while with radiators it is minimal, (and back in convection), which explains 
the possibility of achieving the comfort temperature with reduced outlet temperature, reducing energy 
consumption and thus making it more sustainable 
 
Radiant system has two variations, distinguished primarily by its location in the constructive elements: floor or 
ceiling, both installed in SymbCity House: radiant ceiling for HVAC (heating and cooling) the main space and 
bathroom, and underfloor cooling for refrigerate the multifunctional room. 
Both systems can be used with the same HVAC installation thanks to the heat pump, which is able to generate 
heat and cool. 
  

  
Underfloor 

cooling 
Radiant 
Ceiling 
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Advantages and Qualities of Radiant Systems 

Radiant Floor Radiant Ceiling 
Efficient: As medium temperature system, the fluid does not need to reaches the high temperatures of traditional systems. It may reach the same temperature 
with about half of the fluid temperature. 
Higher conductivity. Temperature distribution is faster due to the material that hides, usually plaster. 
Possibility of direct outlet temperature. 
Better cooling performance. 
Economic: Due to its efficiency, consume less energy than a conventional system. 
Comfortable: Heat distribution is optimal and the whole house takes a uniform temperature. It doesn’t generate airflows and noises. 
Higher uniformity in the air because it doesn’t practice the stratification problem. 
Healthy: It doesn’t dry the air. The lower part of the body remains always warm, while head doesn’t receive directly the heat. 
Clean: The absence of external devices prevents the accumulation and circulation of dust. 
Removes dust and air movements. 
Reversible: It can be used for heating and cooling, without the need of additional equipment. 
Regulable: Independent zones are installed to regulate the air conditioning in every room. 
Easy installation and without maintenance. 
Easier installation: It doesn’t require masonry, what reduces execution times. In existing buildings where there is already a suspended ceiling is sufficient 
replacing it 
The absence of coating facilitates remodeling. 
Reduction of impacts against it. 
Freedom of design: Being invisible, it does not hinder the placement of furniture or the room mobility. It does not limit the type of flooring 
It doesn’t limit the selection of the floor. 
It promotes diaphanous living space. 

 
Despite the many advantages of the heating-cooling ceiling, multifunctional room is refrigerate by underfloor 
cooling as consequence of the constructive solution adopted for its ceiling, whose benefits (important part of 
passive strategies) prevail over the advantages of radiant ceiling. 
 
 

 
For heating, against convection systems (Fig. 3), 
radiant ceiling provides uniform vertical distribution of 
heat (Fig. 2), closest to the comfort distribution (Fig. 1). 
 

 
In this 

way, 
bodies, surfaces and objects are directly heated without the need 
of preheating the air, saving energy and solving the 
stratification problem, which reduces the efficiency of any 
system and whit this, the system sustainability  
 
 
In cooling phase, radiant system works in a similar way. People and machines radiate heat to the cold ceiling, 
while warm air also rises and transmits its heat, improving the system performance if we compare with radiant 
floors. Then, cooled air descends back into space and produces a pleasant climate. 
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY. 

Heating with radiant energy involves huge energy savings because people, walls, floor and all objects are heated 
directly (air is only heated indirectly). 
People can’t feel the air temperature. According to DIN 1946 T2, the sensitive temperature, also called critical 
temperature or operating temperature is defined as the average between the air temperature and the average 
temperature of the limiting surfaces of the enclosure. This last one is determined by: 

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑉𝑉𝑒 𝑟𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑡𝑀𝑉𝑟 𝑡. =
𝑆𝑐𝑝𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑎 ∗ 𝑡.𝑐𝑝𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑎+ 𝑆𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎 ∗ 𝑡.𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎+  𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎 ∗ 𝑡.𝑤𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎+ 𝑆𝑓𝑝𝑇𝑇𝑓 ∗ 𝑡.𝑓𝑝𝑇𝑇𝑓

𝑆𝑖𝑇𝑖𝑎𝑝
 

* Where S corresponds to different limiting surfaces of the enclosure. 
Thus, for sensitive temperature, which is referred to the feeling of comfort and welfare is determined by: 

𝑺𝟒𝒏𝟒𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒗𝟒 𝑪. =  
𝑪𝒗𝟒𝒔𝑪𝑽𝟒 𝑪𝑪𝒔 𝑪. +𝑪𝒗𝟒𝒔𝑪𝑽𝟒 𝒔𝑪𝟒𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒏 𝑪.

2
 

Therefore, if we increase radiation energy, ambient temperature can be lower, which reduces the losses 
significantly. It is about a 6% reduction in heating costs per each kelvin is lowered. So, for example, if we reduce 
the ambient temperature from 23 ºC to 20 ºC, we will reduce losses to almost 20%, keeping the comfort and 
welfare. 
When air is renew, another advantage is added because the new air only must be heated to 20 ºC, ie, per Δt of 
3ºC below other systems. 
Furthermore, radiant ceiling panels use heat water as heat transfer medium, which is much better than using 
warm air, both for its higher heat capacity as require less electricity cost. Also, the power of the heat generator 
may be lower, when sizing with lower heat energy needs. 
To quantify the radiant system efficiency, we take the following example. From different temperatures of the 
ambient air and the temperature of the surfaces bounding the enclosure, we reach the same sensitive temperature 
of 20 ºC 
 

SENSITIVE Tª according ambient and surfaces Tª 

 Radiant Convective Hot Air 
Average of surfaces bounding the site T. 22 ºC 18 ºC 16 ºC 
Average of the ambient air T 18 ºC 22 ºC 24ºC 
Sensitive T  20 ºC 

 
Specifically, compared with a hot air system, it’s sufficient to heat the ambient air at 18 ºC instead of 24 ºC, to 
achieve the same sensitive temperature at 20 ºC, with comfort and welfare much higher (without airflows, dust, 
noises ...). 
This explains the large energy savings because, according to the known method, approximately 6% is saved per 
ºC we reduce the ambient air temperature. Thus, when air is renew, it just have to be re-heated at 18 ºC instead 
to 24 ºC, which is another significant savings, always without giving up the comfort. 
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In addition, without the presence of air bags accumulated under the 
ceiling, natural ventilation system proposed in the prototype, which drive 
the airflows from north to south, is much more efficient, because in this 
way, loss of heat by the loss of air hot is minimized. 

SIZING AND SOLUTIONS 

Uponor has been commissioned for sizing the radiant ceiling for 
SymbCity House. 
As fundamental premises for pre-sizing the system, is considered the highest monthly temperature difference 
between the minimum average temperature and the comfort temperature in every month, that is, for heating only 
since the temperature difference is larger. 
In months with higher maximum (JUN-SEP), the maximum temperature is within the comfort range (20 to 23 in 
winter and 23 to 25 in summer according to UNE-EN ISO 7730). Therefore, the radiant ceiling has been pre-
sized predominantly in heating, understanding cooling offered by the system as a "support". It’s evident that, the 
maximum temperature difference (between MIN-MAX to comfort temperature) occurs in the winter months, 
specifically in JANUARY, so for sizing our radiant ceiling for heating, we will consider a temperature difference 
of around 20 ºC in Versailles. In contrast, and underfloor cooling will be pre-size with the temperature difference 
between the average maximum temperature and the comfort temperature, this is, around 5º. 
 
The HVAC roof system ‘Uponor Comfort Panel’ is a heating and/or cooling efficient system, quiet and free from 
drafts. 
Roof panels installed in SymbCity House are 590x590x20 mm., which can be connected in eight elements series 
maximum. They have a pipe of Ø10x1,5 mm, equipped with anti-diffusion barrier of oxygen, whose mission is 
to distribute the heating and cooling energy in the house by conduction and radiation. These ceiling elements 
consist of (from inside to outside): 

- Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF)  
- Uponor 10x1,5mm Pe-x pipe (class 4), with oxygen anti diffusion barrier, 

produced according to DIN 16892/93.  
- Active thermal layer of expanded graphite 
- Steel metal tray. (The visible steel surface is white). 
- Fiberglass acoustic layer. 

Technical specifications:  

- Cooling capacity according to EN 14240 (AT = 8K) 74 W/m2  
- Heating capacity according to EN 14037 (AT = 15K) 103 

W/m2  
- Classification of reaction to fire according to EN 13501-1:2007: 

C, s2, d0  
- Maximum weight including water: 8.6 kg/m2  
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- Color: RAL 9016 

The system will be installed on a false ceiling structure, considering that this must be capable of supporting the 
total weight of the system.  
The blind ceiling panels, which don’t have pipes, are used to improve the ceiling acoustic properties. 

CONTROL SYSTEMS 

PRIMARY FLOW CONTROL  
The supply water temperature will be controlled in order to avoid condensation in the discharge lines and also to 
ensure that the temperature of the water entering the circuit is optimal to achieve comfort conditions. 
To control the dew point is important to place the flow temperature sensor in the most prone to condense pipe 
section. The indoor humidity sensor is placed in the area where there are more people. 
The indoor humidity sensor automatically calculate the air dew point and compare it with the flow temperature; 
When these two values are close, the mixing valve is actuated and change the supply water temperature to 
prevent condensation. 
 

TEMPERATURE CONTROL ZONE 
Depending on the selected distribution scheme for the system, the indoor temperature control can be performed 
in different ways. Thus, for collectors system provided for SymbCity, the control of the indoor temperature of each 
zone will be performed using the Uponor control radio system. 

Heat production. 

WHY AEROTERMIA? 

Among heat production systems, heat pump is ranked as the best option for heating in terms of energy efficiency. 
As we know, heat pumps are electrical appliances that absorb heat from a place and transmits it to another, 
giving it the reversibility which makes it valid for heating and cooling. Therefore, their COP will be variable 
depending on water and air temperature difference. 
 
Air-to-water heat pumps are becoming an increasingly popular choice for those looking to install renewable 
products in the home. The main advantage of air-to-water heat pumps is that they can help safeguard against the 
fluctuations in oil and LPG prices that leave homeowners vulnerable to the ever-rising costs of heating the home. 
The pumps can be integrated into heating systems with ease, eliminating the need for on-site fuel storage and 
can be used as part of an efficient all-electric heating solution. 
Furthermore, air-to-water heat pumps offer excellent payback periods compared to alternatives like standard 
electric, LPG or oil; and they can also dramatically increase carbon savings and therefore offer a more 
sustainable heating solution. 
 
With development of renewable energy in the electricity system, today is more advantageous to heat with an 
electrical appliance such as a heat pump than with a boiler. 
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As an example, considering a very efficient domestic boiler of natural gas (with a performance of 95%) 
generates about 215 grams of CO2 per kWh of heat. Then, in an electrical system which emits less than this 
quantity of CO2 per kWh worthwhile plugging an electrical appliance for heating. 
In the real case of Spain, the emission coefficient of the electrical system was in 2010 at 247 gCO2/kWh, but it’s 
sufficient to overcome environmentally to the natural gas boiler if the electrical appliance that is used to heat the 
house is a heat pump, due to its particular operation, since, depending on its performance (measured in COP) 
per kWh of electricity consumed will provide several thermal_kWh, since it does not produce heat itself, but 
absorbs or pumps from other places: 
For example, with the average of emissions in Spain, a heat pump with a COP of 3.5 which is plugged into the 
electrical grid emits 71 grams of CO2 per thermal_kWh and other even more efficient with a COP of 6,5 would 
lower to 38 grams per kWht, less than a fifth part if we compare with the natural gas boiler. 
 
Therefore, in countries of Western Europe, where heating costs can be moderated if we consider issues and 
strategies (passive and active) to promote energy efficiency of the whole system, it is more profitable to invest in 
heat pumps (compared to, for example, geothermal), since it requires initial costs with lower amortization period. 
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HEAT PUMP  

Heat pump used in heating system of 
SymbCity House is a Vaillant air-water 
type, AroTHERM VWL 85/2A (8 kW), 
which let us to obtain a highly sustainable 
system for heating, cooling and domestic hot 
water with excellent yields and especially 
high efficiencies at low 
temperatures. 
 
One of its main features is the ability to form systems from the combination of different hydraulic elements, 
making the installation of the system in a simple coupling of these elements. Modular configuration reduces 
installation cost and take advantage in every setting, from a complete management regulation. 
Later, operation of the modules involved in heat production system (‘aguaFLOW VPM 20/25 W exclusive’ ACS 
module and ‘auroFLOW VPM 20 S exclusive’ solar charging module, both coupled to the tank; and ‘VWZ MPS 
40’ integrator equipment and ‘VWZ MEH 60’ electrical equipment,) will be explained. 
 
Inverter technology ensures the highest level of comfort and a long life cycle duration to the system.  
 
Piharmonic noise level reduction function. Quiet operation. Sound power as low as 60dBA (8kW) with permitted 
planning available as low as 3 meters 
 
AroTherm uses R410A refrigerant, which contains only fluorine, does not contribute to the reduction of the ozone 
layer, thus it’s environmentally friendly and a high safety refrigerant, classified as A1/A1, that is, nontoxic and 
nonflammable even in if leaks. 
 
High efficiency ErP A-rated pump. Up to 35% more energy efficient than a standard. 

An AroTHERM heat pump meets the latest Ecodesign standards and CE marking, with 
an optimal positioning in the energy labeling Ecodesign throughout the operating 
range. Highly efficient at high operating temperatures and low outside temperatures  
Apart from the user's behavior, there are two complementary ways of reducing the 
energy consumed by products: the labelling to raise the awareness of consumers and 

the energy efficiency requirements imposed to products on the design phase. 
The production, distribution, use and end-of-life management of energy-related products (ErPs) is associated with 
important impacts on the environment, such as the consequences of energy and other materials/resources 
consumption, waste generation and release of hazardous substances. It is estimated that over 80% of all product-
related environmental impacts are determined during the design phase of a product. 
As defined Directive 2005/32/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6 July 2005 establishing a 
framework for the setting of ecodesign requirements for energy-using products, Ecodesign aims at reducing the 
environmental impact of products, including the energy consumption throughout their entire life cycle. Information 
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concerning the product's environmental performance and energy efficiency must be visible if possible on the 
product itself, thus allowing consumers to compare before purchasing. 

ALLSTOR VPS 300/3 EXCLUSIVE. MULTIFUNCTION TANK 

AllSTOR accumulation system is the main component of our heating production system, efficient and with low 
energy consumption, which reduce the need for primary energy and operating costs of the system.  

SymbCity House have a Vaillant multifunctional deposit, ‘allSTOR VPS 300/3 
exclusive’, which is the core of the allSTOR inertia system. It have special conduits 
inside to ensure the temperature stratification, a synthetic wool of 200 mm insulation 
thickness tightly applied which minimizes heat loss and allow temperatures up to 95 
ºC in the accumulator. 
AllSTOR system consists of the following components, which can be combined freely:  

- 10 connects to connect generators and heating circuit  
- 5 connections for ACS and solar modules  
- 8 clips for temperature sensors 
- Deflector plate for dividing heating and DHW areas 
- Advanced flow regulators and ducts for optimal and efficient stratification 

 

‘AGUAFLOW VPM 20/25 W EXCLUSIVE’ ACS MODULE 
The DHW production module in SymbCity House, ‘aguaFLOW VPM 
20/25 W exclusive’, is designed for heating sanitary water 
consumption. Depending on the needs, provides hot water according 
to the continuous flow principle transferring the heat from the buffer 
tank VPS 300/3 to consumption water hygienically through a plate 
heat exchanger without direct contact. 
Hot water is generated when the hot water demand at the point of 
removal is more than 2 l/min. The flow sensor which is integrated 
into the station records the speed of extraction. Immediately after the 

extraction point detection, 
the circulating pump of 
the circuit of the buffer tank and the electronic system mixer of the 
ACS station are operated. As a result, the heat buffer tank is 
transferred to water consumption through the plate heat exchanger. 
The more hot water goes, the higher flow of the buffer tank pump. 

 ‘AUROFLOW VPM 20 S EXCLUSIVE’ SOLAR CHARGING MODULE  
 The solar charging station in SymbCity House, ‘auroFLOW VPM 20 S 
exclusive’ is used to connect the solar system to multienergy allSTOR 
system, transport heat from the solar collector field to the buffer tank. 
Heat transfer is accomplished using a plate heat exchanger.  
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The module contains all the necessary sensors and electronic components to control the flow required and all 
elements of the solar system, and automatically calculates and displays on screen solar system production. It also 
integrated a purging device, air separator device and a safety device required for operation. 
 

OTHER ADDITIONAL MODULES 

Outside the tank, we will engage to the heat production system the electrical support and buffer tank modules 

 ‘VWZ MPS 40’ INTEGRATOR EQUIPMENT  
Integrator module of support generator which contains a wall-
mounted 40l. buffer tank module gives added system flexibility to 
the aroTHERM range as it can act as both a hydraulic nil point in 
the system and a low loss header, insuring system flow through 
the heat pump and the system.  
Should the system have multiple zones and/or require an 
additional pump to support the complete heating system, the 
buffer tank provides an excellent solution and is easy to site and 
install.  
The tank comes complete with an NTC sensor and pocket at the 
top of the tank as well as an air bleed valve/vent to help remove 
air from the system. 
The four inlets can be used to link two heating sources and heat 
pumps into one heating set-up to create a hybrid system. In these 

cases, the buffer tank acts as a mixing module in which the heat pump acts as the primary heat source with the 
boiler acting as a boost or taking over once the boiler becomes less cost effective and/or efficient than the heat 
pump. 
Key features and benefits: 

- Helps maintain heat pump and back-up appliance 
differentials. Resulting in better efficiency and 
performance  

- 4 inlets. Allows more system volume to be added to meet 
the requirements of the heat pump or to link two heat 
sources together in one heating circuit for a hybrid system  

- Multiple tapings. Flexible system design 
- Thermally layered. Increased performance 
- Wall-mounted and compact. H720mm x D350mm x 

W350mm: for flexible siting 
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‘VWZ MEH 60‘ ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 
Backup electric resistance to supply peak demand for heating and hot water.  
This back-up heater is an inline immersion heater developed to optimize comfort and reduces design power 
requirements without prejudice seasonal performance 
The back-up heater comes with a temperature sensor and sensor pocket to ensure that it only comes on when 
required and to limit its usage time as much as possible. 
 

SYSTEM PROGRAMMING. 

It is clearly not possible to get a really efficient system without a 
control method to regulate and optimize the relation of variables that 
affect not only to the comfort (temperature and humidity of the 
different areas to conditioning) and the efficiency in the system 
(start- stop of heat generation equipment, mixing valves or safety 
devices), but also the possibility of connect different systems to each 
other (for example, HVAC with DHW) 
SymbCity House use a smart electronic scheduling of system, 
calorMATIC 470, of Vaillant, with several probes and with which to 
obtain the highest system performance and centralize the control in all systems, making easier the use, 
programming and maintenance. This features the triVAI system, which allows the optimization of spending by an 
algorithm that automatically determines the performance data of the system at any time, analyzing the external 
weather conditions and temperature of water needed, launching the most efficient and cheaper energy solution in 
each case for the user, from the entry price of electricity. It also has integrated humidity probe for active cooling 
and communication via eBUS to optimize comfort. 
Temperatures will be considered with a gradient of ± ∆T, being this a tolerance range that, intelligently managed 
by the programmer (considering, for example, forecasting the behavior of the variable) reduces the number of 
starts and stops of the elements they activate. For example, when a temperature is near of the start-up or 
shutdown temperature threshold, any slight variation ± ∆T* would cause the activation or deactivation of the 
pump to T±0.1ºC, returning to the previous state when it come back to TºC, and so on. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Maximum use of 
renewable (air) 

 

Automatic selection of 
the best price available 

Automatic selection of 
the best combination of 
energy according to the 

existing temperature 
 

Switchboard calorMATIC 470 
 

Instant input parameters triVAI  
(electricity and gas prices + day/night rate prices) 
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Ventilation 

Heat recovery from the exhaust air is an indispensable requirement to ensure reduced consumption in SymbCity 
House, as it's estimated that 20% wastage in heating is because of the unrecovered ventilation.  
Therefore, for ventilation of spaces, both in phases of heating and cooling, it has the Zehnder most advanced 
equipment, which is described below: 

COMFOAIR 160. 

The ComfoAir 160 simultaneously extracts moist, stale air from bathrooms and kitchens and supplies fresh, 
tempered air to habitable rooms all day. Summer bypass functionality and winter slow down as standard, the 
unit offers maximum comfort at all times of the day and year – controlling the recovery of heat from warm humid 
air in the summer and either limiting the influx of colder air or tempering it with an optional pre-heater in the 
winter when temperatures are at their lowest. 
It’s a compact and efficient unit fitted with energy efficient DC motors which ensure low energy consumption and 
with a heat recovery efficiency of up to 95% the Zehnder ComfoAir range assures reliable and effective 
performance at minimum cost. 
The ComfoAir 160 is controlled through an external wall-mounted electronic control system that provides 
programmable low, medium and high modes as well as filter maintenance and fresh air indicators. 
Featuring a cross-flow heat exchanger, the ComfoAir 160 unit provides SymbCity with fresh air all year and 
retains heat in colder climates for improved home comfort. 

- Fresh air from outside of the house is drawn into the unit and filtered. 
- Stale air from the house is drawn into the unit, and transfers its heat to the fresh incoming air. 
- The stale air is then exhausted to the outside 
- Excess humidity is controlled by increasing the rate of exchange of fresh air into the house. 
- The fresh filtered air, with heat recovery and the appropriate amount of moisture, is then distributed 

throughout the house. 

Passive House Accreditation for their complete range of ComfoAir domestic heat recovery 
ventilation units in the UK. 
Meeting stringent Passive House objectives for performance and efficiency, the Zehnder 
ComfoAir range ensures excellent ventilation and heat recovery, with the provision of 
excellent air quality, for low energy housing. 

ZEHNDER ENTHALPY HEAT EXCHANGER  

Zehnder's Enthalpy Heat Exchanger is a unique industry advance in heat exchanger technology. It provides 
benefits to both the installer and the homeowner and ensures that the integrity of 
the building fabric is maintained for many years to come. 
Heat recovery units can do a job of removing excess moisture in the air from 
cooking and bathing but this can lead to homes which have very low humidity 
and can cause issues for occupants. By ensuring that a small amount of humidity 
is reintroduced into the dwelling via the heat exchanger in the heat recovery 
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ventilation device, humidity can always be optimized for comfort as well as capitalizing on the improved 
efficiencies which can be gained from the latent energy in the moisture itself. 
Due to the unique way the heat exchanger handles humidity, it does not require a condensate drain which can 
save time at initial installation. In addition, it is quick and easy to retrofit into Zehnder Comfosystems Heat 
Recovery ventilation units providing both fiscal and time benefits to both the installer and the home owner. 

The Enthalpy Heat Exchanger is made using a cutting edge polymer which is washable allowing easy 
maintenance to keep it in tip top condition without the nuisance and expense of additional consumables. In 
addition, it also incorporates Microban technology ensuring the product stays free from potential mould and 
bacterial growth. The membrane has been designed to only allow the passage of water vapor and heat thus 
preventing any crossover of contaminants between air flows. 
In a typical summer application, AC units use a lot of energy removing heat AND moisture from the air, 30% of 
energy used to remove heat and 70% to remove moisture. 
 

 Sensible Effectiveness Latent Effectiveness Total Effectiveness 

Standard efficiency  95 % 0 % 95 % 

Enthalpy efficiency 86 % 63 % 127 % 

 

Thermal solar 

With rising temperatures, dwindling reserves of oil and gas, soaring energy prices and a global need to reduce 
CO2 emissions, SymbCity House look for a solution thinking in the environmental well-being. 

CURRENT SITUATION IN SPAIN 

Solar thermal market has been growing steadily in Spain since 2000. The most widespread application is hot 
water production with 98% over total, and the most commonly used collector is the flat collector coated with a 90 
%. 
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COST ANALYSIS 

Solar thermal systems for heating, in general can be divided into four main elements, which represent the most 
representative items of the cost of installation, and summarized in the following figure. 
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Operation and maintenance costs in 2010 were estimated between 20 and 30 euros per kW and year, although 
logically the investment cost per kW installed decreases with the size of the facility, according to the system 
power. 
Likewise, advances in technology, standardization of components, improved facility design, improved supply 
chain, etc., will foster a decline in cost of investment in this technology. 
Apart from other regulations, to include all the necessary operations during the life of the facility to ensure 
performance, increase reliability and extend its life, two complementary steps of action are defined: 
Note:  Own work of maintaining for auxiliary system are not included. 
(*) visual inspection 

MONITORING PLAN 

Monitoring plan basically refers to operations which ensure that installation settings are correct. It is a simple 
observation plan of the main functional parameters, to verify proper operation of the facility. 
 

Monitoring Plan 

Installation 
element 

Operation Frequency 
(months) 

Description 

Collectors 

Window cleaning To be determined With water and adequate products 
Crystals 3 (*) Condensations in the middle of the day 
Boards 3 (*) Cracks and deformations. 
Absorber 3 (*) Corrosion, deformation, leaks… 
Connections 3 (*) Leakage. 
Structure 3 (*) Degradation, corrosion 

Primary circuit 
Pipe, insulation and 
filling system 

6 (*) Lack of moisture and leakage 

Manual vent 3 Empty the bottle air 

Secondary 
circuit 

Thermometer Daily (*) Temperature 
Pipes and insulation 6 (*) lack of moisture and leakage. 
Solar tank 3 Purging sludge accumulation on the bottom of the 

tank 

 

MAINTENANCE PLAN. 

It includes visual inspection and verification activities which applied to the installation must allow keeping in 
acceptable limits operating conditions, performance, protection and durability of the installation. 
SymbCity House maintenance plan involve at least a review every six months because of the collection surface, 
upper to 20 m2. It include all maintenance and replacement of consumables or worn by use, necessary to ensure 
the properly operating system during its life. Maintenance works to perform in solar thermal system are 
developed, establishing the minimum frequency (in months) and observations according to warnings. 
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MAINTENANCE PLAN.  

Collection system 

Equipment Frequency (months) Description 
Collectors 6 (*) Differences with the original 

(*) Differences among collectors 
Crystals 6 (*) Condensation and dirt 
Boards 6 (*) Cracking, deformation 

Absorber 6 (*) Corrosion, deformation 
Case 6 (*) Deformation oscillations breathing windows 

Connections 6 (*) Leakage occurrence 
Structure 6 (*) Degradation, corrosion, and tighten screws 

Storage system 

Equipment Frequency (months) Description 
Deposit 12 Presence of sludge on the bottom of the tank 
Sacrificial anodes 12 Check the wear 
Impressed current anodes 12 Check the proper functioning 
Isolation 12 Check lack of moisture 
   

Exchange system 

Equipment Frequency (months) Description 
Plate heat exchanger 12 Operation control. Efficiency and performance 

Cleaning 
Exchanger coil 12 Operation control. Efficiency and performance 

Cleaning 

Hydraulic circuit 

Equipment Frequency (months) Description 
Refrigerant 12 Check density and ph 
Sealing 24 Perform pressure test 
Outside insulation 6 (*) Degradation, unions protection and lack of moisture  
Inside insulation  12 (*) Unions and lack of moisture 
Automatic vent 12 Operation control and cleaning 
Manual vent 6 Empty bottle air 
Bomb 12 Sealing 
Closed expansion vessel 6 Check the pressure 
Open expansion vessel  6 Checking the levels 
Filling system 6 Operation control 
Shut off valve 12 Operation control to avoid seizure 
Safety valve 12 Operation control 

Electrics and control 

Equipment Frequency (months) Description 
Electrical panel 12 Verify is tightly closed to prevent dust 
Differential control 12 Operation control 
Thermostat 12 Operation control 
Verification of measurement 
system 

12 Operation control  
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Auxiliary power system 

Equipment Frequency (months) Description 
Auxiliary system 12 Operation control 
Temperature probes 12 Operation control 

Water Recycling 

CONTEXT 

The analysis about water contributions in the last 60 years of the different watersheds, shows a considerable 
decrease of them. The use of freshwater resources in Spain is now three times the average of Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries. 
Human influence on the water cycle in two ways, directly by extraction and subsequent discharge of 
contaminated water and indirectly by altering the vegetation and ground cover. Therefore, acting on them we 
can improve the processes sustainability. 
In this scenario, with severe water stress on the one hand and population growth on the other, SymbCity House 
promotes not only an energy rehabilitation of the urban environment, but also sustainable development allowing 
the use of resources and conservation ecosystems. For this, good practice are set out in water cycle management 
to promote recycling and reusing rainwater and greywater in industries, households and public and private 
spaces. But we can’t forget that the sustainable use of water also involves reducing the water consumption and 
contaminants in all areas, improve in agricultural practices, and the maintenance and repair of urban lines, 
because around 30 % of water consumption due to losses in the pipeline network. 

CONSUMPTION AND WASTE 

The estimated average water consumption at home is 130-200 liters per person and day, when the consumption 
of drinking water is estimated at just over 2. 

Areas marked in grey are those who might stock up on collecting rainwater 
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For various heights multifamily housing, the average consumption per person and day may be reduced due to 
the use of water for irrigation in gardens. However, the new model that prevails in cities with blocks of flats with 
shared gardens and pool (multifamily semi-intensive) has raised this consumption. 
 
In some regions, certain buildings with certain characteristics are obligated to incorporate a greywater system, 
another for rainwater and a reuse system for excess water pools, which are preferably used in toilets. 
In general, greywater volume in households resulting from discharges of toilets, showers and sinks can be 
considered around 50-100 liters per person and day. They are, by their low level of contaminants, easily 
treatable to use in applications in which the potability of water is not necessary, that is, all except for 
consumption by drinking and grooming. Only 55% of potable water supplied is used in applications where 
potability is strictly necessary. The remaining 45% (dishwasher, cleaning the house and vehicles, toilet flushing 
and irrigation in general) needn’t be potable, although it should be clean water without contaminating 
pathogens. 
In these cases rainwater can perfectly replace potable water, getting in addition to reducing water waste, 
significant energy savings in water treatment, desalination or transportation. In addition, rainwater is pure, 
contains no chemicals, making it optimal for irrigation and allows us to save around 50% of detergents and 
soaps, and halving its polluting effect. 
However, at present almost 100% of the water entering a home, that is potable and suitable for human 
consumption water, finally become in black water because the evacuation of gray water is performed as a unit 
with black water, when only 30-35% of wastewater are really black water (toilets, sinks and dishwashers), 
difficult and costly debugging. 

RECYCLING 

 
 
 
The implementation of a system for greywater reuse in single-family housing is more expensive than in 
multifamily housing, and the savings, in relative terms, will be low, due the consumption of irrigation water 
(which can be a 37% of total expenditure compared to 7 % in semi-intensive multifamily housing). 

Rainwater 
tank 

Greywater 
tank 

Mixing tank Water 
treated tank 

Ultraviolet 
sterilizer 

Reuse 
Vegetal wall 

irrigation 

Filters 

Reuse 
WC 

To general 
sewerage 
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1. Showers and baths 
2. Basin 
3. Greywater downpipe 
4. Previous filtration 
5. Treatment 
6. Buffer tank 

7. Distribution 
8. Treated greywater  
9. Toilets 
10. Cleaning 
11. Irrigation 
12. Signaling 

SymbCity House adopts a sterilization and reuse system 
for gray water and rainwater, allowing to optimize 
water consumption for irrigation. 
Grey water from room technical, multifunctional room, 
bathroom and kitchen, is stored by gravity in the 
corresponding gray water tank. Furthermore, rainwater 
is collected in its rainwater tank, also by gravity. Water 
from both tanks are mixed in a third tank and, from 
here, they be pumped to the treated water tank, after 
passing through two filters and a sterilizing equipment. 
Finally, pumping equipment drive water into the plant 
wall in multifunctional room. 
Normally, with organic and microbiological pollution 
generated in personal hygiene, grey water can contain 
small amounts of products and dirt. 
AGUAPURA-UV ultraviolet sterilizer arranged in SymbCity House, allows 99.9% extermination of the 
microorganisms, ensuring respect for the of water bacteriological quality limits. 
Waters for treating are collected in previous tanks to absorb peak flows and provide a continuous supply to the 
treatment system, providing an overflow for leading water extra which is not necessary to treat to the general 
sewage. 
The figure show the water balance in a 
single family house between grey water 
generated and demand of treated water 
for WC. We can see the need to install a 
storage system for grey water to ensure 
the treated water supply even in times of 
low production of gray water, according 
to the volume of accumulated treated 
water and the water flows. Accordingly, 
the equipment sizing is performed 
according to consumptions which need 
the treated water, to avoid the storage 
and/or treatment of gray water that 
wouldn't be used later. 
The stay time in the tanks must guarantee 
the supply of recycled water while 
minimizing the network water supply. To 
find the optimal capacity of the tanks in 
SymbCity House, have been taken into 
account the average annual rainfall of 
Versailles, the water collecting surface 

Time (h) 

Co
nsu
mpt
ion 
l/p
/d
ay 

GREY WATER GENERATED AND 
DEMAND OF TREATED WATER FOR WC. 

 
Grey water generated 
Demand of treated water for WC. 
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and non-potable water needs to cover. In the case of SymbCity prototype at Versailles, the treated water will be 
used only for irrigation. 
During maintenance, you should take extra care to prevent any contamination of recycled gray water. Checking 
and cleaning the pre-filter before the greywater tank; will be performed with a minimum fortnightly. Tanks 
cleaning will be performed with a minimum annually. To prevent possible chemical reactions between the agents 
used in cleaning deposits, and substances in greywater, it is essential emptying the tanks and, if possible water 
rinse prior to cleaning them. All components of the system for reuse of gray water, must be properly marked to 
be clearly identified, in an easy and unequivocal way 
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5.6.6. Solar Systems 

Thin-film CIS modules 

 
CIS technology presents better results in both in conditions with little or dim light and in conditions with low 
angular radiation. Thanks to these modules’ framework, the edges and the corners of the solar panels are better 
protected, guaranteeing more safety in transport and the set-up over roofs or pillars. 
In comparison with the polycrystalline, CIS modules offer better resistance to shade and more stability to elevated 
temperatures, reaching a ratio of efficiency of 86.1% to an environmental temperature of 40 degrees 
(incrementing the module temperature to some 70s) compared to 79.9% in polycrystalline modules. Besides, less 
material is used to construct the cell, that was going to represent and environmental benefit. 
 

 
 

Solar water heating 

 
By installing a solar water heating system, not only would you be 
reducing your carbon footprint, you can also make savings on your 
energy costs. The saving generated will vary depending on the size of 
the property, the size of the solar water heating installation and the 
amount of sunlight in your area but some householders have been 
known to reduce their annual energy bills by anything between 30-
70%. A solar water heating system will also provide you with hot 
water throughout the year and can be backed up by a boiler or 
immersion heater in the colder months when there is not as much 
sunlight. 
The solar collectors absorb diffused (indirect) radiation from the sun (meaning you will still benefit from solar gain 
even on a cloudy or cooler day). The heat energy is then transferred via an indoor pump station to a twin coil 
cylinder, where hot water can be stored and called off as needed for the home. The system requires a secondary 
central heating and hot water source to support the solar system. 
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5.6.7. Water 

Water consumption reducing strategies 

Water installation system has been designed trying to reduce the house water consumption. 
Some measures for saving water have been taken. For example, the domestic appliances have an energy class 
A+, and have very low water consumption. Washing machine has a consumption of 40 liters of water per cycle 
and dishwasher consumes 14 liters with ECO Program. 
Taps have low consumption regulators to save large amounts of water. Conventional taps spill between 15-17 
liters/minute, but using a tap and low consumption regulators can reduce consumption by 50%-60% (3-5 
liters/minute). 
The AquaReturn system installed in the bathroom makes the hot water recirculate to the DHW production system, 
avoiding water that is not at the desired operating temperature yet by tapping out. As the AquaReturn system 
recirculates the hot water through the cold water pipes, the consumption during this process is null. Only with this 
system, the house is able to save about 10950 liters yearly. 
The technical room 1 is located strategically between the kitchen and the bathroom. In this way, the pipe length 
between the DHW production system and the sanitary equipments and domestic appliances is reduced, so we 
save water and energy. 
Grey water and rain water are collected and treated for a later reuse in a ultraviolet water sterilizer. The UV 
water sterilizer radiates ultraviolet light, which attacks to the microorganism DNA and destroys them completely. 
Thus, the water can be reused for cleaning or for the vegetal wall irrigation, avoiding having to use clean water 
for this. 
Rain water is mixed with grey water before treating it. The UV sterilizer gets extremely clean water; it would not 
make sense to treat only grey water and then mix it with rain water without treatment because rain water could 
drag him dirt during his collection on the roof. 
Waste water for vegetal wall irrigation is collected and put together again with grey water and rain water in the 
appropriate  tank and treated anew in the UV water sterilizer for being reused one more time. 
Reusing grey water reduces the clean water consumption, as well as it reduces the flow to septic tanks or 
treatment plants, and as it reduces the energy consumption it also reduces the chemical products and it recovers 
the nutrients which could have been lost. 
Rain water is extremely clean water compared to other freshwater sources available, it is a free resource and 
independent of the water companies, and it only requires a simple infrastructure for collection, storage and 
distribution, besides reducing the clean water consumption. 
During the contest, sewage water will only be collected and stored in the sewage water tank. For each 
application in real life, the sewage water could be collected, treated and reused. 
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GREY WATER CYCLE 
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Comparative study of water consumption 

In the next chart it is shown the weekly consumptions and collections of water of Symbcity House. It has been 
assumed that the house is placed in Madrid, with an occupancy of two people. Also, it has been considered a 
reasonable use of water and the previous reducing water consumption strategies. 

Weekly Consumptions and Collections of Water 

EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE 
FRECUENCY 

OF USE 
TIME OF USE 

CONSUMPTION 
OF DRINKING 

WATER 

CONSUMPTION 
OF RECLAIMED 

WATER 

COLLECTION 
OF GREY 
WATER 

COLLECTION 
OF DARK 
WATER 

  

  

 

        WC 4/2 liters 6 times/day/user  252 liters 
 

  252 liters 
 Shower 3 liters/min 14 times/day/user 5 min 420 liters 

 
 420 liters 

 
 

Washbasin 3 liters/min 6 times/day/user 20 seconds 140 liters 
 

 140 liters 
 

 

Sink 

 

3 liters/min 6 times/day/user 30 seconds 84 liters 
 

  84 liters 
 Washing Machine 40 liters 2 times/week  80 liters 

 
 80 liters 

 
 

Dishwasher 14 liters 3,5 times/week  49 liters 
 

  49 liters 
 Vegetal Wall 400 liters/day 1 time/day   2800 liters 1400-1680 liters (*)  

TOTAL    1025 LITERS 2800 LITERS 2010-2290 LITERS 385 LITERS 

 
(*) Vegetal wall has a daily consumption of 400 liters, but between 200 and 240 of these liters are recovered a 
day. 
As a year has 52 weeks, the yearly consumptions and collections of water would be: 
-Yearly Consumption of Drinking Water: 1025 liters/week x 52 weeks = 53300 liters. 
-Yearly Consumption of Reclaimed Water: 2800 liters/week x 52 weeks = 145600 liters. 
-Yearly Collection of Grey Water: 2040-2320 liters/week x 52 weeks = 106080-120640 liters 
-Yearly Collection of Dark Water: 385 liters/week x 52 weeks = 20020 liters 
 
AEMET (Spanish Association of Meteorology) establishes an annual average rainfall of 436 liters per square 
meter. Considering an effective catchment area between the house roof and the preexistent building roof, which 
the house would be installed on, of 107,05 square meters (like the prototype); the collection of rain water would 
be: 
-Yearly Collection of Rain Water: 436 liters/m2 x 107,05 m2 = 49674 liters. 
 
As the grey water and rain water are mixed and treated, the total of reclaimed water would be: 
-Yearly Production of Reclaimed Water: 106080-120640 liters + 49674 liters = 

= 155754-170314 liters. 
 
On the other hand, in Spain, MAGRAMA (Spanish Ministry of Agriculture, Alimentation and Environment) 
provides 93 liters per person a day for drinking water consumption. Then, in a typical Spanish house for 2 
people like this, the consumption at year would be: 
-Yearly Consumption of Drinking Water: 93 liters/person/day x 2 people x 365 days = 

= 67890 liters. 
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In conclusion, with the water consumption reducing strategies applied, Symbcity House gets to save more than 
37% water. Also, the house can produce enough reclaimed water for irrigating his vegetal wall without using 
drinking water for it. 
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5.6.8. Solid Waste 

Solid waste  

The best way to accomplish an effective waste 
management is based on foreseeing all the possible 
phases and stages of the products. 
In this section, an individual analysis of waste 
control is performed during the different phases of 
competition, from the start to the end of the works. 

Assembly phase 
During the construction phase there is a low waste 
production due to 3 design premises: 

- Using recyclable items. 

- Using techniques of industrialization  

-  Using dry-joint system 

 
The few amount of generated waste will be collected 
and sorted for recycling or to be transported to a 
collection point. In order to do this, four recycling 
containers will be distributed through the lot (wood, 
cardboard, plastic and non-recyclable materials).

 
 

WASTE MANAGEMENT 
Wood Waste container 
Plastics Waste container 
Cardboard Waste container 
Non-recyclable Waste container 
Reusable materials in 
disassembly phase 

Storage 
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Project use and maintenance 

 
In the use phase and for maintenance, it will be covered all the activities that generate waste, which shall be 
managed, and subsequently a sampling plan of reuse of these waste products. 
 

ACTIVITIES WASTE MANAGEMENT 
Maintenance 
Remains of small repairs garbage tip / specialized company 
Wood garbage tip 
Garden waste Biodegradable waste 
Metals garbage tip 
Hygiene and sanitation 
Paper Paper recycling container 
Plastic bottle Plastic recycling container 
Grey water treatment and reuse for irrigation 
Black water wastewater collection station 
Foods 
Leftover Biodegradable waste 
Glass bottle Glass recycling container 
drink boxes and milk and juice cartons Paper recycling container 

 

Disassembly 

The prototype is designed to be completely disassembled without losing any element, so it can be assembled 
again at any given time without the need of new parts or elements. As a result, it is expected to generate an 
almost insignificant amount of waste. 
Every part will have to be re-packaged and transported back to Alcala de Henares afterwards. In this process the 
initial packaging will be recovered to be re-used, avoiding the production of any extra waste. 
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5.6.9. Life Cycle Analysis 

 
LCA is one of the analysis that can help to take into account decisions according the numerical results about the 
global emissions and use of energy along the life of the buildings. It is a complement to take decisions about the 
materials of the building, the production placement, or the recyclable materials to use. It affects the design of the 
final building, and if it is becomes in the usual practice, buildings will be more sustainable due to the previous 
analysis made.  
 
Using different calclating tools, we can analyze aspects like environmental footprint, energy use, global warming 
potential, habitat destruction, resources depletion, and toxic emissions.  

PHASES  

 
PRODUCT STAGE CONSTRUCTION STAGE USE STAGE END OF LIFE 

     

 

 
 

 
*Figure based on EN15804 and EN159783 

 
The analysis that we are going to explain is made by the tool SIMAPRO 7.3. It is used for applications such as 
Carbon footprint calculation, product design and eco-design, environmental product declarations (EPD), 
environmental impact…  
 
All de date are included in the data base Ecoinvent v2.2, which is used in most of the countries of the world.  

ANALYSIS OF THE BUILDING  

On one hand we are going to analyze Global Carbon Emissions with two methods, “RECIPE Midpoint” and 
“IPCC 2007 GWP 100a” because indicator of RECIPE doesn’t take into account the carbon absorption. On the 
other hand we are going to analyze energy demand with the method “Cumulative Energy Demand” the 
energetical indicator.  

 
  

GLOBAL 
CARBON 
EMISSION 

RECIPE 
Midpoint 

IPCC 2007 
GWP 100a 

ENERGY 
DEMAND 

CUMULATIVE 
ENERGY 
DEMAND 
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Product stage  

This stage includes the extraction of the raw material from its natural origin, transportation to the place of 
treatment and manufacture, and finally the manufacturing when the product is ready to use (we include in this 
phase the amount of material we have to replace along the 50 years of the building use).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Global carbon emissions 
Recipe Midpoint 

 

 
                                                          *kg CO2 eq. RECIPE Midpoint. 

  

PV PANEL; 10700 

COOPER CABLE; 202 

WOODEN FOUNDATION PLANK; 
661 

WOODEN STRUCTURE; 4937 

ZINC COVER AND FACADE; 207 

WATERPROFING; 26 

PLASTERBOARD; 68 

PVC JOINERIES; 2720 

POLYETHYLENE PIPES; 52 

INSULATION ; 2849 

PAINTING; 247 

GLAZING; 1450 

FOUNDATION STRUCTURE ; 5829 

METALLIC BOND ; 2320 

ALUMINIUM JOINERIES; 906 

WOODEN SLATS; 28 

CHIPBOARD; 4230 

TEXTILE EAVES AND FACADE; 63 

CLAY WITH PCM; 415 

PRODUCT STAGE 

   

TOTAL Kg CO2 eq.  
SymbCity House =        38600  
 
 
Kg CO2 eq. /m2 
SymbCity House =        551,4     
 
 
*constructed area =     70m2 
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Global carbon emissions 
IPCC 2007 GWP 100a 

 
*kg CO2 eq IPCC . 2007 GWP 100a 

 
Due to de high mass of wood in the Wooden Structure (included in this 
chapter floors, exterior finish, timber structure) and chipboards made of 
wooden particles, the CO2 absorption are notably high, enough to have 
negative value of emissions in Climate Change Indicator. It is result of the 
high absorption of our wood sawn timber (-1,73 kgCO2eq/kg sawn 
timber) , against Crosslaminated timber (-0,681 KgCO2eq./Kg 
crosslaminated timber) and glued laminated timber (-0,956 kgCO2eq/kg 
glued laminated timber). 
 
Sawn timber absorption is three times higher than crosslaminated timber 
and more than two times glued laminated timber absorption. 
 
 
 

MATERIAL SAWN TIMBER 
CROSSLAMINATED 

TIMBER 
GLUED LAMINATED 

TIMBER 

KgCO2eq/kg material -1,73 -0,681 -0,956 
 

10700 

201 
-1310 

-56708 

128 47 68 
2690 

52 
2597 

230 1460 

5800 
2906 

902 -328 

-10830 

64 417 

-70000

-60000

-50000

-40000

-30000

-20000

-10000

0

10000

20000

 
TOTAL Kg CO2 eq.  
SymbCity House =        -40600  
 
 
Kg CO2 eq. /m2 
SymbCity House =        -580     
 
 
*constructed area =     70m2 
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Energy Demand 
Cumulative energy Demand 

 
                                                                *MJ eq. Cumulative Energy Demand 

 
To complete the analysis we use “Cumulative Energy Demand” method to asses all the energy incorporated on 
the materials of SymbCity House.  As we see in the graphic, the higher consumes in SymbCity House are PV 
panels, Chipboard panels, steel of the foundations, sawn timber of the structure (due to the high mass of 
material) and insulations among other. We include in the analysis all the materials selected to Solar Decathlon 
Competition. 
If we suppose the energy demanded in local context, we would reduce steel of the foundations, wood of the 
dwelling underneath and all the foundations planks, so it would have energy consumption around 512.000 MJ 
eq on a period of time as 50 years.  
Summary of CO2 emission and energy consumes.  

Material PV 
PANEL 

COOPER 
CABLE 

WOODEN 
FOUNDATION 

PLANK 

WOODEN 
STRUCTURE 

ZINC 
COVER 
AND 

FACADE 

WATERPROOFING PLASTERBOARD 
PVC 

JOINERIES 
POLYETHYLEN 

PIPES 
INSULATION 

KgCO2eq. 10.700 201 -1.310 -56.708 128 47 68 2.690 52 2.597 

MJ eq. 132.000 4120 9540 66830 2148 1690 959 49.600 1.930 53.030 

Material 
PAINTING GLAZING 

FOUNDATION 
STRUCTURE 

METALLIC 
BOND 

ALUMINIUM 
JOINERIES 

WOODEN 
SLATS 

CHIPBOARD 

TEXTILE 
EAVES 
AND 

FACADE 

CLAY 
WITH 
PCM 

 

KgCO2eq. 230 1460 5800 2906 902 -328 -10830 64 417  

MJ eq. 4.280 26.000 78.100 31.000 10.900 300 100.700 2.360 26.300  

PV PANEL; 132000 

COOPER CABLE; 4120 

WOODEN FOUNDATION PLANK; 
9540 

WOODEN STRUCTURE; 66830 

ZINC COVER AND FACADE; 2148 

WATERPROFING; 1690 

PLASTERBOARD; 959 

PVC JOINERIES; 49600 

POLYETHYLENE PIPES; 1930 

INSULATION ; 53030 

PAINTING; 4280 

GLAZING; 26000 

FOUNDATION STRUCTURE ; 78100 

METALLIC BOND ; 31000 

ALUMINIUM JOINERIES; 10900 

WOODEN SLATS; 300 

CHIPBOARD; 100700 

TEXTILE EAVES AND FACADE; 2360 

CLAY WITH PCM; 26300 

TOTAL MJ eq.  
SymbCity House =        610000  
 
 
MJ eq. /m2 
SymbCity House =        8714     
 
 
*constructed area =     70m2 
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Construction stage 

Once materials are ready to use, they have to be transported to the jobsite to begin the assembly. At this stage, 
the environmental impacts are related to transport emissions and energy consumption during the assembly with 
machinery and water.  
 

CONSTRUCTION STAGE 

  

Materials come from different cities of Spain and other countries (see section 5.6.4 Materials). To reduce 
transport impacts we aim to use materials near central Spain, this way we take advantage of the local materials 
and make easier the transport and assembly.  
 
Transport of materials- Distances (Km)  

 
 
Graphic shows low distances in most cases of the transportation, but it can’t be the only value to the analysis 
because each material has different weight. The quantity of these materials is measured by the “Transport 
Impact”. It is defined by the product of the distance and the weight (Tkm). 
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Tkm of materials DISTANCE(Km) x WEIGH(T) 

Against the distances shown previously, 
transport impact in SymbCity is mainly defined 
by wooden materials, the most abundant 
material in the building.  
Finally the CO2 emissions of the transport 
depends on the way of travelling, in our case 
transport is made by trucks of two typologies, 
12T and 24T capacity. We can see CO2 
emissions below: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Kg Co2 eq - emissions in transport   

 
 
Construction  

Here we include consume like Diesel burned in building machines and electricity used in this phase.  

  ELECTRICITY DIESEL TAP WATER TOTAL 

KgCO2eq. 27 731 0 758 

MJ eq. 306 10800 5,36 11111,36 
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TOTAL TRANSPORT  
Kg CO2 eq. =            2.730 

 
Energy demanded 
Transport lorry 7.5-16T, EURO3/RER U = 3499,2 tkm 
Transport lorry 16-32T, EURO3/RER U = 10192,9 tkm 
 

Transport energy  
demanded MJ eq. =         42100  
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USE PHASE 

This stage is the use of the building along the 50 years of life cycle. It is included all the water used, conditioning 
systems, lighting, and renewable systems. Moreover the transport impacts of the users in public and personal 
transport (car, train, bicycle…)  
 

USE STAGE 

 

 

Use of the house  
Recipe Midpoint 

 
*kg CO2 eq. RECIPE Midpoint. 

Accumulative Energy Demand  
 

 
*MJ eq. Cumulative Energy Demand 
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Transport of users  
 
With the guide provided by the SDE organization on http://www.effinergie-ecomobilite.fr/ we have achieved 
default values for daily journeys in function of the urban context.  

 

 

 
 
 

TOTAL TRANSPORT 
BY CAR  
personkm =        12*2*310*50= 372.000  

 
TOTAL TRANSPORT 
BY TRAM  
personkm =        7*2*310*50=217.000  
 
 
 
 
TOTAL TRANSPORT  
Kg CO2 eq. =                    66.800 
 
ENERGY DEMANDED 
MJ eq =                          967.000  
 

 
               

 

http://www.effinergie-ecomobilite.fr/
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END OF LIFE  

Here we describe the disposal scenario to the end of life of the materials that can be recycled or reused.  
END OF LIFE 

 

 
Consume impacts of reuse 
 
Here we show impacts of the reuse phase. We include transport impacts and energy consumption 
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Summary result Life Cycle Analysis 

 
 
 
 
 

GLOBAL CARBON EMISSION 

 

 
 
 
 

ENERGY DEMAND 
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SIMAPRO NET - IPCC 2007 GWP 100a (kg CO2 eq.) 

 
 

 SIMAPRO NET – CUMULATIVE ENERGY DEMAND (MJ eq.) 
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 5.7.    COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

         5.7.1. Communication project

This document defines the themes and messages that would best communicate mission, values, and 
character of the team to the general and technical public. An important aspect it’s building the 
team’s distinctive personality in the mind of the public. Therefore both the content and the style of 
each message is important. Diffusion is fundamental for project’s viability for the recognition 
of its values.

Abstract

Solar Decathlon will take place for the first time outside Spain and after having had the chance to 
meet the competition in its two previous editions in our city, the Universities of Alcalá and Castilla 
La-Mancha decide to join them in a block called “Plateau Team” to participate with its proposal  
of development sustainable, “SymbCity House”, due to we believe that this competition is a 
platform to spread to countries around the world our concept of sustainability and social awareness 
through our project.

Plateau Team wants to promote a change of mentality in society, sensitizing them about a change 
is possible and necessary and about the benefits of a sustainable lifestyle and, through SymbCity  
House project, acting as an ambassador of the Solar Decathlon values intend to convey about: 
innovation, sustainability and energy efficiency. By several diffusion lines we intend to get re-
cognition the society of a necessary and possible change that is able to bring environmental and 
economic benefits, starting from acquisition of habits, “if you know the possibilities which has your 
home you can save resources in various ways “, to raise awareness of the need for interventions to 
improve passive strategies or the use of renewable energies like solar.

Plateau Team proposes multiple initiatives to reach different social groups, activities in schools and 
senior centers, conferences in institutions and trades, exhibitions... and we have created profiles 
on various platforms, as Facebook and Twitter, from which we daily “shoot” different messages in 
order to transmit our project in an online way, both nationally and internationally scale and we also 
have website to know by “first hand” the project. We also make collaborations in different media, 
as newspapers, magazines and radio, which help us to transmit the evolution and objectives of the 
project.

The main objective is to transmit to the public, in general, the need to make a responsible use of 
energy in their house, and show, in a practical way, the potential of renewable energy available 
today, creating awareness about the importance of not only efficient house, but also a lifestyle, sus-
tainable and environmentally friendly. In addition, it is intended to transmit the existence of a way to 
build more sustainable and responsible, without sacrificing the demands of comfort and liveability. 
The Symbcity House project is based on give a practical response in urban neighborhoods with 
higher energy deficiencies located in central areas of the cities in which the entire building is invol-
ved improving energy with passive strategies, reducing maintenance costs and extending the 
buildability on the block of flats with technological innovative systems.
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STRENGHTS 1 - 5 WEAKNESSES 1 - 5

IN
TE

RN
A

L 
A

N
A

LY
SI

S _Multidisciplinary nature of the 
team.

_Organization coordinated.

_Improve efficiency, energy con-
sumed and spatially houses.

_Assembly industrialized

_Innovation technology.

5

3

5

4

4

_The distance between both uni-
versities who conform the team

_Finding sponsors because of 
the current economic situation of 
Spain.

_First time participating in the So-
lar Decathlon.

4

3

2

OPPORTUNITIES 1 - 5 THREATS 1 - 5

EX
TE

RN
A

L 
A

N
A

LY
SI

S _Is ahead of Spanish legislation

_Is possible to apply in other 
countries.

_The future of redensification of 
the cities.

_Face for the first time real pro-
ject.

_Symbiotic urbanizations.

3

4

4

2

5

_Is not yet feasible in Spain.

_Difficulties in reconciling perso-
nal studies for team work.

_It is needed a change of mentality 
people.

_Invesion necesary.

4

3

1

3

Analysis of the situation 

First, it is noteworthy that SymbCity House is a project that starts to form part of the SDE 2014 and 
both the University of Alcalá and the University of Castilla-La Mancha is the first time participating 
in the Solar Decathlon.

Today we live in a period of recession and our job as architects is to promote a change in the social 
consciousness, how each person can change the way they live and increase the sustainability of 
their lifestyle.

To diagnose and analyse the situation and determine what will be our main objectives, strategies 
and tactics, we are guided by the SWOT matrix.
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Definition of the Communications Objectives

The main objective is to reflect the spirit of the project and transmit the values / concepts of innova-
tion, sustainability and energy efficiency to society.

Through social networks and through collaboration with different media it seeks to provide quality 
information, especially concerning energy saving and the future of the solar house and responsible 
housing design. It wants to maximize the impact on the media to improve Spanish standards and 
even Europeans, introducing, updating and communicating interactively with the general public on 
the design and progress of Plateau Team house.

Dissemination of project development

It is necessary to ensure ourselves that both the general and professionals public are aware of our 
participation in the competition and from that moment, the objectives are diversified by the type of 
audience. It wants to maximize the impact on the media inverting, updating and communicating 
interactively with the general public on the design and progress of Plateau Team house.

Public awareness for a bio-sustainable cooperation

Plateau Team seeks to promote the society cooperation to establish a new sustainable lifestyle, 
make the public aware of the possibility of a change of lifestyle and ecological awareness with 
green spaces that make you feel at home. SymbCity House appears as an innovative house that 
respects both the environment and the existing building and its residents by creating a symbiosis 
between the existing city and the proposal city.

Symbiosis between the past and the future architectural

SymbCity House appears as an innovative house that respects both the environment, with new 
technology, the existing building and its residents by creating a symbiosis between the existing 
urban area and the proposal urban area.

Innovation and economic viability

We also want to enhance the innovative architectural concepts and promote the bioclimatic archi-
tecture viability in order to find a place in the market with the gratitude and support from the 
major municipalities, institutions and sponsors.

Reflect the spirit of the project 

Plateau Team seeks to promote the current trends in creating green, public and social spaces retai-
ning the possibility of population growth of neighborhoods. Both believe in this solution as the near 
future that all communicated through various means which have disclosed the steps we are taking 
to make our vision of sustainable development a reality.
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Identification of the Target Groups

Our challenge is to encourage a responsible use of energy, better energy efficiency, an improved 
sustainability and the use of renewable energy related to housing, its design and usage. We want 
to raise awareness of European society, and in our case Spanish society, to promote a change in 
behavior in order to meet the EU energy policy.

Segmenting society into identified groups as common features allows us to communicate better 
with each group and develop different strategies according to each objective. The communication 
department structure has been planned to ensure that our main items are properly absorbed by 
each hearing with enthusiasm and that our purpose of educating the general public with effort 
towards greater responsibility is carried out.

It is very important to identify which are the platforms and the communication channels to be used 
in each case to reach the right audience. We distinguish four main media groups whose objectives 
vary:

Public
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Internal communication

Communication between team members is an important part of the project due to the distance 
between both universities. We believe its transformation is posible and allow the integration 
of both universities. SymbCity House project is a unique experience for students who are actively 
involved in it, offering to most decathletes the possibility to face off with a real project: a house that 
is designed and built on campus. We believe it is a project that started our professional careers 
and can open a horizon of possibilities in the work world and research and proper communication 
between us is essential to achieve our goal of seeing the project completed.

Technical public

The competition it is an opportunity to develop our capacity for innovation and creativity in a 
unique environment in the energy and environmental sustainability. Communication with sponsors 
takes a turn around the business of technological intervention and economic viability of the 
project as well as an outlet for its products internationally through its dissemination in our media.

Communication is essential to the professional sector and with business, especially with our sponsors 
that they can provide important information on new developments that the market makes available 
and technical assistance. The focus of the competition allows a unique opportunity where students, 
faculties and staff professional experts from different disciplines come together in a common goal; 
it is an opportunity to develop their capacity for innovation and creativity in a unique environment 
in the energy and environmental sustainability.

Solar Decathlon Europe

A very important group to keep in mind as communication consists of all those who have some 
connection with the competition, the Villa Solar visitors, the other participating teams in the Solar 
Decathlon and the jury. 

Communication within the solar village participants is essential, so we can say that this select group 
of technical of architecture requires a closer, friendly, technical and social treatment and since it is 
the set of all possible we do this competition which aims to solve problems that affect society.

General public

We want to get our message about support to everyone for it we try to group people by cognitive 
abilities to get the environment gratitude but we try to focus on transmit to children and young, 
who are the future of society and the most receptive to learning new ways of life, to respect the 
ecosystem must become a habit for them. We distinguish four groups: 

Children: 4-9 years old. Storytelling and workshops in Schools. 
Adolescents: 10-17 years old. Collective activities in Institutes.
Youth age: 18-24 years old. Technical talks, recommendations and proposals in Universities. 
Adults: More than 25 years old. Exhibitions and fairs for people interested in sustainability.  
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Message/s establishment

The way to convey the message and its contents vary depending of each group identified 
above.

Internal communication

For the communication between Plateau Team members, more than the message, we focus on how 
to organize the communication.  We have different internal communication mediums:

FORUM
We use the forum to write informational messages and upload the weekly job to 
Google Drive, so we can be closely monitoring as a team.

SKYPE
We have a great communication problem due to the distance between Alcalá 
and Cuenca. Logically it is impossible to meet in person once a week but we 
can do it via internet platforms. We have seen so far that Skype is a tool that 
may work in the short term and there are some options that we use, for example 
screen display, which is interesting. 

WhatsApp
This is a cheap communication system, accessible to all and instant where we 
issued press releases the whole group and it also is useful for direct communi-
cation.

Dropbox
It is the best way to share files easy to get it fast but have low space with with the 
advantage of not being necessary to be connected to internet once loaded files.

Google Drive
Another way to share files easy too but you must be connected to internet for 
download, the advantage of this virtual space is its great capacity to store infor-
mation for free.

Mega
The highest virtual store information with the drawback that it is only accessible 
to a person simultaneously.
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TEAMBUILDING DAYS
At least once every three months we invert our time to get together all partici-
pants for a weekend. It is important to discuss the technical issues that are tedious 
to explain in the distance for the progress of the project. We also have a pre-
established work schedules and a conference where we work groups to improve 
the assembly and disassembly of the industrialized prototype.

CALENDAR/ KEY DATES
It is essential to keep a calendar of deadlines. The professors along with the Ge-
neral Coordinators are responsible for setting key dates. Days on which is abso-
lutely necessary to have finished the work. These days, must leave some rest time, 
necessarily, before the delivery of the work. By keeping a weekly monitoring and 
meeting deadlines established a priori by groups, it is easier to meet dates.

MEETINGS
Meetings will be held twice a week. As far as possible, at least one representa-
tive from each group has to attend the meeting, and if possible, each University 
should be represented in each group. There will be an outline of the topics so that 
someone (to be appointed at each meeting) will measure the time (20-30 minutes 
for each exposure) and another (also designated at each meeting) will take note 
of all that is said. This document will be uploaded in PDF format to the blog. So-
meone will be in charge of taking pictures of the meeting and the assistants. The 
meetings should be set to a maximum of two hours. The last 20 minutes will be 
used for each group to establish a strategy for the next meeting. The coordinators 
will have to stick to the fixed plan.

We have a working predefined schedules where each decathlete is committed to working in pre-
sence with an added extra hours working from home. The contact hours are flexible and can be 
shaped presence or via Skype.

Sponsors and professionals

Faced with the sponsors we have to demonstrate our ability to collaborate with different sectors and 
the benefits that synergy produces, emphasizing the visibility and the impact of innovative activities 
that we propose. We need to show them that to participate in our project will mean for them bene-
fits, not only cheap, for your business.

With their financing we offer to sponsors our ability to spread their message through all routes of 
diffusion that we have by offering an advertising benefiting their business besides other economic 
benefits to get recognition and patents.

Another of our objectives is to show to the principal government institutions the possibility of in-
terdisciplinary collaboration between the University and building professionals in sustainable and 
innovative projects, and the coverage of the media of these actions.

Message:

Promote ecotourism as a means to minimize negative impacts on the natural environment and 
socio-cultural and generate economic benefits for communities and organizations.
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For the sponsors, professionals of the construction sector and companies dedicated to the rehabili-
tation, communication and the world of architecture we inspire them about the future we envision. 
A future in which the working class neighborhoods of industrial cities such as Madrid, make a leap 
to technology and can be seen as innovative and modern buildings with high self-sustainment ca-
pabilities.

Solar Decathlon Europe

As for the public related in some way to the competition, we also distinguish different messages to 
be transmitted.

_SymbCity House visitors must perceive that the house offers contemporary amenities, it is affor-
dable and it fits perfectly with the current model of life by promoting sustainability and providing 
the most advanced technology. We must ensure that these visitors want to be part of the change in 
mentality that we propose.

_As for the message to members of the organization and the jury it must be clear and concise adap-
ting to the evaluation criteria and we have to make a good case for each test with that objective.

General public

The target is to raise awareness of individual responsibility in saving energy and the importance 
of a comprehensive, multidisciplinary constructive development by introducing new forms of sustai-
nability and self-sufficiency in the building. Within this group we identify small subgroups:

Social progress is the result of individual progress so we want to emphasize and reaffirm the 
importance of raising awareness of the broadest possible way of progress towards sustainable 
development by taking advantage of renewable energy. The bet also goes beyond the simple act of 
awareness but particularly in raising public awareness that such progress is not effective without the 
help of everyone, and that this contribution is exponentially summative appreciate the more people 
join the cause.

We should be able to contribute our grain of sand so reduce the environmental impact of our 
passage through the world, why education is the key to achieving this long-term goal. We want to 
show and spread the principles of sustainable development from the earliest ages based on: saving, 
recycling, wise use of resources and use of renewable energy, taking care with the cognitive abilities 
of young citizens.

  _For citizens between 6 to 12 years old are to be addressed in an indirect way 
through stories and interactive games the importance of recycling primary materials in their contai-
ners that can see on the streets. They were also wants to raise awareness of their responsibility for 
saving resources at our disposal making them see that resources are not unlimited.

Message:

Convey an educational message, for making conservation awareness, since they depend for their 
conservation and sustainable use of their resources. 
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 _From 13 to 18 years with high metacognitive levels are already able to “know that they 
know” of the topics we discussed. So again we address the same issues but with a thorough tech-
nical foundation to help guide the contributions they make to sustainable development with more 
technical data and even induce them to arise the need to focus future efforts on finding new methods 
of saving, recycling, wise use of resources and use of renewable energy.

Message:

Raise awareness about the conservation of natural and cultural heritage and encourage citizens 
a better understanding and a greater respect for nature, indigenous cultures and their diversity. 

 
 _For adults and university students want awareness of the need for change in the 
architecture  biosustainability by sense in which all the factors involved in the construction are 
reflected with the particular environmental impact of each. It is very important that the consumption 
data of the original buildings are known to later compare with the improvement measures propo-
sed. It also aims to discover the look Plateau Team conceived as “future” for those neighborhoods 
with wide energy consumption with great potential for improvement that would present a social and 
economic change in these neighborhoods.

Message:

Encourage relationships between humans establishing links of coexistence, respect for others, as 
well as community work and exchange of experiences and knowledge; contribute to the conser-
vation of natural areas and promote the practice of outdoor activities and contact with nature are 
essential for improving the quality of life.

 
 _For elderly people in residences and day centers, we want show through workshops 
and various other activities that they can offer sage advice on how to approach the development 
towards urban and social integrity and also provide them information about the need for early 
sustainable development broadly.

Message:

Reflect the trend in the future will have a biosostenible development and sharing of lived experiences 
very different from the present and recent past turn.
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Actions’ descriptions

Plateau Team realizes various activities whose message should be clear and straightforward for 
different objectives. Depending on the communication tools used, we change the strategy to convey 
our message. Then we made a detailed description of the different communication platforms and 
media used.

    (a) Website: www.plateauteam.com

The Plateau Team´s website is the most direct and efficient communication method to show the cha-
racteristics of the project and where professionals, partners, institutions, journalists, students and 
general public find information and news about our project. 

In all our activities online are trying to move to different people to our website, where its design 
makes it easy to find the information you want to see.

We have divided our website into eight main parts: Solar Decathlon, our team, our project, media, 
sponsors, press, events and contacts.
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In this section we present to the visitors of our website the Solar De-
cathlon Europe competition, explaining what is and the different tests 
that we are going to pass and in which a specialized jury will give 
us a  assessment . We have also created a section including all par-
ticipating teams of the 2014 edition and the links to their websites.

In “Our team”, we explain wich universities formed Plateau Team, 
introducing all the decathletes and the faculty advisords.

An important part of our website is dedicated to the explanation of 
our project making emphasis on different aspects: the urban context 
from which arises the idea of placing SymbCity House on the roofs 
of existing buildings, how this results in rehabilitating these buildings, 
the SymbCity House project, their behavior bioclimatic, its construc-
tion and materials, and videos from the project.

In Media we can visualize the images of activities we organize, events 
that we go, stages of SymbCity House construction etc.

In this section we can know all the institutions and companies that 
participate in SymbCity House including their logos and links to their 
websites. In addition, we have created a section in which you could 
know the co-funders of the project through www. goteo. Org

In the press box can observe our media impact, see and download 
our online magazine Symbiosis, read press releases and track the 
construction of SymbCity House.

This section consists of a calendar in which you can see the events 
that we have scheduled.

Here you can find how to contact which our funding and communi-
cation groups.
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    (b) Social networks

Social networks are other online platforms we use because they allow us to establish a direct con-
tact with different groups showing the evolution of the project and generating debates on different 
topics.

We are carrying out a tracing of all the participating teams in the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 to 
test the effectiveness of our actions on the network.

Our website has icons with direct links to our Facebook and Twitter pages.

FACEBOOK 

In Facebook we try to create a community around the brand. We seek interaction and conversation 
with our target audience.

We convey information about the daily life of the project and the events we organized or in which 
we participate. Also we seek the participation of our supporters trying to generate discussions on 
topics related news building, innovation, sustainability and energy efficiency, or questions we pose 
called them “Plateau Quiz”.

Being a medium that reaches many people we also try to educate our audience about the need to 
have a lifestyle that respects the environment for which we created the “Ecocalendar” where we give 
ideas for improving our habits to have less impact in the environment.

On 1st November 2014 we are in ninth position with 2048 fans behind Mexico with 5828 fans, Tec 
Team with 4900 fans, EFDEN with 4373 fans, Team Shunya with 4150 fans, NTCU-Unicode  with 
3163 fans, Team Rhome with 2683, Prêt a Loger with 2496 fans, and On Top with 2218.

With the statistics on Facebook we can analyze and get to know the scope of our Facebook profile 
page. Our main audience is people from 18 to 34 years old. For that reason we are going to focus 
our Facebook messages to achieve more fans in this age range because our conclusion is that the 
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children under 13 years old, as well as the people older than 55 years old, are less used to using 
new technologies, and stay out of the Facebook reach.

Thanks to our Facebook fans we have reached users from different places of the world, mostly from 
Spain, Italy, Mexico, Rumania and France.

 TWITTER

We seek more direct interaction with our sponsors and supporters creating a feedback through (pu-
blications) “tweets” in real time about Plateau Team and everything related to the SDE Competition.

Plateau Team has created the hashtags: #PlateauTeam, #BUILDUP, #Symbcity, #PTQuiz, #Ecoca-
lendar, #PTQuotes, #meetourteam, #plateaubirthday, #SymbCityHouse... With our “tweets” and 
“retweets” we want to transmit values about innovation, sustainability and energy efficiency.

On 1st November 2014 we can say that we are at first position in Twitter with 1.912 followers, 
followed by Team Rhome with 979 followers.
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 (c) Dissemination of audio-visual material (videos and pictures)

YOUTUBE

It is the selected channel to broadcast the audio-visual material generated by the team with which 
it discloses the competition and our participation in it. Showing what our ideas in a visual way in 
which the public can enter virtually in the prototype. We also include small promotional videos of 
the team and some events we organize.

All this material is disseminated into online resources way and described above and it is also used 
in exhibitions and conferences in addition to the explanations that we are made.

On 1st November 2014 we have 34 Youtube Channel subscriptions and 11.071 views of our vi-
deos.

    FLICKR

The chosen medium for the dissemination of our images, which also connects directly to our website, 
is flickr.
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 (d) Plateau Team publication

    ISSUU

We are developing a self-published monthly to present in-depth each of the most important aspects 
of the project and other issues related to materials and examples of their application in buildings. 
The best way is to make it known through ISSUU platform that reaches thousands of readers and 
allows online viewing without downloading the documents.

Symbiosis, our monthly magazine, was created by Plateau Team with the goal of providing quality 
information about current issues related to architecture and construction, and also with updates and 
fact from our SymbCity House project developed for the next Solar Decathlon Europe. 

It is published in English and Spanish. The first issuu, Symbiosis 01 - Urbanism has reached 3.624 
impressions in English and 5.612 in Spanish; the second, Symbiosis 02 - Rehabilitation has re-
ached 2.167 impressions in English and 3.204 in Spanish; the third, Symbiosis 03 - Wood has 
reached 3.680 impressions in English and 3.914 impressions in Spanish; the fourth, Symbiosis 
04 - Materials has reached 1.236 impressions in English and 1.037 impressions in Spanish; and 
the fifth, Symbiosis 05 - Envelopes has reached 939 impressions in English and 857 impressions in 
Spanish. It is being read all over the world.
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Crowdfunding + distributed collaboration 

Goteo is a social network for collective funding (mo-
netary contributions) and distributed collaboration (ser-
vices, infrastructure, and other resources microtareas) 
from which encourage self-development initiatives, 
creative and innovative, contributing to the develop-
ment of the commons, free knowledge and / or open 
source. 

A platform for investment “irrigation capital”, in projects 
whose purposes are social, cultural, scientific, educatio-
nal, journalistic, technological or ecological, generating 
new opportunities for continuous improvement of society 
and the enrichment of goods and common resources.

 (e) Crowdfunding
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(e) Ecological Calendar

The Ecocalendar allows us to disseminate different types of messages in our social networks. We 
use it to remeber the need of responsible use of energy, sustainable construction and the use of re-
newable energy, to introduce the members of Plateau Team, to announce thematics days like world 
international days, to give thanks for following us when we achieve an objective... 

Starting day: June 13th, as there is year left to build the prototype in Versailles.
Calendar structure:
- Thematic days: world or international days.
- Free days: those with no important events which will be completed with elements as the ones 
shown below.
- Countdown every 15 days that will become a daily countdown in the last month.

World days:
An image will be published corresponding to the 
theme of each world day, as well as several links 
of interest that will provide more information. 

Did you know?
Publication of unknown interesting facts.

Ecological footprint
What can we do to contribute to clean and im-
prove the place where we live?

Meet our team
A way to introduce to the decathletes of Plateau 
team.
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    (f) Smartphone apps

Mobile applications are a resource used daily nowadays. We consider it necessary to develop an 
app, as it is a simple way of interfacing with various groups to whom we direct our messages by 
making use of new technologies.

This app will help the visitor in different ways:

For the General Public:

- The project will be explained with visual information.
- Some advices on how to save energy in your home will appear in the Plateau Team Test.
- It will serve to teach new ways of eco-building.
- They will be a newsfeed on Solar Decathlon 2014.

For Experts:

- The SymCity House project will be explained from a technical point of view.

For Children:

- They will be able to draw their own Plateau Team Pet.
- Children apps and games will teach them how they can be part of the change.

    (g) Pets

We have created a pet to help us spread the message of our project, especially to the younger au-
dience; it will give tips on saving energy and water, recycling, use of alternative transport... The pet 
is complimented by a “vegetable” avatar of each member of the Team.

The Plateau Minions initiative was created with a didactic and divulgative intent, but as a fun and 
entertaining idea. We characterized team members as plants, in order to play with the idea of 
green.

The Plateau Minions are in most outreach work: our online magazine Symbiosis, official website, 
social networks, some advertising posters and leaflets, as educational resources and even to leave 
the footprint of our presentations.
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(h) Exhibitions and conferences
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Type: Teambuilding
Date: 15th to 17th February    
Place: Cuenca
Target group: Plateau Team

After a second internal competition for the development of ideas 
within the fields of design, communication and financing, Plateau 
Team organized the first teambuilding weekend for the members 
of the team. 
Among all the activities that took place during the weekend, we 
can point out: the presentation of all the ideas and works that 
were submitted to the competition; a talk by two students of UPM 
that have taken active part in previous editions of the Solar Decat-
lon; and finally the election of the coordinators as the completion 
rules establish.
The teambuilding weekend ended with a meeting between the 
work groups and their respective coordinators; and with the be-
ginning of the short term strategies for the official deliveries that 
states the organization.

Teambuilding Weekend #1

Looking ahead to the delivery of Deliverable #2 on July 1, the 
universities that comprise the team organized aII Plateau Team 
coexistence among team members, teachers and students. Of the 
activities that took place during the three days we highlight the 
comprehensive analysis report BDS organization made the Deli-
verable #1, analyzing failures and seeking solutions.
Saturday was a busy day of work, with presentations by the va-
rious groups within design, responsible for different parts of the 
prototype, as well as media groups and funding, which outlined 
the progress made in recent weeks. 
Sunday was the day of decision-making, to address the points 
that make the final design of the prototype and planning work du-
ring the month of June with several deliveries and internal correc-
tions, as well as how to tackle the job in the months of summer.

Type: Teambuilding
Date: 7th to 9th June
Place: Alcalá de Henares
Target group: Plateau Team

Teambuilding Weekend #2

TEAMBUILDING 
WEEKENDS >>
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Type: Teambuilding
Date: 13th to 15th December    
Place: Albacete
Target group: Plateau Team

The fourth teambuilding weekend of Plateau Team took place in 
La Felipa, a little village of Albacete, where we focused all our 
attention on work in bringing together groups of people from di-
fferent areas. The end of the intense Workshop #2 gave place to 
an interesting debate where we established new solutions, after 
solving some doubts that the members of the Organization clari-
fied us. During this weekend we prepared the construction phase 
of SymbCity House.  We took the time to celebrate the holidays 
with the group, as a family, sharing our hopes for a great 2014 
to come.

Teambuilding Weekend #4

Type: Teambuilding
Date: 27th to 29th September    
Place: Alcalá de Henares
Target group: Plateau Team

Looking ahead to the delivery of Deliverable #3 on November 1, 
the universities that comprise the team organized the III Plateau 
Team coexistence among team members, teachers and students. 
Of the activities that took place during the three days we highlight 
the comprehensive analysis report BDS organization made of the 
Deliverable #2, analyzing failures and seeking solutions, and it 
is presented the progress in each area and the working foresight 
before official delivery.
During the second day it was assigned new coordinators in de-
terminate areas.
In addition, we were visited by a former member of the competi-
tion in Health and Safety aspects in the SDE editions of 2010 and 
2012. He gives us his experience in previous editions and he was 
asked about issues of his stuff.

Teambuilding Weekend #3
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Type: Teambuilding
Date: 28th to 30th March    
Place: Alcalá de Henares
Target group: Plateau Team

During the last weekend of March, the I Construction Weekend 
took place in Alcalá de Henares, where all Plateau Team’s de-
cathletes met to continue with SymbCity House construction; we 
disassembled and built the foundation and built the floor and 
roof. In addition we attended the “Course of risks and preventive 
measures in the sector of the construction” gived by FREMAP.

Construction Weekend

Type: Teambuilding
Date: 4th Oct   
Place: Alcalá de Henares
Target group: Plateau Team

Finished the summer holidays we met again to re-design targets 
to shortly and long term in the organization of the team for the 
last deliverable of SDE 2014 competition. 
The organization of an Intervention Plan for SymbCity House to 
modify elements, replacing those that have worn due to its two 
assemblies and disassemblies already made and the travel to 
Versailles. Finally we study the intention of the team to continue to 
carry our concept of bio-sustainable architecture to the building 
culture of the centre of Spain.

Teambuilding Day
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Type: Lecture/Roundtable
Date: 25th March   
Place: Madrid
Target group: Technic Public 
and General Public

Among the training activities that are carried out in La Casa En-
cendida, there is an outstanding series of lectures dedicated to 
investigate what should be the way forward in construction, in 
the fields of rehabilitation, regeneration of urban spaces and 
sustainability. On March 25, 2013 we had the opportunity to 
conduct the roundtable discussion: “Towards a paradigm shift: 
From neighborhood to Econeighborhood” having our project as 
the plot thread to discuss the sustainable rehabilitation and its 
viability. After presenting our project, we discussed its potential 
and got ideas and suggestions for further work on the prototype.

La Casa Encendida

Type: Presentation
Date: 26th to 28th February    
Place: Madrid
Target group: Technic Public

Thanks to Madri+d, Plateau Team could attend GENERA, the In-
ternational Fair of Energy and Environment held at IFEMA in Ma-
drid from 26 to 28 February 2013. We had the opportunity to 
present our project at a conference organized by Team Building, 
a Madrid R+D program to promote entrepreneurs whose work is 
related to sustainability in construction, and to present what the 
benefits would be for a company to collaborate with us by any 
of these ways: providing financial or other resources, supplying 
manpower, technical support, etc. in exchange for publicity in the 
international Solar Decathlon competition.

Genera Trade Fair

EXHIBITIONS >>
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Type: Technical presentation
Date: 29th April 
Place: Madrid
Target group: Technic Public

We held a conference in the Higher Technical School of Civil En-
gineering of the UPM within the Materials Week Programme.  The 
objective of this programme is to promote the exchange of expe-
riences, knowledge, technologies and ideas among teachers and 
researchers, students and companies, in the field of science and 
materials engineering. 

Materials Week

Type: Technical conference
Date: 14h June   
Place: Albacete
Target group: Technic Public 
and General Public

We participated in the EFENALBA fair, which was organized by 
the fair institution of Albacete and oriented to both professionals 
and general public. This fair included the latest developments 
in the field of energy efficiency, climate-control, installation of 
renewable energies, energy generation and cogeneration, bio-
fuels, water-saving…. Plateau Team showed the project to the 
public attending to our stand, and through a conference.

Efenalba
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Type: Event
Date: 4th July    
Place: Madrid
Target group: General Public

Plateau Team celebrated a party in Madrid to give the welcome 
to the summer 2013 after the Deliverable#2 and our final exams. 
It was an event for the students and young public and the party 
helped us to achieve cash for the next events.

Plateau Team Party

On September took place the “Albacete Fair”, declared Interna-
tional Tourist Interest in 2008. Plateau Team had de opportunity to 
participate in this event with various activities. The activity which 
more interest caused was the “solar pizzas” (pizzas cooked with 
a solar oven). It was taken by Juan Francisco Belmonte, teacher of 
Mechanical Installations at the University of Castilla-La Mancha.

Type: Participation
Date: 7th to 17th September
Place: Albacete
Target group: General Public

Albacete Fair
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Type: Workshop
Date: 30th Sep. to 4th Oct.   
Place: Alcalá de Henares
Target group: General Public

Plateau Team has participated in the X edition of the Architecture 
Week with different activities for all ages. The team created an 
exposition (placed in the Architecture School of the University of 
Alcalá) with a predefined route that had different stages: the SDE 
Competition presentation (showing the audiovisual#2), the world 
urbanism problem (pollution…), active and passive strategies in 
architecture, our urbanism concept about re-densification, the 
SymbCity project, and the final stop where we gave some advices 
(brochures, models on paper…) about sustainability and things 
that one person can do in its home to contribute with the envi-
ronment. The exposition was open to the public from September 
30th, to October 4th and the first day took place the conference 
“Architecture and sustainable urbanism: Plateau Team project for 
Solar Decathlon Europe 2014”.

X Architecture Week

Type: Presentation
Date: 23rd October   
Place: Cuenca
Target group: General Public

The past October 23 we got a chance to present our project to 
the alumni of a training Cycle on Construction and Public Works 
at I.E.S Fernando Zobel (Cuenca). We set out to make a lecture 
about our project embedded in a thematic context that focused 
on energy efficiency, exposing the goals and principles pursued 
by the competition,  the team’s  structure and work dynamic, the 
most relevant aspects of the SymbCity House project, detailing the 
prototype’s constructive aspects that have an impact on efficiency, 
as well as the conditioning of the same systems and the project’s 
funding strategies along with the activities and interventions in 
the field of communication and dissemination of the project.
The students were especially interested in the structural behavior 
of the prototype, the forecast for the provision of services, and 
urban factor, understood from the point of view of owner, with 
the consequent redistribution of common spaces in the building.

Visit to IES Fernando Zóbel
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Date: 8th October    
Place: Alcalá de Henares
Target group: Technic Public 
and General Public

Plateau Team conducted the conference: “SymbCity”. Sustaina-
ble re-densification of the existing urban structures, within the 
International Research Conference / 3rd International Forum on 
Science Anthropic Heritage Areas, Land, Landscape, which it 
was held at the Architecture School of the University of Alcalá in 
collaboration with the Autonomous University of Aguascalientes 
(Mexico). The presentation not only served as a framework to 
introduce the team and its participation in the next edition of 
SDE2014 but also to deepen the urban aspects of the SimbCity 
project, the research that it is being carried out on this matter and 
its work methodology.

Conference: “SymbCity”. Sus-
tainable re-densification of the 
existing urban structures

Type:Presentation
Date: 25th October   
Place: Alcalá de Henares
Target group: General Public

The SymbCity’s model made for Plateau Team for the next II 
Workshop in Paris (from 6 to 8 November) was shown in the 
Architecture School of the University of Alcalá with the objective 
that all the teachers and student learned about Plateau Team and 
our project for Solar Decathlon Competition.

Model’s Exhibition
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Type: Presentation
Date: 29th October   
Place: Toledo
Target group: Technical Public

The UCLM 3E Work forum is a meeting point between compa-
nies, working in different sectors, and students. It is a yearly event 
organized by the Vice President for Transfer and Relations with 
companies, through the Center of Information and Promotion of 
Work, and the UCLM’s General Foundation. In it, there are tra-
ining sessions and activities centered on the acquisition of per-
sonal competencies and skills needed to enter the professional 
world. One of these activities was dedicated to entrepreneurs, in 
which they had 5 minutes to present their ideas and innovative 
projects. Subsequently, these ideas were evaluated by a jury of 
expert investors in innovation and entrepreneurship. The project 
SymbCity House left a very good impression, waking the publics 
and experts interests alike.

VIII Foro Empleo UCLM

Type: Presentation
Date: 13th November    
Place: Alcalá de Henares
Target group: General Public

Last November 13th Plateau Team was pleased to receive 11ª 
grade students from “Profesor Dominguez Ortiz” High School 
from Azuqueca de Henares, at the School of Architecture in Al-
cala de Henares to talk about our project SymbCity House. 
The Solar Decathlon was a new concept for them, and they 
showed a big interest in the organization of our team. They are 
the next academic generation and they need to know how a mul-
tidisciplinary group like ours works. The event was big success, 
and it opened a long and interesting Q&A after the lecture.

Science Week
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Type: Presentation
Date: 22nd November   
Place: Albacete
Target group: General Public

Plateau Team and the students of the “The world of energy” cour-
se at the School of Educational Sciences of Albacete, will colla-
borate on spreading the message of the importance of sustaina-
bility and the environment to children at primary school, with the 
Practicum.

Visit to Faculty of Sciences of the 
education

Date: 11th December  
Place: Madrid
Target group: General Public

On December 11 we had the possibility of participating in the 
III Workshop buildings energy almost nil, “building - neighbor-
hood - city of energy consumption nearly zero: Identification of 
similarities and differences depending on the scale of action”, 
at the Sala Retiro of Madrid on IFEMA fairgrounds. The Work-
shop was organized into two parts, the first included two lectures 
about European project in development; they served to introduce 
the themes on which we subsequently discussed throughout work-
shops. One of the main considerations of this Workshop EECN III, 
was that the possibility of action in a larger scale, such as district 
or city, can allow a feasibility of solutions that in a smaller scale 
would not be possible; urban planning should be the first step 
towards low energy consumption buildings, the role of the user - 
citizen is always key in the process of making them a reality.

EECN Congress - III Workshop 
Buildings Energy Almost Zero
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Type: Presentation
Date: 6th February  
Place: Madrid
Target group: General Public

Meeting with the students of professional training of “Water and 
energy” and “carpentry” of the integrated Centre of vocational 
training of Aguas Nuevas (Albacete). The event consisted of two 
parts; first we presented the SymbCity House project to the stu-
dents of all levels, and then we focused on the technical wall 
because some students will collaborate in its construction within 
their academic training.

Visit to IES Aguas Nuevas

Type: Presentation
Date: 22nd January   
Place: Madrid
Target group: General Public

On January 22 we presented our project to Pedro Monjardín, 
creative director and Fashion coordinator at IADE, and Teresa 
Méndez, Marketing and communications Director at IADE, the 
UAH’s Design School. The purpose of this meeting was to seek 
collaboration in the design of Plateau Team’s uniforms.

Visit to IADE
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Type: Presentation
Date: 6th February    
Place: Albacete
Target group: General public

During the open day of the UCLM we had the opportunity to pre-
sent our project to the students of the Sagrada Familia School and 
I.E.S San José of Cuenca, I.E.S Órden de Santiago of Horcajo de 
Santiago and the Art school of Albacete.

Open doors UCLM

Type: Presentation
Date: 10th February    
Place: Albacete
Target group: General Public

Plateau Team presented SymbCity House to students of “Construc-
tion Project”, “Production and Constructive Floor plans”, and the 
I.E.S Parque Lineal of Albacete, and also to their teachers Jose 
Vicente Ayllón and Nativity Alvarez.

Visit to IES Parque lineal
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Type: Presentation 
Date: 12th February
Place: Valencia
Target group: General Public

On 12 February we were at FIMMA-Maderalia, an international 
fair of Interior design, architecture and design that takes place in 
Valencia. The attraction of the celebration can suppose the visit 
of more than 130,000 professionals. We had the opportunity to 
presented our project because we attended to the event accom-
panying to our sponsor Maderas de Cuenca.

Fimma-Maderalia

Type: Presentation
Date: 12th February    
Place: Madrid
Target group: General Public

Visit to IADE

On 12 February we had a second meeting at IADE to propose 
the collaboration with the uniform’s design directly to last year 
students. We presented our project, and our needs and desires 
for the uniform, and what features the identity, work and gala 
uniforms should have.
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Type: Presentation 
Date: 20th February
Place: Guadalajara
Target group: Technical Public

On 20 February, we were in the School of Architecture of Gua-
dalajara, presented SymbCity House to the students of  the De-
gree in Science and Technology of edification.  We have had the 
possibility of placing a moneybox, made manually by us, in its 
self-service  so students become co-funders in our crowfunding.

Visit to School of Architecture of 
Guadalajara

Type: Presentation
Date: 26th March
Place: Pozuelo
Target group: General Public

On the sixth day of the public course “Urban Eco-development: 
didactics of the cycles of the energy and the matter “, “Plateau 
Team” participated in the conferences. The event took place on 
the CREAS (Center of Resources of environmental education for 
sustainability) and was aimed at high school teachers from cen-
ters dedicated to technological innovations.
The exposition was divided into 4 parts: the first part in which we 
explained the bases of what urban eco-development is and the 
importance that has nowadays; the second part was the study of 
the same building where the event place was taking place,  be-
cause of its A energy certification;  the third part in which Plateau 
Team presented SymbCity House from its origins, its objective, its 
integration, transformation and its practical implementation, fo-
cusing on sustainable and viable ideas; and finally the assistants 
dealt with teaching resources that could be applied in schools in 
relation to sustainability and renewable energy.

‘ Eco-development urban: didac-
tics of the cycles of the energy 
and matter ‘
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Type: Presentation
Date: 4th April
Place: Guadalajara
Target group: General Public

On April 4th we presented SymbCity House at the art school 
of Guadalajara, students of the school and numerous local and 
regional media (press, radio and television) attended the event, 
where they learnt not only about the project but also about the 
Solar Decathlon competition.

Presentation in the art school of 
Guadalajara

Type: Presentation
Date: 26th March
Place: Cuenca
Target group: General Public

On March 26th “Plateau Team” conducted a workshop with a 
group of 26 sixth grade students of from La Milagrosa School 
in Cuenca. The children were introduced to the SymbCity House 
project and the main strategies of the project through adapted 
children’s educational strategies; the redensifiacion urban un-
derstood as “space saving”,  we explained capturing solar ener-
gy with the behavior of our mascot, as well as saving and reuse 
of resources and recycling.
During the workshop, students were able to practice their com-
puter skills with ArchiCAD 3D modeling software; the goal was 
to represent the concept SymbCity House with total freedom. As 
result of the activity we got multiple interpretations in which ever-
yone could translate and customize this concept.

Visit to “La Milagrosa” School
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Type: Presentation
Date: 9th April
Place: Cuenca
Target group: Technical Public

On april 9th we had the opportunity to participate in the XIX Tech-
nic Information Cicle of conferences from the Polytechnic School 
of Cuenca as speakers of the Conference “SymbCity House: effi-
cient housing for the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 contest”. The 
event was broadcasted and streamed, the media attending the 
event interviewed our decathletes.

XIX Cicle of conferences of tech-
nic information

Type: Exhibition
Date: 11th to 30th April
Place: Alcalá de Henares
Target group: General Public 
and Technical Public

On April 11th Virginia Sanz Jurado, Councillor for youth and 
childhood, opened the exhibition SymbCity House in the Youth 
House of Alcalá de Henares. The exhibition has been opened 
to the public 20 days and the attendees have been able to learn 
about the Solar Decathlon, the 20 participating teams, our urban 
project, and it’s adaptation to the SDE2014, the housing, and the 
videos we’ve made for solar decathlon so far.

Exhibition in the House of the 
youth.
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Type: Presentation
Date: 8th May
Place: Madrid
Target group: Technic Public

For the second time, Plateu Team has attended GENERA, The 
International Fair of Energy and Environment, held at IFEMA in 
Madrid. In this ocassion we presented our project in the Interna-
tional Week of Rehabilitation and Efficient Construction, having 
been invited by ANERR (National Asociation of Refurbish and 
Remodelling). We had the chance to explain our project in front 
of leading companies in the sector and to show the opportunities 
for the refurbishment industry that our proposal has.

Genera Trade Fair

Type: Presentation
Date: 6th May
Place: Madrid
Target group: General Public

During the conference “Good practices in urban ecology and 
sustainable building”, organized by the town council of Pozuelo 
de Alarcón, we organized the talk “New horizons in sustainable 
construction: Solar Decathlon 2014, the spanish team: Plateau 
Team.” The event took place in the Environmental Education Clas-
sroom of the CREAS (Center of Resources of Environmental Edu-
cation for Sustainability) building.

CREAS
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Type: Workshop
Date: 9th May
Place: Cuenca
Target group: General Public

On May 9th a group of small architects and engineers of the 
school “Las Benitas” of Cuenca, participated in our workshop 
“Plateau Tree” where they were introduce to our project, Symb-
City House. Through a brief story, children understood the main 
performance goals of the SymbCity House: saving water and 
electricity and capturing solar energy, all with the pets of Plateau 
Team as protagonists.
The kids, ready to be the new inhabitants of SymbCity, helped us 
decorate our pet, customizing each of the Sunflower petals. 

Workshop Plateau Tree - Las 
Benitas School

Type: Workshop
Date: 16th May
Place: Cuenca
Target group: General Public

On May 16th a group of small architects and engineers of the 
school “Fuente del Oro” of Cuenca, participated in our work-
shop “Plateau Tree” where they were introduce to our project, 
SymbCity House. Through a brief story, children understood the 
main performance goals of the SymbCity House: saving water 
and electricity and capturing solar energy, all with the pets of 
Plateau Team as protagonists.
The kids, ready to be the new inhabitants of SymbCity, helped us 
decorate our pet, customizing each of the Sunflower petals. 

Workshop Plateau Tree - Fuente 
del Oro School
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Type: Presentation
Date: 19th to 31st May
Place: Alcalá de Henares
Target group: General Public 
and Technic Public

During the last two weeks of May Plateau Team has organized 
guided tours of SymbCity House. The visits have been organized 
in groups of no larger than 10 people and have had 3 stages, 
the first consisted in an explanation of who we are, what is the 
Solar Decathlon competition and our project through informative 
panels, the second one was an explanation of the project from the 
outside of the house and the third consisted in a visit of the interior 
of SymbCity House.

Guided Visits to SymbCity House

Type: Workshop
Date: 21st May
Place: El Escorial
Target group: General Public

On 21 may, concurring with the celebration of the “day of the 
science and technology” in the IES Juan de Herrera of San Loren-
zo de El Escorial, we had the chance to give a lecture to students 
of 1st and 2nd of E.S.O on sustainable development. We made 
an introduction of SymbCity House project, underlining the passi-
ve systems that are used in our home, to subsequently move to see 
how they could help improve the energy efficiency of their homes 
with simple everyday habits.

Day of Science and Technology 
in IES Juan de Herrera
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Type: Workshop
Date: 23th May
Place: Cuenca
Target group: General Public

On May 23th a group of small architects and engineers of the 
school “Campillo de Altobuey” of Cuenca, participated in our 
workshop “Plateau Tree” where they were introduce to our pro-
ject, SymbCity House. Through a brief story, children understood 
the main performance goals of the SymbCity House: saving water 
and electricity and capturing solar energy, all with the pets of 
Plateau Team as protagonists.
The kids, ready to be the new inhabitants of SymbCity, helped us 
decorate our pet, customizing each of the Sunflower petals. 

Workshop Plateau Tree - Campi-
llo de Altobuey School

Type: Presentation
Date: 29th May
Place: Alcalá de Henares
Target group: General Public 
and Technic Public

The 29th May the institutional presentation of SymbCity House 
took place, attended by the rector of the University of Alcalá, Don 
Fernando Galvan Reula and his government cabinet. All spon-
sors of the team were also invited to the event and they learn 
about the SymbCity House project through a guided tour.

Institutional presentation of 
SymbCity House
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Type: Exhibition/Competition
Date: 14th Jun - 21st Jul
Place: Versailles (France)
Target group: General Public 
and Technic Public

In June 2014 the team members of Plateau Team launched us to 
the unforgettable experience of competing in the Solar Decathlon 
Europe competiton at Versailles against 19 other teams which 
sought to achieve the highest rating on the tests which we were 
subjected, scored by jury or by monitoring.

The atmosphere of the competition proved to be gratifying be-
cause despite all the teams struggled to reach the top position, if 
some team needed help or reinforcement, the other teams were 
always ready to help.

After the construction phase, during the competition phase we 
were able to spread our idea of rehabilitation in the context of the 
urban centers of Madrid which were built in the sixties. Moreover 
we  understood that as much as our project, the rest of partici-
pating projects were ruled by the immediate needs of the place 
where they come, always adding an innovative and professional 
touch to the proposed reforms.

We want to stand out that despite all the effort involved in the 
competition, we are proud of having reached the 3rd place in 
energy efficiency betting for passive materials manufactured even 
by our own hands.

Sola Decathlon Europe 2014
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Type: Presentation
Date: 10th Sep
Place: Guadalajara
Target group: General Public 
and Technic Public

Taking part in the Science and Technology Building Degree gra-
duation, Plateau Team took the word to express our gratitude for 
the commitment which has had the generation of recent gradua-
tes with their technical and social support with us, necessary for 
the study, projection and construction of Symbcity House.  
During the memorial we presented to the public (families and 
friends) the capacity of the students of the universities of Alcala 
and Castilla La-Mancha, whom despite the limited resources and 
thanks to our great effort, we succeeded the development of the 
SymbCity House, a project which has got an international re-
cognition and was rated among the top 3 of the world university 
projects in energy efficiency during the SDE 2014.

Science and Technology Building 
degree graduation

Type: Ceremony
Date: 30th Sep
Place: Cuenca
Target group: General Public

The Opening of the academic year of the Spanish universities 
took place on September 30 at the Arms Factory in Toledo, and 
Plateau Team had the opportunity to be present in the act.
This year, for the first time, the King Felipe and the Queen Letizia 
have presided over the opening ceremony of the 2014/2015 
course of Spanish universities in the Arms Factory Technology 
Campus de Toledo, one of the headquarters of the University of 
Castilla-La Mancha (UCLM).

Course Opening Ceremony
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Type: Presentation
Date: 1st Oct
Place: Madrid
Target group: General Public 
and Technic Public

Plateau team is added to the program of ‘La Casa Encendida’ 
about the Rehabilitation of the built heritage, where we could 
give our opinion about the several important possibilities that the 
rehabilitation offers to the future. 

Plateau Team presented the rehabilitation for a type of building at 
a residential district of Madrid which it has developed through the 
study, development and monitoring done for SymbCity House, 
their project for the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 competition.

La Casa Encendida

Type: Presentation
Date: 16 Oct
Place: Madrid
Target group: General Public 
and Technic Public

The Official College of Builders Engineer from Madrid invited 
Plateau Team to present Symbcity House project, developed and 
designed in Alcalá de Henares and Cuenca for their exposure at 
Versailles in the international competition Solar Decathlon Europe 
2014. The public is mainly professionals and specialists in the 
field of rehabilitation which promotes the energy saving. 
During the exposition we discussed with the assistants about the 
economic viability in Spain of theour project and their possible 
implementation at regional level. 

III Buildings Workshop (COA)
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Type: Presentation/Roundtable
Date: 6th Nov
Place: Madrid
Target group: Technic Public

Next 6th November, Plateau Team will present SymbCity House 
project at CSIC (Eduardo Torroja Institute). All our efforts in stu-
dies of economic viability and energy savings give us the oppor-
tunity to work with CSIC. The act will be divided in three parts: 
Plateau Team conference, Plateau Team sponsors and a round-
table where we will project again the potential of rehabilitation 
reforms proposed by Plateau Team.
The event also aims to strengthen the agreement with CSIC of 
using Symbcity House as a nexus of research. The project will be 
built at the external campus of Alcalá University for the treatment 
and investigation of new materials.

CSIC

Type: Presentation
Date: 12nd Nov
Place: Alcalá de Henares
Target group: General Public 
and Technic Public

As an act for promoting the technological innovation in the Fa-
culty of Architecture of the Alcala University. The rector of the 
university proposes Plateau Team as a team reference.  
In this act we will treat the most important issues of SymbCity 
House project; the economic viability, the use of new materials 
trying to combine previously used materials like clay with other 
innovators like the PCM.

Architecture college (UAH)

NEXT
EXHIBITIONS >>
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Type: Presentation
Date: 20h - 21st Marc   
Place: París
Target group: SDE 2014 Public

During the past 20 and 21 March 2013 the first workshop of the 
Solar Decathlon competition 2014 was held in Paris, coinciding 
with the Ecobat fair. The 20 selected teams together with the 7 
standby teams, attended the meeting.
On the 20th, one by one, the Faculty Advisors and the Student 
Team Leaders presented themselves and the basic ideas of their 
prototypes to the rest of the teams and the organization. After 
that, the teams were moved to the “Cité du Soleil” at Versailles, 
which is currently under construction.
On day 21, roundtables began with different points to discuss. 
These points where: design, construction and in the last place, 
financing. After lunch, and some interviews to the teams, the 
roundtables continued with communication issues, “Cité du So-
leil” and the management of the workspace set up for the teams.

Workshop #1

Type: Presentation
Date: 6th - 8th November   
Place: París
Target group: SDE 2014 Public

A few incredible days that Plateau Team had the pleasure of 
sharing with a large group of decathletes and members of the 
organization. From the 6th to the 8th of November, we shared 
experiences with the Organization that served to help out and im-
prove all solar Decathlon teams’ projects, through advising and 
showing new aspects of the competition. We visited the cons-
truction site for SymbCity House that will be in place during June 
2014. We had a Decathlete Party at the ENSAV that created 
ties and friendships between the participants. We also had the 
pleasure of visiting Versailles Palace, and the rest of the city’s 
historical wonders.

Workshop #2

WORKSHOPS >>
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The presentation of the Project Symb-City took place in the assem-
bly hall of the rectorate building of the University of Alcalá de He-
nares, with the university community, companies and institutions.

Type: Presentation
Date: 15th April
Place: Alcalá de Henares
Target group: Institutions

Presentation in the assembly 
hall of the rectorate building of 
the University of Alclá de He-
nares

Type: Presentation
Date: 19th April    
Place: Cuenca
Target group: Technic Public 
and General Public

The project was presented in Castilla-La Mancha university in a 
conference held within the Smart Week 2013 programme, which 
is organized by the EPC of Cuenca. The Smart Week days were 
oriented to smart technology as a the present and future of Smart 
Cities, sustainable cities in balance with their landscape trough 
the use of information and communication technology.

Presentation in the Smart Week.

INSTITUTIONAL 
PRESENTATIONS >>
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Plateau Team held a meeting with the regional minister of de-
velopment of Castilla-La Mancha, Marta García de la Calzada 
and with Pedro Carrión, vicerector of transfer and relations with 
the business sector, in which they acquired first-hand knowledge 
about the project.

Type: Meeting/Presentation
Date: 27th May
Place: Cuenca
Target group: Institutions

Meeting with the regional mi-
nister of development.

Type: Meeting/Presentation
Date: 12th July    
Place: Madrid
Target group: Institutions

Plateau Team held a meeting with the Housing CEO of Madrid, 
Ana Gomendio López de Asiaín. The Director expressed her sup-
port for the project, as well as a great interest in following the 
projects development, since strategies for rehabilitation are pro-
posed, which could generate different research areas in imple-
menting the new housing plan.

Meeting with Housing CEO of 
CAM
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Date Title Type of Participation Location Target
Reach 

(people)

26th to 28th February 2013 Genera Trade Fair Presentation/Pursuit of sponsors Madrid Technical Public 25

19th April 2013 Smart Week Presentation Cuenca Technical Public, general public 100

14h June 2013 Efenalba
Technical conference/Presentation/Pursuit of 
sponsors

Albacete Technical Public, general public 5.000

07th to 17th September 2013 Albacete Fair Participation Albacete General public 100.000

29th October 2013 UCLM 3E Work Presentation/Pursuit of sponsors Madrid Technical Public, general public 25

12nd February 2014 Fimma-Maderalia Technical conference/Presentation Valencia Technical Public, general public 130.000

08th May 2014 Genera Trade Fair Presentation/Pursuit of sponsors Madrid Technical Public 100

16th June to 20th July 2014 Solar Decathlon 2014 competition Participation Versailles SDE 2014 Public SDE2014Public

20th February 2013 I Rehabilitation, Architecture and Energy Meeting Learning Opportunity Madrid Plateau Team 10

20th - 21st March 2013 Workshop#1 Workshop/Participation Paris SDE 2014 Public 300

21st March 2013 Rehabilitation: from the building to the neighborhood Learning Opportunity Madrid Plateau Team 15

25th March 2013 La Casa Encendida Lecture/Roundtable discussion Madrid Technical public, general public 75

15th April 2013 University of Alcalá de Henares Presentation, Pursuit of sponsors Alcalá de Henares
Technical Public, general public, 
Institutions

50

18th April 2013
Rehabilitation and Energy Performance Certificate Days in 
Coam

Learning Opportunity Madrid Plateau Team 10

29th April 2013 Materials Week Technical conference/Participation Madrid Technical Public 25

05th-06th June 2013 IV Meeting of Energy, Building and Rehabilitation Learning Opportunity Madrid Plateau Team 30

15th June 2013 Visit to the Azuqueca wetlands Learning Opportunity/Pursuit of sponsors Azuqueca de Henares Plateau Team 15

13rd September 2013 II Workshop "almost zero energy buildings" (EECN) Learning Opportunity Madrid Plateau Team 15

19th September 2013 AURhEA Workshop Learning Opportunity Madrid Plateau Team 25

27th September 2013 LCA (Life Cycle Analysis) at Torroja Institute Learning Opportunity Madrid Plateau Team 25

30th Sep. to 4th Oct. 2013 X Architecture Week Workshop Alcalá de Henares General public 750

08th October 2013
SymbCity. Sustainable re-densification of the existing urban 
structures

Technical conference Alcalá de Henares Technical Public, general public 100

23rd October 2013 IES Fernando Zóbel Exhibition for colleges Cuenca Students 40

06th - 08th November 2013 Workshop#2 Workshop/Participation Paris SDE 2014 Public 300

13rd November 2013 IES Profesor Domínguez Ortiz Exhibition for colleges Alcalá de Henares Students 30

17th November 2013 "Solar House" (US Solar Decathlon of 2007) Visit/Learning Opportunity Madrid Technical Public, general public 15

22nd November 2013 School Teaching UCLM (University of Castilla-La Mancha) Lecture/Roundtable discussion Albacete General public, students 50

11st December 2013 EECN Congress Workshop/Participation Madrid Technical Public, general public 50

06th February 2014 Open day of the UCLM Exhibition for colleges Cuenca General public, students 150

06th February 2014 IES Aguas Nuevas Exhibition for colleges Albacete Students 40

10th February 2014 IES Parque Lineal Exhibition for colleges Albacete Students 75

20th February 2014 Architecture school of Guadalajara Presentation Guadalajara Technical Public 100

26th March 2014 Course: "Ecodesarrollo Urbano" Exhibition for colleges Madrid Students 25

26th March 2015 "La Milagrosa" school Exhibition for colleges Cuenca Kids 26

28th March 2014 Occupational risk prevention course Technical conference/Learning Opportunity Alcalá de Henares Plateau Team 25

04th April 2014 Art School of Guadalajara Presentation/Roundtable discussion Guadalajara Technical Public, general public 50

09th April 2014 XIX Lecture about technical information Technical conference Cuenca Technical Public 70

10th to 30th April 2014 Department of Youth Presentation Alcalá de Henares General public 250

06th May 2014
CREAS: New horizons in sustainable construction: Solar 
Decathlon 2014

Technical conference Pozuelo de Alarcón Technical Public, general public 100

09th May 2014 "Las Benitas" school: Workshop Plateau Tree Exhibition for colleges Cuenca Kids 46

16th May 2014 School "Fuente del oro" Exhibition for colleges Cuenca Kids 54

21st May 2014 IES "Juan de Herrera" Exhibition for colleges San Lorenzo de El Escorial Students 32

23rd May 2014 "Campillo de Altobuey" school Exhibition for colleges Cuenca Kids 45

29th May 2014 Institutional presentation of SymbCity House Presentation/Visit to the construction area Alcalá de Henares Institutional public 25

01st October 2014 La Casa Encendida Presentation/Roundtable discussion Madrid Technical Public, general public 50

16th October 2014 III Building Workshops (COA) Workshop/Participation Madrid Technical Public, general public 100

12nd November 2012 Onda Cero Alcalá de Henares Radio show Madrid metropolitan region General public 1.000

18th November 2012 Radio Kolor Radio show Castilla-La Mancha region General public 750

10th January 2013 Onda Cero Alcalá de Henares Radio show Madrid metropolitan region General public 1.000

19th January 2013 University of Alcalá de Henares newspaper Newspaper publication Madrid metropolitan region General public 500

15th to 17th February 2013 Teambuilding Weekend #1 Teambuilding Cuenca Plateau Team 50

05th March 2013 El Mundo newspaper Newspaper publication Spain/Europe General public 1.000.000

07th to 09th June 2013 Teambuilding Weekend #2 Teambuilding Alcalá de Henares Plateau Team 50

04th July 2013 Plateau Team Party Event Madrid General public 100

05th September 2013 FuturEnergy magazine Magazine publication Spain/Europe General public 1.000

27th September 2013 Getafe Voz Radio show Madrid metropolitan region General public 500

27th to 29th September 2013 Teambuilding Weekend #3 Teambuilding Alcalá de Henares Plateau Team 50

03rd October 2013 Communities of neighbourhood residents Meeting/Presentation Madrid General public 5

25th October 2013 Exhibition in the Architecture School Presentation/Model exhibition Alcalá de Henares General public 500

13th to 15th December 2013 Teambuilding Weekend #4 Teambuilding Cuenca Plateau Team 50

17th December 2013 FuturEnergy magazine Newspaper magazine Spain/Europe General public 1.000

07th February 2014 Crowdfunding Project with Goteo.org Found raising and social media activity Spain/Europe General public 50

28th to 30th March 2014 Construction weekend Teambuilding Alcalá de Henares Plateau Team 50

03rd April 2014 Cadena Ser Radio show Castilla-La Mancha region General public 1.000

04th April 2014 TV Guadalajara TV show Castilla-La Mancha region General public 5.000

07th April 2014 RNE Guadalajara Radio show Castilla-La Mancha region General public 1.000

09th April 2014 Cadena Ser Radio show Castilla-La Mancha region General public 1.000

09th April 2014 Onda Cero Alcalá de Henares Radio show Madrid metropolitan region General public 10.000

16th April 2014 "La tribuna de Cuenca" magazine Newspaper magazine Spain/Europe General public 1.000

29th April 2014 TV Guadalajara TV show Castilla-La Mancha region General public 5.000

April 2014 Tecno Energía magazine nº 129 Newspaper magazine Spain/Europe General public 1.000

06th May 2014 TV Guadalajara TV show Castilla-La Mancha region General public 5.000

19th to 31st May 2014 Guided tours of SymbCity House Visits to the construction area Alcalá de Henares Technical Public, general public 150

29th May 2014 Onda Cero Alcalá de Henares Radio show Madrid metropolitan region General public 1.000

10th September 2014 Science and Technology Building degree graduation Event Guadalajara General public 500

30th September 2014 Course Opening Ceremony Event Cuenca Students 200

04th October 2014 Teambuilding Day Teambuilding Alcalá de Henares Plateau Team 50

TRADE FAIRS

TECHNICAL CONFERENCES, LECTURES, WORKSHOPS

OTHER EVENTS
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January 2013 Plateau Team logo contest
Contest in collaboration with the School of 
Design

Guadalajara Technical public 15

March 2013 Plateau Team slogan contest
Contest in collaboration with the School of 
Architecture

Alcalá de Henares General public 25

10th-26th March 2013 Plateau Team european solar day photo contest Public contest Spain General public 20

07th June-01st July 2013 SymbCity House basament contest Contest Spain Technical public 5

22nd January 2014 Plateau Team uniform contest Contest in collaboration with IADE Madrid Technical public 25

27th May 2013 Regional minister of development Meeting/Presentation Cuenca Technical Public 5

12nd July 2013 Housing CEO of CAM Meeting/Presentation Madrid Technical Public 10

13rd June 2013-February 2014 Ecological calendar Facebook publication World General public, Plateau Team 2.048 friends

January 2014 ISSUU Symbiosis 01 - Urbanism Magazine publication World General public 9.236

February 2014 ISSUU Symbiosis 02 - Rehabilitation Magazine publication World General public 5.371

March 2014 ISSUU Symbiosis 03 - Wood Magazine publication World General public 7.594

April 2014 ISSUU Symbiosis 04 - Materials Magazine publication World General public 2.273

May 2014 ISSUU Symbiosis 05 - Envelopes Magazine publication World General public 1.796

26th March 2013 Video "Build up! - Plateau Team" - Youtube.com Main Media Coverage World General public 2.054

19th April 2013 Vimeo publication Main Media Coverage World General public 300

28th June 2013 Construible publication Main Media Coverage World General public 500

30th June 2013 Video "Build Up! - Plateau Team #2" - Youtube.com Main Media Coverage World General public 1.438

01st July 2013
Video "Fiesta Plateau Team - 4 Julio - Penelope Lounge" - 
Youtube.com

Main Media Coverage World General public 311

23rd July 2013 Construible publication Main Media Coverage World General public 500

28th October 2013 Video "bye bye model!!" - Youtube.com Main Media Coverage World General public 289

01st November 2013 Video "PLT Audiovisual#3" - Youtube.com Main Media Coverage World General public 3.276

24th January 2014
Video "Symbcity House. Campaña de Crowdfunding. PLATEAU 
TEAM. SOLAR DECATHLON 2014" - Youtube.com

Main Media Coverage World General public 2.647

29th May 2014 Video "SymbCity House Assembly Day One" - Youtube.com Main Media Coverage World General public 179

Nov. 2012-Jun. 2014 Facebook Page Social networking Spain General public, Young public 2.048 friends

Dec. 2012-Jun. 2014 Twitter Social networking Spain General public 1.912 followers

Feb. 2013-Jun. 2014 Pinterest Social networking Spain General public 30

Mar. 2013-Jun. 2014 Linkedin Social networking Spain Technical public, general public 101

Mar. 2013-Jun. 2014 Flickr Social networking Spain General public 30

PRESS OFFICE/MEDIA

ONLINE COMUNICATION

PUBLIC CONTEST/MEDIA PARTNERSHIP
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CONCEPT BUDGET
TEAMBUILDING WEEKEND #1 2076,50 €
WORKSHOP #1 955,60 €
PLATEAU TEAM PARTY  0,00 € 
TEAMBUILDING WEEKEND #2 474,00 €
ALBACETE FAIR 264,10 €
TEAMBUILDING WEEKEND #3 498,00 €
EFENALBA 0,00 €
X ARCHITECTURE WEEK 132,57 €
WORKSHOP #2 2476,00 €
TEAMBUILDING WEEKEND #4 960,00 €
MADERALIA 0,00 €
WEB PAGE (creation and maintenance) 28,00 €
VIDEOS 284,96 €
ARCHITECTURAL MODEL 1.546,97 €
COMMUNICATION DOCUMENTATION 569,82 €
UNIFORMS (Work/Competition/Events) 5.567.73 €
VIP VISITS TO SYMBCITY HOUSE 40 €
KEY RINGS 90.07€
CROWFUNDING REWARDS 1.100 €
BROCHURE 400 €
MERCHANDISING 2800 €
SYMBIOSIS MAGAZINE 250 €
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 Tracking Table of the Communications actions 

Radio

Date of issue Links

12th November 2012

November 2012

10th January 2013

27th September 2013

07th March 2014

Onda Cero Alcalá de 
Henares

Radio Kolor

Onda Cero Alcalá de 
Henares

Getafe Voz

Getafe Voz

Press

Date of publication Links

19th January 2013

05th March 2013

05th September 2013

22nd November 2013

17th December 2013

UAH

El Mundo

FuturEnergy

FuturEnergy

FuturEnergy

Television

04th April 2014

04th April 2014

Popular Televisión 
Guadalajara

Televisión Guadalajara

Video

19th April 2013

28th June 2013

23rd July 2013

Vimeo

Construible

Construible

03rd April 2014

04th April 2014

09th April 2014

29th May 2014

Cadena SER

RNE Guadalajara

Cadena SER Cuenca

Onda Cero

Onda Cero Alcalá de 
Henares

Date of issue Links

18th February 2014

16th April 2014

nº123, April 2014

nº516, October 2014

FuturEnergy

La Tribuna de Cuenca

Tecno Energía

CIC Arquitectura y Sos-
tenibilidad

Date of publication Links

Date of publication Links

Date of publication Links

14th November 2013

25th November 2013

Construible

e2020

29th April 2014

05th May 2014

Televisión Guadalajara

Televisión Guadalajara
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Web

Date of publication Links

29th November 2012

30th November 2012

3rd December 2012

8th December 2012

21st December 2012

26th December 2012

4th January 2013

6th January 2013

7th January 2013 

8th January 2013

10th January 2013

11th January 2013

15th January 2013

17th January 2013

21st February 2013

7th March 2013

Politécnica de Cuenca

Voces de Cuenca

Revista Sección

CENP

Politécnica de Cuenca

Cuenca On

CENP

UAH

Conferencia Consejos 
Sociales Madrid

Pedacicos Arquitectó-
nicos

Eraikal

Digital complutense

Empresarios del Hena-
res

EcoConstrucción

Diario Vasco

El Comercio

Efe Verde

Guadanews

Diario Sur

Verdelab

Albacete

La Tribuna de Albacete

La Verdad

Cotta Arquitectura

8th March 2013

12th March 2013

25th March 2013

4th April 2013

15th April 2013

17th April 2013

18th April 2013

25th April 2013

30th April 2013

28th May 2013

29th May 2013

05th June 2013

14th June 2013

19th June 2013

02nd July 2013

05th July 2013

12th July 2013

13th July 2013

18th July 2013

Madrid+d

Madrid Network

Cuenca Cultura

La Casa Encendida

UAH

UAH

Construible

El Instalador Digital

Eraikal

Construible

Castilla-La Mancha

UCLM

Politécnica Cuenca

EPC UCLM

Politécnica Cuenca

Construible

Politécnica Cuenca

Ecointeligencia

Paperblog

Delirious New Blog

Ecointeligencia

UAH

EMES

Comunidad de madrid

El Digital Complutense

FuturEnergy

Date of publication Links
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22nd July 2013

23rd July 2013

27th July 2013

16th September 2013

24th September 2013

29th September 2013

30th September 2013

18th October 2013

21st October 2013

25th October 2013

28th October 2013

30th October 2013

11th November 2013

12th November 2013

13th November 2013

14th November 2013

14th November 2013

20th November 2013

27th November 2013

07th December 2013

18th December 2013

07th February 2014

FuturEnergy

Construible

Construible

Kimera Consulting

Near Zero Buildings

UAH

Alcalanow

Bicicomunera

Instituto Metropolitano 
de Urbanismo Taller 
Caracas

Anerr

Ecourbano

Politécnica Cuenca

Ecoticias

Innometalia

FuturEnergy

FuturEnergy

Ecointeligencia

Construible

Soluciones Calidad de 
Vida

En Castilla-La Mancha

CI3

Pedacicos Arquitectó-
nicos

Construible

Web

Date of publication Links Date of publication Links

08th February 2014

10th February 2014

11th February 2014

12th February 2014

13th February 2014

14th February 2014

15th February 2014

20th February 2014

24th February 2014

25th February 2014

27th February 2014

28th February 2014

04th March 2014

07th March 2014

14th March 2014

17th March 2014

Ferrovial

Interempresas

Pedacicos Arquitectó-
nicos

Vivienda saludable

Construible

Interempresas

Facilisimo

Cidajalcala

Ciberperfil

Kommerling

Efikosnews

IADE

Scoop

SSP

Finsa

Article.wn

Enllave

Promateriales

Arquitectura Popular 
Manchega

Construction 21

Impulsobelenus

Politécnica Cuenca

Politécnica Cuenca

Carpinteriascte

Ecointeligencia
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Web

Date of publication Links Date of publication Links

18th March 2014

20th March 2014

26th March 2014

27th March 2014

31st March 2014

01st April 2014

02nd April 2014

03rd April 2014

04th April 2014

06th April 2014

07th April 2014

09th April 2014

14th April 2014

Bitácoras

Plataforma Arquitectu-
ra

Planos de casas

Scribd

El plan Z arquitectura

Vivienda en red

Ecallejon

Ovacen

Madera Sostenible

Eaguadalajara

El Heraldo del Henares

Politécnica Cuenca

El digital Castilla-La 
Mancha

Guadaque

El Porvenir CLM

Cuenca News

Politécnica Cuenca

Cidajalcala

Cidajalcala

Cuenca On

El Porvenir CLM

Portal Local

Politécnica Cuenca

UCLM

Tarancón Digital

15th April 2014

16th April 2014

28th April 2014

07th May 2014

09th May 2014

12th May 2014

13th May 2014

14th May 2014

28th May 2014

30th May 2014

31st May 2014

3rd June 2014

4th June 2014

5th June 2014

6th June 2014

Ceoecuenca

Cuenca News

Metalocus

Nomadaq

Sierra Madrid

Mercados de Medio 
Ambiente

Aluminio y Arquitectu-
ra

Cajón de Arquitecto

Ciberperfil

Asefave

Nan Construcción

Inmodiario

Revista Sección

Construible

Interempresas

Ciberperfil

Certificados energéti-
cos

Construnario

Ecohabitar

Isover

Aecor

Red Fundamentos

Interempresas

El Digital Complutense
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7th June 2014

11th June 2014

16th June 2014

18th June 2014

22nd June 2014

23rd June 2014

25th June 2014

26th June 2014

27th June 2014

30th June 2014

1st July 2014

2nd July 2014

3rd July 2014

7th July 2014

9th July 2014

Construnario

Portal Local

Rehabitec News

UAH

Alcalá de Henares

Cotta Arquitectura

El Mundo

Camara Urbana CYLE

Live Properties

Obras Urbanas

Construible

COAM

Kommerling

Isover

Prefieres

Mundo Energia

Ecointeligencia

Arae Espacios Arqui-
tectónicos

Reynaers

Tecnifica

EAGuadalajara

Cuenca ON

Cuenca ON

UCLM

La Cerca

Web

Date of publication Links Date of publication Links

10th July 2014

11th July 2014

13th July 2014

14th July 2014

15th July 2014

16th July 2014

21st July 2014

28th July 2014

5th August 2014

7th August 2014

8th August 2014

14th August 2014

27th October 2014

Politécnica Cuenca

blog.is-arquitectura

Red Emprende Verde

Eco Construcción

Voces de Cuenca

Cuenca ON

Rockwool

Construible

Gizmag

Politécnica Cuenca

CIC Información

Energy News

Construible

Observatorio Inmobi-
liario

Construible

Tu Casa Es Más

Inhabitat

Adip-as

IADE

IETCC - CSIC
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      5.7.2 Public tour description

5.7.2.1 General Information.

Plateau Team Tour allows the visitor to have a whole experience of the project since they take the 
first step on the ramp. The visitor will receive information on a wide range of ways: printed words 
and sentences on the ramp, information boards, QR Codes, the brochure, the mobile app and the 
tour provided by our decathletes. In this way, the project will appeal to them due to they will feel 
that they took part of something interesting and enjoyable.

The groups for the guided tour will be formed by a maximum of eight people. It will last around 10 
or 20 minutes depending on how many people are waiting in line and the profile of the visitors of 
the group. We have three different models for the guided tour in order to the knowledge of each 
group and the influx of each moment of the competition.

The tour will be executed in three different languages: english, french and spanish.

5.7.2.2 Ramp Signage.

SymCity House project proposes the colonization of the roofs with an extra level of construction. For 
the competition we introduce a “0 level” that emulates the pre-existing building. This inevitably sets 
up a long ramp. This fact is taken as an advantage using it to introduce the Plateau Team Visitor 
into our concepts with printed words and sentences on the floor and information boards with plans 
and images placed throughout the ramp.

The ramp is divided in three different parts that show three different aspects of the project.

A.- The first stretch of the ramp will introduce the problem we have in our cities, with Madrid as an 
example: The abandon of the traditional cities, caused by the uncontrollable urban sprawl of the 
last decades and the suburbanization phenomenon as a huge energy, pollution and mobility issue, 
especially in metropolitan areas.

DEPÓSITO 100L
(ACUMULACIÓN

ACS)
H1.1

DEPÓSITO 200L
(ACUMULACIÓN

SOLAR ACS)
H1.5 .\Cartela1.jpg.\Cartela1.jpg
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B.- The second stretch of the ramp explains the first step of the SymCity House project, the coloniza-
tion of roofs as a viable solution: The development of this colonization with a wide variety of uses, 
from public facilities to dwellings, where we focus our investigation. The sale of this extra urban 
space will help to finance a global refurbishment operation on the building. In this way we would be 
able to create a mutual benefit between host (existing) and guest (new) housing units. The Symbiotic 
Relationship.

C.- Finally, in the last stretch, the information boards focus on the technical solutions taken in our 
project, with an interactive image to immerse the visitors into the project’s possible contexts. At the 
end of this area there will be a decathlete. In this moment, the visitor will start the Plateau Team Tour.
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The use of the ramp as an interactive and entertaining way to understand the project is based on 
the experience of the long queues we could see in last editions of the Solar Decathlon Europe. 
Therefore, the whole ramp will be “climatized” by the plants around it that will create a fresh and 
healthy microclimate.

5.7.2.3 Public Tour Description.

As it is said previously, tours of the house will be available in French, English, Spanish, and Italian. 
We have students who speak fluently in English and French, some members who are able to give 
a complete guided tour in Italian, and we are all Spanish native speakers. There will be QR codes 
throughout the house that will explain in detail each significant element of the house.

We will divide the tour in several stations in order to administrate the time and to have some guided 
tours simultaneously. When it is needed, the tour plan proposes having two groups at the same time, 
so, there can´t be two guided tour in the same room at the same time. The time we spend in each 
station or the position where we do them can be modified according to the profiles of the visitor 
groups. There will be three different tour targets: general public, experts and children.

Station 0. Welcome to Plateau Team Tour.

The station zero is placed at the beginning of the ramp and corresponds to the organization and 
waiting prior to the visit. One decathlete will be in charge of organizing the queue and the entrance 
by groups into the house. In addition, one decathlete will be supervising and monitoring the chil-
dren in the Kid´s area, where there will be placed a “Photocall” too and the visitors will be able to 
take photos to themselves and to participate in a photo-competition to win the daily prize (only on 
weekends).
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The next station is placed at the end of the third stretch of the ramp. In this station the decathlete 
will explain the general instructions about the Plateau Team house tour and will give the Brochures 
(according to the three different tour targets). The guide will also invite them to download the mobile 
application using the QR code placed there.

If it is necessary, some umbrellas or fans made by ourselves will be given to help the visitor to have 
a comfortable temperature and protection from the sun.

When there is a guide prepared and a maximum of eight people waiting in the queue the tour can 
start. Welcome to Plateau Team Tour.

Speech topics:
- The Plateau Team.
- Presentation of the guide.
- Plateau Team documentation.

Station 1. The essential points behind Symbcity House. (From 2 to 4 minutes)

The decathlete will guide the group to the entry while explaining the concepts associated to SymCity 
House and Redensification using the “SymCity House-Basement”. By means of a scenery which 
emulates the real pre-existing house, people will be able to understand better the main idea of the 
project called “guest housing units”. Then, the guide will invite the group to access into the Symb-
City house through the Multifunctional Room door.

When there are enough people the tour plan proposes having two groups at the same time, so, the 
guide won’t enter to the Living Core if there is another group that had not finish at Station 3. Before 
entering the Living Core, visitors will be asked to give umbrellas back to the tour guide.
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Speech topics:

- SymCity House and Redensification.
- The “Build Up”.
- Spatial structure of the house.
- Technical Block: The Technical Room 1 (just for experts groups)

Station 2. A first view of the house. (From 1 to 3 minutes)

A complete explanation of the spatial structure of the house and the kitchen will be explained while 
some videos of the project are played on the television. Here the decathlete will show the movable 
components of the living core.

Speech topics:

- Spatial structure of the house.
- Technical Block: The Kitchen.

Station 3. The bedroom and bathroom. (From 2 to 4 minutes)

The second stop inside the house will be The bedroom where they will receive information
about both active and passive bioclimatic strategies, structure and technologies experimented du-
ring the design and construction process. Here the decathlete will show the movable components 
of the bedroom.

Speech topics:

 - Bedroom.
 - Bathroom.
 - Bioclimatic Strategies*

*If the next guided group goes into the house and it has not been explained yet, this topic could be 
developed at Station 4.

Station 4. The Multifunctional Room. (From 1 to 3 minutes)

The last stop inside the house will be developed in the Multifunctional Room where a vertical garden 
is used to show the water reusing system for the irrigation. Finishing the indoor explanation the 
guide will explain how to reach from the PlateauTeam House to the SymCity House.

Speech topics:*

 - Water reusing system for irrigation.
 - From the SymbCity House to the SymbCity. 

*If the next guided group has gone into the house and the Bioclimatic Strategies had not been ex-
plained yet, this topic is explained at Station 4.
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Station 5. The Final Speech. (From 3 to 5 minutes)

After Station 4, we will offer the possibility of going to Station 5 by the ramp or the stairs. If there is 
someone taking the ramp, the guide will take the same route. The end of the tour takes place on the 
south façade to explain the relation between the pre-existing building and the new one, explaining 
widely the new structure elements. Visitors will also be able to see the technical room located on the 
southwest side of the building. 

Finally, the guide will thank the group for visiting SymbCity House and the Ville Solaire, reminding 
them to visit the website and download the mobile app for more information about the project.

Speech topics:

 - The “Build Up”.
 - Technical Block: The Technical Room 2 (just for experts groups).
 - Plateau Team Documentation.
 - Thank you for coming!

5.7.2.4 Public Tour for Professional Visitors.

Plateau Team has prepared a different tour for Professional Visitors, providing more technical data. 
We will try to adapt ourselves according to the sponsor, as we will offer them everything that con-
cerns their product or contribution to Plateau Team project. 

In the station 0 (placed at the end of the third stretch of the ramp), one decathlete will be in charge 
of organizing the technical visitors groups. 

Extra Speech topics in Station 0:
 
 - Plateau Team technical documentation.

Then, in the rest of the tour, the guide will focus his speech on those specific topics for each profile 
of the technical visitor.

Extra Speech topics:

 - Technical Block: The Technical Room 1.
 - Technical Block: Kitchen.
 - Technical Block: The Technical Room 2.
 - Architecture and Urbanism.
 - Communication Strategies.
 - Water reusing system for irrigation.
 - SymbCity House adaptation to an existing city 
 - Bioclimatic Strategies.
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5.7.2.5 Tour for Kids.

Plateau Team has prepared a different tour for kids, with fewer technical data, and adapting the 
speech according to the age, because all of us will try to have a good time.

In the station 0 (placed at the end of the third stretch of the ramp), one decathlete will be in charge 
of organizing groups for kids. According to their age and the previous knowledge they could have.

Extra Speech topics in Station 0:

- Plateau Team kids Brochures.

Then, in the rest of the tour, the guide will ask some questions to have the kids thoughtfully. The 
guide will take a photo at the photocall (if there is a permission from their parents) and will email 
it to them.

Extra Speech topics:

- How to draw the Plateau Team Pet.
- How to save energy and water at home.

5.7.2.6 Public Tour for Disabled People.

Regarding to the accessibility requirements, the team designed the ramp to make the entrance for 
wheelchairs and baby buggies more comfortable. The house is designed in a unique level providing 
comfort to handicapped people.

Inside, the main tour is also accessible for people with motor disabilities. There will be a decathlete 
besides the guide who could easily help and support people having walking troubles (crutches, 
etc.).

We will prepare two special flyers for people with sensorial disabilities like deafness or blindness in 
order to give them the possibility to follow the complete explanations. They will be given a special 
flyer for each one with all the information.

Thus, everyone will be able to follow the same visit of the house and everybody will feel integrated 
without splitting up a group, giving special attention to someone or loosing information about the 
design of the project.

Also, concerning to the exterior area, we will set a tactile band creating a slightly rough surface at 
the beginning of each steps and the ramps for visual deficient and security reasons.
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5.7.2.7 The Recicling Interactive Brochure.

Plateau Team Brochure proposal is made of recycled paper that can be recycled to make symbiotic 
shapes by using origami techniques. These are the main properties of our brochure proposal:

§ Information of the brochure: 
The Folding Brochure has the main information of the project in English 
and French. Using words, images and plans, the brochure explains the 
most important concepts of SymbCity House. It will have a “Sponsors 
Area” too, where all our sponsors will appear.

§ The Recycling:
The brochure can be recycled to build a flower and a bee by using ori-
gami techniques. We choose this technique to recycle the brochure as a 
sustainable way of reusing the brochure and make two symbiotic shapes 
that will underline and continue with our idea of our SymbCity House 
and the Symbiosis concept.

§ An Interactive Brochure:
Our Plateau Team Brochure will be used as an interactive brochure. Besides of the recycling way, the 
brochure will have an interactive face. It will be linked to our webpage www.plateauteam.com and 
linked to the place where you will be able to download our mobile application.

Here it is an image of the Brochure:
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5.7.2.8 Plateau Team App.

This app will help the visitor in different ways:

- A visual and more exhaustive information will help them to understand the project.
- Some advices about how to save energy at their homes will appear in the “Plateau Team Test”.
- It will be used to teach new ways of eco-building.
- They will be informed of the last news of the Solar Decathlon 2014.
- For having more technical information of the SymbCity project.
- They will be able to draw their own Plateau Team Pet.
- Children apps and games will teach them how they can be part of the change.

While the app is being developed, we can give information about how it will be:

a. SymbCity Project.

 1. Our Project: Main information about the project, with some images, plans and sketches
 2. Meet Our Team: Every day we will publish personal info about our decathletes
 3. Our Project at SDE14: How our project is going on at SDE14.

b. Be a Plateau Believer!

 1. Test Plateau Team: A test about how to save energy and water at home.
 2. Ecobuilding Area: New ways of eco-building projects.

c. Technical Area.

 1. Symbiosis Magazine: A link to our magazine.
 2. Technical Documentation: More technical info about the Project.

d. “Kids Zone”

 1. Design your city: Kids will be able to create their ideal city. We will publish the best re sults.
 2. Draw your Plateau 

Pet: Kids will be able to create their own Plateau Pet. We will publish the best results.
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5.7.2.9 Kids Area.

Parents visiting SymbCity House are allowed to leave their children at our Kids’ Area for the time 
of the visit.

The Kid s’ Area is supervised by a trained decathlete. It will be planned scheduled workshops at 
certain times to paint children’s faces, to make bracelets, to decorate face masks of the team pet, to 
recycle from different materials...

5.7.2.10 The Infiltrated Plateau Disturbing Visitor (for kids and school groups).

Once a day, we will select a person (randomly) to be the “Infiltrated Plateau Disturbing Visitor”. He 
will be challenged during a SymbCity House Tour. If he achieve the challenge, he will win a special 
prize and we will publish him and his feat in our social networks. At the end of the tour everybody 
will know that they have been part of a joke.
Especially recommended for children and school groups.

What we expect from this?

 - To get a smile from the visitor.
 - To bring the humor to Ville Solaire.
 - To create a friendly and relaxing atmosphere.

The possible challenges are like:

 - To make the guide say something weird.
 - To put another visitors10 wooden pegs.
 - To follow someone as being his shadow.
 - To touch everything with the face.
 - To take the bed and start to sleep.
 - To hide somewhere until the next tour group.
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The Plateau Team logo

It´s a sphere which has an organic and scientific 
image that reflects evolution, future, change and 
movement. It generates a symbiosis between 
nature and technology, between the present 
and the future.

The logo can be presented in different ways, 
depending on its adaptation to different for-
mats. The first one is standard, the symbol is 
placed at the left of the name. In the second 
one, the symbol is placed above the name, the 
“T” of the name becomes the central axis to jus-
tify and align the symbol in perfect harmony.

The SymbCity House logo

It is an evolution of Plateau Team’s logo. Pla-
teau Team is a grop of people who is creating a  
house, that is the idea that we want to transfer 
to our logo.

We have choosen the green colours as the iden-
titive colours of our team, meanwhile the grey 
colours would symbolize the house, the architec-
ture or the city whenever it would be necessary. 
The symbol is made of three diferent colours 
two greys and one black. Each grey represent 
one field of knowledge, the architecture (de-
sign) and the engineering (construction). The 
black, as the sum of all the colours symbolize 
the house.

The idea of the symbol is that although the house 
is an inseparable part of the team it has its own 
identity by itself. That is why in some ocasiones 
SymbCity house could be seen alone (with it’s 
own logo) or as part of Plateau Team’s logo, but 
in any case it would be always present.

      5.7.3 Team visual identity manual

Corporate Identity Manual contains the constitutive elements of Plateau Team´s visual identity. 
We establish construction guidelines, chromatic variations and applications of the brand as the        
constitutive elements. The presented proposal is a perfectly balanced union between: movement, 
strength, evolution, fusion, in both and organic and technological way. Future is reflected in a way 
that inspires progress.
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The Plateau Team logo

No maximum size is established; the distribution must respect the exclusion zone

Minimum size: The logos must not be reproduced in sizes smaller than 20 mm wide.

Exclusion zone. To allow a clear visibility of the logo, it may be included within an exclusion zone. 
No other text or visual element must appear within this area. The definition of the protection area 
is determined by dimension “X”.
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The SymbCity House logo

No maximum size is established; the distribution must respect the exclusion zone

Minimum size: The logos must not be reproduced in sizes smaller than 20 mm wide.

Exclusion zone. To allow a clear visibility of the logo, it may be included within an exclusion zone. 
No other text or visual element must appear within this area. The definition of the protection area 
is determined by dimension “X”.
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The Plateau Team logo  

Logo colours

Below are shown the colours defined for the loos.

The SymbCity House logo

PANTONE 6 B

C: 84 / M: 83 / Y: 73 / K: 80
R: 0 / G:0 / B:0

PANTONE 10 C

C: 69 / M: 61 / Y: 58 / K: 6
R: 102 / G:102 / B:102

PANTONE 420 C

C: 23 / M: 18 / Y: 19 / K: 8
R: 204 / G:204 / B:204

PANTONE 426 C

C:75 / M: 64 / Y: 58 / K: 72 
R: 38 / G:39 / B:41

PANTONE 5477 C

C:73 / M: 43 / Y: 53 / K: 38  
R: 63 / G:91 / B:88

PANTONE 555 C

C:82 / M: 32 / Y: 74 / K: 21 
R: 45 / G:112 / B:80

PANTONE 7738 C

C:74 / M: 10 / Y: 94 / K: 0 
 R: 71 / G:161 / B:65
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Logo versions
 
There are monocrome alternative versions to be used in case a four-colour process reproduction 
is not possible.

Plateau Team logo                                         SymbCity House logo

Negative version White Negative version White

Negative version Pantone 5477C Negative version Pantone 5477C

Negative version Pantone 386C Negative version Pantone 386C

Positive version Positive version
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Logo fonts

The following font have used for building the logo (although with small variations).

Old Republic
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Sed eu tempus 
felis, quis dapibus risus. Ut quis acumsan tortor. Nunc dapibus ornare 
iaculis. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient motes, 
nascetur ridiculus mus. 

General fonts

Futura extended will be used as primary corporate font beacuse of its unique and contemporary 
appearance. It will be used as the primary font in all internal and external documents and in pu-
blications and advertisements. Old Republic font will be used in some ocasions as secondary font.

Futura Extended
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Sed eu tempus felis, 
quis dapibus risus. Ut quis accumsan tortor. Nunc dapibus ornare iaculis. 

Futura Extended Bold
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Sed 
eu tempus felis, quis dapibus risus. Ut quis accumsan tortor. 
Nunc dapibus ornare iaculis. 

The text of Plateau Team logo 

The typeface has been chosen and modified to 
fit properly with the field of architecture, incor-
porating a few details that add as much stren-
gth and balance as aesthetics. This typeface 
provides an image of evolution and progress.
 
The “T” of ‘‘Plateau’’ and ‘‘Team’’ becomes the 
central axis to justify and align the symbol in 
perfect harmony.

Logos text and fonts

The text of SymbCity House logo

The text consists of two clearly different colored 
and placed parts. On top we find SymbCity as 
the main theme and on the bottom “house” is 
located as a reference to the project itself. A line 
is drawn from the B on top the H from house, so 
the two words belong to the same concept.

“SymbCity” is written in black, and “house” in 
a deep grey, using a unified color pallet to give 
unity. The gray plays into the idea of the pre-
existing housing, aging and extinguishing, and 
the black comes refers to the project, where it 
exist in the same range but it’s intense, new, 
strong. 
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Logo combinations

Vertical combined version

Horizontal combined version

PANTONE 426 C

C:75 / M: 64 / Y: 58 / K: 72 
R: 38 / G:39 / B:41

PANTONE 5477 C
C:73 / M: 43 / Y: 53 / K: 38  

R: 63 / G:91 / B:88

PANTONE 555 C

C:82 / M: 32 / Y: 74 / K: 21 
R: 45 / G:112 / B:80

PANTONE 7738 C

C:74 / M: 10 / Y: 94 / K: 0 
 R: 71 / G:161 / B:65

Avatar
 
We have designed an avatar for being used in social media.

PANTONE 386 C

C:9 / M: 0 / Y: 66 / K: 0 
 R:233 / G:236 / B:107
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Hierarchy

A grid has been designed in order to establish a hierarchy between all the logos of the sponsors. 
All the sponsors of the same category have the same size in the grid.
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Slogan

“Build up!” is our slogan. Students of the School of Architecture of Alcalá de Henares came up 
with the slogan. For one week, we held a contest in which, on a large paper posted on the wall of 
one of the halls, any university student could learn about the project and write a slogan or phrase 
that could describe SymbCity House. The turnout was great, and the slogan “build up!” was chosen 
out of other very powerful ideas, for several reasons.

The first one being that it is a short phrase, and it is easy to remember. Furthermore, the positive 
sentiment of the sentence fits perfectly with the motivation of Plateau Team on this project.

The second reason is because it is a very accurate synthesis of the project, which proposes the 
construction of new housing over the existing ones.

Finally, the phrase has several interpretations within the same context. It can refer to “build”, “gathe-
ring” and “urbanize”. These three concepts perfectly frame our project and constitute a great essen-
ce in a very short slogan.

Tagline

“A new city without denying the city of our past!” is our lema. It synthesize in one 
sentence the main objetive of Symbcity House. Build in the existing city, without destroying it, in 
order to produce a sustainble redensification. It would be used as a end sentence to remark the 
main idea, as in the House Visitors Guide: 
‘‘...the energetic transformation of our cities will become a widespread phenomenon by individual 
operations focused on the re-use of the existing buildings. A new city without denying the 
city of our past.’’

Combination of Team’s logo and SDE’s logo.

When Solar Decathlon and Team’s logos need to be combinated, Solar Decathlon will    
appear under the vertical combination of Plateau Team logo and SymbCity House logo.
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Energy – Solar

In today’s society the idea of energy is directly linked to a certain lifestyle. Solar energy is 
the most profitable clean energy source in Central-South Europe, for its use and distribution.

Density – Redensification 

Urban population is increasing exponentially. It is one of the main objectives find new and 
sustainable solutions for the population. 

  
Assembly – Industrialized 

The versatility of a mechanical assembly with dry joints allows great acceleration in the cons-
truction process and the assembly of the components that make up the prototype. So much so 
that industrialization is possible for both new parts, and reuse of pieces already assembled.

Strategies - Passive 

It is important to provide houses with passive strategies, those that don’t rely on additional 
energy sources, that are less polluting, and that just depend on a good analysis of the 
atmosphere of a house, the temperature range, and it’s movements around the comfort 
zone.

Urbanism – Symbiosis 

The integration of neighborhoods, already built, in the urban area is one of the main areas 
that our team is working on. The idea consists on transforming neighborhoods into urban 
public sectors of the city.

Main keywords
 
The keywords, specially the main ones. Are used to enphasize the main ideas of the project. 
Wherever they appear and whenever possible the will be written in bold or ussing a corporative 
colour
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Workable – economical

The first level of understanding of a project is their viability. It is necessary that a project 
with such a demanding goal required a study on the economic viability, and the possibi-
lity of their integration into the job market.

Inversion – Progress

Such a project needs financial support that usually starts from scratch. We are looking 
for investors with a mindset that knows look toward the future, the progress, and that will 
understand the need for investment in this type of programs that have profit in the short 
or long term.

Job - Team

Every big project requires an excessive amount of work. To do so, we have a very large 
multidisciplinary team, formed by people who can manage, organize, and take the pro-
ject up to its execution. 

Enthusiasm – Effort

The effort that has been invested in the project is born from a general enthusiasm of the 
team, it is our dream to solve such a big problem that affects the 21st century city.

Ventilation - Crusade

One of the most important and least developed passive strategies is to produce conditions 
that force air movement, so that is distributed throughout the house, at the same time there 
is a heat exchange. 

Innovation - Technology

The development of science and technology is always associated with thinking minds who 
are able to designing innovative new applications for new discoveries.

Secondary Keywords

Development - Sustainable

It should be always sustainable, but this does not go against technological development as is 
sometimes thought to be quite the opposite, development must go together with sustainability 
to improve living conditions.
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Transformation - Integration

When urbanization does not integrate properly with the surroundings, a transformation 
is due to avoid an urban marginalization.

Diffusion - Recognition

Diffusion is fundamental for project’s viability, we seek to publish useful information, not 
only about SymbCity House, but also the work that is been done to reach the needs of the 
demanding society we live in. 

Support - Gratitude

The support of all the people close to us, as well as the interest in our project has fueled 
our enthusiasm and our effort. We can only be grateful for the unconditional support that 
we are professed.

Financing - Patent

It should be clear that the fluctuation of financial money will always have an underlying 
objective to recover the investment. The idea behind the spread of new project, and thus 
its patents, is to not only recover the investment, but to generate profit.

Organization - Coordinated

The organization for this type of project is fundamental. We have more than a year and 
a half worth of work, and it is clear that this organization should cover all areas in a 
coordinated manner to avoid internal disagreements.

Saving - Energetic

It is essential that the public understands the importance of a good use of our scarce 
resources. The energy as most of resources is limited and we must try to avoid wasting it 
in vain.

Space – Homely

It is intended that the housing is not only cozy home, but rather each space within it in 
order to maximize comfort in it.
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Colours

The colour defines a range of specific values that we must consider for its application on any format.
The main colour of the logo is PANTONE 5477 C, and the colours of the symbol are PANTONE 426 
C, PANTONE 555 C, PANTONE 7738 C, and the colour for the typeface is PANTONE 5477 C.

Uniforms

The Plateau Team´s T-Shirts principal color is PANTONE  5477 C. Both logos, the Plateau Team’s 
and an abstraction of the Solar Decathlon’s will appear on the front side of the T-Shirt, in a white 
color. 

The secondary color is PANTONE 386C. 

We reserve the back side of the T-shirt for the sponsors’ logos.

The design of our gala, work and casual uniforms (t-shirts and polos) are being designed by the last 
course students of IADE, Fashion Design School of Madrid (UAH).

PANTONE
386 C

PANTONE
5477 C
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Identity uniform
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Events uniform
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Work uniform

13 

12 

20 

71 

16 

15 

6 

158 

54 

114 

50
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Applications

ELECTRIC AND PV DESIGN SYSTEMS INFORMATION

Cover  Back cover  Internal separator

Business card 

We have designed three types of our business card; one for each one of our faculty advidsords and 
one comun to use for Plateau Team members.
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CD label white / black

Accreditation card

We have designed an accreditation cards to permit us to control de access to our contruction area.
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Crowfunding  Merchandising

PLT T-shirts PLT Blocks

PLT Key rings PLT Backpacks

SDE 2014  Merchandising

PLT T-shirts PLT Pencils

PLT Biodegradable flowerpot PLT Key rings
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 5.7.4 Sponsorship manual

SymbCity House allows companies to invest in a technological and innovative project that 
contributes to the progress of the cities. This document includes a list of companies that believe 
that our project is workable and have supported us through economic contribution, material 
or technique. Also, include the documents used to contact them.

Universities

Universidad de Alcalá
The University of Alcalá (UAH) was founded by Cardinal Cis-
neros in 1499 as a completely new educational project. During 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the University of Alcalá 
became the major center of academic excellence. Masters like 
Nebrija, Juan de la Cruz, Lope de Vega, Quevedo, etc. studied 
and tought here. The prestige of both and university studies and 
professors, soon became the model on which the new universities 
were established in America.

In the eighteenth century, university studies in Spain were undergoing momentous changes in tea-
ching methods and in the mid-nineteenth century the University moved to Madrid. Since the reope-
ning of the University in 1977 to date, the collective effort and tenacity of its managers have made 
it possible to recover their intellectual, cultural and architectural heritage. Due to: the uniqueness of 
the university model, the historical contribution to the arts and sciences, and the beautiful architectu-
re of its buildings; UNESCO declared the University of Alcalá, a World Heritage Site on December 
2, 1998.

At present, the University of Alcalá is a modern, medium sized institution, which is recognized in 
Europe and America as a role model. The University of Alcalá has incorporated the newest degrees 
in all fields of science, in addition to the classic humanistic and social sciences studies. All of them, 
along with the Science and Technology Park, are a major factor of international projection and a 
stimulus in the activity of the region.

The renowned quality of its university studies, the development of important research projects, its 
international relations, the historical and artistic interest of its iconic buildings, its new and modern 
facilities and its complete adaptation to the demands of today´s labor market, are the reasons why 
the University of Alcalá is at the very forefront of public universities.

Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha

The University of Castilla-La Mancha (UCLM) began its first steps 
in 1985, but was formally established by law on June 30th, 1982, 
as the result of political autonomy and collective desire expressed 
by the society of Castilla-La Mancha, and shared by the regional 
government.

The project began as a factor of social and territorial cohesion, with a clear goal: to act as a cor-
nerstone for the economic, social, cultural and technological development of the autonomous com-
munity, responding to their current and future needs.

Rectorado UAH

E. U. Politécnica UCLM
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From its modest beginnings three decades ago, the University of Castilla-La Mancha (UCLM) has 
become a reference for higher education in the autonomous community of Castilla-La Mancha. It 
has campuses in Albacete, Ciudad Real, Cuenca and Toledo, and university headquarters in Ta-
lavera de la Reina and Almadén, and it is a modern and competitive institution with over 30,000 
students, 2,300 teachers and researchers and 1,200 service and administration staff.

Name: Universidad de Alcalá
Web: www.uah.es
Contact: Fernando  da Casa Martín. Office of Infrastructure Ma-
nagement and Maintenance Director. (918854014, fernando.
casa@uah.es)
Team contact: Antonio Baño, (637 490 299, antonio.banno@
uah.es)

Name: Universidad de Castilla_La Mancha
Web: www.uclm.es
Contact: Dr. D. Pedro Antonio Carrión Pérez. Transfer Vice-Pre-
sident and Corporate Relations (96 7599218,
pedro.carrion@uclm.es)
Team contact: Francisco Castilla (687028523, fcojavier.casti-
lla@uclm.es)

Universidad
de Alcalá
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Institutional supporters
 

Name: Instituto de Ciencias de la Construcción Eduardo Torroja
Web: www.ietcc.csic.es
Field of work: Centre of National Research Council, part of the 
Department of Science and Technology of Materials. They conduct 
scientific research and technological developments in the field of 
construction and materials.
Type of collaboration: Collaboration in research project, personal 
and technical measurement and results.
Team contact: Antonio Baño, Fernando Estirado (657329964, festi-
rado@cottarquitectura.com)

Name: COAM
Web: www.coam.org
Field of work: Official College of Architects of Madrid
Type of collaboration: Diffusion, rehabilitation conference invitation.
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)

Name: Consejería de Fomento de Castilla la Mancha
Web: www.castillalamancha.es/gobierno/fomento
Field of work: To promote and implement regional Government po-
licy in urban planning, land use, housing and land (among others)
Type of collaboration: Diffusion
Team contact: Francisco Castilla (687028523, fcojavier.castilla@
uclm.es)

Name: COAATIE
Web: www.aparejadoresalbacete.es
Field of work: Official College of Riggers, Technical Architects and 
Engineers for the Construction of Albacete.
Type of collaboration: Diffusion and economic contribution.
Team contact: Francisco Castilla (687028523, fcojavier.castilla@
uclm.es)

Name: COAATIE CUENCA
Web: www.coaatcuenca.com
Field of work: Official College of Riggers, Technical Architects and 
Engineers for the Construction of Cuenca.
Type of collaboration: Diffusion.
Team contact: Alejandro Gil (686492747, gilgraells@gmail.com)

Name: Empresa Municipal de Vivienda y Suelo
Web: www.emvs.es 
Field of work: Joint-stock company with capital 100% municipal 
who develop the housing policy of Madrid City Council.
Type of collaboration: Collaboration in research project, personal 
and technical measurement and results.
Team contact: Almudena Fuster (610528010, fustera@emvs.es)
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Name: ITECAM
Web: www.itecam.com  
Field of work: Technological center of Metal of Castilla - La Mancha. 
Its target is to increase the innovative spirit in the sector of the metal 
transformation and related industries. 
Type of collaboration: Help for establish relationship with new spon-
sors metal-related.
Team contact: Luis López (660880808, lopezylopezluis@gmail.
com)

Name: Diputación de Albacete
Web: www.dipualba.es
Field of work: It is the institution responsible of the Government and 
administration of the 87 municipalities comprising the province of 
Albacete.
Type of collaboration: Diffusion.
Team contact: Francisco Castilla (687028523, fcojavier.castilla@
uclm.es)

Name: AJE Castilla - La Mancha
Web: www.ajeclm.com
Field of work: It is the Federation of Associations of Young Entrepre-
neurs of Castilla - La Mancha.
Type of collaboration: Diffusion.
Team contact: Alejandro Gil (686492747, gilgraells@gmail.com)

Name: CEOE CEPYME CUENCA
Web: www.ceoecuenca.es
Field of work: Confederation of employers of Cuenca.
Type of collaboration: Diffusion.
Team contact: Alejandro Gil (686492747, gilgraells@gmail.com) 
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Silver sponsors

Name: Ci3
Web: www.ci3.es
Field of work: Intelligent Infrastructure Innovation Center
Type of collaboration: Search for European research projects. Fi-
nancial contribution (30.000 €).
Team contact: Antonio Baño (637 490 299, antonio.banno@
uah.es)

Name: Uponor
Web: www.uponor.es
Field of work: Plumbing solutions for the transport of fluids in the 
building and Invisible Air Conditioning solutions.
Type of collaboration: Material contribution and advice in setting 
up the water treatment facility. Financial contribution (3.000 €).
Team contact: Antonio Baño (637 490 299, antonio.banno@
uah.es)

Name: Zehnder
Web: www.zehnder.es
Field of work: Heating, cooling and ventilation system.
Type of collaboration: Material contribution + 25 % of economic 
contribution (initial assessment 15.000 € + 4.000 €)
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)

Bronze sponsors

Name: Kommerling
Web: www.kommerling.es
Field of work: PVC carpentry (windows and doors).
Type of collaboration: Contribution in carpenty and 25% in cash 
(initial assessment 10.000 € + 2.500 €).
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)

Name: Isover
Web: www.isover.es
Field of work: Sustainable insulation.
Type of collaboration: Material contribution + 25 % of economic 
contribution (initial assessment 11.550 € + 2.887.5 €).
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)
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Pofessional support

Name: Vaillant
Web: www.vaillant.es
Field of work: Internationally company of the heating, ventilation 
and air-conditioning industry.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of regeneration heat systems 
material.
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)

Name: Schneider
Web: www.schneider-electric.com
Field of work: Power management.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of equipment for electrical 
system, technical support (20.000 €).
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)

Name: Rehasa
Web: www.rehasa.es
Field of work: Structure - foundations
Type of collaboration: Material contribution (15.482,22 €)
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)

Name: Maderas de cuenca
Web: www.maderascuenca.com
Field of work: Wood parts factory.
Type of collaboration: Wooden construction elements.
Team contact: Jesús Alfaro, 637 490 299, jesus.alfaro@uclm.es)

Name: 100 x 100 Madera
Web: www.100x100madera.com
Field of work: Wooden structures
Type of collaboration: Support in the preparation and assembly 
of wood structure
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)

Name: Rockwool / Rockpanel
Web: www.rockwool.es
Field of work: Leaders in thermal, acoustic and fireproof insula-
tion.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of facade panels
Team contact: Patricia Mendieta (696814540, ctm.plateauteam-
sde14@gmail.com)
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Name: Finsa
Web: www.finsa.es
Field of work: Wooden boards
Type of collaboration: Material contribution (6.620,22 €)
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)

Name: Saint-Gobain Glass
Web: www.saint-gobain-glass.com
Field of work: The first Europe manufacturer, and second in the 
world of glazing for construction sector.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of glazing material.
Team contact: Eduardo Pérez (600797560,   
pm.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com)

Name: Ingenium 
Web: www.ingeniumsl.com
Field of work: Ingenium is a designer, developer and manufactu-
rer of home automation technology.
Type of collaboration: Technical support in the design of home 
automation system and contribution of home automation mate-
rial.
Team contact: Alejandro Arenas (679743894, alejandroare-
nas00@gmail.com)

Name: DURMI
Web: www.durmi.com
Field of work: Manufacture of slats and louvres.
Type of collaboration: Roof slats for the multifunctional room.
Team contact: Eduardo Pérez (600797560, 
pm.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com) 

Name: Hierros y transformados de Quintanar de la Orden
Web: www.hierrosytransformados.com
Field of work: Steel for structures. 
Type of collaboration: Anchorages of steel for the structure of 
wood; tensioners and metal profiles. 
Team contact: Luis López (660880808, lopezylopezluis@gmail.
com)

Name: Reynaers
Web: www.reynaers.es
Field of work: European specialist leader in the development and 
marketing of innovative and sustainable solutions of aluminum.  
Type of collaboration: Aluminum roof window for the multifunctio-
nal room 
Team contact: Eduardo Pérez (600797560,  
pm.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com)
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Name: Embarro
Web: www.embarro.com
Field of work: Mortars company, finishing and natural paints.
Type of collaboration: Advisor, instruction and related materials 
and coating of mud plaster.
Team contact: Francisco Castilla (687028523, fcojavier.castilla@
uclm.es) y Antonio Baño (637 490 299, antonio.banno@uah.es)

Name: Rothoblaas
Web: www.rothoblaas.com 
Field of work: Rothoblaas is a multinational company leading in the 
develope of high technology solutions to the timber building sector.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of fastening systems with 
structural screws.
Team contact: Eduardo Pérez (600797560, 
pm.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com)

Name: Placo
Web: www.placo.es
Field of work: Company dedicated to manufacturing and mar-
keting of gypsum and plasterboard plate integrated in Saint Go-
bain.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of the enclosures interiors sys-
tem with metal structure and plates of plasterboard.
Team contact: Luis López (660880808, lopezylopezluis@gmail.
com)

Name: Saxun
Web: www.saxun.com
Field of work: Curtains and sun protection elements that creates 
trend, technique and aesthetics. 
Type of collaboration: Contribution of curtains.
Team contact: Eduardo Pérez (600797560, 
pm.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com)

Name: Alsina S.A
Web: www.alsina.es
Field of work: Leading company worldwide in the sector of for-
mworks.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of ramp and scaffolding.
Team contact: Jesús Morales (630380737, pa.plateauteamsde14@
gmail.com)

Name: Serge Ferrari
Web: www.sergeferrari.com
Field of work:  Leader in the flexible composite material sector.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of textiles for facade and can-
tilevers.
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)

®
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Name: Jimten
Web: www.jimten.com
Field of work: Plumbing supplies and plumbing parts.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of plumbings and sanitation 
system.
Team contact: Alvaro Tarancón (686196579, alvarotaranconvi-
nuesa@gmail.com)

Name: Roca
Web: www.roca.es
Field of work: Worldwide reference in developing bathroom spa-
ces.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of sanitary systems.
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)

Name: Somfy
Web: www.somfy.es
Field of work: Motors and automatic devices for the home.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of motors and automatic de-
vices.
Team contact: Eduardo Pérez (600797560, 
pm.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com)

Name: Basf
Web: www.basf.es
Field of work: Chemical Company. Sustainable construction and 
energy efficiency. Innovative and professional solutions for archi-
tecture and engineering projects.
Type of collaboration: Phase change material contribution. Tech-
nical advice.
Team contact: Antonio Baño (637 490 299, antonio.banno@
uah.es)

Name: WILO
Web: www.wilo.es
Field of work: Specialists in heating systems and solar systems.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of hydraulic pumps. 
Team contact: Sergio Carpintero (608679033, scarpinteromon-
tero@gmail.com)

Name: Grúas correa
Web: www.gruascorrea.es
Field of work: Company dedicated to the rental of cranes and 
machinery work.
Type of collaboration: Loan of cranes
Team contact: Sergio Tapiador (636234424, soc.plateauteam-
sde14@gmail.com)
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Educative instituttions sponsors

Name: Consejo de Estudiantes UAH
Web: www.consejoestudiantes.uah.es
Field of work: University highest body  of  student representation 
Type of collaboration: Economical contribution
Team contact: Daniel Ruiz (654046241, ruizlolo.daniel@gmail.
com)

Name: Consejo de estudiantes UCLM
Web: www.estuclm.es
Field of work: University highest body  of  student representation 
Type of collaboration: Economical contribution
Team contact: Jesús Angel Martínez (650197487, jesusangel-
martinezcarpintero@gmail.com)

Name: DAETSA UAH
Web: www.daetsauah.blogspot.com.es
Field of work: Delegation of students from the school of architec-
ture UAH. 
Type of collaboration: Contribution of tools and dissemination 
support.
Team contact: Daniel Ruiz (654046241, ruizlolo.daniel@gmail.
com)

Name: IADE
Web: www.iade.com
Field of work: School of design
Type of collaboration: Design of our uniform
Team contact: Natalia Fraile (699634942, press.plateauteam-
sde14@gmail.com)

Name: Produmat
Web: www.lavaaliberica.com
Field of work: Automation systems for enclosures.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of courtain’s motors.
Team contact: Eduardo Pérez (600797560, 

pm.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com)

Name: Soudal
Web: www.soudal.com
Field of work: Sealants, adhesives and foams.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of sealing tapes.
Team contact: Eduardo Pérez (600797560, 
pm.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com)
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Name: CENP
Web: www.cenp.com
Field of work: School of Design
Type of collaboration: Team logo design and identity manual.
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)

Name: Centro Integrado de Formación Profesional Aguas Nue-
vas
Web: www.cifpaguasnuevas.es
Field of work: Vocational training. Woodwork and water and 
energy Installations
Type of collaboration: Construction of furniture and plumbing.
Team contact: Francisco Castilla (6870285232, fcojavier.casti-
lla@uclm.es)

Contributors

Name: ANERR
Web: www.anerr.es
Field of work: Association of Rehabilitation Companies.
Type of collaboration: Advisor and interlocutor with sector com-
panies.
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)

Name: IDOM
Web: www.idom.com
Field of work: Professional services company integrated of indus-
try and energy, infrastructure, architecture and consulting.
Type of collaboration: Consultants for installations.
Team contact: Antonio Baño (637 490 299, antonio.banno@
uah.es)

Name: Cotta arquitectura S.L.
Web: www.cottarquitectura.com
Field of work: Architecture projects.
Type of collaboration: Technical Consulting. Signature of imple-
mentation projects.
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)

Name: Dromme
Web: www.somosdromme.com
Field of work: Audivisual Company.
Type of collaboration: Assisting in the making of the video.
Team contact: Juan José Carretero (677004675, 
cm.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com)
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Name: Lemonsbucket
Web: www.lemonsbucket.com
Field of work: Design, infographics, architecture.
Type of collaboration: Assisting in layout and production of the 
videos.
Team contact: David Peña (605461905, pena.asensio@gmail.
com

Name: eBuilding
Web: www.ebuilding.es
Field of work: Thermography of work in the city and prototype.
Type of collaboration: Technical Consulting
Team contact: Fernando Estirado (657329964, festirado@cottar-
quitectura.com)

Name: School
Web: www.schoolprint.es
Field of work: Design, printing.
Type of collaboration: Print of dissemination material
Team contact: Natalia Fraile (699634942, press.plateauteam-
sde14@gmail.com)

Name: DyN energía, S.L.
Web: www.dynenergia.com
Field of work: Energy Consulting. Photovoltaic and electrical pro-
jects.
Type of collaboration: Technical Consulting. Signature of imple-
mentation projects.
Team contact: Alejandro Arenas (657329964, alejandroare-
nas00@gmail.com)

Name: Aguahorro
Web: www.aguahorro.com
Field of work: Energy rehabilitation.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of plumbing and air conditio-
ning material.
Team contact: Alvaro Tarancón (686196579, alvarotaranconvi-
nuesa@gmail.com)

Name: Cables estructurales
Web: www.cablesestructurales.com
Field of work: Stainless steel cables.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of tensor cables.
Team contact: Jesús Morales (630380737, pa.plateauteamsde14@
gmail.com)
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Name: Riwega
Web: www.riwega.com
Field of work: Leader in the field of wood constructions for over 
15 years now and offers a wide range of transpiring membranes, 
accessories for correct roof ventilation and roof safety systems. 
Type of collaboration: Contribution of waterproofing bands and 
the tightness sealing. 
Team contact: Patricia Mendieta (696814540, ctm.plateauteam-
sde14@gmail.com)

Name: Stua
Web: www.stua.com
Field of work: Design furniture manufacturer.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of design furniture.
Team contact: David Peña (605461905, stl.plateauteamsde14@
gmail.com)

Name: Mecedorama
Web: www.mecedorama.com
Field of work: Rocking chairs of design.
Type of collaboration: Contribution of rocking chairs.
Team contact: David Peña (605461905, stl.plateauteamsde14@
gmail.com)

Media partners

Name: Construible
Web: www.construible.es
Field of work: Internet news portal.
Type of collaboration: Collaboration in the dissemination of news 
and articles about Plateau Team.
Team contact: Natalia Fraile (699634942, press.plateauteam-
sde14@gmail.com)

Name: FuturEnergy
Web: www.futurenergy.es
Field of work: Online magazine. Energy sector, environment and 
energy efficiency.
Type of collaboration: Collaboration in the dissemination of news 
and articles about Plateau Team.
Team contact: Natalia Fraile (699634942, press.plateauteam-
sde14@gmail.com)
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Name: FuturEneviro
Web: www.futurenviro.es
Field of work: Online magazine. Energy sector, environment and 
energy efficiency.
Type of collaboration: Collaboration in the dissemination of news 
and articles about Plateau Team.
Team contact: Natalia Fraile (699634942, press.plateauteam-
sde14@gmail.com)

Name: Ecointeligencia
Web: www.ecointeligencia.com
Field of work: Online Portal of Information and Communication 
about Energy, Sustainability and New Technologies in Edification 
and the City.
Type of collaboration: Collaboration in the dissemination of news 
and articles about Plateau Team.
Team contact: Natalia Fraile (699634942, press.plateauteam-
sde14@gmail.com)
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BRIEFING

We use briefing in meetings with possible partners. It permits us to create a fast contact with the 
different companies.

In this document we specified all the requirements to be our sponsor and the characteristics of each 
type of sponsor.

We are working with Spanish companies, and to make the communications between the team and 
these companies easier we have chosen to them in our own language.
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SPONSORSHIP PRESENTATION

The presentation includes general information about the Solar Decathlon Europe competition, our 
team, our concept of re-densification and our project, images of the SymbCity House construction, 
the impact that the competition has, and information about our magazine, a support where all our 
sponsors can publish their advertisements and articles.

The final section explains how to collaborate with us as a contributor or sponsor and the benefits of 
it and how the sponsors are going to be classified depending of the contribution. 

The presentation is a work in progress, that is being updated as changes in management appear, 
showing the changes in the project and making remarks to the sponsors.

We are working with Spanish companies, and to make the communications between the team and 
these companies easier we have chosen to them in our own language.

This presentation, that explains our project, is used for formal meetings.
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5.8. Future Location of SymbCity House prototype 
 
After the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 competition, SymbCity House will be reassembled on its way back to 
Spain at the outer Campus of Alcalá de Henares. The Campus hosts most of the new schools and Research 
centers and it will soon be subject of a reorganization project, with new pedestrian pathways and roads. It is an 
emerging proposal, so we are studying the implementation of the prototype in different knots and areas marked 
on the map together with the University authorities. 
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The initial purpose is to have a continued public space as information center about The Campus as well as a 
research lab for architecture studies. 
 
We are also considering the possibility of monitoring the behavior of passive strategies designed to provide 
accurate information of the thermal performance compared with previous simulations. 
 
From an educational point of view, it is intended to be a focus of contents related to undergraduate education on 
sustainability in construction, where subjects from the degree of Science and Technology in Building and degree 
of Architecture could practice and perform assembly, disassembly, management and handling of bioclimatic 
suitability. 
We will make the most of our labor for the competition by extending the building activity to coming courses. So 
the house will be again assembled by students from the next academic year, directed by faculties. 
 
We are currently evaluating the available resources for the project in order to reach a real formal commitment to 
implement the same activity for the following year at UCLM Campus in Cuenca.  The possibility of temporary 
transfer between different venues allow both universities to study the versatility of test solutions as well as its 
adaptability to different climatic situations.  
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6. DINNER PARTY MENU 
 
For those dinners, Plateau Team wants to transmit Spanish tapas culture, so, we´re going to prepare all of our 
recipes to share with our neighbors. We want that our partners give a tour around all Spanish gastronomy.  Our 
decathletes are going to cook recipes typical from Andalucía, from La Mancha, and some recipes with the new 
Mediterranean food. 
 

6.1. Starters 
Those recipes are going to be eat standing, with drink, to meet all the guest. 

6.1.1. Gildas 

From Vasque Country, is so sample, perfect to start. 

List of ingredients 

-Anchovy (1 piece)   8kcal 
-Olive   (2 pieces)   12kcal 
-Piparra  (1 piece)   3kcal 

Preparation 

Insert the olives, the anchovy and the piparra into the skewers.  
 

6.1.2. Shots of Salmorejo  

From Andalucía, fresh and healthy. 

List of ingredients 

-Tomatoes     (1kg)     
-French bread    (80gr) 
-Olive oil      (80gr) 
-Salt      (10gr) 
-Modena´s vinegar    (10gr) 
-Clove of garlic    (1 unit) 
 
The recipe content around 142 kcal per guest. 
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Preparation 

Crush the tomatoes, the bread, and garlic during 4 minutes, then add salt, olive oil, vinegar, and crush during 2 
minutes before to serve. 

Energy consumption 

Our blende, spends 350W/h so in around 6 minutes that we need it, it’s gonna spend 1W. 
 

6.1.3.  Saussages 

List of ingredients 

-Manchego´s cheese    (150gr) 
-Jamón Serrano     (150gr) 
-Pork loin     (150gr) 
 
The recipe content around 183 kcal per guest. 
 
 

6.1.1. Steak Tartar 

List of ingredients. 

-Beef      (400gr) 
-Olive oil     (20gr) 
-Onion      (1piece) 
-Capers     (20gr) 
-Mustard    (1spoon) 
-Egg yolk    (2unit) 
-Salt  
-Pepper  

Preparation 

Chop the meat with knife into small pieces, add the finely chopped onion and capers, mustard, oil, salt and 
pepper. Mix all, serve and put the egg yolk on top. 
 
The recipe content aroun 98 Kcal per guest 
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6.1.2. Vegetable cruditte  

List of ingredients 

 
 VEGETABLES:  
 
-Carrot    (400gr) 
-Cucumber    (300gr) 
-Cherry tomatoe   (200gr) 
-Endive     (150gr) 
-Red pepper   (150gr) 
-Leek    (200gr) 
 
 

Preparation  

Cut all the vegetables into strips. For the sauce, place the yogurth in a bowl, crush garlic, chives and parsley and 
mix with the oil and lemon juice and the yogurth, add salt and pepper to taste, and serve. 
 
The recipe content around 50 Kcal per guest 
 

6.1.3. Salad with citrus oil and prawn Carpaccio.  

List of ingredients 

- Olive oil    (50ml) 
- Orange peel   (1unit) 
- Lemon peel    (1unit) 
- Lettuce     (150gr) 
- Cherry tomatoes   (100gr) 
- Prawn Carpaccio  (6-8units) 
- Hazelnut     (15gr) 

Preparation 

Heat the oil at low temperature, with lemon and orange peel during 10 minutes. 
Pound the prawn to do the Carpaccio. Mix the lettuce and cherries and put in the bowl. Add the prow Carpaccio 
and heat it with a blowtorch until it change to white color. Finally great the hazelnut and serve.  
 

 SAUCE: 
 
-Greek yogurth   (3units) 
-Parsley      
-Chive  
-Garlic       (2cloves) 
-Pepper     
-Salt  
-Juice of half a lemon 
-Olive oil     (10ml) 
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Energy consumption 

The dipper may will be on around 10 minutes, during this time, we estimate the electric consume in around 
163W. 
 
The recipe content around 80kcal per guest. 
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6.2. Dessert 

6.2.1. Fruit skewer 

List of ingredients 

-Strawberry  (1 piece) 
-Pineapple  (25gr) 
-Orange  (25 gr) 
-Apple   (20gr) 
-Kiwi   (20gr) 

Preparation 

Insert the fruit pieces on the skewer. 
 
The recipe content around 51kcal per guest. 
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6.3. Drinks  

6.3.1. Mineral water 

 

6.3.2. Wine  

Red wine  

-“Selección Roble” from Valero Quilez winery . 
 
 

White wine  

-“Kernos Macabeo” from Valero Quilez winery. 
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7. CONTEST WEEK TASKS’ PLANING 
 
According to the SDE14 Detailed Event Calendar V2.0, we´ve made a calendar with the selection of hours for 
each task sub-contest during the Contest Week. 
We´ll assign to, at least, two members of the team specialized in each area to every task, and the same is 
applied to the Jury visits. 
* During the evenings of the dinner contest, we´ll have the exterior light turned on, because of the Exterior 
Lighting activity, however, we could choose which interior lights turn on.  
** We can choose the time we want to do the tasks within the periods defined by the Organization, with the 
exception of the Acoustic task, Air Quality – VOC and the Natural Lighting; all we have to do is communicate 
our preferred schedule to the observer assigned to our own house. 
 

SDE SDE Organization Activities 

ACT Communication Activities 

  Impound Hours 

  Public Visits 

TASK Tasks Requiring Observer 

MEAS Measurement 

JURY Jury 
 
 
 
Thursday 27th June 

- Media/Institutional Visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
- Monitoring test-systems functioning  
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Saturday 28th June 

- Public Visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
- Monitoring test-systems functioning  
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Sunday 29th June 

- Public Visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
- Monitoring test-systems functioning  
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Monday 30th June 

- Load consumption per measurable area 
- Electricity autonomy 
- Temporary generation-consumption correlation 
- House adjustment to network load state 
- Power peaks 
- Temperature 
- Humidity 
- Air Quality - CO2 
- Air Quality – VOC ** 
- Natural Lighting ** 
- Acoustic performance ** 
- Refrigerator 
- Freezer 
- Clothes-washer 
- Clothes Drying 
- Dishwasher 
- Home Electronics 
- Oven 
- Cooking 
- Hot Water Draws 
- Public visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
- Speed Peer Review 
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Acoustic performance 
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Tuesday 1st July 

- Load consumption per measurable area 
- Electricity autonomy 
- Temporary generation-consumption correlation 
- House adjustment to network load state 
- Power peaks 
- Temperature 
- Humidity 
- Air Quality - CO2 
- Air Quality – VOC ** 
- Natural Lighting ** 
- Acoustic performance ** 
- Refrigerator 
- Freezer 
- Clothes-washer 
- Clothes Drying 
- Home Electronics 
- Oven 
- Cooking 
- Hot Water Draws 
- Dinner * 
- Public visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
- Communication & Social Awareness Jury Visits 
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Wednesday 2nd July 

- Load consumption per measurable area 
- Electricity autonomy 
- Temporary generation-consumption correlation 
- House adjustment to network load state 
- Power peaks 
- Temperature 
- Humidity 
- Air Quality - CO2 
- Air Quality – VOC ** 
- Natural Lighting ** 
- Acoustic performance ** 
- Refrigerator 
- Freezer 
- Clothes-washer 
- Clothes Drying 
- Dishwasher 
- Home Electronics 
- Oven 
- Cooking 
- Hot Water Draws 
- Public visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
- Communication & Social Awareness Jury Visits 
- Urban Design, Transportation & Affordability Jury Visits 
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Thursday 3rd July 

- Load consumption per measurable area 
- Electricity autonomy 
- Temporary generation-consumption correlation 
- House adjustment to network load state 
- Power peaks 
- Temperature 
- Humidity 
- Air Quality - CO2 
- Air Quality – VOC ** 
- Natural Lighting ** 
- Acoustic performance ** 
- Refrigerator 
- Freezer 
- Clothes-washer 
- Clothes Drying 
- Dishwasher 
- Home Electronics 
- Oven 
- Cooking 
- Hot Water Draws 
- Dinner * 
- Public visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
- Communication & Social Awareness Contest  
- Urban Design, Transportation & Affordability Jury Visits 
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Home Electronics 
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Architecture Jure Visits 
                                        

Urban Design, Transportation & Affordability Jury Visits 
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Friday 4st July 

- Load consumption per measurable area 
- Electricity autonomy 
- Temporary generation-consumption correlation 
- House adjustment to network load state 
- Power peaks 
- Temperature 
- Humidity 
- Air Quality - CO2 
- Air Quality – VOC ** 
- Natural Lighting ** 
- Acoustic performance ** 
- Refrigerator 
- Freezer 
- Clothes-washer 
- Clothes Drying 
- Dishwasher 
- Home Electronics 
- Hot Water Draws 
- Urban Design, Transportation & Affordability Contest 
- Public visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
- Architecture Jure Visits 
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Saturday 5st July 
 

- Architecture Contest 
- Load consumption per measurable area 
- Electricity autonomy 
- Power peaks 
- Temperature 
- Humidity 
- Air Quality - CO2 
- Refrigerator 
- Freezer 
- Public visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
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Architecture Contest                          

Load consumption per measurable area                          

Electricity autonomy                          

Power peaks                          

Temperature                          

Humidity                          

Air Quality - CO2                          

Refrigerator                          

Freezer                          

Public visits                          

Interior & Exterior lighting                          
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Sunday 6st July 

- Load consumption per measurable area 
- Electricity autonomy 
- Power peaks 
- Temperature 
- Humidity 
- Air Quality - CO2 
- Refrigerator 
- Freezer 
- Public visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
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Load consumption per 
measurable area                          

Electricity autonomy 
                         

Power peaks                          
Temperature                          
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Freezer                          

Public visits                          
Interior & Exterior lighting                          
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Monday 7st July 

- Load consumption per measurable area 
- Electricity autonomy 
- Temporary generation-consumption correlation 
- House adjustment to network load state 
- Power peaks 
- Temperature 
- Humidity 
- Air Quality - CO2 
- Air Quality – VOC ** 
- Natural Lighting ** 
- Acoustic performance ** 
- Refrigerator 
- Freezer 
- Clothes-washer 
- Clothes Drying 
- Dishwasher 
- Home Electronics 
- Oven 
- Cooking 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
- Engineering & Construction Jury Visits 
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Load consumption per measurable area                                         

Electricity autonomy                                         

Temporary generation-consumption correlation                                         

House adjustment to network load state                                         

Power peaks 
                                        

Temperature 
                                        

Humidity                                         

Air Quality - CO2                                         

Air Quality - VOC                                         

Natural Lighting                                         

Acoustic performance 
                                        

Refrigerator 
                                        

Freezer                                         

Clothes-washer              X                           

Clothes Drying                X                         

Dishwasher                        X                 

Home Electronics 
                                        

Oven 
                          

X 
             

Cooking                                  X       

Water Delivery                                         

Interior & Exterior lighting                                         

Engineering & Construction Jury Visits                                         
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Tuesday 8st July 
 

- Load consumption per measurable area 
- Electricity autonomy 
- Temporary generation-consumption correlation 
- House adjustment to network load state 
- Power peaks 
- Temperature 
- Humidity 
- Air Quality - CO2 
- Air Quality – VOC ** 
- Natural Lighting ** 
- Acoustic performance ** 
- Refrigerator 
- Freezer 
- Clothes-washer 
- Clothes Drying 
- Home Electronics 
- Oven 
- Cooking 
- Public visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
- Engineering & Construction Jury Visits 
- Energy Efficiency Jury Visits 
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Load consumption per measurable area                                         

Electricity autonomy                                         

Temporary generation-consumption correlation                                         

House adjustment to network load state                                         

Power peaks 
                                        

Temperature 
                                        

Humidity                                         

Air Quality - CO2                                         

Air Quality - VOC                                         

Natural Lighting                                         

Acoustic performance 
                                        

Refrigerator 
                                        

Freezer                                         

Clothes-washer              X                           

Clothes Drying                X                         

Home Electronics                                         

Oven 
                          

X 
             

Cooking                                  X       

Public visits 
                                        

Interior & Exterior lighting                                         

Engineering & Construction Jury Visits                                         

Energy Efficiency Jury Visits                                         
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Wednesday 9st July 

- Engineering & Construction Contest 
- Load consumption per measurable area 
- Electricity autonomy 
- Temporary generation-consumption correlation 
- House adjustment to network load state 
- Power peaks 
- Temperature 
- Humidity 
- Air Quality - CO2 
- Air Quality – VOC ** 
- Natural Lighting ** 
- Acoustic performance ** 
- Refrigerator 
- Freezer 
- Clothes-washer 
- Clothes Drying 
- Dishwasher 
- Home Electronics 
- Oven 
- Cooking 
- Hot Water Draws 
- Public visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
- Urban Design, Transportation & Affordability Jury Visits 
-  Sustainability Jury Visits 
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Engineering & Construction Contest                                         

Load consumption per measurable area                                         

Electricity autonomy                                         

Temporary generation-consumption correlation                                         

House adjustment to network load state 
                                        

Power peaks 
                                        

Temperature                                         

Humidity                                         

Air Quality - CO2                                         

Air Quality - VOC                                         

Natural Lighting 
                                        

Acoustic performance 
                                        

Refrigerator                                         

Freezer                                         

Clothes-washer              X                           

Clothes Drying                X                         

Dishwasher 
                       

X 
                

Home Electronics 
                                        

Oven                           X              

Cooking                                  X       

Hot Water Draws                            X     X        

Public visits 
                                        

Interior & Exterior lighting                                         

Urban Design, Transportation & Affordability Jury Visits 
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Sustainability Jury Visits                                         
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Thursday 10st July 

- Energy Efficiency Contest  
- Load consumption per measurable area 
- Electricity autonomy 
- Temporary generation-consumption correlation 
- House adjustment to network load state 
- Power peaks 
- Temperature 
- Humidity 
- Air Quality - CO2 
- Air Quality – VOC ** 
- Natural Lighting ** 
- Acoustic performance ** 
- Refrigerator 
- Freezer 
- Clothes-washer 
- Clothes Drying 
- Dishwasher 
- Home Electronics 
- Oven 
- Cooking 
- Hot Water Draws 
- Dinner * 
- Public visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
- Energy Efficiency Contest Award  
- Sustainability Jury Visits 
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Energy Efficiency Contest                                         

Load consumption per measurable area                                         

Electricity autonomy                                         

Temporary generation-consumption correlation                                         

House adjustment to network load state 
                                        

Power peaks 
                                        

Temperature                                         

Humidity                                         

Air Quality - CO2                                         

Air Quality - VOC                                         

Natural Lighting 
                                        

Acoustic performance 
                                        

Refrigerator                                         

Freezer                                         

Clothes-washer              X                           

Clothes Drying                X                         

Dishwasher 
                       

X 
                

Home Electronics 
                                        

Oven                           X              

Cooking                                  X       

Hot Water Draws                            X     X  X      

Dinner                                         

Public visits                                         

Interior & Exterior lighting                                         
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Energy Efficiency Contest Award                                         

Sustainability Jury Visits 
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Friday 11st July 
 

- Load consumption per measurable area 
- Electricity autonomy 
- Temporary generation-consumption correlation 
- House adjustment to network load state 
- Power peaks 
- Temperature 
- Humidity 
- Air Quality - CO2 
- Air Quality – VOC ** 
- Natural Lighting ** 
- Acoustic performance ** 
- Refrigerator 
- Freezer 
- Clothes-washer 
- Clothes Drying 
- Dishwasher 
- Home Electronics 
- Hot Water Draws 
- Water Balance 
- Sustainability Contest 
- Public visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
- Sustainability Contest Award 
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Load consumption per measurable area                                         

Electricity autonomy                                         

Temporary generation-consumption correlation                                         

House adjustment to network load state                                         

Power peaks 
                                        

Temperature 
                                        

Humidity                                         

Air Quality - CO2                                         

Air Quality - VOC                                         

Natural Lighting                                         

Acoustic performance 
                                        

Refrigerator 
                                        

Freezer                                         

Clothes-washer              X                           

Clothes Drying                X                         

Dishwasher                        X                 

Home Electronics 
                                        

Oven 
                          

X 
             

Cooking                                  X       

Hot Water Draws                            X     X  X      

Water Balance                                         

Sustainability contest 
                                        

Public visits                                         

Interior & Exterior lighting 
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Sustainability Contest Award 
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Friday 12st July 

- Innovation Contest 
- Public visits 
- Interior & Exterior lighting 
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Innovation Contest 
                         

Public visits 
                         

Interior & Exterior lighting 
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8. COST ESTIMATE AND PROJECT FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

8.1. Business and Fund-Raising Plan 
 
One of the PLATEAU TEAM’s main bases to get our building and take SymbCity House to Paris is our Fund-
Raising Plan. This Fund-Raising Plan includes Spanish, international, public and private companies.  
The organization used to get these companies has been carried out by the Funding Team with help of the 
PLATEAUS TEAM’s Contact Team. To start-up with this we have kept in mind the two main groups who need the 
funds to get the project. 
 

COMPANY TO REACH THE DEVELOPMENT OF SYMBCITY HOUSE. 
Necesidad de empresas de materiales y experiencia en el sector de la construcción que puedan suministrar 
material, experiencia, mano de obra y aporte monetario. 

COMPANIES OF DISSEMINATION OF PLATEAU TEAM. 
The dissemination of this project is the key to get its development and the knowledge of all the potential 
companies which can help us to carry it out. 
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8.1.1. Flow chart 

 
 
  

DESIGN TEAM & COMMUNICATION TEAM 
DEPARTMENT REPORT: 

• CONSTRUCTION  
• TRANSPORT  
• RELEASE  
• RESEARCH 

FINANCIAL TEAM 
RECEIVING REPORT 

Does the report is complete? 

YES 

NO 

COMMERCIAL 
BUSINESS SEARCH 

Are interested? 
YES 

NO DO COMPARATIVES OF SAME COMPANIES 
SECTOR: 

FIND THE APPROPRIATE 

MEETING WITH THE COMPANY 

Is there a settlement? 
NO 

YES 

SIGNING OF AGREEMENT 

SPONSOR 
REPORT TO COMMUNICATION TEAM FOR 

RELEASE 

RENEGOTIATE? 

NO 
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8.1.2. Business 

All companies which want to take part in the building of the SymbCity House, in Plateau Team or any other 
activities related to the project, will be allowed to do it through financial assistance, providing materials, with 
investigations, support, etc. 

Institutional supporters 

Plateau Team is supported mainly by the two universities which the team belongs to: University of Alcalá and 
University of Castilla-La Mancha, in addition to the Consejería de Fomento de Castilla La Mancha and the 
“Empresa Municipal de la Vivienda y el suelo”. 
It must be highlighted too institutions’ support inside the construction industry, Eduardo Torroja Institute for 
construction Science, which helps the team in the area of scientific research and the technologic development in 
the field of building and equipment. 
On the other hand there are diverse official colleges of architecture like Official College of Architects of Madrid 
(COAM), Official College of Riggers, Technical Architects and Engineers for the Construction of Albacete 
(COAATIE), among others. 

Contributors 

To any enquiries related to the design, carrying out or contact, we have diverse contributors in each sector. 
To enquiries about design and carrying out we have: 

• ANERR, Association of Rehabilitation Companies, as advisor and interlocutor with sector companies. 
• Cotta Arquitectura S.L. as advisor in design and carrying out of the building. 
• IDOM, Professional services Company integrated of industry and energy, infrastructure, architecture 

and consulting as consultants for installations. 
To handle the team contact we have: 

• Dromme, Audiovisual Company, and Lemosbucket, design, infographics, architecture, to assist in the 
making, layout and production of the video. 

• CENP, school of Design, which designs the logo and the Identity Manual. 
In addition, we receive support of different websites in the dissemination of news and the progress of the team 
like Construible, FuturEnergy, FuturEneviro and Ecointeligencia. 

Companies and sponsors 

The different companies which take part in this project, apart from supporting the development of the project with 
the knowledge and experience in construction sector, contribute with materials and building equipment. The 
search is continuous, according to the development of the project and the contact of Plateau Team’s activities 
program. 
We have written a report related to the sponsors and aimed to all companies which want to participate in any 
way described in the previous paragraph.  
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The sponsor companies will get general rewards, always keeping in mind that the dissemination, size and 
position of the logo will be to a greater or lesser extent according to the scale of the specific category. 

•  Advertising in written press. 
• Appearance in a website with a direct link to its web. 
• Appearance in brochures’ covers and back covers. 
• Reference and appearance of the project in press conferences and presentation in posters and other way 

of graphic advertisement. 
• Appearance in invitations and tickets for the team’s activities. 
• Posters and other ways of advertisement and signposting in the delivery and the area of building. 
• Appearance in the team’s equipment. 
• Appearance in social networks of Plateau Team 

Depending on the economical and/or material support, the following categories are established: 
 

 MAIN SPONSOR Over 60.000€ 

• Will have Possibility of giving corporative and promotional material to the visitors. 
• Will be present in all PLATEAU TEAM’s activities, and also in every promotional material. 
• The main sponsor’s image will be permanently related to PLATEAU TEAM. 
• Will have available some periods during the building, and also after the competition in the location of SIMBCITY 

HOUSE, so they can organize their own action according to the team. 
•  Will be invited to take part in conferences to the dissemination of the project. 
•  Will have the possibility of reusing the prototype to make private visits and their own dealers. 
•  Will get involvement in official acts in Spain and VIP guided visits to Le Cité du Soleil © 
•  Press conference: to notify officially the agreement by an institutional sign. 

 GOLD SPONSOR Over 40.000€ 

• Will get the possibility of providing corporative and promotional material to the visitors during the building period, 
as well as in Le Cité du Soleil ©.  

• Will get priority, with information of all activities, products and services in the PLATEAU TEAM’s webpage. 
• The sponsor will have specific periods in the visit programs during the prototype building. 
• The sponsor will be allowed to include news of his activities in the PLATEAUS TEAM’s newsletter. 
• Will get involvement in official acts in Spain. 
• Will get action programs aimed to students, families and professionals. 
• Will have the possibility to make conferences and activities joint with the team. 
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 SILVER SPONSOR Over 20.000€ 

• Will get the participation in conferences and activities fixed to the presentation of the project. 
• Will be notified on press notes and the documentation for the media. 
• Will be able to make use of the PLATEAU TEAM’s advertisement support. 
• Will get the possibility of using the press office and contact services. 
• Will get the possibility of providing the corporative and promotional material to the visits during the building period 

and in Le Cité du Soleil © 

 BRONZE SPONSOR Over 10.000€ 

• Will get the participation in assigned conferences and activities to the presentation of the project. 
• The sponsor will be notified in press notes and the documentation for the media in specific cases. 
• The sponsor will get the possibility of using the advertising medium that PLATEAU TEAM fits out according to its 

category. 
• Will be able to use the press office and contact services.  
• Will get the possibility of providing corporative and promotional material to the visits in building period. 

 PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT Over 5.000€ 

• Will get participation in conferences and activities fixed to the presentation of the project. 
• The sponsor will get the possibility of using the advertising medium that PLATEAU TEAM fits out according to its 

category 
• Will get the possibility of using the press office and contact serviced according to the press team’s planning. 
• Possibility of providing corporative and promotional material to the visits in conferences and activities fixed by the 

team or the company. 

 PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT Over 1.000€ 

• Will get the possibility of providing corporative and promotional material to the visits in conferences and activities 
fixed by the team or the company. 

• Will get the possibility of making joint actions with the company which has as target the objective public of the 
project. 

 
To place a company in the right category we keep in mind the amount of material and its valuation and financial 
support, seeing that not every company contribute in the same way. 
In addition, the companies which are in the higher categories will get all benefits of the inferior ones, and also 
we consider the general rewards according to the appropriate category. 
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The sponsor companies which take part in the project in this moment are: 
• In first place we have the sponsorship of Ci3, Intelligent Infrastructure Innovation Center, which 

search for European research projects, and financial contribution. 
• Structure: MADERAS CUENCA, REHASA, FINSA 
• PVC Carpentry (Windows and doors): KOMMERLING 
• Sustainable insulation: ISOVER 
• Thermal installation: ZEHNDER, UPONOR, VAILLANT 
• Solar Protection: SOMFY 
• Engineering and automation: INGENIUM 
• Electrical and automation system: SCHNEIDER 
• Mortars company, finishing and natural paints: EMBARRO 
• Phase change material: BASF 
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8.2. Construction cost of the House 

Code Concepts  Effective costs 
% of total 

cost 
1. Direct Materials           180.046,28 € 100% 

1.1. DECK Total cost 28.438,50 € 15,8 % 

 Foundation system in Versailles            16.982,50 €    

 Residual Water Tanks 1.014,50 €    

 Water Tank                  392,00 €    

 Ramp and steps               10.050,00 €    

1.2 TECHNICAL BLOCK Total cost 48.851,81 € 27,1 % 

 Steel structure                  2.200,00 €    

 Finishing of Technical room                  2.960.00 €    

 Mineral Wool Insulation                  350,00 €    

 Maintenance Door                  300,00 €    

 Plumbing in technical block               4.313,06€    

 Solar Hot Water               13.576,00 €    

 Sanitary Appliances               2.592,90 €    

 Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning               19.459,85 €    

 Fully furnished technical module 3.000 €    

1.3 LIVING CORE & BEDROOM Total cost 36.705,73 € 20,4 % 

 Wooden Structure 7.560,70 €    

 Balloon Frame            18.307,86 €    

 Innerliner of Clay                  3.300,00 €    

 Interior Wood Floor               1.800,00 €    

 Wooden Front Door                  460,00 €    

 Exterior Wood Floor 900,00 €    

 Interior Cladding                  4.227,17 €    

 Fixed, Sliding & Opening Windows               1.000,00 €    

1.4 MULTIFUNCTIONAL ROOM Total cost   18.731,00 € 10,4 % 

 Fixed, Sliding & Opening Windows               5.535,00 €    

 Window cover 1.450,00 €    

 Slats rotating metal cover               8.796,00 €    

 Vertical Garden 2.950,00 €    

1.5 FACING Total cost 9.834,00 € 5,5 % 

 Battens for Exterior Finish               2.980,00 €    

 Zinc Cover 1.950,00 €    

 Solar Protection               2.533,68 €    

 Rehabilitation north facade with SATE                  1.400,00 €    

 Rehabilitation south facade with textile               984,00 €    

1.6 SYSTEME ELECTRICICAL Total cost 29.193,68 € 16,2 % 

 Electrical System 9.598,97 €    

 Lighting               2.327,72 €    

 Solar Systems- Photovoltaic            13.262,61 €    
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 Domestic Demotic System               4.004,38 €    

1.7 DOMESTIC EQUIPMENT AND FURNITURE Total cost 8.291,56 € 4,6 % 

 Audiovisual                  300,00 €    

 Furniture Design               2.400,00  €    

 Appliances Kitchen               2.900,00 €    

 Set Design Basement 2.691,56 €    

 

71% in the estimated cost of SymbCity House’s direct 
material is assumed by our sponsors. We haven’t 
determinate yet if the other 29% is going to be assumed 
totally by the group because it’s been negotiated with 
other interested companies. 
 

 
Code Concepts  Effective costs % of total cost 

2. Direct Labor           74.000,00€ 100% 

2.1 Faculty advisor 
 

18.000,00 € 24,3% 

2.2 Granted student  42.000,00€ 56,8% 

2.3 Decathletes consultants  14.000,00€ 18,9% 

 
The group will not assume Granted Student part. UAH and UCLM has validated transversals subjects credits, 
labor practices, optative subjects in different grades for students with work in Plateau Team’s project. Subjects will 
be validated to Decathletes Consultants the same way. In Faculty Advisor’s case, all expenses will be assumed by 
group’s University. 
 

Code Concepts  Effective costs 
% of total 

cost 
3. Lower - Tier Subcontractors           8.316,47€ 100% 

3.1 Subcontractor for electricity installation  1.500,00 € 18,0% 

3.2 Subcontractor for HVAC and plumbing  634,56 € 7,6% 

3.3 Subcontractor for solar systems installation  411,75 € 5,0% 

3.4 Subcontractor for kitchen installation  125,00 € 1,5% 

3.5 Subcontractor for  plasterboard installation  112,20 € 1,3% 

3.6 Subcontractor for ironworker  640,00 € 7,7% 

3.7 Subcontractor for carpenter  3.000,00 € 36,1% 

3.8 Subcontractor for PVC windows installation  156,80 € 1,9% 

3.9 Subcontractor for windows glass installation  160,00 € 1,9% 

3.10 Subcontractor for telecommunications installation  76,16 € 0,9% 

3.11 Subcontractor for specialized installation 
 1.500,00 € 18,0% 
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Subcontractors are going to be used for Alcalá – 
Albacete work. 
64% in the estimated subcontractors’ cost for SymbCity 
House is assumed by our sponsors. We haven’t 
determinate yet if the other 36% is going to be assumed 
totally by the group because it’s been negotiated with 
other interested companies. 
 

 

Code Concepts  
Effective 

costs 
% of total 

cost 
4. Consultants           3.500,00 € 100% 

4.1 Structure engineer (plans certification)   1.000,00 €  28,6% 

4.2 Electrical engineer (plans certification)   1.500,00 €  42,9% 

4.3 HVAC and plumbing engineer (IDOM)   1.000,00 €  28,6% 

 

Engineer’s and Architect’s signature has been assumed 
by Plateau Team group. 
Madrid institutes of Advanced Research (IMDEA) has 
helped us with sanitation and plumbing consults and 
questions about vertical garden  
 

Code Concepts  
Effective 

costs 
% of total 

cost 
5. Other Direct Cost           26.181,34€ 100% 

5.1 GENERAL & ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES Total cost 7.030,00 €   

 Copy and printing 500€   

 Forklift and platform drivers licenses 6.530,00€   

 Design Builder License 2000,00€   

 Professional License TCQ 2000 2030,00€   

 License SimaPro 2500,00€   

5.2 SAFETY EQUIPMENT Total cost  3.411,34 €   

 Personal protective equipment (PPE) 1.976,82 €   

 Collective protective equipment 1.094,24 €   

http://www.archiproducts.com/en/914/construction-site-safety-collective-protective-equipment.html
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 Signage work 340,28 €   

5.3 MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT Total cost  13.160,00 €   

 Crane 8.000,00€   

 Forklift 480,00€   

 Pallet Trucks 800,00€   

 Wood Machine 1.680,00€   

 Tools 2.000,00€   

 Rental Propping 200,00€   

5.4 TRAINING Total cost 2.580,00€  

 Course of Occupational Risk Prevention 1.850,00€   

 First Aid Course for 4 people 580,00€   

 Course forklift truck 150,00€   

     

 

A third part of the chapter will be assumed by the team 
and another third by our sponsors. 
The other part is divided by helping other institutions 
such as Universities. 
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8.3. Cost Estimate 

 

 
 

 

 

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE 

   
Team's Abbreviations PLT 

   
School's Name University Alcalá & University Castilla-La Mancha 

   
Team's Name Plateau Team 

 
Nº Name Description Budget % Total 

   ex VAT VAT on ex VAT 

A. DEVELOPMENT PHASE_COST ESTIMATE 

A.1 Personnel 

  Professors & Researchers 6 professors x 2000€ 9.917,36 € 2.082,64 € 3% 

  Granted Students 12 students x 600€ 5.950,41 € 1.249,59 € 2% 

  Consultants External Consultant 826,45 € 173,55 € 0% 

Personnel 16.694,21 € 3.505,79 € 5% 
  

A.2 Communication 

  Architectural Models Model for Deliverable 3 1.278,49 € 268,48 € 0% 

  Videos Video for Deliverable 3 235,50 € 49,46 € 0% 

  Web Page (creation and maintenance)   23,14 € 4,86 € 0% 

  Communication documentation Prints and posters 388,28 € 81,54 € 0% 

  Exhibitions Fairs and Congresses 268,07 € 56,29 € 0% 

Communication 2.193,48 € 460,63 € 1% 
  

A.3 First Workshop 

  Travel & Transport 2 Team Members x 198,35 € 355,37 € 74,63 € 0% 

  Lodging 
1 Team Members x 371,90 
(hotel accommodations for 
two) 

371,90 € 78,10 € 0% 

  Expenses Allowance Lunch and dinner 24,75 € 5,20 € 0% 

  Miscellaneous Expenses Public transport and other 38,46 € 8,08 € 0% 

First Workshop 790,49 € 166,00 € 0% 
  

A.4 Second Workshop 

  Travel & Transport 7 Team Members x 143,71€ 
+VAT 1.164,46 € 244,54 € 0% 

  Lodging 
3 Team Members x 250€ 
+VAT + 5 Team Members x 
144€  +VAT 

1.239,67 € 260,33 € 0% 

Second Workshop 2.404,13 € 504,87 € 1% 
  

A.5 Administrative and miscellaneous 

  Consumables and office supplies   3.193,83 € 670,70 € 1% 

Administrative and miscellaneous 3.193,83 € 670,70 € 1% 

 
 

Sub-Total_Development Phase Cost Estimate 25.276,14 € 5.307,99 € 7% 
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Nº Name Description Budget % Total 

   
ex VAT VAT on ex VAT 

B. HOUSE CONSTRUCTION_COST ESTIMATE 

B.1 Direct Materials 

  FOUNDATION PHASE   23.502,89 € 4.935,61 € 6% 

  TECHNICAL BLOCK   40.373,40 € 8.478,41 € 11% 

  LIVING CORE & BEDROOM   33.386,67 € 7011,20 € 9% 

  MULTIFUNCTIONAL ROOM   15.480,17 € 3.250,83 € 4% 

  FACING   8.127,27 € 1.706,73 € 2% 

  SYSTEME ELECTRICICAL     24.127,01 € 5.066,67 € 7% 

  DOMESTIC EQUIPMENT AND FURNITURE     6.852,53 € 1.439,03 € 2% 

Total Direct Materials 151.849,93 € 31.888,49 € 41% 
  

        

B.2 Direct Labor 

  Faculty Advisor 3 faculty advisor x 6.000€ 14.876,03 € 3.123,97 € 4% 

  Granted Students 30 students x 1.400€ 34.710,74 € 7.289,26 € 10% 

  Decathletes consultants 5 consultants x 2.800€ 11.570,25 € 2.429,75 € 3% 

Total Direct Labor 61.157,02 € 12.842,98 € 17% 
  

B.3 Lower - Tier Subcontractors 

  …   6.873,12 € 1.443,35 € 2% 

Total Lower - Tier Subcontractors 6.873,12 € 1.443,35 € 2% 
  

B.4 Consultants 

  …   2.892,56 € 607,44 € 1% 

Total Consultants 2.892,56 € 607,44 € 1% 
  

B.5 Other Direct Costs 

  General & Administrative Expenses   5.809,92 € 1.220,08 € 2% 

  Safety Equipment   2.819,29 € 592,05 € 1% 

  Machinery and Equipment   10.876,03 € 2.283,97 € 3% 

  Training   2.132,23 € 447,77 € 1% 

Other Direct Costs 21.637,47 € 4.543,87 € 6% 

Sub-Total_House Construction Cost Estimate 244.410,11 € 51.326,12 € 66% 

 
Nº Name Description Budget % Total 

   ex VAT VAT on ex VAT 

C. HOUSE DISASSEMBLY IN ORIGIN AND TRANSPORTATION 

C.1 Disassembly in origin 

  Personnel   2.066,12 € 433,88 € 1% 

  Material and equipment   1.239,67 € 260,33 € 0% 

  Other Expenses   413,22 € 86,78 € 0% 

Disassembly in origin 3.719,01 € 780,99 € 1% 
  

C.2 House Transportation 

  Transport   8.677,69 € 1.822,31 € 2% 
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Nº Name Description Budget % Total 

House Transportation 8.677,69 € 1.822,31 € 2% 

Sub-Total_House Disassembly in Origin Cost Estimate 12.396,69 € 2.603,31 € 3% 

D. FINAL PHASE IN LE CITE DU SOLEIL:COST ESTIMATE 

D.1 Travels & Costs for Final Phase in Madrid 

  Travel & Transport   4.132,23 € 867,77 € 1% 

  Lodging   25.083,61 € 4.916,39 € 7% 

  Expenses Allowance   12.642,14 € 2.477,86 € 3% 

  Miscellaneous Expenses   2.508,36 € 491,64 € 1% 

  Dinner and Country Party     4.598,66 € 901,34 € 1% 

  Unanticipated competition testing     418,06 € 81,94 € 0% 

Total Travels & Costs for Final Phase in Madrid 49.383,07 € 9.736,93 € 14% 
  

D.2 Assembly and Disassembly Processes 

  Cranes   6.688,96 € 1.311,04 € 2% 

  Equipment and machinery   4.180,60 € 819,40 € 1% 

  Assembly in Le Cité du Soleil ©   4.180,60 € 819,40 € 1% 

  Disassembly in Le Cité du Soleil ©   1.672,24 € 327,76 € 0% 

Total Assembly, Transport, Disassembly Processes 16.722,41 € 3.277,59 € 5% 
  

D.3 Insurance Policies 

  Liability Insurance   2.066,12 € 433,88 € 1% 

  Transport Insurance   826,45 € 173,55 € 0% 

  Accident Insurance   826,45 € 173,55 € 0% 

  Medical Insurance   1.652,89 € 347,11 € 0% 

Total Insurance Policies 5.371,90 € 1.128,10 € 1% 

Sub-Total_Final Phase in La Cité du Soleil® Cost Estimate 71.477,38 € 14.142,62 € 20% 

 
Nº Name Description Budget % Total 

   
ex VAT VAT on ex VAT 

E. POST EVENT COST ESTIMATE 

E.1 House Permanent Assembly 

  Personnel   677,69 € 142,32 € 0% 

  Materials   1.100,00 € 231,00 € 0% 

  Machinery and Equipment   6.900,00 € 1.449,00 € 2% 

Sob-Total House permanent Assembly 8.677,69 € 1.822,31 € 2% 
  

E.2 As built  

  Professors & Researchers   2.479,34 € 520,66 € 1% 

  Granted Students   2.975,21 € 624,79 € 1% 

As Built 5.454,55 € 1.145,45 € 1% 

Sub-Total_Post Event Cost Estimate 14.132,23 € 2.967,77 € 4% 
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Total Price / Cost Estimated 367.692,55 € 76.347,81 € 
100 % 

Total 

Please CHECK (X) your status >>>  If you benefit VAT Recovering   -76.347,81 € 
  

x If you don't 75.707,03 €   

Total Price / Cost Estimated included VAT 444.040,36 € 364.641,19 €   
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8.4. Income details 
The total shown at the end of the table of 325,715.52€ is the sum of material contribution and financial 
contribution. 
Plateau Team will be assumed the difference between revenue and the total Budget. This difference is 
121.254,00 €. The chapters will cover the team are: 

- Personnel (Development Phase_cost estimate) 
- Administrative and miscellaneous (Development Phase_cost estimate) 
- Direct Labor (House construction_cost estimate) 
- Personal protective equipment (PPE) 
- A small part of machinery and equipment 
- Expenses allowance of travels & costs for Final Phase in Versailles 
- Instrumented test for dinner at Versailles 
- Unforeseen expenses for tests 
- Professors & Granted students as built of Post event cost estimate. 

All positive balance will be for the members of Plateau Team. 

 

  
 

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE 

Team's Abbreviations PLT 

School's Name 
University Alcalá & University Castilla-La 
Mancha 

Team's Name Plateau Team 

 

Company Name Collaboration Details 
% 
Total 

Institutional Support 

University Alcalá & University Castilla-La Mancha 
Communication and 
Transport 9.612,63 € 

 IETCC Support 2.000,00 € 
 Town hall Alcalá Machinery and licenses 480,00 € 
 Delegation UCLM  (economic contribution) 

 
2.000,00 € 

   14.092,63 € 4% 
  

Industrial Partners & Sponsors (economic contribution) 

Ci3 
 

30.000,00 € 
 HIERROS Y TRANSFORMADOS 

 
3.000,00 € 

 UPONOR 
 

3.000,00 € 
 ZEHNDER 

 
4.000,00 € 

 ISOVER 
 

2.887,50 € 
 SAINT GOBAIN 

 
2.500,00 € 

   45.387,50 € 14% 
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Company Name Collaboration Details % 
Total 

Industrial Partners & Sponsors (Material and support) 

HIERROS Y TRANSFORMADOS Metal material 1.200,00 € 
 GRúAS CORREAS Machinery and equipment 8.000,00 € 
 JIMTEN Material supply sanitation 853,06 € 
 AGUAAHORRO material support for sanitation and Plumbing 2.491,31 € 
 VAILLANT HVAC Equipment and Solar Energy 18.226,00 € 
 100X100 MADERAS Support for timber construction 4.500,00 € 
 SCHENEIDER Electrical equipment 11.161,58 € 
 UPONOR Plumbing materials 8.879,05 € 
 ZEHNDER HVAC supply 6.430,80 € 
 WILO Supply of hydraulic pump 500,00 € 
 Maderas Cuenca  Supply solid wood 10.810,00 € 
 ROTHOBLASS Supply of hardware and metal anchors 2.530,70 € 
 RIWEGA  Supply of construction joints 3.500,00 € 
 FINSA Supply of wooden panels 3.000,00 € 
 EMBARRO  Supply clay 1.200,00 € 
 BASF Supply PCM 1.400,00 € 
 REYNAERS Supply aluminum window 1.450,00 € 
 DURMI Supply Slats 8.796,00 € 
 DyN Supply and Support of photovoltaic system 7.500,00 € 
 PLACO Supplying Plasterboard 2.012,20 € 
 ISOVER Supply isolation 10.714,00 € 
 REHASA Foundation structure 15.482,50 € 
 SAINT GOBAIN Windows and glass 9.248,97 € 
 IMAGENIUM Automation system 4.080,54 € 
 ROCA Sanitary 2.272,90 € 
   146.239,61 € 45% 

  

Other Income Details 

IDOM Consultants 1.000,00 € 
 Saint Gobain and Other (Country Day) 

 
5.000,00 € 

 Organization SDE   (economic contribution) 
 

100.000,00 € 
 CYTEMA  (economic contribution) 

 
6.000,00 € 

 Crowdfunding GOTEO  (economic contribution) 7.995,78 € 
   119.995,78 € 37% 

  325.715,52 € 100 % 
Total 
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8.5. Budget Balance 
 
The total shown at the end of the table of 325,715.52€ is the sum of material contribution and financial 
contribution. 
Plateau Team will assume the difference between revenue and the total Budget. This difference is 118.324,84 €. 
The chapters will cover the team are: 

- Personnel (Development Phase cost estimate) 
- Administrative and miscellaneous (Development Phase cost estimate) 
- Direct Labor (House construction cost estimate) 
- Personal protective equipment (PPE) 
- A small part of machinery and equipment 
- Expenses allowance of travels & costs for Final Phase in Versailles 
- Instrumented test for dinner at Versailles 
- Unforeseen expenses for tests 
- Professors & Granted students as built of Post event cost estimate. 
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9. SITE OPERATIONS REPORT 

9.1. General Data 
The objective of this plan is to define the necessary tasks, phases and processes for the assembly and disassembly 
of the prototype house of Plateau Team on the scheduled days in Cite du Soleil, Versailles, during the Solar 
Decathlon Europe 2014. 
This project aims to represent the colonization of an existing buildings roof with a new module with which it 
shares a symbiotic relationship. 
As a result of this idea our proposal is structured in three main stages: the representation of a pre-existing 
building through an aesthetical basement; the assembly of an independent structure on top of it, and the 
construction of the prototype house on the roof. 
In addition, the prototype house is divided into three main linear spaces which are set parallel to each other. 
These spaces are: a technical block, which allocates the house core electrical, water and thermal systems; a main 
space equipped with all the necessary elements required for the daily activities; and a third block that may serve 
as a multifunctional space depending on the season. 
 

Main prototype measurements: 

 
Main dimensions of the prototype 

Name Dimensions 

Basement Area 15,35 x 7,00 m 
Footprint 10,60 x 7,00 m 

Height max. Prototype 7,10m 
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9.2. Site Operator Coordinators 
 
Site Operations Coordinators of Plateau Team are: 
 
 

Workgroup 1 

Sergio Tapiador Albertos 

soc.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com 
+34 636 23 44 24 

 
Staff 

Amaya Bienzobas García 
Sergio Carpintero Montero 
Jose Angel Delgado Torres 

Natalia Fraile Gómez 
Esther Garrido Plaza 

Macarena Gutiérrez Pascual 
Luis López López 

Jesús Angel Martínez Carpintero 
Mª José Martínez Gómez 

Kevin Moreno Gata 
Javier Paredes Zurdo 
Carlos Pérez del Real 
Raúl Ramírez Sánchez 
Andrea Reina Rojas 

 
 

Workgroup 2 

Ana Isabel Jato Mozas 

ic.plateauteamsde14@gmail.com 
+34 617089587 

 
Staff 

Alejandro Arenas Garrido 
Elena Cuevas Gómez 

Leónidas Fernández Antón 
Alejandro Gil Graells 

Sergio Hernández Guardia 
Santiago Jiménez Cortés 
Jessica López Palomar 
Patricia Mendieta León 
Andrea Molina Cuadro 
Jesús Morales  Sánchez 

David Peña Asensio 
Eduardo Pérez Alonso 

Angel Sánchez Inocencio 
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9.3. Outside Cité du Soleil® logistic 

9.3.1. Trucks route 

The entirety of the route will be carried out by road with trucks. The itinerary has a total distance of 1260 
kilometers, and an estimated duration of 13 driving hours, without taking breaks into account.  
 
Itinerary:  

1. Departure from ALCALA DE HENARES, heading to Madrid through R-2, till it merges onto A-1. 

2. Continue on A-1 until BURGOS, merging onto AP-1. 

3. Continue AP-1 through VITORIA, till it merges onto AP-8. 

4. Continue AP-8 through DONOSTIA, towards France. 

5. Continue on A-63 until BOURDEAUX, merging onto A-10.  

6. Continue A-10 through POITIERS and TOURS, until exit onto N-118. 

7. Continue on N-118 until exit onto A-86. 

8. Continue on A-86 towards VERSAILLES, until exit onto N-12. 

9. Continue on N-12 until exit onto A-12 heading TRAPPES. 

10. Continue on A-12 until exit onto N-10 heading VERSAILLES. 

11. Continue on N-10 merging onto D-10 to get to PION BARRACKS, ALLEE DES MATELOTS and CITE DU SOLEIL. 

12.  
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9.3.2. Trucks specifications and Shipment 

The entirety of the transport of the prototype’s parts will be made by land with the use of trucks. In order to do so, 
it is considered a total of five trucks for the assembly, divided into two types of trucks which are detailed as 
follows:  

Articulated Trucks - Semitrailer 

Used for the transport of palletized loads and isolated parts. 
 

 
 

Articulated Trucks - Flatbed 

Used to transport the majority of the prefabricated elements and large sized parts such as the structure, slabs, 
facades and the technical block. 
These trucks are equipped with a plain uncovered trailer in order to allow an easier loading and unloading of 
the parts with the crane.  
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TRUCK 1 
TYPE Articulated truck (flatbed). 

TIME        DAY 1 
Arrival 08:00 hours 
Departure 22:00 hours. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

→ Non special transport. 
→ Exterior dimensions: 16.50x4x2.50 m. 
→ Net weight: 16000 kg 
→ Container dimensions: 13.50x2.70x2.50m. 
→ Nº of axles: 5 axles. 
→ Total weight max: 16 + 24 Tm. 
→ External turning radius: 12.5m. 
→ Internal turning radius: 5.3 m. 

 
UNLOADING Crane, forklift and manual. 

 
LOAD Prefabricated components: slabs S1 to S6, technical block 1. 

Stacked and palletized elements: Leveling support structure, site 
infrastructures, flexible tanks, basement skin panels and 
auxiliary tools. 

 
ITEM LENGTH (m) HEIGHT (m) WIDTH (m) Un WEIGHT/Un (kg/u) TOTAL (kg) 

FOUNDATION 
SLAB 1 

4,40 1,00 0,22 4 726,00 2904,00 

FOUNDATION 
SLAB 2 

3,40 0,80 0,22 4 448,00 1795,00 

SLAB 7,00 2,55 0,35 4 1455,00 5820,00 

T.BLOCK 1 2,70 2,40 2,00 1 1515,00 1515,00 

PALLET EURO 1,20 1,20 0,80 8 1000,00 8000,00 

     
TOTAL 20034,00 
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TRUCK 2 
TYPE Articulated truck (flatbed). 

TIME        DAY 2 
Arrival 06:00 hours 
Departure 14:00 hours. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

→ Non special transport. 
→ Exterior dimensions: 16.50x4x2.50 m. 
→ Net weight: 16000 kg 
→ Container dimensions: 13.50x2.70x2.50m. 
→ Nº of axles: 5 axles. 
→ Total weight max: 16 + 24 Tm. 
→ External turning radius: 12.5m. 
→ Internal turning radius: 5.3 m. 

 
UNLOADING Crane, forklift and manual. 

 
LOAD Prefabricated components: walls 1 to 11, technical block 2. 

Stacked and palletized elements: pipes and plumbing elements, 
zinc roof coat. 

 
ITEM LENGTH (m) HEIGHT (m) WIDTH (m) Un WEIGHT/Un (kg/u) TOTAL (kg) 

WALL 1 2,20 3,76 0,38 1 578,00 578,00 

WALL 2 2,05 3,30 0,25 1 394,00 394,00 

WALL 3 2,40 3,00 0,25 1 419,00 419,00 

WALL 4 2,04 2,70 0,25 1 320,00 320,00 

WALL 5 2,20 3,00 0,38 1 382,00 382,00 

WALL 6 2,50 3,76 0,38 1 411,00 411,00 

WALL 7 2,50 3,76 0,38 1 774,00 774,00 

WALL 8 0,75 3,32 0,38 1 220,00 220,00 

WALL 9 2,50 3,00 0,38 1 312,00 312,00 

WALL 10 2,50 3,00 0,38 1 638,00 638,00 

WALL 11 0,75 2,52 0,38 1 167,00 167,00 

T.BLOCK 2 3,70 2,40 2,00 1 1780,00 1780,00 

PALLET EURO 1,20 1,20 0,80 4 1000,00 4000,00 

     
TOTAL 10395,00 
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TRUCK 3 
TYPE Articulated truck (flatbed). 

TIME        DAY 2 
Arrival 14:00 hours 
Departure 22:00 hours. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

→ Non special transport. 
→ Exterior dimensions: 16.50x4x2.50 m. 
→ Net weight: 16000 kg 
→ Container dimensions: 13.50x2.70x2.50m. 
→ Nº of axles: 5 axles. 
→ Total weight max: 16 + 24 Tm. 
→ External turning radius: 12.5m. 
→ Internal turning radius: 5.3 m. 

 
UNLOADING Crane, forklift and manual. 

 
LOAD Prefabricated components: walls 12 to 17, cantilevered (2), 

sliding glass door, pillars (8) and beams (4) structure. 
Stacked and palletized elements: structural cords, green wall 
elements and underpinnings. 

 
ITEM LENGTH (m) HEIGHT (m) WIDTH (m) Un WEIGHT/Un (kg/u) TOTAL (kg) 

WALL 12 5,30 1,15 0,38 1 276,00 276,00 

WALL 13 3,00 2,25 0,30 1 120,00 120,00 

WALL 14 3,00 1,52 0,30 1 175,00 175,00 

WALL 15 6,68 2,06 0,22 1 705,00 705,00 

WALL 16 3,00 2,25 0,30 1 120,00 120,00 

WALL 17 3,00 0,58 0,30 1 190,00 190,00 

SGD 5,30 2,10 0,30 1 500,00 500,00 

PILLARS A 5,60 1,50 0,20 4 560,00 2240,00 

PILLARS B 6,90 2,31 0,20 4 695,00 2780,00 

BEAMS 7,00 0,30 0,20 4 425,00 1700,00 

COVER SLAB 7,20 2,20 0,36 3 1335,00 4005,00 

PALLET EURO 1,20 1,20 0,80 4 1000,00 4000,00 

     
TOTAL 16811,00 
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TRUCK 4 
TYPE Articulated truck (semitrailer). 

TIME        DAY 3 
Arrival 06:00 hours 
Departure 14:00 hours. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

→ Non special transport. 
→ Exterior dimensions: 16.50x4x2.50 m. 
→ Net weight: 16000 kg 
→ Container dimensions: 13.50x2.70x2.50m. 
→ Nº of axles: 5 axles. 
→ Total weight max: 16 + 24 Tm. 
→ External turning radius: 12.5m. 
→ Internal turning radius: 5.3 m. 

 
UNLOADING Forklift and manual. 

 
LOAD Stacked and palletized elements: Indoor-outdoor coats and 

cladding, PV/ST panels and structure, slats system, radiant 
ceiling panels, house floors, pipes and system components, 
furniture, lighting elements, roof eaves system, public ramp and 
rails. 
 
Glass components: 6 casement windows, 1 non casement 
window, large format East window and glass roof parts (5). 

 
ITEM LENGTH (m) HEIGHT (m) WIDTH (m) Un WEIGHT/Un (kg/u) TOTAL (kg) 

PALLET EURO 1,20 1,20 0,80 30 500 15000,00 

     
TOTAL 15000,00 
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TRUCK 5 
TYPE Articulated truck (semitrailer). 

TIME        DAY 5 
Arrival 14:00 hours 
Departure 22:00 hours. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

→ Non special transport. 
→ Exterior dimensions: 16.50x4x2.50 m. 
→ Net weight: 16000 kg 
→ Container dimensions: 13.50x2.70x2.50m. 
→ Nº of axles: 5 axles. 
→ Total weight max: 16 + 24 Tm. 
→ External turning radius: 12.5m. 
→ Internal turning radius: 5.3 m. 

 
UNLOADING Forklift and manual. 

 
LOAD Stacked and palletized elements: Pipes and system components, 

furniture, lighting elements, roof eaves system, cantilevered 
components, basement panels and structure, public ramp and 
rails. 

 
ITEM LENGTH (m) HEIGHT (m) WIDTH (m) Un WEIGHT/Un (kg/u) TOTAL (kg) 

PALLET EURO 1,20 1,20 0,80 30 500 15000,00 

     
TOTAL 15000,00 
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9.4. Inside Cité du Soleil® logistics 

9.4.1. Infrastructures 

During the assembly phase of the prototype it is considered the need of certain infrastructures that will be 
transported from the departure city: 

- Portable spotlight for the lighting of the lot during the night work shifts. 

- Tent, tables and chairs to set up the working space. 

- Four containers to manage waste and recycling. 

- Fences to separate and delimit the zones and accesses. 

- Safety and security equipment, described on the Safety and Security chapter. 
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9.4.2. Construction Working Teams 

The working groups during the assembly and disassembly phases have been scheduled to follow a working day 
shift of 16 hours. It is set this way due to a high dependence on the crane work. Thus, the intention is to maximize 
work during the daylight hours in order to avoid the risks that derive from machinery operations and improve 
their performance.  
 

• Workgroup 1: 06:00 – 14:00 h ;  14 persons ; SOC: Sergio Tapiador Albertos 

• Workgroup 2: 14:00 – 22:00 h ; 14 persons ; SOC: Ana Isabel Jato Mozas 

 
During the prototype’s disassembly process and due to the need to finish the work in 5 days the staff on site will 
be increased significantly. 
 
The groups will be composed of 14 decathletes including the SOC responsible of each shift. These groups will be 
configured based on each member’s individual skills, having always in each group and shift at least one person 
with knowledge on first aid, French language and forklift use.  
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9.4.3. Phases Description 

Assembly phase plan 

ASSEMBLY PHASE 1: PREVIOUS TASKS & FOUNDATIONS 

DAY 1 / MONDAY, 16 JULY 2014 
 

DAY 1-SHIFT 1/MORNING 8H (8:00 h – 12:00 h / 12:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS T1/ Articulated truck (flatbed). TIME: 8:00h-22:00h. 

 
ACTIVITIES 

Truck 1 arrival to the lot. 
Previous tasks. Assembly of infrastructure, access signaling and 
delimitation of all spaces that make up the work area. 
Tracing site of the foundations. 
By crane: 

- Placement of the support points of the prototype. 
While: 

- Unloading and stocking light material of the truck 1. 
- Assembly of prefabricated support structure of the area occupied 

by the footprint. 
- Leveling and fixing of the support structure to the correct height. 

 
 

DAY 1-SHIFT 2/EVENING 8H (14:00 h – 18:00 h / 18:30 h - 22:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS T1/ Articulated truck (flatbed). TIME: 8:00h-22:00h. 

 
ACTIVITIES 

By crane: 

- Unloading and positioning of the floor slabs 1 to 4 by the crane. 
- Unloading and stocking of the technical block 1. 

While: 

- Fixing slabs to the support structure by screwing on iron brackets. 
- Placement and connection of flexible water accumulation tanks 

under support structure. 
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ASSEMBLY PHASE 2: STRUCTURE & WALLS 

DAY 2 / TUESDAY, 17 JUNE 2014 
 

DAY 2-SHIFT 3/MORNING 8H (6:00 h – 10:00 h / 10:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS T2/ Articulated truck (flatbed). TIME: 6:00h-14:00h. 

 
ACTIVITIES 

Truck 2 arrival to the lot. 

By crane: 

- Unloading and positioning of the walls 1 to 5 which will shape the 
West facade and their corners which will serve as a reference for 
positioning technical blocks. 

- Unloading and positioning of the technical blocks 1 and 2. 
- Unloading and positioning of the walls 6 and 7. 
While: 

- Unloading and stocking light material of the truck 2. 
- Fixing the walls each other by screwing on iron brackets and 

sealing joints.  
- Connection and configuration of the technical blocks systems. 

 
 

DAY 2-SHIFT 4/EVENING 8H (14:00 h – 18:00 h / 18:30 h - 22:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS T3/ Articulated truck (flatbed). TIME: 14:00h-22:00h. 

 
ACTIVITIES 

Truck 3 arrival to the lot. 

By crane:  

- Unloading and positioning of the walls 8 to 17 to finish the house 
envelope. 

While: 

- Fixing the walls each other by screwing on iron brackets and 
sealing their joints. 

- Connection and configuration of the technical blocks systems. 
- Transport technical blocks load frame to the storage area by 

forklift. 
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DAY 3 / WEDNESDAY, 18 JUNE 2014 
 

DAY 3-SHIFT 5/MORNING 8H (6:00 h – 10:00 h / 10:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS --- 

 
ACTIVITIES 

By crane: 

- Unloading and positioning of the cover slaps (3 pieces) on top 
supporting them temporarily on the walls. The middle of the slabs 
should be underpinned. 

- Unloading and positioning of the first pair of pillars (2 
multicomponent pieces) at the West side fixing it to their receivers 
on the support leveling structure and walls. 

While: 

Fixing the elements each other by screwing on iron brackets and 
sealing their joints. 

 
DAY 3-SHIFT 6/EVENING 8H (14:00 h – 18:00 h / 18:30 h - 22:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS --- 

 
ACTIVITIES 

By crane: 

- Unloading and positioning of the rest of pillars (6 multicomponent 
pieces) at the North and South facades fixing it to their receivers on 
the support leveling structure and walls. 

- Unloading and positioning of the first roof beam fixing it to their 
receivers on the pillars 1 and 2. 
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DAY 4 / THURSDAY, 19 JUNE 2014 
 

DAY 4-SHIFT 7/MORNING 8H (6:00 h – 10:00 h / 10:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS T4/ Articulated truck (semitrailer). TIME: 6:00h-14:00h. 

 
ACTIVITIES 

Truck 4 arrival to the lot. 
By crane: 

- Unloading and positioning of the large format window on the East 
green wall. 

- Unloading and positioning of the remaining roof beams (3 pieces) 
fixing it to their receivers on the pillars. 

While: 

- Adjust the underpinning to position exactly the roof slabs. 
On roof: 

- Screwing the cover slabs to beams at the correct height. 

- Assembling the Zinc coat of the roof.  
 

 
DAY 4-SHIFT 8/EVENING 8H (14:00 h – 18:00 h / 18:30 h - 22:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS --- 

 
ACTIVITIES 

By crane: 

- Unload and assembly of the 5 joineries of the glass roof of the 
multifunctional room which will be fixed between the roof beams 3 
and 4. 

While: 

- Tensioning of the 4 metal cords of the structure and removing of the 
underpinnings (the entire structure begins to work). 

- Unload and assembly the joineries of the house (2 conventional 
doors, 6 casement windows and 1 non casement window). The 
casement windows will have the frame pre-installed. 

- Assembly of the East façade joineries by sponsors staff. 
- Installing electrical ducts. 
- Installing domotic systems, windows and solar protection motors. 
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ASSEMBLY PHASE 3: SYSTEMS AND COATS 

DAY 5 / FRIDAY, 20 JUNE 2014 
 

DAY 5-SHIFT 9/MORNING 8H (6:00 h – 10:00 h / 10:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Forklift, crane 35Tm, boomlift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS --- 
 

ACTIVITIES 
By crane: 

- Positioning and assembling the adjustable slats system on the glass 
roof of the multifunction space. 

While: 

- Assembling and connection of the main ventilation, plumbing and 
sanitation systems. 

- Assembly of the main door and the parietodinamic wall. 

- Assembling exterior facade coat on the north walls of the house. 

 
DAY 5-SHIFT 10/EVENING 8H (14:00 h – 18:00 h / 18:30 h - 22:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Forklift, boomlift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS T5/ Articulated truck (semitrailer). TIME: 14:00h-22:00h. 

 
ACTIVITIES 

Truck 5 arrival to the lot. 

On roof: 

- Assembly of the PV structure on the roof between beams through 
holes already set for screwing. 

While: 

- Assembling the living room floor tiles. 
Assembling the wood exterior facade coat on the West walls of the 

technical blocks area finishing the corners. 
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DAY 6 / SATURDAY, 21 JUNE 2014 
 

DAY 6-SHIFT 11/MORNING 8H (6:00 h – 10:00 h / 10:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Forklift, boomlift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS --- 

 
ACTIVITIES 

On roof: 

- Assembly of the PV structure on the roof between beams through 
holes already set for screwing. 

- Installation of the solar thermal system. 
While: 

- Installation of the radiant system and floor tiles of the multi-
functional space. 

- Assembling the exterior facade coat on the South walls of the 
house. 

 
 

DAY 6-SHIFT 12/EVENING 8H (14:00 h – 18:00 h / 18:30 h - 22:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Forklift, boomlift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS --- 

 
ACTIVITIES 

On roof: 

- Position and fix of the PV panels to the support structure on the roof 
and connection between them. 

While: 

- Assembling the clay mortar lining of the living and multifunctional 
space. 

- Assembly of the light structure of the interior green wall on East 
façade, connection of the irrigation system and insert the potted 
plants. 

- Assembling the prefabricated support structure of the area 
occupied by the basement decoration and scenery. 

- Planned deadline for wind-and-water tight. 
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DAY 7 / MONDAY, 23 JUNE 2014 
 

DAY 7-SHIFT 13/MORNING 8H (6:00 h – 10:00 h / 10:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Forklift, boomlift and auxiliary tools. 
TRUCKS --- 

ACTIVITIES On roof: 

- Position and fix the remaining PV panels to the support structure on 
the roof and connection between them. Connection to the technical 
block. 

While: 
- Assembling the clay mortar lining of the living and multifunctional 

space. 
- Assembly of the light structure of the exterior green wall on East 

façade, connection of the irrigation system and insert the potted 
plants. 

- Assembling the basement facade panels to the support structure. 
 

 
DAY 7-SHIFT 14/EVENING 8H (14:00 h – 18:00 h / 18:30 h - 22:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Forklift, boomlift and auxiliary tools. 
TRUCKS --- 

ACTIVITIES On roof: 

- Roof final works, water harvesting and connection of the gutter.  
While: 
- Assembling the radiant ceiling structure in the living room 

connecting the panels together with the technical block and 
finishing the ceiling.  

- Assembly of the cantilevered beams. 
- Planned deadline for electrical connection to village grid. 
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DAY 8 / TUESDAY, 24 JUNE 2014 
 

DAY 8-SHIFT 15/MORNING 8H (6:00 h – 10:00 h / 10:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Forklift and auxiliary tools. 
TRUCKS --- 

 
ACTIVITIES 

On roof: 
- Installation of textile eaves for sun protection on the North 

and South facades. 
While: 
- Assembling the radiant ceiling in the living room connecting 

the panels together with the technical block and finishing the 
ceiling.  
Assembly of the cantilevered floor tiles, railing and solar 
protection. 

 

ASSEMBLY PHASE 4: FINAL WORKS & SITE CLEANING 

 
DAY 8-SHIFT 16/EVENING 8H (14:00 h – 18:00 h / 18:30 h - 22:00 h 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Forklift and auxiliary tools. 
TRUCKS --- 

 
ACTIVITIES 

- Painting walls and final indoor lining. 
- Placement of the support points and assembly of the ramp. 

Assembly of the support structure of the public ramp. 
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DAY 9/ FRIDAY, 25 JUNE 2014 
 

DAY 9-SHIFT 17/MORNING 8H (6:00 h – 10:00 h / 10:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Forklift and auxiliary tools. 
TRUCKS --- 

 
ACTIVITIES 

- Assembling the furniture and household appliances. 
- Installing the lamps, lighting and switches. 
- Leveling of the support structure of the public ramp and rails. 
- Assembling the floors planks of the ramp and bolting the 

railing elements. 
 

 
DAY 9-SHIFT 18/EVENING 8H (14:00 h – 18:00 h / 18:30 h - 22:00 h 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Forklift and auxiliary tools. 
TRUCKS --- 

 
ACTIVITIES 

- Removing of the infrastructures, access signaling and 
delimitation fences of construction site. 

- Transport material to the storage area by forklift. 
- Waste recollection. 
- Lot cleaning and rounding off the work. 
- Planned deadline for house delivery. 

 
 

 

DEADLINE RESUME 

 
ACTIONS DATES 

Planned deadline for wind-and-water tight. 21/06/2014 
Planned deadline for electrical connection to village grid. 23/06/2014 
Planned deadline for house delivery. 25/06/2014 
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Disassembly phase plan 

DISASSEMBLY PHASE 1: PREVIOUS TASKS, RAMP & COATS 

DAY 1 / TUESDAY, 15 JULY 2014 
 

DAY 1-SHIFT 1/NIGHT 6H (00:00 h – 02:00 h / 02:30 h - 06:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Forklift, boomlift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS --- 

 
ACTIVITIES 

Previous tasks. Assembly of infrastructure, access signaling and 
delimitation of all spaces that make up the work area. 
On roof: 
- Uninstalling the textile eaves for sun protection on the North and 

South facades. 
Indoor: 
- Uninstalling the lamps, lighting and switches. 
- Disassembling the furniture and household appliances. 
- Disassembling the radiant ceiling in the living room. 
Outdoor: 
- Disassembling the public ramp and rails. 

 
DAY 1-SHIFT 2/MORNING 8H (06:00 h – 10:00 h / 10:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Forklift, boomlift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS --- 
 

ACTIVITIES 
On roof: 
- Disassembly the PV panels on support structure on the roof. 
Indoor: 
- Disassembly the walls interior cladding of the living and 

multifunctional space. 
- Disassembling green walls structure and potted plants. 
Outdoor: 
- Disassembling the basement skin panels. 
- Disassembling the prefabricated support structure of the area 

occupied by the basement decoration and scenery. 
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DAY 2 / WEDNESDAY, 16 JULY 2014 
 

DAY 1-SHIFT 3/NIGHT 8H (22:00 h – 02:00 h / 02:30 h - 06:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Forklift, boomlift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS --- 
 

ACTIVITIES 
On roof: 
- Disassembly of the PV support structure on the roof. 
Indoor: 
- Disassembling the ventilation, plumbing and sanitation systems. 
- Disassembly the indoor floors. 
Outdoor: 
- Disassembly the South exterior coat. 
-  

 
DAY 2-SHIFT 4/ MORNING 8H (6:00 h – 10:00 h / 10:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Forklift, crane 35Tm, boomlift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS T5/ Articulated truck (semitrailer). TIME: 06:00h-14:00h. 

 
ACTIVITIES 

By crane: 
- Disassembling the adjustable slats system on the glass roof of the 

multifunction space.  
- Disassembling the 5 joineries of the glass roof of the multifunctional 

room. 
Indoor: 
- Disassembling the house floors. 
- Uninstalling the house electrical ducts and domotic systems. 
- Removing joineries. 
Truck 5 leaves the lot. 
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DISASSEMBLY PHASE 2: STRUCTURE & WALLS 

 
DAY 2-SHIFT 5/MORNING 8H (14:00 h – 10:00 h / 10:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift, boomlift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS --- 
 

ACTIVITIES 
On roof: 
- Removing the structural metallic cords. 
- Disassemble of the zinc roof coat. 
Indoor: 
- Underpinning the roof slabs. 
Outdoor: 
- Disassembling the North and West exterior coat. 
By crane: 
- Disassembly the roof beams (4 pieces). 

 
 

DAY 3/THURSDAY, 17JULY 2014 
 

DAY 3-SHIFT 6/EVENING 8H (6:00 h – 10:00 h / 10:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS T4/ Articulated truck (semitrailer). TIME: 16:00h-22:00h. 

 
ACTIVITIES 

By crane: 
- Removing the pillars (8 multicomponent pieces) at the North and 

South facades. 
Outdoor: 
- Group and stock material. 
Truck 4 leaves the lot. 
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DAY 3-SHIFT 7/MORNING 8H (14:00 h – 18:00 h / 18:30 h - 22:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS --- 

 
ACTIVITIES 

By crane: 
- Removing the roof slabs S5 to S7 on the top. 
- Group structure and slabs to put it into the trucks. 
Outdoor: 
Remove the underpinning. 

 

DAY 4/FRIDAY, 18 JULY 2014 
 

DAY 4-SHIFT 8/EVENING 8H (6:00 h – 10:00 h / 10:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS T3/ Articulated truck (flatbed). TIME: 6:00h-14:00h. 

 
ACTIVITIES 

By crane: 

- Removing the walls 8 to17. 
While: 

- Unscrewing the walls. 
- Disconnecting the technical blocks. 
Truck 3 leaves the lot. 
-  
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DAY 4-SHIFT 9/MORNING 8H (14:00 h – 18:00 h / 18:30 h - 22:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS T2/ Articulated truck (flatbed). TIME: 14:00h-22:00h. 

 
ACTIVITIES 

By crane: 

- Removing the walls 6 and 7. 
- Removing the technical block 1 and 2. 
- Removing the walls 1 to 5. 
While: 

- Transport technical block load frame from the storage area. 
- Unscrewing the walls. 
Truck 2 leaves the lot. 

 
 

DISASSEMBLY PHASE 3: FOUNDATIONS & CLEANING SITE 

DAY 5/SATURDAY, 19 JULY 2014 
 

DAY 5-SHIFT 10/EVENING 8H (6:00 h – 10:00 h / 10:30 h - 14:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS T1/ Articulated truck (flatbed). TIME: 6:00h-22:00h. 

ACTIVITIES By crane: 

- Removing the roof slabs S1 to S4 on the top. 
- Loading all slabs into the truck. 
While: 
Removing flexible tanks. 

 
DAY 5-SHIFT 11/MORNING 8H (14:00 h – 18:00 h / 18:30 h - 22:00 h). 
STAFF 14 decathletes. 

MACHINARY Crane 35Tm, forklift and auxiliary tools. 

TRUCKS T1/ Articulated truck (flatbed). TIME: 6:00h-22:00h. 

 
ACTIVITIES 

By crane: 

- Removing foundation slabs. 
While: 
- Disassembling the leveling support structure. 

Truck 1 leaves the lot. 
- Removing of the infrastructures, access signaling and delimitation 

fences of construction site. 
- Waste recollection. 
- Lot cleaning and rounding off the work. 
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9.4.4. Waste Management 

The best way to accomplish an effective waste management is based on foreseeing all the possible phases and 
stages of the products. 
In this section, an individual analysis of waste control is performed during the different phases of competition, 
from the start to the end of the works. 

Assembly phase  

During the construction phase, a low waste production is expected to be achieved due to 3 design premises: 
• Using recyclable materials. 

• Using techniques of industrialization. 

• Using dry-joint systems. 

The few amount of waste generated will be collected and sorted for recycling or to be transported to a collection 
point. In order to do this, four recycling containers will be distributed through the lot (wood, cardboard, plastic 
and non-recyclable materials). 

Disassembly 

The prototype is designed to be completely disassembled without losing any elements. Thus, it can be assembled 
again at any given time without the need for new parts or elements. As a result, it is expected to produce an 
almost insignificant amount of waste generation. 
All parts will have to be re-packaged and transported back to Alcala de Henares afterwards. In this process the 
initial packaging will be recovered to be re-used, therefore avoiding the production of any further waste. 
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9.5. Assembly / Disassembly schedule 

9.5.1. Assembly Phases Schedule 
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9.5.2. Disassembly Phases Schedule 
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9.6. Equipment requirement Chart 
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9.7. Assembly & Disassembly Chart 

9.7.1. Assembly Chart 
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9.7.2. Disassembly Chart 
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9.8. Site Operations Chart 
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9.9. Storage Area Chart 
 

STORAGE AREA CHART 
TEAM PLT 

 
 
Please fill up the board bellow in order to allow us to designing the logistic area. 
 

C
O
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 DESIGNATION DIMENSIONS (m) WEIGHT (kg) 

1 PALLET x 30 1,20 x 0,80 x 0,15 m 600 Kg 

2 TENT BOX 1,00 x 1,00 x 1,00 m 20 Kg 

3 SPOTLIGHTS x 4 1,20 ml 100 Kg 

4 CONTAINERS x 4 1,50x1,00x1,00 m 150 Kg 

5 TECHNICAL BLOCKS LOAD FRAME 4,00x2,50x0,20 m 200 Kg 

6    

…    

 
 
About storage area, we remind you that this area has a 10 feet container and an outdoor space. 
 
Important things about this area are that all teams have to: 

- Fill up the board above 
- Book a crane to load and unload elements in their zone. Remember that for this specific crane, it is possible 

to rent it for less than eight hours. Please include it in your assembly/disassembly chart. 
- Include in your site operation phases the transport of elements to be stored. Most teams have not considered 

this yet. 
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HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN
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Day 1 

 

Day 2 

 

Day 2 

 

Day 4 



 

Day 5 

 

 

 
Day 1 

Day 2 

Day 2 

Day 1 

Day 1 

Day 2 

Day 2 

Day 3 

Day 3 

Day 4 

Day 4 

Day 1 

Day 2 



Day 2 

Day 4 

Day 5 

Day 1 

Day 1 

Day 2 

Day 2 

Day 3 

Day 3 

Day 4 

Day 4 

Day 5 

Day 5 

Day 6 

Day 6 

Day 7 

Day 7 

Day 8 

Day 7 

Day 7 

Day 1 

Day 1 

Day 2 



Day 2 

Day 3 

Day 3 

Day 4 

Day 4 

Day 5 

Day 5 

Day 6 

Day 6 

Day 7 

Day 7 

Day 8 

All time of assembly and disassembly 

All time of assembly and disassembly 

All time of assembly and disassembly 

  All time of assembly and disassembly 

 

All time of assembly and disassembly (will be describe in next 

table)





 

 

 



7.00x2.55x0.35 m 1583 kg/ud Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

7.20x2.20x0.35 m 1371 kg/ud Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

5.60x1.50x0.20 m 208 kg/ud Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

6.90x2.31x0.20 m 311 kg/ud Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

7.00x0.30x0.20 m 169 kg/ud Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

2.70x2.40x1.93 m 1256 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

3.71x2.40x1.93 m 1433 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

5.00x2.10 m 600 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

3.90x2.12x0.26 m 578 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

3.90x2.12x0.26 m 578 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

3.27x1.44x0.26 m 330 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

3.08x1.44x0.26 m 310 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

2.88x1.72x0.26 m 347 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

2.60x2.20x0.26 m 400 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

3.90x2.46x0.26 m 672 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 



2.60x2.40x0.26 m 437 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

3.90x2.60x0.26 m 710 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

2.60x2.60x0.26 m 473 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

3.52x0.87x0.26 m 214 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

2.72x0.61x0.26 m 116 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

5.24x1.20x0.26 m 440 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

3.90x3.00x0.20 m 819 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

3.00x2.60x0.20 m 546 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 

6.58x2.24x0.20 m 1031 kg Crane 35 Tn Stock 

area 



 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

DAY 1                                     

  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

SHIFT 1                     

Previous tasks    9                

Site tracing     2  R       R     

Foundation slabs      2 E 2 2 2    E     

Leveling structure      9 S 9 9 9    S     

SHIFT 2       T       T     

Floor Slabs            7 7 7   7 7 7 7 

Tanks            4 4 4   4 4 4 4 

                   

DAY 2                                     

  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

SHIFT 3                     

Walls 1-5  7 7 7 7 R       R     

Technical blocks      E 5      E     

Walls 6-9       S  7 7    S     

SHIFT 4       T       T     

Walls 10-17            7 7 7   7 7 7 7 
Technical blocks 
connections             2 2 2   2 2 2 2 

                   

DAY 3                                     

  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 



SHIFT 5                     

Cover slabs   6 6 6 6 R 6      R     

Underpinnings     4 4 E 4 4 4    E     

SHIFT 6       S       S     

Pillars 1-8       T    7 7 7 T 7 7 7 7 

                   

DAY 4                                     

  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

SHIFT 7                     

Beams   5 5                 
Volting beams and roof 
slabs     3 3 R       R     

Cover coat       E 6 6 6    E     

SHIFT 8       S       S     

Joineries       T    3 3 3 T 3 3 3 3 

Tensioning of cords            2 2 2       

Glass roof                 3 3 3 3 

Electrical works            3 3 3   3 3 3 3 

Domotic works            3 3 3   2 2 2 2 

                   

DAY 5                                     

  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

SHIFT 9                     

Slats roof   3 3 3 3   3 3 3          

Ventilation   2 2 2 2               

Plumbing       R 2 2 2    R     

Exterior coats   3 3 3 3 E 3 3 3    E     

Joineries   3 3 3 3 S       S     

Parietodinamic wall       T 3 3 3    T     

SHIFT 10                     

TM/PV panels structure           3 3 3   3 3 3 3 

Exterior coats            5 5 5   5 5 5 5 

Living room floor            3 3 3   3 3 3 3 

                   

DAY 6                                     

  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

SHIFT 11                     

TM/PV panels structure   3 3 3                

Thermal panels connection      3   3 3 3          

Radiant floor   3 3 3 3 R       R     

Multifuntional space floor       E 3 3 3    E     

Exterior coats   5 5 5 5 S 5 5 5    S     

SHIFT 12       T       T     

PV panels connection            2 2 2   2 2 2 2 

Clay morter linning            3 3 3   3 3 3 3 

Levelling structure            3 3 3   3 3 3 3 

Green wall            3 3 3   3 3 3 3 

                   

DAY 7                                     

  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

SHIFT 13                     



PV panels connection   2 2 2 2   2 2 2          

Clay morter linning   3 3 3 3 R 3 3 3    R     

Green wall   3 3 3 3 E 3 3 3    E     

Basement panels   5 5 5 5 S 5 5 5    S     

SHIFT 14       T       T     

Cover water tied            4 4 4   4 4 4 4 

Radiant ceiling            3 3 3   3 3 3 3 

Cantilevered            6 6 6   6 6 6 6 

                   

DAY 8                                     

  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

SHIFT 15                     

Roof eaves   4 4 4 4 R 4 4 4    R     

Radiant ceiling   3 3 3 3 E 3 3 3    E     

Cantilevered finishes   4 4 4 4 S 4 4 4    S     

SHIFT 16       T       T     

Paint linning            4 4 4   4 4 4 4 

Ramp structure            9 9 9   9 9 9 9 

                   

DAY 9                                     

  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

SHIFT 17                     

Furniture   3 3 3 3   3 3 3          

Lighting   2 2 2 2 R 2 2 2    R     

Ramp finishes   8 8 8 8 E 8 8 8    E     

SHIFT 18       S       S     

Removing infraestructure       T    3 3 3 T 3 3 3 3 

Wast recolection            3 3 3   3 3 3 3 

General cleaning            7 7 7   7 7 7 7 

DAY 1                                                     

  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 

SHIFT 1                              

Previous tasks    8                         

Roof eaves      2 R 2 2 2                   

Ramp      3 E 3 3 3                   
Furniture and 
lighting     3 S                      

Radiant ceiling      T 3 3 3                   

SHIFT 2                              

TM/PV panels           2 2 2 R 2 2 2 2          
Clay morter 
lining           2 2 2 E 2 2 2 2          

Green wall            2 2 2 S 2 2 2 2          

Cantilevered            4 4 4 T              

Basement                 4 4            
Leveling 
structure                  4 4          

SHIFT 3                              

TM/PV panels                    2 2 2 R 2 2 2 2 



Plumbing                    3 3  E     

Ventilation                       3 S 3    

Floors                        T  3 3 3 

Exterior coats                    3 3 3   3 3 3 3 

                           

DAY 2                                             

  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22         

SHIFT 4                             
Slats cover and 
glass roof  3 3 3 3 R 3 3 3    R             

Joineries  3 3 3 3 E 3 3 3    E             
Electrical and 
domotic works 2 2 2 2 S 2 2 2    S             

SHIFT 5       T       T             

Removing cords            3 3                

Cover coat               3   3            

Beams                  3 3 3         

Underpinnings           3 3 3               

Joineries                 3 3 3 3         

Exterior coats           4 4 4   4 4 4 4         

                           

DAY 3                                             

  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22         

SHIFT 6       R                     

Pillars   8 8 8 8 E 8 8 8    R             

Loading   4 4 4 4 S 4 4 4    E             

SHIFT 7       T       S             

Roof slabs            6 6 6 T 6 6           

Stock staff            5 5 5   5 5 5 5         
Removing 
underpinning           3 3 3   3 3           

                             

                           

DAY 4                                             

  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22         

SHIFT 8                             

Walls   7 7 7 7 R 7 7 7                  

Stock staff   5 5 5 5 E 5 5 5    R             

SHIFT 9       S       E             

Walls       T    7 7 7 S 7 7           

Technical blocks              T   7 7         

Stock staff            5 5 5   5 5 5 5         
Technical blocks 
disconecction               2 2         

DAY 5                                             

  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22         

SHIFT 10                             

Slabs   7 7 7 7 R 7 7 7                  

Removing tanks  5 5 5 5 E 5 5 5                  

SHIFT 11       S       R             
Leveling 
structure      T    9 9 9 E             



Foundation slabs           3 3 3 S             

Stock staff            2 2 2 T             
Removing 
infraestructure                14 14           
Waste 
recolection                  14          

General cleaning                   14         

- 

- 

- 
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06:00-

14:00h 

14:00-

22:00h 

  

  

  

06:00-

14:00h 

14:00-

22:00h 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

06:00-

14:00h 

14:00-

22:00h 

  

                

  COMPETITION   DISASSEMBLY       

                

  * First day of work will begin at 8:00 h         
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11. DETAILED WATER BUDGET 

11.1. Estimated consumptions and collections of water 
In the following chart, appear the estimated consumptions and collections of water during the contest. These 
consumptions and collections have been calculated considering the document “event calendar v.2.0.” 

Estimated consumptions and collections of water 

DAY/EVENT 
CONSUMPTION OF 
“DRINKING WATER” 

CONSUMPTION OF 
RECLAIMED WATER 

COLLECTION OF 
GREY WATER 

COLLECTION OF 
DARK WATER 

COLLECTION OF 
RAIN WATER 

  
  

 

     30th June 
Circuit filling 

Irrigation 
Subcontest 6.3 
Subcontest 6.5 
Subcontest 6.7 
Subcontest 6.8 
Subcontest 6.11 

TOTAL 

 
400 liters 
400 liters 
40 liters 
14 liters 
150 liters 

2, 75 liters 
50 liters 

1056, 75 LITERS 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0 LITERS 

 
 

200-240 liters 
40 liters 

 
150 liters 

 
50 liters 

440-480 LITERS 

 
 
 
 

14 liters 
 

 
 

14 LITERS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0-4518 LITERS 
1st July 

Irrigation 
Subcontest 6.3 
Subcontest 6.7 
Subcontest 6.8 
Subcontest 6.10 

TOTAL 

 
 

40 liters 
100 liters 

2, 75 liters 
30 liters 

172’ 75 LITERS 
 

 
400 liters 

 
 
 
 

400 LITERS 

 
200-240 liters 

40 liters 
100 liters 

 
 

340-380 LITERS 

 
 
 
 
 

30 liters 
30 LITERS 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0-4518 LITERS 
2nd July 
Irrigation 

Subcontest 6.3 
Subcontest 6.5 
Subcontest 6.7 
Subcontest 6.8 

TOTAL 

 
 

40 liters 
14 liters 
150 liters 

2, 75 liters 
206, 75 LITERS 

 

 
400 liters 

 
 
 
 

400 LITERS 

 
200-240 liters 

40 liters 
 

150 liters 
 

390-430 LITERS 

 
 
 

14 liters 
 

 
14 LITERS 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0-4518 LITERS 
3rd July 
Irrigation 

Subcontest 6.3 
Subcontest 6.5 
Subcontest 6.7 
Subcontest 6.8 
Subcontest 6.10 

TOTAL 

 
 

40 liters 
14 liters 
100 liters 

2, 75 liters 
30 liters 

186, 75 LITERS 
 

 
400 liters 

 
 
 
 
 

400 LITERS 

 
200-240 liters 

40 liters 
 

100 liters 
 
 

340-380 LITERS 

 
 
 

14 liters 
 
 

30 liters 
44 LITERS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0-4518 LITERS 
4st July 

Irrigation 
Subcontest 6.3 
Subcontest 6.5 
Subcontest 6.7 

TOTAL 

 
 

40 liters 
14 liters 
150 liters 

204 LITERS 

 
400 liters 

 
 
 

400 LITERS 

 
200-240 liters 

40 liters 
 

150 liters 
390-430 LITERS 

 
 
 

14 liters 
 

14 LITERS 

 
 
 
 
 

0-4518 LITERS 
5st July 

Irrigation 
TOTAL 

 
 

0 LITERS 

 
400 liters 

400 LITERS 

 
200-240 liters 

200 -240 LITERS 

 
 

0 LITERS 

 
 

0-4518 LITERS 
 

DAY/EVENT 
CONSUMPTION OF 
“DRINKING WATER” 

CONSUMPTION OF 
RECLAIMED WATER 

COLLECTION OF 
GREY WATER 

COLLECTION OF 
DARK WATER 

COLLECTION OF 
RAIN WATER 
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6st July 
Irrigation 
TOTAL 

 
 

0 LITERS 

 
400 liters 

400 LITERS 

 
200-240 liters 

200 -240 LITERS 

 
 

0 LITERS 

 
 

0-4518 LITERS 
7th July 

Irrigation 
Subcontest 6.3 
Subcontest 6.5 
Subcontest 6.8 

TOTAL 

 
 

40 liters 
14 liters 

2, 75 liters 
56, 75 LITERS 

 
400 liters 

 
 
 

400 LITERS 

 
200-240 liters 

40 liters 
 
 

240-280 LITERS 

 
 
 

14 liters 
 

14 LITERS 

 
 
 
 
 

0-4518 LITERS 
8th July 

Irrigation 
Subcontest 6.3 
Subcontest 6.8 

TOTAL 

 
 

40 liters 
2, 75 liters 

42, 75 LITERS 
 

 
400 liters 

 
 

400 LITERS 

 
200-240 liters 

40 liters 
 

240-280 LITERS 

 
 
 
 

0 LITERS 

 
 
 
 

0-4518 LITERS 
9th July 

Irrigation 
Subcontest 6.3 
Subcontest 6.5 
Subcontest 6.7 
Subcontest 6.8 

TOTAL 

 
 

40 liters 
14 liters 
100 liters 

2, 75 liters 
156, 75 LITERS 

 

 
400 liters 

 
 

 
 

400 LITERS 

 
200-240 liters 

40 liters 
 

100 liters 
 

340-380 LITERS 

 
 
 

14 liters 
 

 
14 LITERS 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0-4518 LITERS 
10th July 
Irrigation 

Subcontest 6.3 
Subcontest 6.5 
Subcontest 6.7 
Subcontest 6.8 
Subcontest 6.10 

TOTAL 

 
 

40 liters 
14 liters 
150 liters 

2, 75 liters 
30 liters 

236, 75 LITERS 
 

 
400 liters 

 
 

 
 
 

400 LITERS 

 
200-240 liters 

40 liters 
 

150 liters 
 
 

390-430 LITERS 

 
 
 

14 liters 
 
 

30 liters 
44 LITERS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0-4518 LITERS 
11th July 
Irrigation 

Subcontest 6.3 
Subcontest 6.5 
Subcontest 6.7 

TOTAL 

 
 

40 liters 
14 liters 
100 liters 

154 LITERS 
 

 
400 liters 

 
 
 

400 LITERS 

 
200-240 liters 

40 liters 
 

100 liters 
340-380 LITERS 

 
 
 

14 liters 
 

14 LITERS 

 
 
 
 
 

0-4518 LITERS 

TOTAL 2474 LITERS 4400 LITERS 3850-4330 LITERS 202 LITERS 0-54216 LITERS (*)  

 
Consumptions of “drinking water” have been estimated based on the domestic appliances will be installed in the 
prototype and the competition rules. 
The vegetal wall needs daily 400 liters for the plants irrigation. Of those 400 liters, between 200 and 240 liters 
are recovered and reused for the next day irrigation. 
The daily possible collection of rain water has been calculated taking into account data from the Paris-Montsouris 
weather station. Has been used a maximum average water height of 43 liters per square meter for a time interval 
of 24 hours and a return period of 5 years. As the effective catchment area of the prototype with the 
scenography is 107,05 square meters, on a rainy day, until 4518 liters can be collected. 
 -Maximum Average Water Height per Day: 43 l/m2. 
 -Effective Catchment Area: 107,05 m2. 
 -Maximum Water Volume Collected per Day: 43 l/m2 x 107,05 m2 = 4518 l. 
(*)Obviously, it’s practically impossible to will rain everyday during the contest and to will rain the same all of the 
days. Really, according to data from meteofrance.com, the average monthly total of rainfall on the month of July 
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is 61, 70 liters per square meter. As the effective catchment area of the prototype is 107,05 square meters, and 
there will be 19 days between assembly and disassembly periods, 4547 liters of rain water will be collected 
during the contest. 
 -Average Monthly Total of Rainfall: 61,70 l/m2. 
 -Effective Catchment Area: 107,05 m2. 
 -Rainwater Collection Period: 19 days 
 -Average Total Water Volume Collected: (19/30) x 61,70 l/m2 x 107,05 m2 = 
= 4547 l. 
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11.2. Tanks dimensions 
Clean water tank should be able to store the volume of clean water (“drinking water”) required for the contest 
and the possible volume of water needed for irrigation in the hypothetical event that enough rainwater can’t be 
collected and have to irrigate with grey water only: 
 -Volume of Drinking Water Required: 2474 l. 
 -Total Volume Needed for Irrigation: 4400 l. 
 -Volume of Grey Water Collected (Worst Hypothesis): 3850 l. 
 -Clean Water Tank Volume: 2474 l + (4400 l – 3024 l) = 3024 l. 
 
The rain water and grey water tank not stored water permanently and should be able to store only the minimum 
water volume necessary to start working the UV sterilizer. However, this tank also should be able to store the 
rainwater volume collected in a possible big storm: 
 -Maximum Average Water Height per Square Meter for a Time Interval of 1 Hour and a Return Period of 5 
Years (Data From the Paris-Montsouris Weather Station): 27,90 l. 
 -Effective Catchment Area: 107,05 m2. 
 -Maximum Water Volume Collected per Hour: 27,90 l/m2 x 107,05 m2 = 2987 l. 
 
Reclaimed water tank should be able to store the volume of grey water collected and reclaimed during the contest 
and the volume of rain water collected and reclaimed between assembly and disassembly period, except the 
volume of water used for the vegetal wall irrigation: 
-Volume of Grey Water Collected (Worst Hypothesis): 4330 l. 
-Average Total Water Volume Collected: 4547 l. 
-Total Volume Needed for Irrigation: 4400 l. 
-Volume of Not Used Reclaimed Water: 4330 l + 4547 l – 4400 l = 4477 l  
 
Black water tank ought be able to store only the volume of black water collected during the contest: 
 -Volume of Black Water Collected: 162 l. 
 
Based on these data, we have selected the commercial models of tanks able to store these volumes. The 
capacities and dimensions of the tanks will be: 

Tanks Capacities and Dimensions 

Tank Volume of Water Tank Capacity Dimensions 

  
  

 

   Clean Water Tank 3024 LITERS 3000 LITERS (*) 1, 50 x 3,00 x 0,65 METERS 

Rain Water and Grey 
Water Tank 

2987 LITERS 3000 LITERS 1, 50 x 3,00 x 0,65 METERS 

Reclaimed Water Tank 4477 LITERS 6000 LITERS 1, 50 x 6,00 x 0,65 METERS 

Black Water Tank 162 LITERS 175 LITERS 1, 00 x 1,00 x 0,65 METERS 
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(*) Clean water tank will be filled twice, the 23th June with 1927 liters of water and the 7th July with 1097 liters of 
water. 
 
These tanks are flexible tanks made in modified ethylene-propylene-diene. All of them are equipped with a ball 
valve with double female thread union 25 mm nominal diameter for fill and empty the tanks and. Also, rain 
water and grey water tank and reclaimed water tank are equipped with a blowhole. 
 

 
TANK ELEVATION 

 
 
The tanks situation on basement and the doors situation on basement wall appears on the draw PL-004 TANKS. 
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12. PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS 

12.1. Structure 

12.1.1. Foundations 

Foundation is composed of the following elements: 

STEEL BEAM CORREA ST200 (REHASA S.L.) 
  
 

 
 
 
 

 

STEEL CONNECTOR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STEEL JACK 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

FIXED SUPPORT 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Features 

Flector moment max. 27,48 kn*m 
Compression max. 240 kn 
Tensile Stress max. 120 kn 

Stiffness 2210 kn*m4 

Features 

Flector moment max. 27,48 kn*m 
Compression max. 240 kn 
Tensile Stress max. 120 kn 

Features 

Compression max. 99.60 kn 
Tensile Stress max. 72.72 kn 

Features 

Compression max. 99.60 kn 
Tensile Stress max. 72.72 kn 
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BRACING CONNECTOR 
 

 
  
 
 
 
  

Features 
 Tensile Stress max. 72.72 kn 
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12.1.2. Structural floors and sections 

Floor, walls and wooden trusses 

The main material of the structure of the walls and trusses is sawn timber. For this kind of timber, the CTE SE-F 
considers the following classes: C14, C16, C18, C20, C22, C24, C27, C30, C35, C40, C45 and C50. In the 
table below we can check how each strength class is related to its characteristics and strengths. The wood used 
for the construction of SymbCity House is Pine Laricio, with a certification of C-22. 
 

Properties 
Strength Classes 

C14 C16 C18 C20 C22 C24 

Resistance (MPa) 
 a Flexion 
 a Parallel Traction 
 a Perpendicular Traction 
 a Parallel Compression 
 a Perpendicular Compression 
 a Shear Stress 

 
fm,k 
ft,0,k 
ft,90,k 
fc,0,k 
fc,90,k 
fv,k 

 
14 
8 

0,4 
16 
2,0 
3,0 

 
16 
10 
0,4 
17 
2,2 
3,2 

 
18 
11 
0,4 
18 
2,2 
3,4 

 
20 
12 
0,4 
19 
2,3 
3,6 

 
22 
13 
0,4 
20 
2,4 
3,8 

 
24 
14 
0,4 
21 
2,5 
4,0 

Shear Modulus (GPa) 
 Longitudinal parallel medium 
 Longitudinal parallel 5% 
 Long. perpendicular medium 
 Medium Transverse  

 
E0,medio 
E0,k 
E90,medio 
Gmedio 

 
7 

4,7 
0,23 
0,44 

 
8 

5,4 
0,27 
0,50 

 
9 

6,0 
0,30 
0,56 

 
9,5 
6,4 

0,32 
0,59 

 
10 
6,7 

0,33 
0,63 

 
11 
7,4 
0,37 
0,69 

Density (Kg/m3) 
 Characteristic 
 Average 

 
ρk 
ρmedia 

 
290 
350 

 
310 
370 

 
320 
380 

 
330 
390 

 
340 
410 

 
350 
420 

Metal wire 

Stainless steel A4. 
Nominal resistance wire: 1,570 N/mm2. 
 

Cable ᴓ mm 
Shear torque 

calculation kN 
(1kN=100kg) 

Minimum 
shear torque 

kN 
(1kN=100kg) 

Weight 
kg/m 

Art. Nº 
U/E 
m/l 

1,5 1,46 1,17 0,008 5176 004 015 

250 

2 2,65 2,33 0,015 5176 004 002 
2,5 4,17 3,66 0,023 5176 004 025 
3 5,86 4,69 0,035 5176 004 003 
4 10,4 8,34 0,061 5176 004 004 
5 16,3 13 0,096 5176 004 005 
6 23,4 18,8 0,138 5176 004 006 

100 
8 41,7 33,3 0,234 5176 004 008 
10 65,1 52,1 0,381 5176 004 010 
12 93,7 75 0,548 5176 004 012 

 
Structural chipboard w=1,5 cm. 
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12.2. Architecture 

12.2.1. Enclosure 

SymbCity house’s enclosure is based on timber-frame construction. We have chosen this solution for three 
reasons: 

- The assembly and disassembly of the prototype. 
- The transport. 
- The facility to build it. 

First, we divided the wall, roof and platform structure on different parts with a common characteristic, the wide of 
these pieces; it has to coincide with the tracks wide that we are going to use to take SymbCity to Versailles. 
 
To build each panel, we follow the next three phases: 
 
First phase: we place the uprights, there are made 
of Corsican pine wooden. It could be of 18x6cm 
section or 12x6cm section, depends of the space 
(living core or multifunctional). 

Second phase: we fill the hole between vertical 
and horizontal battens with mineral insulation. 

 
 

 

Third phase: finally, we close the solution with 1,5cm chipboard on both sides. 
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The different thickness and compositions are: 

Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Roof 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0,131 

Zinc 0,00082 110 7200 380 - 

Air Gap 0,07 - - - 0,09 

Rockwool  0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool  0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool  0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Air Gap 0,15 - - - 0,18 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 

 

Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Floor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,129 

Structural 
Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool  0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool  0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool  0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,1 - - - 0,18 

Phenolic Board 0,02 0,14 600 1700 - 
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Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall 1 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0,128 

Clapboard 0,02 0,15 500 1600 - 
 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,09 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,16 

Material Chipboard 0,012 0,12 750 1700 - 

Clay Plates with 
PCM 

0,015 0,59 1350 1000 - 

 
  

E I 
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Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0,176 

Zinc façade 
cladding 

0,001 110 7200 380 - 
 

Air Gap 0,03 - - - 0,085 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,03 - - - 0,17 

Zinc façade 
cladding 

0,001 110 7200 380 - 
 

 
  

E I 
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Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall 3 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,078 

Vertical Garden 0,1 0,52 2050 1840 - 
 

Rockwool 0,12 0,035 112 800 - 

Polycarbonate 0,01 0,2 1200 1200 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Polycarbonate 0,01 0,2 1200 1200 - 

Rockwool 0,12 0,035 112 800 - 

Vertical Garden 0,1 0,52 2050 1840 - 
 

 
  

E I 
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Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall 4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,122 

Clapboard 0,02 0,15 500 1600 - 
 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,09 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,03 - - - 0,17 

Rockwool 0,08 0,035 112 800 - 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 

 
  

E I 
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Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Wall 5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0,131 

Clapboard 0,02 0,15 500 1600 - 
 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,09 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Material 
Chipboard 

0,012 0,15 720 1700 - 

 
  

E I 
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Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Partition 1 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,366 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 

Rockwool 0,08 0,035 112 800 - 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 

 

 
 

Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Partition 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0,193 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 

Rockwool 0,08 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,02 - - - 0,17 

Rockwool 0,08 0,035 112 800 - 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 
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12.2.2. Openings 

Windows 

NORTH FAÇADE 

 

 

 
 
 
1,56 x 0,80m 
Aperture: Multi chamber 
Glass: 4/16/4 
Material: PVC 
Thermal transmittance: 1,208 W/m2K 

 

 

 
 
 
1,70 x 0,50m 
Aperture: Fixed 
Glass: 4/16/4 
Material: PVC 
Thermal transmittance: 1,078 W/m2K 

 

 

 
 
 
1,70 x 0,80m 
Aperture: Multi chamber 
Glass: 4/16/4 
Material: PVC 
Thermal transmittance: 1,107 W/m2K 
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SOUTH FAÇADE 

 

 

 
 
 
2,10 x 2,04m 
Aperture: Fixed 
Glass: 4+4 
Material: Wood 
 

 

EAST FAÇADE 

 

 

 
 
 
1,32 x 0,75-1,64m 
Aperture: Fixed 
Glass: 4/16/4 
Material: PVC 
Thermal transmittance: 1,064 W/m2K 

PARTITION 

 

 
 
 
1,37 x 2,80m 
Aperture: Fixed 
Glass: 4+4/16/6+6 
Material: Aluminum 
Thermal transmittance: 1,033 W/m2K 
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Door 

NORTH FAÇADE 

 

 

 
 
 
1,56 x 2,10m 
Aperture: Sliding 
Glass: 4+4/16/3+3 
Material: PVC 
Thermal transmittance: 1,16 W/m2K 

 

 

 
 
 
1,70 x 2,10m 
Aperture: Swing 
Material: Wood 
 

 

 

 
 
 
0,90 x 2,10 m 
Aperture: Swing 
Material: Wood 
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SOUTH FAÇADE 

 
  

 

 
1,56 x 2,10m 
Aperture: Sliding 
Glass: 4+4/16/3+3 
Material: PVC 
Thermal transmittance: 1,16 W/m2K 

  

 

 
1,70 x 2,10m 
Aperture: Swing 
Glass: 4+4/16/3+3 
Material: PVC 
Thermal transmittance: 1,084 W/m2K 

 

 

 
 
 
0,90 x 2,10 m 
Aperture: Swing 
Material: Wood 
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PARTITION 

 

 

 
 
 
5,00 x 2,10m 
Aperture: Lift/sliding 
Glass: 4+4/16/3+3 
Material: PVC 
Thermal transmittance: 1,2 W/m2K 
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12.2.3. Partitions 

Technical block. Approach 

The main decision referred to SymbCity installations was to put them all together into one single piece, which 
later would be plugged-in to the rest of the living space. There was a double sense in this decision from the 
beginning: in the first place it would make the prototype’s accelerated assembly process in Paris easier: the 
multiple technical connections of the different installations in the house would mean for the team to make a great 
effort in the very reduced construction time there. The waste of time and human resources could be enormously 
reduced by a complete prefabrication, avoiding this way, at the same time, possible execution mistakes easily 
preventable through a rigorous workshop control. On the other hand, the added difficulty of the complete 
SymbCity project (having to build a new housing on an already existing and non-prepared living block) would 
be as well tremendously reduced by cutting down the construction time (on the roof), having as many pieces as 
possible prefabricated before getting to the place. 
This way, there was a triple goal for the technical block to accomplish: 
 

1. To contain all the precast systems as well as the necessary connections that guarantee its ability to plug in 
to the rest of the house, while making it possible for the block himself to divide in two different pieces, 
easing its manipulation and transportation. 

2. Being hold by a structure (a) resistant enough in order to contain and resist the weight of all the final 
components assembled inside and (b) rigid enough to avoid possible fractures of finishing materials or 
products installed because of excessive deformations during transportation. 

3. Foreseeing a hanging system for the block to move guaranteeing its shape not to deform excessively 
avoiding this way damage to the before mentioned elements. 

Main and auxiliary structure 

For the different loads and uses expected and having chosen a simple to execute  three dimensional metal grid 
structure, the structural calculation came up with admissible deformations under the limits established by technical 
regulation for S-275 steel 80x80 mm 2 mm thick profiles, which would suppose a weight of less than 400 kg per 
cage. Transverse structural elements in the ceiling where  calculated for a smaller section (40x80 mm) in order to 
allow the installations to cross this way over the false ceiling beneath, which could not hang down a bigger 
distance because of the conditions of the space beneath as well as the assembly necessities. 
The flooring on the other way would be supported by a 60x20 cm steel profile grid as well as a series of inverted 
L-shaped profiles welded to the main structure guaranteeing this way the first's integrity and proper support. 
Last but not least, transportation and positioning of both of the cages would be one of the most delicate moments 
in the assembly process: hanging the cage down from any passing element crossing its inferior side was 
dismissed because of the assembly conditions impeding this kind of solution. Hanging the cage down from the 
upper corners, on the other hand, suffered the risk of the horizontal strains produced by the inclined slings 
overloading the structure. For this reason a specific hanging structure was designed, of which the function should 
be to absorb those horizontal strains and work as a support for the jail to hang down in a perfect vertical line at 
the pillars; a pure traction strain that these could  easily put up with. 
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Partitions 

In order to divide the different spaces inside the Technical Block a gypsum plasterboard brand Placo system with 
a 72 mm steel substructure mechanically attached to the already explained main structure would be used. Inside 
the 72 mm steel C-shaped profile, two 40 mm thick stone wool insulation layer would be located. 
The false ceilings,  on the other hand, would be executed in the corresponding continuous false ceiling system 
provided by the same brand Placo, which would be essentially the same system as the one employed for the 
walls: gypsum plasterboards assembled on horizontal furring mechanically attached to the main 
structure. 
The front closure, the cages' longitudinal surfaces facing the living core was proposed as a huge 
continuous panel with different mechanisms, doors and drawings useful for the living space. Its 
execution would be made out of 19 mm Medium Density Fiberboard panels lacquered in order to 
guarantee durability and impermeability, as well as thinner panels assembled on a hollow frame 
structure in order to reduce weight in the case of the 30 mm thick doors. 
This would be the same system employed for the kitchen's door's construction which would be lifted by 
an obsolete vehicle's boot pistons in order to facilitate its opening. 

Finishes 

While the whole furniture and wood finishes would be executed with differently lacquered 16-19 mm 
Medium Density Fiberboard panels, the finishes of the different rooms inside the Technical Block would 
vary depending on the specific conditions of every single one of them, resulting in a variation between 
Technical Rooms and Bathroom. 
The Technical Rooms on one hand, had watertightness necessities in the floors in order to respond 
properly to eventual leaks or condensations. In both of them there would be a 3 mm thick vinyl sheet 
fixed to the floor and the first 10 cm of the walls in order to prevent water ascent. The rest of the walls, 
because of the necessity of having a simple clear wall to attach all of the cables and conductions  
The Bathroom on the other hand presented more delicate aesthetic conditions. The furniture inside 
would be brilliant white lacquered in order to combine with the more matt light-stucco-finished water 
resistant vinyl paper, while the floors would be covered with vinyl 3 mm thick floor tiles with a dark 
stone imitation finishing glued to a water resistant 19 mm Medium Density Fiberboard on an acoustic 
underlay in order to improve acoustic conditions in the Technical Block and the Living Core. The same 
tiles in a lightly darker color would be used for the shower's walls, which water resistance and 
impermeability needs would be same as for the floors, being in both cases the tiles sealed with a 
specifically produced silicone. 
Finally, the shower tray would be adapted to the specific design, with two perpendicular sides and a 
bevel between them, thanks to a patented product that allows any particular shape through a special 
milling procedure. 
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Mechanisms, hinges and rails 

All of the mechanisms hinges and rails used in the Technical Block's design had been chosen from 
already industrialized products, making small modifications at only three points: 
In the first place the dressing room's door, where a typical wardrobe door system would be readjusted 
in order to fit a conventional door putting a small sphere wheel underneath the door's edge preventing 
the door from overturning. 
In the second place in the kitchen, where the liftup door would be provided with an old vehicle's boot 
pistons as a way of reusing products from one situation to another. 
In the third and last place, in the ladder, where the necessary steel bar on which the stair would  rely in 
would be brought forward by a specially welded steel anchoring in order to ease the piece's rolling 
over the bar and strengthen et the same time the steel bar's visual impact on the complete design. 
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 TECHNICAL BLOCK TECHINCAL ROOM 1 KITCHEN BATHROOM TECHNICAL ROOM 2 

 Vertical / horizontal elements: square 80x80 mm steel profiles 

2 mm thick 

    

 
STRUCTURE 

Ceiling horizontal elements: 40x80 mm steel profiles 2 mm 

thick 

    

 Horizontal floor elements: 60x20 mm steel profiles 2 mm thick     

 Antirust treatment painting     

 22 mm OSB panel Glued 3 mm black continuous 

vinyl layer 

 Dark gray glued 3 mm vinyl tiles  Glued 3 mm black continuous vinyl 

layer 

FLOORING 2 mm acoustic underlay   Light gray glued 3 mm vinyl tiles  

 10 mm MDF panels   Shower plate  

 Placo substructure 72 mm galvanized steel 25 mm Placo gypsum 

plasterboards BA 

25 mm Placo gypsum plasterboards 

BA 

25 mm Placo gypsum plasterboards 

Aquaroc 

25 mm Placo gypsum plasterboards 

BA 

PARTITIONS 
 

40 mm stone wool insulation Simple paint layer 19 mm MDF panels Glued waterresistant white light-stucco-

finished vinyl  

Simple paint layer 

 
CEILING 

Gypsum plasterboard continuous false ceiling     

 19 mm MDF panels     

 
 
 

FRONTAL 

19 mm MDF panels  Lightened 30 mm MDF Door with green 

lacquered finishing 

30 mm MDF panels (door) 8 mm MDF panels 

Hinges for opening doors (x6) 

Drawers' Guides: Electro-mechanical mechanism (x10) 

30 mm MDF panels 

Rolling Stair steel bar 

30x70 mm wood furring 
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 TECHNICAL BLOCK TECHINCAL ROOM 1 KITCHEN BATHROOM TECHNICAL ROOM 2 

 Hand ladder: 19 mm MDF panels  10 mm MDF panels green lacquered 

finishing 

16 mm MDF panels   

 Ladder wheels (x2)  16 mm MDF panels 16 mm MDF panels shiny white 

lacquered finishing 

 

  60 mm wooden board countertop 19 mm MDF panels shiny white 

lacquered finishing 

 

 
FURNITURE 

 Drawers' Guides: Electro-mechanical 

mechanism (x6) 

19 mm waterresistant MDF panels 

shiny white lacquered finishing 

 

  Door Pistons reused from vehicle's 

boot door 

Laminated 60 mm wood panel  

  Hinges for opening doors (x6)  

 

60x60 mm wood furrings 

 

  Methacrylate translucent 5 mm panel  

  Supporting plastic elements (x17)  
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Structure Vertical / horizontal elements: 
square 80x80 mm steel profiles 2 

mm thick 

Ceiling horizontal elements: 40x80 
mm steel profiles 2 mm thick 

Horizontal floor elements: 60x20 
mm steel profiles 2 mm thick 

Antirust treatment painting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
    

 

Flooring 22 mm OSB panel 10,41 m² 2 mm acoustic underlay 11,23 m² 10 mm MDF panels 11,23 m ²  Glued 3 mm black continuous vinyl 
layer 2,8 m² 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

   

 Light gray glued 3 mm vynil tiles 
5,42 m² 

Shower plate   
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Partitions Placo substructure 72 mm 
galvanized steel 

40 mm stone wool insulation 34,60 
m² 

25 mm Placo gypsum plasterboards 
BA 13,94 m² 

Simple paint layer 13,94 m² 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

   

 19 mm MDF panels 9,04 m² 25 mm Placo gypsum plasterboards 
Aquaroc 14,35 m² 

Glued waterresistant white light-
stucco-finished vinyl 12,63 m² 

Dark gray  glued 3 mm vynil tiles 
4,25 m² 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 

 

Ceiling Gypsum plasterboard continuous 
false ceiling 10,41 m² 

19 mm MDF panels 6,38 m²   
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Frontal 19 mm MDF panels 8,73 m² Drawers' Guides: Electro-
mechanical mechanism (x10) 

30 mm hollow MDF panels 7,53 m² 30x70 mm wood furring 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

 Lightened 30 mm MDF Door with 
green lacquered finishing 

1,90x1,35 m 

Hinges for opening doors (x6)   

 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Furniture Hand ladder: 19 mm MDF panels 
eight times 0,52x0,17m and two 

Ladder wheels (x2) 10 mm MDF panels green lacquered 
finishing 

19 mm MDF panels 
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times 2,17x0,08 m 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 

 60 mm wooden board countertop Drawers' Guides: Electro-
mechanical mechanism (x6) 

Door Pistons reused from vehicle's 
boot door 

Supporting plastic elements (x17) 
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12.2.4. Finishes 

 

Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clay Plates +PCM 
 
 
 
 
 
Rockwool panel 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
0,128 

Rockwool panel 0,08 - 1050 - - 

Clapboard 0,02 0,15 500 1600 - 
 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,09 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool 0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool 0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 

0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool 0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,04 - - - 0,16 

Material Chipboard 0,012 0,12 750 1700 - 

Clay Plates with 
PCM 

0,015 0,59 1350 1000 - 

 
 

Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Roof 

 
 
 
Plasterboard 

 
 

0,131 

Zinc 0,00082 110 7200 380 - 

Air Gap 0,07 - - - 0,09 

Rockwool  0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool  0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool  0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Air Gap 0,15 - - - 0,18 

Plasterboard 0,015 0,16 950 840 - 

 
  

I E 
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Name U 
 (W/m²K) Material Thickness 

 (m) 
λ  

(W/mK) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Cp  
(J/kgK) 

R  
(m2k/W) 

Floor 

Phenolic 
Board 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

0,129 

Structural 
Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Glasswool  0,12 0,032 80 800 - 

Glasswool  0,06 0,035 80 800 - 

Structural 
Chipboard 0,015 0,12 720 1700 - 

Rockwool  0,05 0,035 112 800 - 

Air Gap 0,1 - - - 0,18 

Phenolic Board 0,02 0,14 600 1700 - 
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12.2.5. Furnishings 

Proposal of spaces 

We are working on a flowing space, without partitions or doors between the living room and the bed room. The 
house is divided in three units: the hothouse unit, the living unit and the technical unit. 

THE HOTHOUSE UNIT 

The hothouse unit is a space based on the rest and hall of the house. Its main furniture lie in two armchairs with 
low tables (coffee tables) and a dining room with a table and four chairs. 

THE LIVING UNIT 

This unit contains most of the pieces of furniture of the house. This has two spaces: a living room with a sofa, a 
shelf and a side table; and a bed room with a work table, and a fix bed.  On the next part of the Project Manual 
we describe all of the parts of the furniture. 
 

Proposal of furniture 

Our proposal is made of two parts. The first part lies in a shelve designed by ourselves, made with woods from 
different colors (light wood for the bookshelves, dark wood for the solid brackets, that will withstand all the 
weight of the shelve). 

S.1. THE SHELVE 

The shelve is a block that divides two ambient, and 
it´s a two-sides furniture. One of the side is a shelve 
for the living room, and contains a low TV table (and 
a 28 inches TV) with four casters in the bottom, we 
make this in order to adapt the table to very different 
home scenes. It also has four orange drawers (those 
pieces can be built or can be bought at stores like 
IKEA, because they have the same measures than a 
standard drawer). The other side, the bed side, 
contains a space for the bed, and some of shelves, bookshelves and two night tables with two points of light.  It 
has also a big orange drawer and a big green drawer, as a suppletory barning space for the bedroom. 
The attachment system is based on a screw-nut system. The dark wood support is fixed by a steel angle with 
screw-nuts, and the rest part of the shelve, but the drawers have two rails inside them attached by screw-nuts too. 
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S.2. THE BED 

The bed allows 1.35 meters wide and 2.00 meters long mattress and a space 
made of different kind of drawers inside. The main structure is a system made of 
wood pieces that are on 12 casters (this is due to the big flexibility that supports the 
system of casters) On those tables we put an horizontal table that cover the 
structure. Then we put suppletory structure made of tables that will provide the 
space for the drawers. Then, another horizontal table will cover all of it and is the 
base of the mattress. 
The attachment system is the same that in the shelve (screw-nut systems with steel angles). 

W.1. THE WORK SPACE: THE DESK 

The desk is compound of some of shelves in different positions in order to get a 
fluent space in a very short space, and at the same time, we achieve to reduce 
measures in order to get a wider corridor between the bed and the table. 
This table has a big green drawer inside it and has two surfaces for two different 
uses. It has a work using, with a computer, and a free using, with a TV conceived 
to watch TV from the bed. 

W.2. THE CHAIR 

We will use a chair from the Spanish business “stua”. The 
model of the chair is: Silla GAS gyratory (turntable chair, 
model GAS). 

W.3. THE WORKING SHELVE 

This is a very little shelve with two bookshelves that are 
fixed at the wall by four steel angles with nuts. 

L.1.TABLE AND TWO CHAIRS 

The dining space at the living room is compound by a 
square table (our design) and two chairs from STUA. 
The model of the chair is: Silla globus (globus chair). 
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L.2. BUTACAS NUBE (CLOUD ARMCHAIRS) 

This furniture is from STUA. 
 
 

D.1. DINING ROOM 

The dining room is made of four STUA globus chair and 
a STUA Lack table (this table is a rectangle). 
When the competition judgment will come to having 
dinner, we will take both the tables and chairs and join 
into a larger table with eight chairs, and those will stay at 
the living room, near the shelve. 
 

R.1. THE REST SPACE 

This space has two Rocking Chairs from the business 
“Mecedorama” and two coffe tables Eclipse Model, by 
the Spanish business STUA. This can be the reading 
space, or the coffe space. 
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Vertical garden 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:  

It is a simple vertical garden system with a weight of 35kg/m3 and thickness 16 cm. A metal substructure of 
aluminum is placed on the enclosure, creating an air chamber. On it and joined by aluminum hooks, several 
plastic boxes form modules which serve for positioning the substrate. Inside these boxes, the substrate is formed 
by several sheets of mineral wool on which a wire mesh is placed to contain all stands. This substrate will allow 
the planting and growing of different varieties of vegetation. 

DIMENSIONS:  
 19m2 exterior wall + 19m2 inner wall.  TOTAL: 38m2 
 Cubic meters needed :  0,9 m3 
 Total Weight vegetal wall: 33,25 kg ( 16,625 + 16,625) 
 

NEEDED ELEMENTS:  

- Aluminum vertical battens for formation of substructure 
- Structural aluminum profiles 
- Plastic boxes 
- Rockwool panels (60x40x4cm), density: 120kg/m3 
- Securing mesh 
- Vegetation 

 

PREINSTALLATION CONDITIONS: 

- Tap with high density polyethylene tube (at the foot of the 
irrigation system) 

- Electrical and automatic box 220v outlet. single-phase (at the foot of the irrigation system) 
- Channeling excess irrigation water in the lower perimeter area. 
- Protected from atmospheric elements area (1m3) for installation and inspection of irrigation system space.  
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Exudative Irrigation System 

SYSTEM APPLIED 

Water will arrive by a horizontal tube (1) in the floor level. It will go up vertically by a pump (2)(3) it will appear 
two horizontal branches of exudative tube (4) that make the watering of the each unit that form the wall. Excess 
water is collected in the in the lower part of the wall by a drain trough (5). Water will be returned in the recycling 

water circuit from this part. 
Elements: 
- Drip emitters flow. Measure: 8-12-25-50-100 l./h. 
- Porous tube diameter: 15 mm. 
- Recommended working pressure: 1-3,5 bares 
- Filtration: 120 a 160 mesh 
- Flow: 1,75-10 liters/hours/meters (depending on the irrigation emitter flow and the length chosen). 
- Maximum line length: 1,5 to 25 m. if we connect one side of the tape, and 50 m. if we connect in both side. 
- Pumping system, that makes the water rise, from the arrival tube, in the floor level, to the tops of the wall. 
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WORKING: 

Functioning is simple. A porous tube at all its points literally exudes water for all them by providing a continuous 
flow and uniform throughout the growing area. They come in various materials such as polyethylene, rubber or 
textile. 

ADVANTAGES:  

- Water saving compared to any other system of irrigation, including drip located. 
- Optimal plant growth conditions. 
- Uniform distribution of water in the growing area causing more and better efficiency in the growing area.  
- Working with minimum pressure (0.2 bar), the irrigation can be done by gravity without running water 

or pumps  
- There are no problems relocating droppers when we want change frames plantation in crop rotations. 

Views  
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12.3. Systems Installations 

12.3.1. Fire Suppression 

The prototype against fire protection is performed by placing a fire extinguisher on the outside of the house 
(placed under the ramp), and another inside (located in the technical room 2). 
 
The fire extinguisher located outside will be an air pressurized water fire extinguisher of 6 liters capacity and 
21A-113B efficiency. The other will be a CO2 fire extinguisher and will be located under electrical board. 
 
This equipment is defined by the organization of Solar Decathlon Europe 2014, and in no case may be less, or 
number of fire extinguishers, or characterictics thereof. 
 
The fire protection equipment shall be on the first truck to reach the lot. 
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12.3.2. Plumbing 

Element Supply pipes system 

  
  

 

   

Image 

 
 

Trademark Uponor 

Model 
Pipe: evalPEX 
Accessories: Quick & Easy 

Materials 
Pipe: crosslinked polyethylene (PE-X) 
Accessories: polypropylene (PPSU) and brass 

Diameters 16mm, 20mm, 25mm, 32mm 

Friction coefficient 0,08 - 0,1 

Thermal conductivity 0,35 W/K m 

Softening point +133 ºC 

Work temperature -100ºC -  +110ºC 

Fire resistance C-s1, d2 

 

Element Waste pipes system 

  
  

 

   

Image 

 
 

Trademark Jimten 

Model Phonoline 

Material PVC 

Diameters 32mm, 40mm, 50mm, 63mm, 75mm, 90mm, 110mm 

Linear expansion 
coefficient 

(0,04 mm/m) x ºC 

Fire resistance B-s2, d0 
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Element Pipes thermal insulation 

  
  

 

   

Image 

 
 

Trademark Rockwool 

Model 133 EF 

Material Rock wool 

Nominal density 40 kg/m3 

Thermal conductivity 0,048 W/K m 

Work temperature 50 ºC 

Water vapor diffusion 
resistance 

MV2 

Water absorption <1kg/m2 

Fire resistance C-s1, d0 

 

Element Tanks 

  
  

 

   

Image 

 
 

Trademark Giscosa 

Model Dipoflex 

Material Modified ethylene-propylene-diene 

Capacities 175 l, 3000 l, 6000 l 

Dimensions 1,00m x 1,00m x 0,65m, 1,50m x 3,00m x 0,65m, 1,50m x 6,00m x 0,65m 
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Element Pump 

  
  

 

   

Image 

 
 

Trademark Wilo 

Model Economy MHI 203  

Dimensions 0,375m x 0,216m x 0,190m 

Work flow rate 0,542 l/s 

Work manometric 
delivery head 

265,46 kPa 

Work temperature -15ºC - +110ºC 

Shaft horsepower 0,55 kW 

 

Element AquaReturn system 

  
  

 

   

Image 

 
 

Trademark AquaReturn 

Model AquaReturn  

Dimensions 0,225m x 0,125m x 0,130m 

Work manometric 
delivery head 

1atm – 8atm 

Power 124 W 
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Element UV sterilizer system 

  
  

 

   

Image 

 
 

Trademark AguaPura 

Model UV MAX  

Dimensions 
UV sterilizer: 0,445m x 0, 089m 
Filters: 0,312m x 0,120m 

Maximum flow rate 0,611 l/s 

Electric consumption 33 W 
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12.3.3. HVAC 

Heat pump 
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Ventilation 
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Refreshing Roof 
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12.3.4. Electrical 
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12.3.5. Solar Systems – Photovoltaic and thermal 

The solar facility will be integrated into the structural deck in perfect harmony. 
On the one hand, we have the PV part which occupies 83.4% of the total deck. They are composed mainly by: 
 
Solar module: we have 68 panels in total. Technical specifications are as follows: 
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The technical characteristics of inverter are: 
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Moreover, the corresponding solar thermal design part is formed by: 

 

Solar panel (Flat Collectors): We have two collectors of 2,35 square 
meters of surface to meet the demand of hot water and air conditioning. 
The technical characteristics of these collectors are:  

 
 

 
 

• Accumulation tank: We are going to put a single storage tank of 303 liters 
capacity. This type of tank has stratification by nodes. 
 

The specifications of this tank already been referred to in the "Solar Thermal 
Design". 
In our case, this is a seemingly weak housing and construction, but the truth is 

that it has minimal overhead indoor use 1 𝑘𝑁
𝑚2. This value is more than enough to 
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support the weight of the (thermal and photovoltaic) solar panels and even resist maintenance (such as 
accessing a personal on the deck). 

COMPARISON WITH SPAIN 
In Spain this system would be more efficient, for two main reasons: 

• Our climate is warmer, which in the case of the heating system would reduce convective losses to the 
environment. 
 

 

 
• In Spain, as there is less cloudy days and thus lower rate of cloudiness by, we can capture more 

radiation (direct). 
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12.3.6. Telecommunications and Building Automation 

Simply adapt the performance of your home in a simple and intuitive way. SymbCity reaches an extra comfort 
value with our domotic system, orientated to provide control over the prototype and its appliances. Through just 
one interface (touch screens, PC, internet, remote controls, etc.) we will enable, manually or automatically, to 
interact with all the appliances; to close all the blinds at one time, turn the lighting on and off depending on your 
presence, or on the sunlight levels, irrigation timing, etc. 
Home automation has a special meaning when we talk about energy saving and it adds an exhaustive control of 
the energy needed to maintain a comfortable environment without high expense.  
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12.4. Safety Information 

12.4.1. Fire Safety table 

Interior propagation spreading  

 

Type of material Class 
Location in 

Specifications 

Covering and ceiling (See Rule 51.3 Note 1)    FS 001 
Zinc revetment Broof  

Rock wool insulation    A1  

Structural chipboard D-s2,d0  

Glass wool insulation A1  

Longitudinal batten    D-s2,d0  

Strctural chipboard 
Plasterboard 

D-s2,d0 
B-s2,d0  

Walls (See Rule 51.3 Note 2)  FS 002 
Plasterboard A2-s1,d0  

Rock wool insulation A1  
Clay interior finish A1  

Chipboard D-s2,d0  
Structural chipboard D-s2,d0  
Glass wool insulation 
Wooden revetment 

Rock wool external wall 
Recicled PVC box 

Plants 
Metalic rail 

A1 
DFL-s1 

B-s2,d0 
(*) 
(*) 
A1 

 

   
Flooring   

Zinc revetment 
Rock wool insulation 
Structural chipboard 
Glass wool insulation 
Longitudinal batten 
Strctural chipboard 

Plasterboard C-s3,d0 PD (AR-341.2) 

Pipes and ducts (running through flooring, walls &ceilings) C-s3,d0 PD (AR-341.2) 
Plumbing    

JIMTEN Pipes EFL PD (AR-341.2) 

UPONOR Pipes    
Insulation   
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Electricity & Photovoltaic M1 
 PM (12.3.2) 

 

Textile cover elements integrated into building C-s1,d2  
 PM (12.3.2) 
PM (5.3.5 & 5.3.6) 

Roof eaves A1 
 PM (12.3.2) 
PM (5.3.5 & 5.3.6) 
  

Thermal screen of thermal and acoustic insulation products H07V-K 

House insulation   

Technical block insulation C-s3,d0 PD (AR-341.2) 

 
Fire resistance 
time 

 Location in 

Specifications in 
PD and PM 

 30’ (A1) PD (AR-341.2) 

 30’ (A1) PD (AR-341.2) 
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Evacuation of occupants 

 

Evacuation element Width (m) 
Specifications 
in PD and PM 

Doors and doorways   
Main door 1.20 m PD (PT-001) 

Multifunctional room’s door 2.42 m PD (PT-001) 

Hallways and ramps     
Ramp 1.50 m  PD (PT-001) 

Stairs 1.30 m  PD (PT-001) 

 
 

Fire protection systems 

 

 
Quantity and 

Efficiency 

Specifications 
in PD and PM 

Portable fire extinguisher(s) inside the house (Ramp) 21A 113B  6Kg. 
PD (FP-001) 
PM(12.3.1) 

Portable fire extinguisher(s) outside the house (Technical 
room 2) CO2 2 Kg. 

PD (FP-001) 
PM(12.3.1) 

 
 

Fire resistance of the structure 

 

Fire resistance of the structure   
Specifications 
in PD and PM 

Pillars and beams R30 PM (13.9) 
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12.4.2. Safety in Use table 

Safety against falls 

FLOOR CLASS SLIPPERINESS 

 

Type of floors Where  
(Location in the project)  

Floor classification - 
Specifications in PD and PM 

Dry interior area: 
Surface’s slope less than 5% 

Living core & bedroom, multifunctional 
room, technical room 2 

PC10 

Dry interior area: 
Surface’s slope equal or 
greater than 5%. Stairs 

included 

Not applicable  

Humid interior area: 
Surface’s slope less than 5% 

Bathroom PC27 

Technical room 1 PC 27 

Humid interior area: 
Surface’s slope equal or 
greater than 5%. Stairs 

included 

Not applicable  

Exterior areas Ramp PC35 

 

DIFFERENCES IN THE FLOOR LEVEL, HOLES AND OPENING (LIMIT THE RISKS OF FALLING) 

 

Where (in the project) and 
difference in floor level, holes 
and opening that represent a 

risk of falling 
 

Type of protective barriers Height of protective barriers 
where the difference in the 
floor level are more than 

400mm - Specifications in PD 
and PM 

 Not applicable  
 Not applicable  
 Not applicable  
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RESTRICTED AREAS STAIRS 

 

 Value Specifications in PD and PM 

Width of the tread Not applicable  

Height of the riser Not applicable  

Depth of the tread Not applicable  

Height of handrails Not applicable  

PUBLIC AREAS STAIRCASES 

 

 Value Specifications in PD and PM 

Width of the tread 0.30 m PD (PT-001) 

Length of the tread 1.30 m PD (PT-001) 

Height of the riser 0.18 m PD (PT-001) 

Depth of the tread 0.30 m PD (PT-001) 

Height of handrails 0.90 m PD (PT-002) 

RAMPS 

 

 Value Specifications in PD and PM 

% slope value 5% PD (PT-002) 

Length of ramp From 3.2 m to 7.5 m PD (PT-001) 

Width of ramp 1.50 m PD (PT-001) 

Height of handrails 0.90 m PD (PT-002) 

Size of the resting landings 1.50 x 1.50 m PD (PT-001) 
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Safety for avoiding trapping and impact risk 

IMPACT DUE TO FIXED ELEMENTS (HOUSE TOURS AREA) 

 

 Minimum Value Specifications in PD and PM 

Clearance height in house 2.20 m PD (AR-101) 

Height of the doors threshold  2.10 m PD (AR-101) 

Height of fixed elements 
projecting from facades 

2.85 m PD (AR-101) 

Projection of fixed elements in the 
walls that do not which do not 

start from the ground 

2.85 m PD (AR-101) 

IMPACT DUE TO OPENING ELEMENTS (PUBLIC TOURS AREAS) 

 

 Value (circular freespace) Specifications in PD and PM 

Sweep of the doors on the sides 
of the hallway 

1.20 m PD (PT-001) 

IMPACT DUE TO FRAGILE ELEMENTS AND NOT VERY PERCEPTIBLE ELEMENTS 

 

Location in the project Type of glazing (safety) Specifications in PD and PM 

Multifunctional room SP 510 -------- 

TRAPPING 

 

 Value (distance) Specifications in PD and PM 

Distance of manual sliding door 
to the nearest fixed element 

0.50 m ------- 
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Safety against the risk of inadequate lighting 

 

 Where- min. illumination level Specifications in PD and PM 

Light fittings for exterior areas 20 lux PM (5.2.3) 

Light fittings for interior areas  100 lux PM (5.2.3) 
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12.5. Appliances and Home Electronic Equipment specifications and user manual 
 

Appliances Refrigerator + Freezer 
Location 

 
 

 

  
Kitchen Elevation  

Brand and model LG GBB530NSCFE 
Capacity volume (263 L+114L) 

Energy class A+++ 

Sound power 39 dB 
Annual 

consumption 
166 kWh/year 

Dimensions mm 595 x 2010 x 685 (width/high/depth) 

 

Appliances Washing Machine 
Location 

 
Floor Plan 

Brand and model Haider -1010D 
Energy class A+ 

Annual water consumption 8061 L 
Annual energy consumption 162 kWh/year 
Sound power washing/spin 56 dB /71 dB 
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Capacity 5 kg 
Dimensions mm 595 x 850 x 535 (width/high/depth) 

 

Appliances Dryer 
Location 

 
Floor Plan 

Brand and model Indesit IS31  
Energy class D 

Annual energy consumption 217 kWh/year 
Sound power  69 dB 

Capacity 3 kg 
Type of dryer  Evacuation 

Dimensions mm 490 x 670 x 480 (width/high/depth) 

 

Appliances Dishwasher 
Location 

 

 
Kitchen Elevation  

Brand and model Whirlpool ADP560A+WH 
Energy class A+ 

water consumption  10.5 L 
Annual consumption 222 kWh/year 

Sound power  52 dB 
Dimensions mm 450 x 850 x 480 (width/high/depth) 
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Appliances Induction cooktop 
Location 

 
 

Kitchen Elevation  

Brand and model IKEA MöJLIG 
Dimensions mm 290 x 51 x 52 (width/high/depth) 

Power of the elements 1.8 kW/2.5 kW 

 

Appliances Oven 

Location 

 

 
Kitchen Elevation  

Brand and model IKEA GÖRLIG 

Energy class A 

Conventional energy 
consumption  

0.79 kWh 

Sound power 51 dB 

Volume 65L 

Dimensions mm 595 x 595 x 564 (width/high/depth) 
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13. STRUCTURAL CALCULATIONS 

13.1. General structural premises for adopted solution 
 
 
The extra levels which would be built on the top of the existing building would be hanging from an external 
structure, which allows a flexible distribution without intermediate load-bearing pillars. It would permit the 
transmission of all the structural loads directly to the ground without touching or overloading the original 
building. 
Following the applied method on a real operation over a building, the structure of the SymbCity House is formed 
by four braced wooden trusses. These trusses hold the deck, the enclosure and the housing envelope. The tensors 
make the structure lighter and thinner, which represents a structural and constructive advantage, and they also 
generate a new facade free of thick load-bearing elements. The tensors are properly connected at the required 
points in the ground level, where they are tightened. 
This structural type seeks an industrialized construction system which allows to reduce the times. To achieve this, 
the structural elements follow standard measures, and all the assembly systems are quick and simple enough to 
be assembled at the factory and during the construction. All the assembly systems are quick and simple enough 
to be executed both on a workshop and during the construction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AXONOMETRIC SCHEME OF GLOBAL STRUCTURE ( FOUNDATION REPRESENTING OLD BUILDING, STRUCTURAL WALLS AND FOUR BRACED WOODEN TRUSSES) 
 
The house is composed of 3 levels that interact and help each other. The first one is the foundation that consists of 
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some rigid planks as footing directly above the ground.  
 
A prefabricated steel structure is placed on these planks, having two different types of elements: 
 

01_ Vertical elements: which can adjust its height 
 
02_ An horizontal beams framework. This framework is the first real horizontal level. The first floor will 
be placed on those beams. 

 

 

FOUNDATION, FIRST LEVEL OF THE STRUCTURE (REPRESENTING OLD BUILDING) 
 
The Second one is composed of structural balloon frame floors and walls. In order to be sure that the structure 
will not fall down, it is essential to develop some brace elements. Instead of using the traditional crossed-braces, 
we propose that our wooden walls will help the main structure to maintain itself fixed. These half-timbered walls 
are shaped by: a first group of wooden uprights, with mineral wool insulation filling the spaces between them 
(w=18cm), placed vertically. This group is between two structural chipboards (w=1.5cm). Then, there is another 
group of wooden uprights, placed horizontally, with also mineral wool insulation filling the spaces among them.  
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Finally, the walls are shaped by an exterior wooden revetment and an interior revetment formed by clay plates. 
 

 

WALLS, SECOND LEVEL OF THE STRUCTURE. 
 
 
The last level is composed of four braced wooden trusses. The proposal developed is focused on a laminated 
timber structure (or sawn) based on some frame structure that has the help of a top bracing or "hiperstrained” 
based on the traditional "Fink-beam", thus avoiding a central pillar on the frame structure.  
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House structural design has taken into account several factors: 
 
· Prefabrication. Industrialization and assembly 

 
House is allowed to be completely built at central prefabrication and then transported to the plot. Structure 
construction process is very easy and fast assembly.  
 

· Transport. Dimensional and weight restrictions 
 
As the house must be transported from central prefabrication to the plot, it has been taken into account the 
maximum house dimensions for the transport by trailer. Furthermore, house design represents a light weight 
structure. 
 

· Adjustable height footings. 
 
In order to support and adjust the possible terrain alterations, we will take two different strategies: 
01_ Using a jack above the foundation planks. Its height can vary 25 cm.  
02_ Moreover, we can put pieces with different length between the jack and the connector. 
Thus, we get three different options with different height, depending on which pieces we place. 
 

 
 

· Sustainability. Ecosustainable, recyclable and reusable materials 
 
All materials used on the house structure have been chosen for their recyclable character. Moreover, all the 
structure is able to be assembly and disassembly easily and has the capacity to be quickly executed by unskilled 
labor.  
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13.2. Regulation considered and codes used for the design 
13.2.1. Regulation considered 

 
Spanish CTE regulation: 

• Actions: CTE DB SE and CTE DB SE-AE. 
• Earthquake: NCSE-94 and NCSE-02 
• Structural steel: CTE DB SE-A. 
• Foundations: CTE DB SE-C. 
• Wood: CTE DB SE-M. 
• Fire resistance: CTE DB SI y EHE-08 
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13.2.2. Project situations 

For the different design situations, combinations of actions are defined in accordance with the following criteria: 

• With combination coefficients: 

 
 

• Without combination coefficients: 
 

 

- Where:  
Gk Permanent action 
Qk Variable action 

G Security permanent action partial coefficient 

Q1, Partial security coefficient of the main variable action 

Qi, Partial security coefficient of the accompaniment variable action 
Ψp1 Combination coefficient of the main variable action 
Ψai Combination coefficient of the accompaniment variable action 
 
For each project situation and limit state the safety coefficients are ( ): 
CTE DB SE and CTE DB SE-AE. 
 

Type of action 
Persistent or transitional 
Unfavorable favorable 

Dead loads (G) 1,35 0,8 
Imposed Load and wind Loads (Q) 1,5 0 
 
For each project situation the combination coefficients are: 
CTE DB SE 
 

Type of action Ψ0 Ψ1 Ψ2 
Gravitational 0,7 0,5 0,3 
Mobile 0,7 0,5 0,3 
Wind 0,6 0,5 0 
Snow 0,5 0,2 0 
Temperature 0,6 0,5 0 
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13.2.3. Materials and resistant properties 

Foundation 

STEEL BEAM CORREA ST200 (REHASA S.L.) 
  
 

 
 
 
 

 

STEEL CONNECTOR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STEEL JACK 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

FIXED SUPPORT 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  

Features 

Flector moment max. 27,48 kn*m 
Compression max. 240 kn 
Tensile Stress max. 120 kn 

Stiffness 2210 kn*m4 

Features 

Flector moment max. 27,48 kn*m 
Compression max. 240 kn 
Tensile Stress max. 120 kn 

Features 

Compression max. 99.60 kn 
Tensile Stress max. 72.72 kn 

Features 

Compression max. 99.60 kn 
Tensile Stress max. 72.72 kn 
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BRACING CONNECTOR 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Floor, walls and wooden trusses 

The main material of the structure of the walls and trusses is sawn timber. For this kind of timber, the CTE SE-F 
considers the following classes: C14, C16, C18, C20, C22, C24, C27, C30, C35, C40, C45 and C50. In the 
table below we can check how each strength class is related to its characteristics and strengths. The wood used 
for the construction of SymbCity House is Pine Laricio, with a certification of C-22. 
 

Properties 
Strength Classes 

C14 C16 C18 C20 C22 C24 

Resistance (MPa) 
 a Flexion 
 a Parallel Traction 
 a Perpendicular Traction 
 a Parallel Compression 
 a Perpendicular Compression 
 a Shear Stress 

 
fm,k 
ft,0,k 
ft,90,k 
fc,0,k 
fc,90,k 
fv,k 

 
14 
8 

0,4 
16 
2,0 
3,0 

 
16 
10 
0,4 
17 
2,2 
3,2 

 
18 
11 
0,4 
18 
2,2 
3,4 

 
20 
12 
0,4 
19 
2,3 
3,6 

 
22 
13 
0,4 
20 
2,4 
3,8 

 
24 
14 
0,4 
21 
2,5 
4,0 

Shear Modulus (GPa) 
 Longitudinal parallel medium 
 Longitudinal parallel 5% 
 Long. perpendicular medium 
 Medium Transverse  

 
E0,medio 
E0,k 
E90,medio 
Gmedio 

 
7 

4,7 
0,23 
0,44 

 
8 

5,4 
0,27 
0,50 

 
9 

6,0 
0,30 
0,56 

 
9,5 
6,4 

0,32 
0,59 

 
10 
6,7 

0,33 
0,63 

 
11 
7,4 
0,37 
0,69 

Density (Kg/m3) 
 Characteristic 
 Average 

 
ρk 
ρmedia 

 
290 
350 

 
310 
370 

 
320 
380 

 
330 
390 

 
340 
410 

 
350 
420 

 

Reduction coefficient 

For the calculation of the wooden structure, the reduction coefficient used is  M=1.3 
  

Features 
 Tensile Stress max. 72.72 kn 
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Load capacity 

The value of the capacity calculation Rd is defined according to the expression: 

 

Where: 
 
Rk , characteristic value of the load capacity. 
K mod , modification factor. 

 M, reduction coefficient. 
 

The kmod factor is defined in the following table. 

Metal wire 

Stainless steel AISI 316. 
 
Chemical composition (%): 
 

quality C Cr Mo Ni 

316 ≤ 0.07 16.5-18.5 2-2.5 10-13 
316 L ≤ 0.03 16.5-18.5 2-2.5 10-13 

 
Mechanical properties: 
 

elongation ( % ) 
  <60 

Brinell hardness 
  160-190 

Izod impact ( J m-1 ) 
  20-136 

Modulus of Elasticity ( GPa ) 
  190-210 

Tensile strength ( MPa ) 
  460-860 
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Physical properties: 
 

Density ( g cm-3 ) 
7,96 

Melting point ( C ) 
 1370-1400 

 
Thermal Properties: 
 

Electrical Resistivity ( µOhmcm ) 
70-78 

 
Breaking loads: 
 

Diameter (mm) Breaking load (kg) 

12 11500 

8 7500 
 

Structural chipboard w=1,5 cm. 
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13.3. Dead Load (GK), Selfweight (GK) and Live Loads (QK). Description of each 
Element 

FLOOR 1 (living core and functional room). 

 
0G  Dead load: 1,2  kn/m² 
 
1Q1 Life load: 2kn/m² 

(USE A1 OF CTE) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LOCATING SECTION            LOCATING PLAN                         

FLOOR 2 (technical block). 

 
0G  Dead load: 1,2  kn/m² 
 
1Q1 Life load: 4kn/m² 

(PUBLIC USE A2 OF CTE+1KN/M2 PARTITION) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 LOCATING SECTION           LOCATING PLAN                         
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ROOF (living core and technical block). 

 
0G  Dead load: 1,08  kn/m² 
 
0G  photovoltaic panels: 0,6  kn/m² 
 
1Q1 Life load: 1kn/m² 

(1 KN/M2 SNOW CTE + 1KN/M2 MAINTENANCE) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

LOCATING SECTION          
 LOCATING PLAN                         

 

GLASS CEILING (multifunctional room). 

 
0G  Dead load: 0,75  kn/m² 
 
1Q1 Life load: 1kn/m² 

(1 KN/M2 SNOW CTE + 1KN/M2 MAINTENANCE) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LOCATING SECTION            LOCATING PLAN                         
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WALL 1  

 
0G  Dead load: 2,15  kn/m² 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 LOCATING SECTION           LOCATING PLAN                         

WALL 2 (vertical garden)  

 
0G  Dead load: 2,4  kn/m² 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 LOCATING SECTION           LOCATING PLAN                         

WALL 3  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

 
0G  Dead load: 1,6  kn/m² 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LOCATING SECTION           LOCATING PLAN                         

 
 

CANTILEVER FLOOR. 

 
0G  Dead load: 0,6  kn/m² 
1Q1 Life load: 2kn/m² 

(USE A1 OF CTE)  
 
 
 

 
 
 
          
 
 

 

LOCATING SECTION           LOCATING PLAN 
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CANTILEVER ROOF. 

 
0G  Dead load: 0,4 kn/m² 
1Q1 Life load: 1 kn/m² 

(1 KN/M2 SNOW CTE + 1KN/M2 MAINTENANCE)  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LOCATING SECTION            LOCATING PLAN 
                         

  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

13.4. Maximum Deflection  

13.4.1. Maximum Deflection (CTE-DB-SE) 

Floors:  

• Test instantaneous overload deflection:  

Deflection < L / 350  

• Checking total deflection:  

Deflection < L / 300  
Cantilevers:  

• Test instantaneous overload deflection:  

Deflection < L / 350  

• Checking total deflection:  

Deflection < L / 300  
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13.5. The Construction Process 
The SymbCity House constructive process has several steps, which are explained specifically in the next 
drawings. Each one of them has his own particular loads and efforts: 
 

Step _01: 

 
 Foundation construction and panels’ placement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step _02: 

 
 Construction of the first floor on the structural foundation framework. This one 
receives all loads.  
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CALCULATIONS 

 

Step _03: 

 
 Construction and placement of wooden and technical walls. In this step the technical 
block will be placed. The structural foundation framework continues receiving all loads. 
 

 

 

Step _04: 

 
Roof placement. The structural walls and several supports are transmitting roof´s loads 
directly to foundation framework. 
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Step _05: 

 
Placement of main wooden frame structure.  At this point, the structural foundation 
framework receives the highest loads during the assembly phase. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Step _06: 

 
Strechment of frame structure by steel wires. Roof load´s now hangs from the main 
frame structure.  
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Step_ 07: 

 
Placement of solar panels and the rest of the roof. When the assembly phase is 
ended, the main wooden frame structure receives the highest loads. 
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13.6. Calculation and Sizing of the Structural Elements 

13.6.1. Introduction 

The calculation of the structure has been performed using the program TRICALC (Calculate Dimensional Space 
Structures), version 7.2, of the company Arktec SA. 
  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

13.6.2. Calculation of the most unfavorable structure elements 

Most unfavorable joist of floor 1 

 

LOCALIZATION AND DIAGRAMS 

 
             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C-22 (service class 1) 
 
 

 
 
 

SHEAR (KN): 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FLECTOR MOMENT (KN*M): 
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STRESS: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

LOADS 

                                                           LOAD                 A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECTION       HIP ID   
 

       1      QC(KN/M)     0,07                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       1      QC(KN/M)     0,49                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

       1      QC(KN/M)     0,82                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
       1      P(KN)        2,70           0      (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

 
       2      QC(KN/M)     0,07                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       2      QC(KN/M)     0,49                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

       2      QC(KN/M)     0,82                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

       3      QC(KN/M)     0,07                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       3      QC(KN/M)     0,49                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

       3      QC(KN/M)     0,82                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
       3      P(KN)        2,70         222      (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G   

 
 

COMBINATIONS 

         0;    1;   --- ; +1,35XG   
         1;    1;   --- ; +1,35XG  +1,50XQ1  

         2;    1;   --- ; +0,80XG   
         3;    1;   --- ; +0,80XG  +1,50XQ1 

  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

DEFLECTION 

      1              ) 221CM DEFLECTION INS.      YP/ZP(+0,021;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,631] 
      1              ) 221CM DEFLECTION ACT.      YP/ZP(+0,061;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,442] 
      1              ) 221CM DEFLECTION DIF.      YP/ZP(+0,060;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,737] 

 
      2              ) 232CM DEFLECTION INS.      YP/ZP(+0,004;-0,001) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,663] 
      2              ) 232CM DEFLECTION ACT.      YP/ZP(+0,013;-0,002) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,464] 
      2              ) 232CM DEFLECTION DIF.      YP/ZP(+0,013;-0,002) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,773] 

 
      3              ) 222CM DEFLECTION INS.      YP/ZP(+0,021;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,634] 
      3              ) 222CM DEFLECTION ACT.      YP/ZP(+0,062;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,444] 
      3              ) 222CM DEFLECTION DIF.      YP/ZP(+0,062;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,740] 

 
 
 
 
 
 

EFFORTS 

     NB BARRA    (NI-NF)   L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
 

         1          (1-2)      221 R-R    0  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,5          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,7          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -1,7          +0,0 

                                        111  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0          +0,5          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                        221  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          -0,3          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          -0,4          +0,0          +1,1          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +2,7          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                       MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   87/    +0,8    0/    +0,0  221/    +2,7    0/    +0,0 
                                       MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  221/    -1,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -1,7    0/    +0,0 

 
         2          (2-3)      232 R-R    0  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          -0,3          +0,0          -0,6          +0,0 

                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          -0,4          +0,0          -0,9          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,0          +0,0          -2,3          +0,0 

                                        116  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                        232  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          -0,3          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          -0,4          +0,0          +1,0          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +2,3          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                       MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  116/    +0,3    0/    +0,0  232/    +2,3    0/    +0,0 
                                       MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  232/    -1,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -2,3    0/    +0,0 
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         3          (3-4)      222 R-R    0  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          -0,3          +0,0          -0,7          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          -0,4          +0,0          -1,1          +0,0 

                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,0          +0,0          -2,7          +0,0 

                                        111  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          -0,1          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          +0,3          +0,0          -0,2          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,5          +0,0 

                                        222  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,2          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +5,4          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                       MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  134/    +0,8    0/    +0,0  222/    +5,4    0/    +0,0 
                                       MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -1,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -2,7    0/    +0,0 
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Most unfavorable joist of floor 2 

 

LOCALIZATION AND DIAGRAMS 

 
              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C-22 (service class 1) 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

SHEAR (KN): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

FLECTOR MOMENT (KN*M): 
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STRESS: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

LOADS 

                                                                 LOADS                 A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECTION       HIP ID   
 

       1      QC(KN/M)     0,07                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       1      QC(KN/M)     0,49                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

       1      P(KN)        2,70           0      (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       1      QC(KN/M)     1,23                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         

 
       2      QC(KN/M)     0,07                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       2      QC(KN/M)     0,49                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

       2      QC(KN/M)     1,23                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

       3      QC(KN/M)     0,07                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       3      QC(KN/M)     0,49                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       3      P(KN)        2,70         222      (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

       3      QC(KN/M)     1,23                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1 
 

COMBINATIONS 

         0;    1;   --- ; +1,35XG   
         1;    1;   --- ; +1,35XG  +1,50XQ1  

         2;    1;   --- ; +0,80XG   
         3;    1;   --- ; +0,80XG  +1,50XQ1 

 
  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

DEFLECTION 

 

      1  221CM DEFLECTION INS.     YP/ZP(+0,031;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,631] 
      1  221CM DEFLECTION ACT.     YP/ZP(+0,077;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,442] 
      1  221CM DEFLECTION DIF.     YP/ZP(+0,070;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,737] 

 
      2  232CM DEFLECTION INS.     YP/ZP(+0,006;-0,001) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,663] 
      2  232CM DEFLECTION ACT.     YP/ZP(+0,016;-0,003) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,464] 
      2  232CM DEFLECTION DIF.     YP/ZP(+0,014;-0,003) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,773] 

 
      3  222CM DEFLECTION INS.     YP/ZP(+0,031;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,634] 
      3  222CM DEFLECTION ACT.     YP/ZP(+0,079;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,444] 
      3  222CM DEFLECTION DIF.     YP/ZP(+0,071;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+0,740] 

 
 
 

EFFORTS 

 

       NB BARRA    (NI-NF)   L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
 

         1          (1-2)      221 R-R    0  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,5          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -1,1          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -2,3          +0,0 

                                        111  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          +0,4          +0,0          +0,3          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,9          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                        221  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          -0,3          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          -0,6          +0,0          +1,6          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                       MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   87/    +1,0    0/    +0,0  221/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 
                                       MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  221/    -1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    -2,3    0/    +0,0 

 
         2          (2-3)      232 R-R    0  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          -0,3          +0,0          -0,6          +0,0 

                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -1,4          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,3          +0,0          -3,0          +0,0 

                                        116  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                        232  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          -0,3          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          -0,6          +0,0          +1,4          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                       MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  116/    +0,4    0/    +0,0  232/    +3,0    0/    +0,0 
                                       MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  232/    -1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    -3,0    0/    +0,0 

 
         3          (3-4)      222 R-R    0  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          -0,3          +0,0          -0,7          +0,0 
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                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -1,7          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,3          +0,0          -3,5          +0,0 

                                        111  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          -0,1          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          +0,4          +0,0          -0,3          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,9          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,6          +0,0 

                                        222  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,2          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +1,1          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +5,9          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                       MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  134/    +1,0    0/    +0,0  222/    +5,9    0/    +0,0 
                                       MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    -3,5    0/    +0,0 
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Most unfavorable joist of roof: 

 

LOCALIZATION AND DIAGRAMS 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

                  
C-22 (service class 1) 

 
 
 
 
 

 

SHEAR (KN): 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

FLECTOR MOMENT (KN*M): 
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STRESS: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LOADS 

                                                                          LOAD                 A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECTION       HIP ID   
 

       1      QC(KN/M)     0,07                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       1      QC(KN/M)     0,60                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

       1      QC(KN/M)     0,35                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
       1      QC(KN/M)     0,04                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  4 W2   

 

COMBINATIONS 

         0;    1;   --- ; +1,35XG   
         1;    1;   --- ; +1,35XG  +1,50XW2  
         2;    1;   --- ; +1,35XG  -1,50XW2  
         3;    1;   --- ; +1,35XG  +1,50XQ1  

         4;    1;   --- ; +1,35XG  +1,50XQ1 +0,90XW2  
         5;    1;   --- ; +1,35XG  +1,05XQ1 +1,50XW2  
         6;    1;   --- ; +1,35XG  +1,50XQ1 -0,90XW2  
         7;    1;   --- ; +1,35XG  +1,05XQ1 -1,50XW2  

         8;    1;   --- ; +0,80XG   
         9;    1;   --- ; +0,80XG  +1,50XW2  
        10;    1;   --- ; +0,80XG  -1,50XW2  
        11;    1;   --- ; +0,80XG  +1,50XQ1  

        12;    1;   --- ; +0,80XG  +1,50XQ1 +0,90XW2  
        13;    1;   --- ; +0,80XG  +1,05XQ1 +1,50XW2  
        14;    1;   --- ; +0,80XG  +1,50XQ1 -0,90XW2  
        15;    1;   --- ; +0,80XG  +1,05XQ1 -1,50XW2 

  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

DEFLECTION 

1  200CM DEFLECTION INS.     YP/ZP(+0,002;-0,024) / (-0,000;-0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,571] 
1  200CM DEFLECTION ACT.     YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,065) / (-0,000;-0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,500] 
1  200CM DEFLECTION DIF.     YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,091) / (-0,000;-0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,667] 

 
2  500CM DEFLECTION INS.     YP/ZP(+0,267;-0,025) / (-0,000;-0,000)     [F.ADM.=+1,429] 
2  500CM DEFLECTION ACT.     YP/ZP(+0,712;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)     [F.ADM.=+1,250] 
2  500CM DEFLECTION DIF.     YP/ZP(+1,001;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)     [F.ADM.=+1,667] 

 
 

 

EFFORTS 

NN  X(CM) HIP     MX(KNM)   MY      MZ    FX(KN)    VY      VZ 
 

1              1    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,1    +0,0 
1                 100 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -0,5    +0,0    +0,8    +0,0 
1              2  200 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -1,6    +0,0    +1,5    +0,0 
1                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,1    +0,0 
1                 100 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    -0,2    +0,0    +0,4    +0,0 
1                 200 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    -0,8    +0,0    +0,8    +0,0 
1                   0 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0 

1                 100 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0 
1                 200 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,1    +0,0    +0,1    +0,0 
1              1    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,3    +0,0 
1                 100 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +1,7    +0,0 
1              2  200 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +3,2    +0,0 
1              1    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0 
1                 100 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -1,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0 
1              2  200 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -3,5    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0 
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Most unfavorable joist of cantilever: 

 

LOCALIZATION AND DIAGRAMS 

 

 
       
          
 
 
 
 

C-22 (service class 2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SHEAR (KN): 

 
 

FLECTOR MOMENT (KN*M): 

  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

STRESS: 
 

 
 

LOADS 

 
LOAD                A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECTION       HIP ID 

 
1      QC(KN/M)     0,07                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G 
1      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G 

1      QC(KN/M)     0,62                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1 
 
 
 

COMBINATIONS 

0;    2;   --- ; +1,00XG 
1;    2;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XQ1 

2;    2;   --- ; +1,00XG 
3;    2;   --- ; +1,00XG 

4;    2;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XQ1 
5;    2;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1 
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DEFLECTION 

 

1  500CM DEFLECTION A INS. YP/ZP(+0,807;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+1,429] 
1  500CM DEFLECTION ACT.   YP/ZP(+1,556;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+1,667] 
1  500CM DEFLECTION DIF.   YP/ZP(+1,122;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)    [F.ADM.=+1,667] 

 

EFFORTS 

 
       NB BARRA    (NI-NF)   L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 

 
         1          (1-2)      500 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -2,7          +0,0 
                                            M+ B            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- B            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -2,7          +0,0 

                                            M+ C            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- C            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M+ D            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- D            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -2,7          +0,0 

                                        250 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +3,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M+ B            +0,0          +0,0          +3,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- B            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0 

                                            M+ C            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- C            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M+ D            +0,0          +0,0          +3,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- D            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0 

                                        500 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +2,7          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M+ B            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +2,7          +0,0 
                                            M- B            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                            M+ C            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- C            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M+ D            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +2,7          +0,0 
                                            M- D            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                       MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  250/    +3,3    0/    +0,0  500/    +2,7    0/    +0,0 
                                       MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -2,7    0/    +0,0 

                                       MAX+    B      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  250/    +3,3    0/    +0,0  500/    +2,7    0/    +0,0 
                                       MAX-    B       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -2,7    0/    +0,0 

                                       MAX+    C      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                       MAX-    C       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                                       MAX+    D      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  250/    +3,3    0/    +0,0  500/    +2,7    0/    +0,0 
                                       MAX-    D       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -2,7    0/    +0,0 

  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

Most unfavorable lintel of the walls: 

 

LOCALIZATION AND DIAGRAMS 

 

C-22 (service class 2) 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SHEAR (KN): 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FLECTOR MOMENT (KN*M): 
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STRESS: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

LOADS 

   

                                                LOAD                A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECTION       HIP ID   
 

                                  1      QC(KN/M)     0,16                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                  1      QC(KN/M)     2,60                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G   

 
 

COMBINATIONS 

                                    0;    1;   --- ; +1,35XG   
                                    1;    1;   --- ; +0,80XG 

 
 
 

DEFLECTION 

 
                              1 (MLPT-185X180   ) 500CM DEFLECTION INS.     YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)      [D.ADM.=+1,429] 
                              1 (MLPT-185X180  ) 500CM DEFLECTION ACT.      YP/ZP(+0,285;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)     [D.ADM.=+1,667] 
                              1 (MLPT-185X180   ) 500CM DEFLECTION DIF.      YP/ZP(+0,641;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)     [D.ADM.=+1,667] 

 
 

 
 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

EFFORTS 

                                              NN  X(CM) HIP     MX(KNM)   MY      MZ    FX(KN)    VY      VZ 
 

                                    1              1    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
                                    1                 250 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +3,9    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
                                    1              2  500 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +9,3    +0,0  

                                    1              1    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -7,8    +0,0    -9,3    +0,0  
                                    1                 250 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
                                    1              2  500 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -7,8    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0 
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Most unfavorable wooden truss: 

 

LOCALIZATION AND DIAGRAMS 

 
 

 
FLOOR 1 PLAN           ROOF PLAN 

 
 
 

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C-22 (service class 3) 

 
 
 

  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

SHEAR (KN): 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FLECTOR MOMENT (KN*M):  
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STRESS: 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

AXILE: 
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LOADS 

                     LOAD                 A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECTION       HIP ID   
 

       1      QC(KN/M)     0,21                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

       2      QC(KN/M)     0,21                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

       3      QC(KN/M)     0,35                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       3      QC(KN/M)     2,40                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

       3      QC(KN/M)    12,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

       4      QC(KN/M)     0,02                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

       5      QC(KN/M)     0,35                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

       6      QC(KN/M)     0,31                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

       7      QC(KN/M)     0,35                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       7      QC(KN/M)     2,40                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

       7      QC(KN/M)    12,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

       8      QC(KN/M)     0,31                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

       9      QC(KN/M)     0,02                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

      10      QC(KN/M)     0,35                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
      10      QC(KN/M)     1,60                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

      10      QC(KN/M)     4,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

      11      QC(KN/M)     0,02                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

      12      QC(KN/M)     0,35                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
      12      QC(KN/M)     5,60                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

      12      QC(KN/M)     4,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
      12      QC(KN/M)     0,40                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  4 W2         

 
      13      QC(KN/M)     0,31                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

 
      14      QC(KN/M)     0,35                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
      14      QC(KN/M)     5,60                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

      14      QC(KN/M)     4,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
      14      QC(KN/M)     0,40                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  4 W2         

 
      15      QC(KN/M)     0,02                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

 
      16      QC(KN/M)     0,02                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

 
      17      QC(KN/M)     0,35                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
      17      QC(KN/M)     1,60                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

      17      QC(KN/M)     4,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

      18      QC(KN/M)     0,31                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

      19      QC(KN/M)     0,02                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

 
 

      KNOT           LOAD                                DIRECTION      HIP ID  MODE 
 

       3      P(KN)        8,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  2 Q2         
 

       6      P(KN)        8,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  2 Q2 

COMBINATIONS 

         0;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG   
         1;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XW2  
         2;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  -1,00XW2  
         3;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XQ1  

         4;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XQ1 +0,60XW2  
         5;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,70XQ1 +1,00XW2  
         6;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XQ1 -0,60XW2  
         7;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,70XQ1 -1,00XW2  

         8;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XQ2  
         9;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XQ2 +0,60XW2  
        10;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,70XQ2 +1,00XW2  
        11;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XQ2 -0,60XW2  
        12;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,70XQ2 -1,00XW2  
        13;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XQ1 +1,00XQ2  

        14;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XQ1 +1,00XQ2 +0,60XW2  
        15;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,70XQ1 +0,70XQ2 +1,00XW2  
        16;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XQ1 +1,00XQ2 -0,60XW2  
        17;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,70XQ1 +0,70XQ2 -1,00XW2  

        18;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG   
        19;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG   

        20;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XW2  
        21;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG   

        22;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  -0,50XW2  
        23;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG   

        24;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XQ1  
        25;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1  
        26;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XQ1  

        27;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1 +0,50XW2  
        28;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1  
        29;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XQ1  

        30;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1 -0,50XW2  
        31;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1  
        32;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XQ2  
        33;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ2  
        34;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XQ2  

        35;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ2 +0,50XW2  
        36;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ2  
        37;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XQ2  

        38;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ2 -0,50XW2  
        39;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ2  

        40;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XQ1 +0,50XQ2  
        41;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1 +0,30XQ2  
        42;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XQ1 +0,50XQ2  

        43;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1 +0,30XQ2 +0,50XW2  
        44;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1 +0,30XQ2  
        45;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XQ1 +0,50XQ2  
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        46;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1 +0,30XQ2 -0,50XW2  
        47;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1 +0,30XQ2  

 
 
 

DEFLECTION 

 
     3  216cm Deflection ins. Yp/Zp(+0,031;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)      [F.Adm.=+0,617] 
     3  216cm Deflection act. Yp/Zp(+0,064;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)      [F.Adm.=+0,720] 
     3  216cm Deflection dif. Yp/Zp(+0,050;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)      [F.Adm.=+0,720] 
 
     7  111cm Deflection ins. Yp/Zp(+0,002;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)      [F.Adm.=+0,317] 
     7  111cm Deflection act. Yp/Zp(+0,004;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)      [F.Adm.=+0,370] 
     7  111cm Deflection dif. Yp/Zp(+0,003;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000)      [F.Adm.=+0,370] 
 
    10  112cm Deflection ins. Yp/Zp(+0,000;-0,001) / (+0,000;+0,000)      [F.Adm.=+0,320] 
    10  112cm Deflection act. Yp/Zp(+0,000;-0,002) / (+0,000;+0,000)      [F.Adm.=+0,373] 
    10  112cm Deflection dif. Yp/Zp(+0,000;-0,002) / (+0,000;+0,000)      [F.Adm.=+0,373] 
 
    12  368cm Deflection ins. Yp/Zp(+0,071;-0,121) / (+0,000;+0,000)      [F.Adm.=+1,051] 
    12  368cm Deflection act. Yp/Zp(+0,000;-0,756) / (+0,000;+0,000)      [F.Adm.=+1,227] 
    12  368cm Deflection dif. Yp/Zp(+0,000;-0,954) / (+0,000;+0,000)      [F.Adm.=+1,227] 
 
    14  368cm Deflection ins. Yp/Zp(+0,071;-0,122) / (+0,000;+0,000)      [F.Adm.=+1,051] 
    14  368cm Deflection act. Yp/Zp(+0,000;-0,759) / (+0,000;+0,000)      [F.Adm.=+1,227] 
    14  368cm Deflection dif. Yp/Zp(+0,000;-0,956) / (+0,000;+0,000)      [F.Adm.=+1,227] 
 
    17  217cm Deflection ins. Yp/Zp(+0,000;-0,011) / (+0,000;+0,000)      [F.Adm.=+0,620] 
    17  217cm Deflection act. Yp/Zp(+0,000;-0,028) / (+0,000;+0,000)      [F.Adm.=+0,723] 
    17  217cm Deflection dif. Yp/Zp(+0,000;-0,025) / (+0,000;+0,000)      [F.Adm.=+0,723] 
 
 

EFFORTS 

 
 
                       NN  x(cm) HIP     Mx(kNm)   My      Mz    Fx(kN)    Vy      Vz 
 
         1              1    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,2    +0,0    +0,0  
         1                  77 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         1              4  154 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,2    +0,0    +0,0  
         1              1    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         1                  77 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         1              4  154 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,2    +0,0    +0,0  
         1              1    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,2    +0,0    +0,0  
         1                  77 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         1              4  154 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
 
         2              2    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,2    +0,0    +0,0  
         2                  77 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         2              5  154 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,2    +0,0    +0,0  
         2              2    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         2                  77 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         2              5  154 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,2    +0,0    +0,0  
         2              2    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,2    +0,0    +0,0  
         2                  77 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         2              5  154 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
 
         3              3    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -3,0    +0,0  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

         3                 108 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +1,6    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         3              4  216 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +3,0    +0,0  
         3                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   -13,0    +0,0  
         3                 108 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +7,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         3                 216 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +13,0    +0,0  
         3              3    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         3                 108 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0   +12,7    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
                     NN  x(cm) HIP     Mx(kNm)   My      Mz    Fx(kN)    Vy      Vz 
 
         3              4  216 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +23,5    +0,0  
         3              3    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   -23,5    +0,0  
         3                 108 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         3              4  216 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
 
         4              3    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +3,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                 220 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +3,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4             11  439 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +3,1    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +13,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                 220 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +13,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                 439 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +13,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                   0 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +8,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                 220 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +8,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                 439 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +8,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4              3    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +35,5    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                 220 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +35,5    +0,0    +0,0  
         4             11  439 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +35,6    +0,0    +0,0  
         4              3    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                 220 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4             11  439 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4              3    0 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +35,5    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                 220 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +35,5    +0,0    +0,0  
         4             11  439 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +35,6    +0,0    +0,0  
         4              3    0 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                 220 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4             11  439 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4              3    0 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +26,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                 220 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +26,1    +0,0    +0,0  
         4             11  439 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +26,1    +0,0    +0,0  
         4              3    0 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                 220 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4             11  439 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4              3    0 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +35,5    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                 220 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +35,5    +0,0    +0,0  
         4             11  439 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +35,6    +0,0    +0,0  
         4              3    0 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4                 220 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         4             11  439 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
 
         5              4    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -1,6    +0,0    -1,3    +0,0  
         5                 365 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,8    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         5              5  730 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -1,6    +0,0    +1,3    +0,0  
         5              4    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         5                 365 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +1,1    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         5              5  730 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +1,7    +0,0  
         5              4    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -2,1    +0,0    -1,7    +0,0  
         5                 365 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         5              5  730 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -2,1    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
 
         6              4    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +8,2   -31,7    +5,3    +0,0  
         6                 205 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -2,6   -31,1    +5,3    +0,0  
         6             10  410 0  G      +0,0    +0,0   -13,4   -30,4    +5,3    +0,0  
         6                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,7   -39,9    +0,1    +0,0  
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         6                 205 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,6   -39,9    +0,1    +0,0  
         6                 410 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,5   -39,9    +0,1    +0,0  
         6                   0 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -3,4    -9,3    -2,4    +0,0  
         6                 205 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +1,4    -9,3    -2,4    +0,0  
         6                 410 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +6,3    -9,3    -2,4    +0,0  
         6                   0 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,7    -1,4    +0,4    +0,0  
         6                 205 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,2    -1,4    +0,4    +0,0  
         6                 410 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    -1,1    -1,4    +0,4    +0,0  
                   NN  x(cm) HIP     Mx(kNm)   My      Mz    Fx(kN)    Vy      Vz 
  
         6              4    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0   +12,9    +0,0    +7,8    +0,0  
         6                 205 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +1,2    +0,0    +7,8    +0,0  
         6             10  410 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,4    +0,0    +7,8    +0,0  
         6              4    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  -117,9    +0,0    +0,0  
         6                 205 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -3,8  -117,1    +0,0    +0,0  
         6             10  410 M- A      +0,0    +0,0   -19,8  -116,2    +0,0    +0,0  
 
         7              5    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -1,5    +0,0  
         7                  56 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,4    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         7              6  111 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +1,5    +0,0  
         7                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -6,7    +0,0  
         7                  56 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +1,8    +0,0    +0,1    +0,0  
         7                 111 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +6,7    +0,0  
         7              5    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         7                  56 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +3,3    +0,0    +0,1    +0,0  
         7              6  111 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +12,1    +0,0  
         7              5    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   -12,1    +0,0  
         7                  56 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         7              6  111 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
 
         8              5    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -3,5   -26,8    -5,3    +0,0  
         8                 156 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +4,8   -26,3    -5,3    +0,0  
         8              8  311 0  G      +0,0    +0,0   +12,9   -25,8    -5,3    +0,0  
         8                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +1,2   -22,4    -0,1    +0,0  
         8                 156 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +1,3   -22,4    -0,1    +0,0  
         8                 311 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +1,4   -22,4    -0,1    +0,0  
         8                   0 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +2,1    -6,7    +2,4    +0,0  
         8                 156 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -1,6    -6,7    +2,4    +0,0  
         8                 311 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -5,3    -6,7    +2,4    +0,0  
         8                   0 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,3    -1,5    -0,4    +0,0  
         8                 156 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,4    -1,5    -0,4    +0,0  
         8                 311 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    +1,0    -1,5    -0,4    +0,0  
         8              5    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +2,6    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         8                 156 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +8,8    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         8              8  311 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0   +20,6    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         8              5    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -5,1   -81,0    -7,8    +0,0  
         8                 156 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   -80,4    -7,8    +0,0  
         8              8  311 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   -79,7    -7,8    +0,0  
 
         9              6    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +1,5    +0,0    +0,0  
         9                 148 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +1,6    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              7  296 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +1,6    +0,0    +0,0  
         9                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +6,7    +0,0    +0,0  
         9                 148 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +6,7    +0,0    +0,0  
         9                 296 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +6,7    +0,0    +0,0  
         9                   0 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +8,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         9                 148 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +8,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         9                 296 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +8,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              6    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +24,1    +0,0    +0,0  
         9                 148 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +24,1    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              7  296 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +24,1    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              6    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         9                 148 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

         9              7  296 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              6    0 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +24,1    +0,0    +0,0  
         9                 148 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +24,1    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              7  296 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +24,1    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              6    0 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         9                 148 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              7  296 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              6    0 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +17,5    +0,0    +0,0  
                      NN  x(cm) HIP     Mx(kNm)   My      Mz    Fx(kN)    Vy      Vz 
 
         9                 148 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +17,5    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              7  296 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +17,5    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              6    0 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         9                 148 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              7  296 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              6    0 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +24,1    +0,0    +0,0  
         9                 148 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +24,1    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              7  296 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +24,1    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              6    0 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         9                 148 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
         9              7  296 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
 
        10              7    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -2,3    +1,1    +0,0  
        10                  56 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,3    -2,1    +0,0    +0,0  
        10              8  112 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -2,0    -1,1    +0,0  
        10                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -7,3    +2,2    +0,0  
        10                  56 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,6    -7,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        10                 112 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -6,7    -2,2    +0,0  
        10                   0 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -6,3    +0,0    +0,0  
        10                  56 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -6,3    +0,0    +0,0  
        10                 112 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -6,3    +0,0    +0,0  
        10              7    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +4,8    +0,0  
        10                  56 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +1,3    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        10              8  112 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        10              7    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -23,5    +0,0    +0,0  
        10                  56 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -22,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        10              8  112 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -22,2    -4,8    +0,0  
 
        11              7    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +3,6    -0,0    +0,0  
        11                  96 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +3,7    -0,0    +0,0  
        11             12  192 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +3,7    +0,0    +0,0  
        11                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +12,1    +0,0    +0,0  
        11                  96 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +12,1    +0,0    +0,0  
        11                 192 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +12,1    +0,0    +0,0  
        11                   0 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +10,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        11                  96 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +10,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        11                 192 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +10,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        11              7    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +39,2    +0,0    +0,0  
        11                  96 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +39,3    +0,0    +0,0  
        11             12  192 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +39,3    +0,0    +0,0  
        11              7    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        11                  96 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        11             12  192 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        11              7    0 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +39,3    +0,0    +0,0  
        11                  96 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +39,3    +0,0    +0,0  
        11             12  192 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +39,3    +0,0    +0,0  
        11              7    0 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        11                  96 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        11             12  192 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        11              7    0 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +28,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        11                  96 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +29,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        11             12  192 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +29,0    +0,0    +0,0  
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        11              7    0 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        11                  96 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        11             12  192 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        11              7    0 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +39,3    +0,0    +0,0  
        11                  96 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +39,3    +0,0    +0,0  
        11             12  192 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +39,3    +0,0    +0,0  
        11              7    0 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        11                  96 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        11             12  192 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
                    NN  x(cm) HIP     Mx(kNm)   My      Mz    Fx(kN)    Vy      Vz 
 
        12              8    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -18,8   +16,3    +0,0  
        12                 184 0  G      +0,0    +0,0   +19,9   -17,4    +5,4    +0,0  
        12              9  368 0  G      +0,0    +0,0   +19,9   -15,9    -5,4    +0,0  
        12                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -9,2    +8,1    +0,0  
        12                 184 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +8,1    -8,2    +0,8    +0,0  
        12                 368 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +2,8    -7,2    -6,5    +0,0  
        12                   0 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,1    -2,0    +0,0  
        12                 184 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -3,7    +0,1    -2,0    +0,0  
        12                 368 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -7,3    +0,1    -2,0    +0,0  
        12                   0 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -1,3    +1,2    +0,0  
        12                 184 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    +1,5    -1,2    +0,4    +0,0  
        12                 368 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    +1,6    -1,2    -0,3    +0,0  
        12              8    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0   +35,1    +0,0  
        12                 184 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0   +40,4    +0,0    +8,8    +0,0  
        12              9  368 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0   +32,5    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        12              8    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -40,4    +0,0    +0,0  
        12                 184 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -36,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        12              9  368 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -33,3   -20,4    +0,0  
 
        13              8    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0   +12,9    -6,3    +9,1    +0,0  
        13                  71 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +6,5    -6,1    +9,1    +0,0  
        13             12  142 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -5,9    +9,1    +0,0  
        13                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +1,4   -11,9    +1,0    +0,0  
        13                  71 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,7   -11,9    +1,0    +0,0  
        13                 142 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   -11,9    +1,0    +0,0  
        13                   0 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -5,3    -9,5    -3,7    +0,0  
        13                  71 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -2,6    -9,5    -3,7    +0,0  
        13                 142 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -9,5    -3,7    +0,0  
        13                   0 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    +1,0    -0,2    +0,7    +0,0  
        13                  71 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,5    -0,2    +0,7    +0,0  
        13                 142 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -0,2    +0,7    +0,0  
        13              8    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0   +20,6    +0,0   +14,5    +0,0  
        13                  71 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0   +10,3    +0,0   +14,5    +0,0  
        13             12  142 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +14,5    +0,0  
        13              8    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   -40,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        13                  71 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   -40,5    +0,0    +0,0  
        13             12  142 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   -40,2    +0,0    +0,0  
 
        14              9    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0   +19,9   -20,2    +5,5    +0,0  
        14                 184 0  G      +0,0    +0,0   +20,0   -18,7    -5,4    +0,0  
        14             10  368 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,1   -17,2   -16,2    +0,0  
        14                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +2,8   -22,1    +6,5    +0,0  
        14                 184 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +8,1   -21,2    -0,7    +0,0  
        14                 368 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   -20,2    -8,0    +0,0  
        14                   0 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -7,3    -4,2    +2,0    +0,0  
        14                 184 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -3,7    -4,2    +2,0    +0,0  
        14                 368 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -4,2    +2,0    +0,0  
        14                   0 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    +1,6    -1,1    +0,3    +0,0  
        14                 184 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    +1,5    -1,0    -0,4    +0,0  
        14                 368 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,9    -1,2    +0,0  
        14              9    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0   +32,4    +0,0   +20,4    +0,0  
        14                 184 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0   +40,4    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

        14             10  368 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,1    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        14              9    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -67,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        14                 184 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -64,2    -8,8    +0,0  
        14             10  368 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -60,6   -35,0    +0,0  
 
        15              9    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +11,6    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                 188 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +11,6    +0,0    +0,0  
        15             12  376 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +11,6    -0,0    +0,0  
        15                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +8,2    +0,0    +0,0  
                  NN  x(cm) HIP     Mx(kNm)   My      Mz    Fx(kN)    Vy      Vz 
 
        15                 188 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +8,2    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                 376 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +8,2    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                   0 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +2,6    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                 188 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +2,6    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                 376 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +2,6    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                   0 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                 188 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                 376 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        15              9    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +32,6    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                 188 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +32,6    +0,0    +0,0  
        15             12  376 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +32,6    +0,0    +0,0  
        15              9    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                 188 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        15             12  376 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        15              9    0 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +32,5    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                 188 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +32,6    +0,0    +0,0  
        15             12  376 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +32,6    +0,0    +0,0  
        15              9    0 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                 188 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        15             12  376 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        15              9    0 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +25,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                 188 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +25,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        15             12  376 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +25,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        15              9    0 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                 188 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        15             12  376 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        15              9    0 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +32,5    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                 188 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +32,6    +0,0    +0,0  
        15             12  376 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +32,6    +0,0    +0,0  
        15              9    0 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        15                 188 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        15             12  376 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
 
        16              9    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +16,5    -0,0    +0,0  
        16                 215 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +16,5    +0,0    +0,0  
        16             13  429 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +16,5    +0,0    +0,0  
        16                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +24,7    +0,0    +0,0  
        16                 215 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +24,7    +0,0    +0,0  
        16                 429 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +24,7    +0,0    +0,0  
        16                   0 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +7,3    +0,0    +0,0  
        16                 215 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +7,3    +0,0    +0,0  
        16                 429 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +7,3    +0,0    +0,0  
        16                   0 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        16                 215 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        16                 429 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        16              9    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +70,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        16                 215 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,1   +71,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        16             13  429 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +71,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        16              9    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        16                 215 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        16             13  429 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
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        16              9    0 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +71,1    +0,0    +0,0  
        16                 215 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,1   +71,2    +0,0    +0,0  
        16             13  429 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +71,2    +0,0    +0,0  
        16              9    0 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        16                 215 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        16             13  429 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        16              9    0 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +54,7    +0,0    +0,0  
        16                 215 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,1   +54,7    +0,0    +0,0  
        16             13  429 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +54,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        16              9    0 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
                  NN  x(cm) HIP     Mx(kNm)   My      Mz    Fx(kN)    Vy      Vz 
 
        16                 215 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        16             13  429 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        16              9    0 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +71,1    +0,0    +0,0  
        16                 215 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,1   +71,2    +0,0    +0,0  
        16             13  429 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +71,2    +0,0    +0,0  
        16              9    0 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        16                 215 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        16             13  429 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
 
        17             10    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -6,7    +2,1    +0,0  
        17                 109 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +1,1    -6,5    -0,0    +0,0  
        17             11  217 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -6,2    -2,1    +0,0  
        17                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -22,0    +4,3    +0,0  
        17                 109 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +2,4   -21,4    -0,0    +0,0  
        17                 217 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -20,9    -4,3    +0,0  
        17                   0 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -9,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        17                 109 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -9,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        17                 217 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -9,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        17             10    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +9,3    +0,0  
        17                 109 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +5,1    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        17             11  217 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        17             10    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -57,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        17                 109 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -55,7    -0,0    +0,0  
        17             11  217 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -54,5    -9,3    +0,0  
 
        18             10    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0   -13,4   -13,6    -7,6    +0,0  
        18                  88 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -6,7   -13,4    -7,6    +0,0  
        18             13  176 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -13,1    -7,6    +0,0  
        18                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,5   -27,5    +0,3    +0,0  
        18                  88 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,2   -27,5    +0,3    +0,0  
        18                 176 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   -27,5    +0,3    +0,0  
        18                   0 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +6,3   -10,5    +3,6    +0,0  
        18                  88 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +3,1   -10,5    +3,6    +0,0  
        18                 176 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   -10,5    +3,6    +0,0  
        18                   0 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    -1,1    -0,4    -0,6    +0,0  
        18                  88 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,6    -0,4    -0,6    +0,0  
        18                 176 4  W2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    -0,4    -0,6    +0,0  
        18             10    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,4    +0,0    +0,3    +0,0  
        18                  88 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,2    +0,0    +0,3    +0,0  
        18             13  176 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,3    +0,0  
        18             10    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0   -19,8   -75,8   -11,2    +0,0  
        18                  88 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -9,9   -75,4   -11,2    +0,0  
        18             13  176 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   -75,0   -11,2    +0,0  
 
        19             11    0 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +7,7    +0,0    +0,0  
        19                 131 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +7,7    -0,0    +0,0  
        19             13  261 0  G      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +7,8    -0,0    +0,0  
        19                   0 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +25,7    +0,0    +0,0  
        19                 131 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +25,7    +0,0    +0,0  
        19                 261 1  Q1     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +25,7    +0,0    +0,0  
        19                   0 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +11,9    +0,0    +0,0  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

        19                 131 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +11,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        19                 261 2  Q2     +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +11,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        19             11    0 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +66,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        19                 131 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +66,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        19             13  261 M+ A      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +66,8    +0,0    +0,0  
        19             11    0 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        19                 131 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        19             13  261 M- A      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        19             11    0 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +66,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        19                 131 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +66,9    +0,0    +0,0  
                   NN  x(cm) HIP     Mx(kNm)   My      Mz    Fx(kN)    Vy      Vz 
 
        19             13  261 M+ B      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +66,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        19             11    0 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        19                 131 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        19             13  261 M- B      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        19             11    0 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +49,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        19                 131 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +49,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        19             13  261 M+ C      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +49,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        19             11    0 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        19                 131 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        19             13  261 M- C      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        19             11    0 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0   +66,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        19                 131 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +66,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        19             13  261 M+ D      +0,0    +0,0    +0,0   +66,9    +0,0    +0,0  
        19             11    0 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  
        19                 131 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0  
        19             13  261 M- D      +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0 
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Sleeper and U metal fitting: 

 

LOCALIZATION AND DIAGRAMS 

 

   
         

C-22 (service class 2) 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SHEAR (KN): 

 

FLECTOR MOMENT (KN*M): 

 
  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

STRESS: 

 
 

LOADS 

                     LOAD                 A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECTION       HIP ID   
 

       1      QC(KN/M)     0,07                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       1      QC(KN/M)     5,60                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

       1      QC(KN/M)     4,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
       1      QC(KN/M)     0,40                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  4 W2         

 
       2      QC(KN/M)     0,07                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       2      QC(KN/M)     5,60                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

       2      QC(KN/M)     4,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
       2      QC(KN/M)     0,40                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  4 W2         

 
       3      QC(KN/M)     0,07                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       3      QC(KN/M)     5,60                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

       3      QC(KN/M)     4,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
       3      QC(KN/M)     0,40                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  4 W2         

 
       4      QC(KN/M)     0,07                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
       4      QC(KN/M)     5,60                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

       4      QC(KN/M)     4,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
       4      QC(KN/M)     0,40                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  4 W2   
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COMBINATIONS 

 

         0;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG   
         1;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XW2  
         2;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  -1,00XW2  
         3;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XQ1  

         4;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XQ1 +0,60XW2  
         5;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,70XQ1 +1,00XW2  
         6;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XQ1 -0,60XW2  
         7;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,70XQ1 -1,00XW2  

         8;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG   
         9;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG   

        10;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XW2  
        11;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG   

        12;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  -0,50XW2  
        13;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG   

        14;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XQ1  
        15;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1  
        16;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XQ1  

        17;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1 +0,50XW2  
        18;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1  
        19;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XQ1  

        20;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1 -0,50XW2  
        21;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1 

 
 

DEFLECTION 

 
 

     1   25CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,004) / (+0,000;+0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,143] 
     1   25CM FLECHA ACT. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,017) / (+0,000;-0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,125] 
     1   25CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,020) / (+0,000;-0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,167] 

 
     2   81CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,001;-0,009) / (+0,000;+0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,231] 
     2   81CM FLECHA ACT. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,040) / (+0,000;+0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,270] 
     2   81CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,046) / (+0,000;+0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,270] 

 
     3   82CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,001;-0,010) / (+0,000;+0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,234] 
     3   82CM FLECHA ACT. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,044) / (+0,000;+0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,273] 
     3   82CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,050) / (+0,000;+0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,273] 

 
     4   25CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,005;-0,000) / (+0,000;+0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,143] 
     4   25CM FLECHA ACT. YP/ZP(+0,021;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,125] 
     4   25CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,024;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000)     [F.ADM.=+0,167] 
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EFFORTS 

       NB BARRA    (NI-NF)   L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
 

         1          (1-2)       25 R-R    0  0 G            +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                             4 W2           +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0 

                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0 
                                         13  0 G            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,1          -0,7          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,1          -0,5          +0,0 
                                             4 W2           +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,1          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,1          +0,0          -1,8          +0,0 
                                         25  0 G            +0,0          -0,0          -0,2          +0,2          -1,4          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          -0,0          -0,1          +0,1          -1,0          +0,0 
                                             4 W2           +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,1          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,4          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,4          +0,0          -3,5          +0,0 

                                       MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   25/    +0,4    0/    +0,0   25/    +0,0 
                                       MAX-    A       0/    +0,0   25/    -0,0   25/    -0,4    0/    +0,0   25/    -3,5    0/    +0,0 

 
         2          (2-3)       82 R-R    0  0 G            +0,0          -0,0          -0,2          -0,3          +2,0          -0,0 

                                             1 Q1           +0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -0,2          +1,4          -0,0 
                                             4 W2           +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,1          -0,0 

                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +5,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,4          -0,8          +0,0          -0,1 

                                         41  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          -0,3          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          -0,2          +0,0 
                                             4 W2           +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,6          +0,0 
                                         81  0 G            +0,0          -0,0          -0,4          +0,3          -2,6          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          -0,0          -0,3          +0,2          -1,8          +0,0 
                                             4 W2           +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,2          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,8          +0,0          +0,1 
                                            M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -1,0          +0,0          -6,3          +0,0 

                                       MAX+    A      0/    +0,0   36/    +0,0   36/    +0,5   81/    +0,8    0/    +5,0   81/    +0,1 
                                       MAX-    A       0/    +0,0   81/    -0,0   81/    -1,0    0/    -0,8   81/    -6,3    0/    -0,1 

 
         3          (3-4)       83 R-R    0  0 G            +0,0          -0,0          -0,4          -0,3          +2,6          -0,0 

                                             1 Q1           +0,0          -0,0          -0,3          -0,2          +1,8          -0,0 
                                             4 W2           +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,2          -0,0 

                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +6,4          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -1,0          -0,8          +0,0          -0,1 

                                         41  0 G            +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          -0,0          +0,3          -0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          -0,0          +0,2          -0,0 
                                             4 W2           +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0 

                                            M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                         82  0 G            +0,0          -0,0          -0,2          +0,3          -2,1          +0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          -0,0          -0,1          +0,2          -1,5          +0,0 
                                             4 W2           +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,1          +0,0 
                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,8          +0,0          +0,1 
                                            M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,5          +0,0          -5,2          +0,0 

                                       MAX+    A      0/    +0,0   46/    +0,0   46/    +0,5   82/    +0,8    0/    +6,4   82/    +0,1 
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                                       MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -1,0    0/    -0,8   82/    -5,2    0/    -0,1 
 

NB BARRA    (NI-NF)   L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
 
 

         4          (4-5)       25 R-R    0  0 G            +0,0          -0,0          -0,2          -0,2          +1,4          -0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -0,1          +1,0          -0,0 
                                             4 W2           -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,1          -0,0 

                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,4          -0,4          +0,0          -0,0 
                                         13  0 G            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          +0,7          -0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          +0,5          -0,0 
                                             4 W2           -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 

                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +1,7          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -0,2          +0,0          -0,0 
                                         25  0 G            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                             1 Q1           +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                             4 W2           -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 

                                            M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                            M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 

                                       MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 
                                       MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -0,4    0/    -0,4    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0 

REACTIONS: 

       1 XYZ___ +       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +1,2    +0,0  
       1 XYZ___ -       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,1    +0,0    +0,0  

 
       2 XYZ___ +       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,1    +7,8    +0,0  
       2 XYZ___ -       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0  

 
       3 XYZ___ +       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +9,4    +0,0  
       3 XYZ___ -       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  

 
       4 XYZ___ +       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +9,0    +0,0  
       4 XYZ___ -       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    -0,0  

 
       5 XYZ___ +       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +9,2    +0,0  
       5 XYZ___ -       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  

 
       6 XYZ___ +       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +9,2    +0,0  
       6 XYZ___ -       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  

 
       7 XYZ___ +       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +9,0    +0,0  
       7 XYZ___ -       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0    +0,0    -0,0  

 
       8 XYZ___ +       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +9,4    +0,0  
       8 XYZ___ -       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0  

 
       9 XYZ___ +       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,1    +7,8    +0,0  
       9 XYZ___ -       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,0  

 
      10 XYZ___ +       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    +1,2    +0,0  
      10 XYZ___ -       A     +0,0    +0,0    +0,0    -0,1    +0,0    +0,0 
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SECTION U METAL FITTING CALCULATION:   

 
Most unfavorable reaction:  R= 9,4 kn 
  
Steel S275: 
  fyk = 275 N/mm2 

  fyd = fyk / M  = 275 / 1,5 =  183 N/mm2 
  fyd = R/A  =>  A= 9400 N /183 N/mm2 = 51,4 mm2 
  
Where: 
  fyk : stress yield strength 
  fyd: stress calculation 
  M  :  reduction coefficient  
  R:  most unfavorable reaction 
  A:   area of section 
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13.7. Wind Loads 

13.7.1. Introduction 

The wind load is a force perpendicular to the surface of each exposed point, defined as a static pressure with the 
following expression: 

qe = qb x ce x cp 
 
Where: 
qb: dynamic wind pressure: 0,50 kN/m2 
ce: exposition factor (variable with the considered point height, based on the roughness degree of the 
environment where the construction is located). In urban buildings up to 8 storeys may be a constant value of 
2,0. 
cp: pressure wind factor 
 
Wind load has been considered in two orthogonal directions. 
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13.7.2. Calculation of Cp coefficient 

To calculate the coefficient Cp the following tables will be used. 

 

VERTICAL SURFACES 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

ROOF WITH ONE INCLINATION 

a) wind direction  -45º ≤ θ ≤ 45º 
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ROOF WITH ONE INCLINATION 

a) wind direction  135º ≤ θ ≤ 225º 
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13.7.3. Analysis of individual cases 

 
Wind Case 1 
 

 
 
 

A = 39.75 M2 
H/D = 0.56 
CPD = 0.75 
CPE = -0.4 
CPH = -0.85 

 
QE = QB X CE X CP 
QED = 0.5 KN/M2  X 2 X 0.75 = 0.75 KN/M2 
QEE = 0.5 KN/M2  X 2 X -0.4 = -0.4 KN/M2 
QEH = 0.5 KN/M2  X 2 X -0.85 = -0.85 KN/M2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Final scheme of wind action:  
 

WD=0.75 KN/M2 X 5.1M = 3.85 KN/M 
 

WE=-0.4 KN/M2 X 5.1M = -2.04 KN/M 
 

WH=-0.85 KN/M2 X 5.1M = -4.3 KN/M 
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Wind Case 2 

 
 
 

A = 30.2 M2 
H/D = 0.43 
CPD = 0.75 
CPE = -0.4 
CPH = 0.1 
 
QE = QB X CE X CP 
QED = 0.5 KN/M2  X 2 X 0.75 = 0.75 KN/M2 
QEE = 0.5 KN/M2  X 2 X -0.4 = -0.4 KN/M2 
QEH = 0.5 KN/M2  X 2 X 0.1 = 0.1 KN/M2 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Final scheme of wind action:  

 
WD=0.75 KN/M2 X 5.1M = 3.85 KN/M 

 
WE=-0.4 KN/M2 X 5.1M = -2.04 KN/M 

 
WH=0.1 KN/M2 X 5.1M = 0.51 KN/M 
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Wind Case 3 and 4 

 
 
 

A = 24.08 M2 
H/D = 0.39 
CPD = 0.7 
CPE = -0.3 
 
QE = QB X CE X CP 
QED = 0.5 KN/M2  X 2 X 0.7 = 0.7 KN/M2 
QEE = 0.5 KN/M2  X 2 X -0.3 = -0.3 KN/M2 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Final scheme of wind action:  

 
WD=0.7 KN/M2 X 3.5 M = 2.45 KN/M 

 
WE=-0.3 KN/M2 X 3.5 M = -1.05 KN/M 
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13.8. Foundation 
 
To calculate the foundation, we need to consider each of the phases of prototype’s construction. 
At first, we must consider the loads that are produced before the placement of the four wooden trusses. The roof's 
loads are received by the structural foundation framework (highest loads). After placing the main structure, the 
roof's loads hangs on it. The tables below show a breakdown of the load received by the foundation during and 
after the construction. 
 
Steel framework weight: 
 

piece     weight  (kg)   1/2 weight (kg) 

steel connector     21,75   10,875 

steel jack     12,12 
 

6,06 

fixed support     3   1,5 

        
 

  

steel beam 11 cm     5,14   2,57 

steel beam 25 cm     7,21 
 

3,605 

steel beam 50 cm     11,03 
 

5,515 

steel beam 100 cm     18,98 
 

9,49 

steel beam 150 cm     26,91 
 

13,455 

steel beam 250 cm     43,08   21,54 

full support  (connector+beam+jack+support) 

  
 

  

  
 

  

  
 

  

53,04     

 
Pillar 1C: 
 

pillar 1C   w.(kg) w.(kn) 
L 
(kn/m2) coef. 

A 
(m2) total (kn) construction 

L 
(kn/m2) coef. area (m2) total (kn) 

    
     

  
    

  

  floor 
  

1,2 1 1,35 1,62 Roof 1,08 1 1,35 1,458 

   steel framework  90,615 0,9062 
 

1 
 

0,90615 
    

  

  wall 1 
  

2,15 1 4,29 9,2235 Roof (use) 1 1 1,35 1,35 

  wall 2 
  

1,6 1 3,6 5,76 
    

2,808 

    
     

  
    

  

    
     

  
    

  

  use 
  

4 1 1,35 5,4 
    

  

    
     

  
    

  

              22,91         25,71765 

 

Load (pillar) (kn)   
Load (pillar) 
(kn)   

  axis 1   axis 4 
  

 
    

38 63,72 28 53,72 
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Pillar 1D: 
 

pillar 1D   w.(kg) w.(kn) 
L 
(kn/m2) coef. 

A 
(m2) total (kn) construction 

L 
(kn/m2) coef. area (m2) total (kn) 

    
     

  
    

  

  floor 
  

1,2 1 2,72 3,264 Roof 1,08 1 4,21 4,5468 

   steel framework  141,26 1,4126 
 

1 
 

1,4126 
    

  

  wall 1 
  

2,15 1 8,65 18,5975 Roof (use) 1 1 4,21 4,21 

  wall 2 
  

1,6 1 0 0 
    

8,7568 

    
     

  
    

  

    
     

  
    

  

  use 
  

4 1 1,22 4,88 
    

  

    
  

2 1 1,5 3 
    

  

              31,154         39,9109 

 

Load (pillar) (kn)   
Load (pillar) 
(kn)   

  axis 1   axis 4 

  
 

    

81 120,9 59 98,91 

 
 
 
Pillar 1E: 
 

pillar 1E   w.(kg) w.(kn) 
L 
(kn/m2) coef. 

A 
(m2) total (kn) construction 

L 
(kn/m2) coef. area (m2) total (kn) 

    
     

  
    

  

  floor 
  

1,2 1 3,05 3,66 Roof 1,08 1 0 0 

   steel framework  98,21 0,9821 
 

1 
 

0,9821 
    

  

  wall 1 
  

2,15 1 9,75 20,9625 Roof (use) 1 1 0 0 

  wall 2 
  

1,6 1 0 0 
    

0 

    
     

  
    

  

    
     

  
    

  

  use 
  

4 1 0 0 
    

  

    
  

2 1 3,05 6,1 
    

  

              31,705         31,7046 

 

Load (pillar) (kn)   
Load (pillar) 
(kn)   

  axis 1   axis 4 

  
 

    

0 31,7 0 31,7 
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Pillar 1F: 
 

pillar 1F   w.(kg) w.(kn) 
L 
(kn/m2) coef. 

A 
(m2) total (kn) construction 

L 
(kn/m2) coef. area (m2) total (kn) 

    
     

  
    

  

  floor 
  

1,2 1 3,38 4,056 Roof 1,08 1 3,21 3,4668 

   steel framework  122,44 1,2244 
 

1 
 

1,22435 
    

  

  wall 1 
  

2,15 1 9,68 20,812 Roof (use) 1 1 3,21 3,21 

  wall 2 
  

1,6 1 1,7 2,72 
    

6,6768 

    
     

  
    

  

    
     

  
    

  

  use 
  

4 1 0 0 
    

  

    
  

2 1 3,38 6,76 
    

  

              35,572         42,24915 

 

Load (pillar) (kn)   
Load (pillar) 
(kn)   

  axis 1   axis 4 

  
 

    

99,2 141,4 66,3 108,5 

 
 
Pillar 1G: 
 

pillar 1G   w.(kg) w.(kn) 
L 
(kn/m2) coef. 

A 
(m2) total (kn) construction 

L 
(kn/m2) coef. area (m2) total (kn) 

    
     

  
    

  

  floor 
  

1,2 1 1,95 2,34 Roof 1,08 1 0 0 

   steel framework  103,84 1,0384 
 

1 
 

1,0384 
    

  

  wall 1 
  

2,15 1 0 0 Roof (use) 1 1 0 0 

  wall 2 
  

1,6 1 5 8 
    

0 

  vertical garden 
  

2,4 1 2,1 5,04 
    

  

    
     

  
    

  

  use 
  

4 1 0 0 
    

  

    
  

2 1 1,95 3,9 
    

  

              20,318         20,3184 

 

Load (pillar) (kn)   
Load (pillar) 
(kn)   

  axis 1   axis 4 

  
 

    

38 58,32 28 48,32 
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Pillar 2C: 
 

pillar 2C   w.(kg) w.(kn) 
L 
(kn/m2) coef. 

A 
(m2) total (kn) construction 

L 
(kn/m2) coef. area (m2) total (kn) 

    
     

  
    

  

  floor 
  

1,2 1 2,5 3 Roof 1,08 1 2,5 2,7 

   steel framework  114,74 1,1474 
 

1 
 

1,14735 
    

  

  wall 1 
  

2,15 1 0 0 Roof (use) 1 1 2,5 2,5 

  wall 2 
  

1,6 1 8,62 13,792 
    

5,2 

    
     

  
    

  

    
     

  
    

  

  use 
  

4 1 2,5 10 
    

  

    
     

  
    

  

              27,939         33,13935 

 
Pillar 2D: 
 

pillar 2D   w.(kg) w.(kn) 
L 
(kn/m2) coef. 

A 
(m2) total (kn) construction 

L 
(kn/m2) coef. area (m2) total (kn) 

    
     

  
    

  

  floor 
  

1,2 1 5,06 6,072 Roof 1,08 1 7,85 8,478 

   steel framework  147,96 1,4796 
 

1 
 

1,4796 
    

  

  wall 1 
  

2,15 1 0 0 Roof (use) 1 1 7,85 7,85 

  wall 2 
  

1,6 1 0 0 
    

16,328 

    
     

  
    

  

    
     

  
    

  

  use 
  

4 1 2,27 9,08 
    

  

    
  

2 1 2,79 5,58 
    

  

              22,212         38,5396 

 
Pillar 2E: 
 

pillar 2E   w.(kg) w.(kn) 
L 
(kn/m2) coef. 

A 
(m2) total (kn) construction 

L 
(kn/m2) coef. area (m2) total (kn) 

    
     

  
    

  

  floor 
  

1,2 1 5,68 6,816 Roof 1,08 1 0 0 

   steel framework  113,35 1,1335 
 

1 
 

1,1335 
    

  

  wall 1 
  

2,15 1 0 0 Roof (use) 1 1 0 0 

  wall 2 
  

1,6 1 0 0 
    

0 

    
     

  
    

  

    
     

  
    

  

  use 
  

4 1 0 0 
    

  

    
  

2 1 5,68 11,36 
    

  

              19,31         19,3095 
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Pillar 2F: 
 

pillar 2F   w.(kg) w.(kn) 
L 
(kn/m2) coef. 

A 
(m2) total (kn) construction 

L 
(kn/m2) coef. area (m2) total (kn) 

    
     

  
    

  

  floor 
  

1,2 1 6,3 7,56 Roof 1,08 1 6 6,48 

   steel framework  160,01 1,6001 
 

1 
 

1,6001 
    

  

  wall 1 
  

2,15 1 2,06 4,429 Roof (use) 1 1 6 6 

  wall 2 
  

1,6 1 0 0 
    

12,48 

    
     

  
    

  

    
     

  
    

  

  use 
  

4 1 0 0 
    

  

    
  

2 1 6,3 12,6 
    

  

              26,189         38,6691 

 
Pillar 2G: 
 

pillar 2G   w.(kg) w.(kn) 
L 
(kn/m2) coef. 

A 
(m2) total (kn) construction 

L 
(kn/m2) coef. area (m2) total (kn) 

    
     

  
    

  

  floor 
  

1,2 1 3,64 4,368 Roof 1,08 1 0 0 

   steel framework  194,88 1,9488 
 

1 
 

1,9488 
    

  

  wall 1 
  

2,15 1 0 0 Roof (use) 1 1 0 0 

  wall 2 
  

1,6 1 0 0 
    

0 

  vertical garden 
  

2,4 1 4,8 11,52 
    

  

    
     

  
    

  

  use 
  

4 1 0 0 
    

  

    
  

2 1 3,64 7,28 
    

  

              25,117         25,1168 

 
Next scheme shows the maximum compressive stress of the structural foundation framework before the placement 
of the four wooden trusses: 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

These are the loads that the foundation receives upon completion of construction. 

 
After the construction, we find four supports receiving significantly more load than the rest (compressive stress of 
the main structure and the structural foundation framework), so three sizes of planks will be used in order to 
resolve this situation: 
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EFFORTS 

 
                            FOUNDATION   TYPE        PILLAR    SIZE (CM)       SITUATION  PILLAR   ANG.  FY        MX       MZ        RES.SOIL     STRESS MAX.   RES.MEDIA    STRESS MED.  

                               NUM.  NOM.           N   A/B(CM) FOUNDATION     PILLAR(CM) KNOT(CM)      (T)      (MT)     (MT)         KG/CM2)      (KG/CM2)       KG/CM2)      (KG/CM2)    

 

                               1          CENTERED              A:  315         52+263             0      +0,00    +0,00    +0,00          0,40          0,39          0,40          0,08 

                                                                B:   80         40+40                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                           

                               2                                A:  315         273+42                    +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                           

                                                                B:   80         40+40                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                            

                               3          CENTERED              A:  340         42+298             0      +0,00    +0,00    +0,00          0,40          0,39          0,40          0,08 

                                                                B:   80         40+40                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

                               4                                A:  340         263+77                    +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

                                                                B:   80         40+40                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                            

                               5          CENTERED              A:  420         137+283            0      +0,00    +0,00    +0,00          0,40          0,39          0,40          0,08   

                                                                B:   90         45+45                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

                               6                                A:  420         358+62                    +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                           

                                                                B:   90         45+45                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                         

                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

                               7          CENTERED              A:  440         62+378             0      +0,00    +0,00    +0,00          0,40          0,40          0,40          0,08  

                                                                B:  100         50+50                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

                               8                                A:  440         283+157                   +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

                                                                B:  100         50+50                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                           

                               9          CENTERED              A:  100                            0      +0,00    +0,00    +0,00          0,40          0,39          0,40          0,08 

                                                                B:  100                                   +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

 

                               10         CENTERED              A:   80                            0      +0,00    +0,00    +0,00          0,40          0,39          0,40          0,08 

                                                                B:   80                                   +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

 

                               11         CENTERED              A:   80                            0      +0,00    +0,00    +0,00          0,40          0,39          0,40          0,08  

                                                                B:   80                                   +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                               

 

                               12         CENTERED              A:  100                            0      +0,00    +0,00    +0,00          0,40          0,39          0,40          0,08 

                                                                B:  100                                   +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                                   

 

                               13         CENTERED              A:  420         147+273            0      +0,00    +0,00    +0,00          0,40          0,38          0,40          0,08 

                                                                B:  100         50+50                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

                               14                               A:  420         368+52                    +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

                                                                B:  100         50+50                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                            

                               15         CENTERED              A:  455         57+398             0      +0,00    +0,00    +0,00          0,40          0,39          0,40          0,09 

                                                                B:  110         55+55                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                               

                               16                               A:  455         278+177                   +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                           

                                                                B:  110         55+55                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                    



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                           

                               17         CENTERED              A:  305         42+263             0      +0,00    +0,00    +0,00          0,40          0,37          0,40          0,08 

                                                                B:   80         40+40                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                         

                               18                               A:  305         263+42                    +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

                                                                B:   80         40+40                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                            

 

                               19         CENTERED              A:  325         42+283             0      +0,00    +0,00    +0,00          0,40          0,39          0,40          0,08  

                                                                B:   80         40+40                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                            

                               20                               A:  325         263+62                    +0,00    +0,00    +0,00                                                            
                                                                B:   80         40+40                     +0,00    +0,00    +0,00       
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13.9. Ramp 
 
To reach the level of access to our housing (1.7 m.) we propose placing a metal ramp 1.5 m. wide and a 
maximum slope of 5 degrees what is shaped by rectangular metal profiles. There are two types of profiles: pillars 
and beams which dimensions are 120 x 60 x4 mm. and transversal beams which dimensions are 60 x 40 x 2 
mm. 
 

LOCALIZATION AND GEOMETRY 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Loads 

                                               LOAD                 A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECCIÓN       HIP ID   
                                 1      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

 
                                 2      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

 
                                 3      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G     

      
                                 4      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

 
                                 5      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

 
                                 6      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

                                 7      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                               LOAD                 A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECCIÓN       HIP ID   
 

                                 8      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                 9      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                10      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                11      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                12      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                13      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                14      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                15      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                16      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                17      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                18      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                19      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                20      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                21      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                22      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                23      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                24      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                25      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                26      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                27      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                28      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                29      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                30      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                31      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                31      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         

 
                                32      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

 
                                33      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
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                                34      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G        

                                               LOAD                 A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECCIÓN       HIP ID   
   

                                34      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                34      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         

 
                                35      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

 
                                36      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

 
                                37      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                37      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                37      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                38      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                39      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                40      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                40      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                40      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                41      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                42      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                43      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                43      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                43      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                44      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                45      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                46      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                46      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                46      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                47      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                48      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                49      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                49      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                49      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                50      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                51      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                52      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                53      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                54      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

                                54      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                54      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1      

                                               LOAD                 A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECCIÓN       HIP ID   
    

                                55      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                55      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                55      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                56      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                57      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                58      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                58      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                58      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                58      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                59      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                60      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                61      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                61      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                61      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                62      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                63      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                64      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                64      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                64      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                65      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                66      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                67      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                67      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                67      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                68      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                69      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                70      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                70      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                70      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                71      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                72      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                73      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                73      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                73      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
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                                74      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G     

                                               LOAD                 A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECCIÓN       HIP ID   
     

                                74      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                74      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         

 
                                75      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

 
                                76      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                76      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                76      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                77      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                77      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                77      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                78      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                79      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                79      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                79      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                80      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                81      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                82      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                82      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                82      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                83      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                84      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                85      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                85      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                85      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                86      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                87      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                88      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                88      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                88      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                89      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                90      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                91      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                91      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                91      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                92      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

 
                                93      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G       

                                               LOAD                 A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECCIÓN       HIP ID   
    

                                94      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                94      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                94      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                95      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                96      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                97      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                                98      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                                98      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                                98      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                                99      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               100      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               100      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               100      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               101      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               102      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               103      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               103      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               103      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               104      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               105      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               106      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               106      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               106      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               107      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               108      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               109      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               109      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               109      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               110      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               111      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               112      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               112      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               112      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
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                               113      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G 
          

                                               LOAD                 A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECCIÓN       HIP ID   
 

                               114      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               115      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               115      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               115      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               116      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               117      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               118      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               118      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               118      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               119      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               120      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               121      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               121      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               121      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               122      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               122      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               122      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               123      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               123      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               123      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               124      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               124      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               124      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               125      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               126      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               127      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               127      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               127      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               128      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               129      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               130      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               130      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               130      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               131      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               132      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
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                               133      QC(KN/M)     0,06                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G   

                                               LOAD                 A(CM) L(CM)   DIRECCIÓN       HIP ID   
        

                               133      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               133      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         

 
                               134      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               134      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               134      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               135      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               135      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               135      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               136      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               137      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               137      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               137      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               138      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               139      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               139      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               139      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               140      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               141      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               142      QC(KN/M)     0,03                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               142      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               142      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1         
 

                               143      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               144      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
 

                               145      QC(KN/M)     0,10                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          
                               145      QC(KN/M)     0,20                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  0 G          

                               145      QC(KN/M)     3,00                  (+0,00,-1,00,+0,00)  1 Q1        
 
  

• Combination: 
 

                                   0;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG   
                                   1;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +1,00XQ1  

                                   2;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG   
                                   3;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG   

                                   4;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,50XQ1  
                                   5;    1;   --- ; +1,00XG  +0,30XQ1 
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• Profile capacity: 
 

                              PILLAR    1      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  140CM    23,1% 
                              PILLAR    2      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  120CM    38,8% 
                              PILLAR    3      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  105CM    23,2% 
                              PILLAR    4      ( PHR-10.5.3          )   85CM    45,8% 
                              PILLAR    5      ( PHR-10.5.3          )   70CM    10,2% 
                              PILLAR    6      ( PHR-10.5.3          )   70CM     3,7% 
                              PILLAR    7      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  140CM     4,3% 
                              PILLAR    8      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  105CM    37,0% 
                              PILLAR    9      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  140CM    11,4% 
                              PILLAR   10      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  140CM    22,9% 
                              PILLAR   11      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  120CM    38,6% 
                              PILLAR   12      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  105CM    23,1% 
                              PILLAR   13      ( PHR-10.5.3          )   85CM    45,6% 
                              PILLAR   14      ( PHR-10.5.3          )   70CM    30,4% 
                              PILLAR   15      ( PHR-10.5.3          )   70CM    34,1% 
                              PILLAR   16      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  105CM    37,3% 
                              PILLAR   17      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  157CM    16,6% 
                              PILLAR   18      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  157CM    21,8% 
                              PILLAR   19      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  170CM    24,8% 
                              PILLAR   20      ( PHR-10.5.3          )   50CM    62,9% 
                              PILLAR   21      ( PHR-10.5.3          )   50CM    63,1% 
                              PILLAR   22      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  157CM     6,4% 
                              PILLAR   23      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  157CM    19,1% 
                              PILLAR   24      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  170CM    24,7% 
                              PILLAR   25      ( PHR-10.5.3          )   35CM    45,9% 
                              PILLAR   26      ( PHR-10.5.3          )   35CM    45,9% 
                              PILLAR   27      ( PHR-10.5.3          )   35CM    44,6% 
                              PILLAR   28      ( PHR-10.5.3          )   35CM    44,6% 
                              PILLAR   29      ( PHR-10.5.3          )   18CM    44,2% 
                              PILLAR   30      ( PHR-10.5.3          )   18CM    44,6% 

                              BEAM     31      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  145CM    11,0% 
                              BEAM     32      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  101CM    15,0% 
                              BEAM     33      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  101CM    15,0% 
                              BEAM     34      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  145CM    16,3% 
                              BEAM     35      ( PHR-12.6.4          )   81CM    10,1% 
                              BEAM     36      ( PHR-12.6.4          )   81CM    10,0% 
                              BEAM     37      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    32,8% 
                              BEAM     38      ( PHR-12.6.4          )   80CM    17,7% 
                              BEAM     39      ( PHR-12.6.4          )   81CM    17,7% 
                              BEAM     40      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    51,9% 
                              BEAM     41      ( PHR-12.6.4          )   81CM    17,1% 
                              BEAM     42      ( PHR-12.6.4          )   81CM    17,1% 
                              BEAM     43      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    33,6% 
                              BEAM     44      ( PHR-12.6.4          )   80CM     8,5% 
                              BEAM     45      ( PHR-12.6.4          )   81CM     8,4% 
                              BEAM     46      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    32,8% 
                              BEAM     47      ( PHR-12.6.4          )   81CM    11,4% 
                              BEAM     48      ( PHR-12.6.4          )   81CM    11,3% 
                              BEAM     49      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  145CM    13,6% 
                              BEAM     50      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  150CM     6,0% 
                              BEAM     51      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  103CM    13,9% 
                              BEAM     52      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  150CM     6,1% 
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                              BEAM     53      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  103CM    13,9% 
                              BEAM     54      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  145CM    13,7% 
                              BEAM     55      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    35,2% 
                              BEAM     56      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  103CM    10,7% 
                              BEAM     57      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  103CM    10,7% 
                              BEAM     58      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    38,0% 
                              BEAM     59      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  103CM    24,5% 
                              BEAM     60      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  103CM    24,5% 
                              BEAM     61      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    39,9% 
                              BEAM     62      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  102CM    34,2% 
                              BEAM     63      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  102CM    34,2% 
                              BEAM     64      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    39,1% 
                              BEAM     65      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  103CM    30,6% 
                              BEAM     66      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  103CM    30,6% 
                              BEAM     67      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    41,3% 
                              BEAM     68      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  103CM    30,2% 
                              BEAM     69      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  103CM    30,1% 
                              BEAM     70      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    36,2% 
                              BEAM     71      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  103CM    32,6% 
                              BEAM     72      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  103CM    31,3% 
                              BEAM     73      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  145CM    11,4% 
                              BEAM     74      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  145CM    17,9% 
                              BEAM     75      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    11,7% 
                              BEAM     76      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  145CM    18,8% 
                              BEAM     77      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  145CM     9,8% 
                              BEAM     78      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    14,3% 
                              BEAM     79      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    33,5% 
                              BEAM     80      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM     9,6% 
                              BEAM     81      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM     8,8% 
                              BEAM     82      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    33,6% 
                              BEAM     83      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    27,5% 
                              BEAM     84      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    27,3% 
                              BEAM     85      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    40,8% 
                              BEAM     86      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    31,5% 
                              BEAM     87      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    31,3% 
                              BEAM     88      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    37,3% 
                              BEAM     89      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    24,4% 
                              BEAM     90      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    24,5% 
                              BEAM     91      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    40,5% 
                              BEAM     92      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    24,2% 
                              BEAM     93      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    24,4% 
                              BEAM     94      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    36,4% 
                              BEAM     95      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    26,0% 
                              BEAM     96      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    26,1% 
                              BEAM     97      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  150CM    20,0% 
                              BEAM     98      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  145CM     8,5% 
                              BEAM     99      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    12,9% 
                              BEAM    100      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  145CM     8,9% 
                              BEAM    101      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  150CM    19,9% 
                              BEAM    102      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    12,8% 
                              BEAM    103      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    34,0% 
                              BEAM    104      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    12,9% 
                              BEAM    105      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    12,9% 
                              BEAM    106      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    35,2% 
                              BEAM    107      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    28,9% 
                              BEAM    108      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    28,8% 
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                              BEAM    109      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    37,6% 
                              BEAM    110      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    31,2% 
                              BEAM    111      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    30,9% 
                              BEAM    112      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    38,0% 
                              BEAM    113      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    22,8% 
                              BEAM    114      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    22,7% 
                              BEAM    115      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    40,4% 
                              BEAM    116      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    22,9% 
                              BEAM    117      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    22,7% 
                              BEAM    118      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    35,5% 
                              BEAM    119      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    28,0% 
                              BEAM    120      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  100CM    30,1% 
                              BEAM    121      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  145CM    24,2% 
                              BEAM    122      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  145CM    11,6% 
                              BEAM    123      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  144CM    13,3% 
                              BEAM    124      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  145CM    22,4% 
                              BEAM    125      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  102CM    16,2% 
                              BEAM    126      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  102CM    19,1% 
                              BEAM    127      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    36,3% 
                              BEAM    128      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  101CM    10,9% 
                              BEAM    129      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  101CM    10,5% 
                              BEAM    130      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  145CM    36,4% 
                              BEAM    131      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  102CM    15,8% 
                              BEAM    132      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  102CM    18,2% 
                              BEAM    133      ( PHR-10.5.3          )  145CM    26,4% 
                              BEAM    134      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  144CM    13,2% 
                              BEAM    135      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  144CM    12,0% 
                              BEAM    136      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  105CM    21,3% 
                              BEAM    137      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  145CM    18,7% 
                              BEAM    138      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  105CM    21,2% 
                              BEAM    139      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  144CM    32,0% 
                              BEAM    140      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  106CM    18,1% 
                              BEAM    141      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  106CM    17,8% 
                              BEAM    142      ( PHR-6.4.2           )  144CM    32,8% 
                              BEAM    143      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  105CM    17,7% 
                              BEAM    144      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  105CM    17,6% 
                              BEAM    145      ( PHR-12.6.4          )  144CM     9,1% 

 

• Deflection: 

 
                               VIGA     31 ( PHR-10.5.3          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,016;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     31 ( PHR-10.5.3          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,005;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    32 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 101CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,008;-0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,289] 
                               DIAG.    32 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 101CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,003;-0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,337] 
                               DIAG.    33 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 101CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,008;-0,000) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,289] 
                               DIAG.    33 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 101CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,003;-0,000) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,337] 
                               VIGA     34 ( PHR-10.5.3          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,071;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     34 ( PHR-10.5.3          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,027;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 
                               DIAG.    35 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,011) / (+0,001;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,231] 
                               DIAG.    35 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,005) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,270] 
                               DIAG.    36 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,011) / (+0,000;-0,001) [F.ADM.=+0,231] 
                               DIAG.    36 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,005) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,270] 
                               VIGA     37 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,178;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
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                               VIGA     37 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,067;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 
                               DIAG.    38 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  80CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,007;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,001) [F.ADM.=+0,229] 
                               DIAG.    38 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  80CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,003;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,267] 
                               DIAG.    39 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,007;+0,000) / (+0,001;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,231] 
                               DIAG.    39 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,003;+0,000) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,270] 
                               VIGA     40 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,134;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     40 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,050;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    41 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,007;+0,000) / (+0,001;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,231] 
                               DIAG.    41 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,003;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,270] 
                               DIAG.    42 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,007;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,001) [F.ADM.=+0,231] 
                               DIAG.    42 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,003;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,270] 
                               VIGA     43 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,199;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     43 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,075;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 
                               DIAG.    44 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  80CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,011) / (+0,000;-0,001) [F.ADM.=+0,229] 
                               DIAG.    44 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  80CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,004) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,267] 
                               DIAG.    45 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,011) / (+0,001;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,231] 
                               DIAG.    45 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,005) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,270] 
                               VIGA     46 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,196;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     46 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,074;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 
                               DIAG.    47 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,003;-0,001) / (+0,000;-0,001) [F.ADM.=+0,231] 
                               DIAG.    47 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,001;-0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,270] 
                               DIAG.    48 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,003;-0,001) / (+0,001;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,231] 
                               DIAG.    48 ( PHR-12.6.4          )  81CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,001;-0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,270] 
                               VIGA     49 ( PHR-10.5.3          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,047;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     49 ( PHR-10.5.3          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,018;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 
                               VIGA     50 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 150CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,013) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,429] 
                               VIGA     50 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 150CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,005) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,500] 

                               DIAG.    51 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,006;-0,002) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,294] 
                               DIAG.    51 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,003;-0,001) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,343] 
                               VIGA     52 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 150CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,013) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,429] 
                               VIGA     52 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 150CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,005) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,500] 

                               DIAG.    53 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,006;-0,002) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,294] 
                               DIAG.    53 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,003;-0,001) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,343] 
                               VIGA     54 ( PHR-10.5.3          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,047;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     54 ( PHR-10.5.3          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,018;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 
                               VIGA     55 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,217;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     55 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,084;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    56 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,020) / (+0,001;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,294] 
                               DIAG.    56 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,009) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,343] 
                               DIAG.    57 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,020) / (+0,000;-0,001) [F.ADM.=+0,294] 
                               DIAG.    57 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,009) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,343] 
                               VIGA     58 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,229;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     58 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,097;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    59 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,020;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,001) [F.ADM.=+0,294] 
                               DIAG.    59 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,008;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,343] 
                               DIAG.    60 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,020;+0,000) / (+0,001;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,294] 
                               DIAG.    60 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,008;+0,000) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,343] 

                               VIGA     61 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,163;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     61 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,062;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    62 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 102CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,029;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,291] 
                               DIAG.    62 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 102CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,013;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,340] 
                               DIAG.    63 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 102CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,030;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,291] 
                               DIAG.    63 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 102CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,013;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,340] 
                               VIGA     64 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,252;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     64 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,095;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    65 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,034) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,294] 
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                               DIAG.    65 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,014) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,343] 
                               DIAG.    66 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,034) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,294] 
                               DIAG.    66 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,014) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,343] 
                               VIGA     67 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,272;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     67 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,102;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    68 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,035) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,294] 
                               DIAG.    68 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,015) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,343] 
                               DIAG.    69 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,035) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,294] 
                               DIAG.    69 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,015) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,343] 
                               VIGA     70 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,228;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     70 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,086;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    71 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,028;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,294] 
                               DIAG.    71 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,012;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,343] 
                               DIAG.    72 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,026;+0,000) / (+0,001;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,294] 
                               DIAG.    72 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 103CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,011;+0,000) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,343] 
                               VIGA     73 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,011;-0,001) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     73 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,004;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 
                               VIGA     74 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,004;-0,007) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     74 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,001;-0,003) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    75 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,005;-0,001) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.    75 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,002;-0,001) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               VIGA     76 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,011) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     76 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,005) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 
                               VIGA     77 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,022;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     77 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,008;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    78 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,008;-0,000) / (+0,001;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.    78 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,003;-0,000) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               VIGA     79 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,189;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     79 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,071;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    80 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,014) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.    80 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,006) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               DIAG.    81 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,013) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.    81 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,006) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               VIGA     82 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,205;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     82 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,077;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    83 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,026;+0,000) / (+0,001;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.    83 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,011;+0,000) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               DIAG.    84 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,025;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,001) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.    84 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,011;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               VIGA     85 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,137;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     85 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,051;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    86 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,025;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.    86 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,011;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               DIAG.    87 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,024;+0,000) / (+0,001;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.    87 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,010;+0,000) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 

                               VIGA     88 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,237;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     88 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,089;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    89 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,036) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.    89 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,015) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               DIAG.    90 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,036) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.    90 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,015) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               VIGA     91 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,265;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     91 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,100;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    92 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,039) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.    92 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,016) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               DIAG.    93 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,039) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
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                               DIAG.    93 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,016) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               VIGA     94 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,229;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     94 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,086;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    95 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,017;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.    95 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,007;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               DIAG.    96 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,017;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.    96 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,007;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               VIGA     97 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 150CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,054) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,429] 
                               VIGA     97 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 150CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,022) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,500] 
                               VIGA     98 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,030;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA     98 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,012;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.    99 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,008) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.    99 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,004) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               VIGA    100 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,032;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA    100 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,012;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 
                               VIGA    101 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 150CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,054) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,429] 
                               VIGA    101 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 150CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,022) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,500] 

                               DIAG.   102 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,008) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.   102 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,004) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               VIGA    103 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,208;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA    103 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,078;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.   104 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,019) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.   104 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,008) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               DIAG.   105 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,019) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.   105 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,008) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               VIGA    106 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,219;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA    106 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,082;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.   107 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,026;+0,000) / (+0,001;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.   107 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,011;+0,000) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               DIAG.   108 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,026;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,001) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.   108 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,011;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               VIGA    109 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,151;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA    109 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,057;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.   110 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,025;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,001) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.   110 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,011;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               DIAG.   111 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,025;+0,000) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.   111 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,010;+0,000) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 

                               VIGA    112 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,243;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA    112 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,091;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.   113 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,034) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.   113 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,014) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               DIAG.   114 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,034) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.   114 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,014) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               VIGA    115 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,264;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA    115 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,099;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.   116 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,035) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.   116 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,015) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               DIAG.   117 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,034) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.   117 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,015) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               VIGA    118 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,221;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA    118 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,083;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.   119 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,021;+0,000) / (+0,001;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.   119 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,009;+0,000) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               DIAG.   120 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,024;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,286] 
                               DIAG.   120 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 100CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,010;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,333] 
                               VIGA    121 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,022) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
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                               VIGA    121 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,010) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 
                               VIGA    122 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,016;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA    122 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,006;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 
                               VIGA    123 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 144CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,005;-0,003) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,411] 
                               VIGA    123 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 144CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,002;-0,001) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,480] 
                               VIGA    124 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,002;-0,013) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA    124 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,007) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.   125 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 102CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,009;-0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,291] 
                               DIAG.   125 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 102CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,004;-0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,340] 
                               DIAG.   126 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 102CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,012;-0,000) / (+0,002;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,291] 
                               DIAG.   126 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 102CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,005;-0,000) / (+0,001;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,340] 
                               VIGA    127 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,177;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA    127 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,065;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.   128 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 101CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,022) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,289] 
                               DIAG.   128 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 101CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,009) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,337] 
                               DIAG.   129 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 101CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,021) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,289] 
                               DIAG.   129 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 101CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,009) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,337] 
                               VIGA    130 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,181;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA    130 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,067;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.   131 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 102CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,008;-0,000) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,291] 
                               DIAG.   131 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 102CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,003;-0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,340] 
                               DIAG.   132 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 102CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,011;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,002) [F.ADM.=+0,291] 
                               DIAG.   132 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 102CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,004;-0,000) / (+0,000;-0,001) [F.ADM.=+0,340] 
                               VIGA    133 ( PHR-10.5.3          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,019;-0,005) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA    133 ( PHR-10.5.3          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,006;-0,003) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 
                               VIGA    134 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 144CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,005;-0,003) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,411] 
                               VIGA    134 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 144CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,002;-0,002) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,480] 
                               VIGA    135 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 144CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,013;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,411] 
                               VIGA    135 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 144CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,004;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,480] 

                               DIAG.   136 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 105CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,013) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,300] 
                               DIAG.   136 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 105CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,005) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,350] 
                               VIGA    137 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,011) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,414] 
                               VIGA    137 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 145CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(-0,000;-0,005) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,483] 

                               DIAG.   138 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 105CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,013) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,300] 
                               DIAG.   138 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 105CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,000;-0,005) / (+0,000;+0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,350] 
                               VIGA    139 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 144CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,190;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,411] 
                               VIGA    139 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 144CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,071;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,480] 

                               DIAG.   140 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 106CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,035;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,303] 
                               DIAG.   140 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 106CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,015;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,353] 
                               DIAG.   141 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 106CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,035;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,303] 
                               DIAG.   141 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 106CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,015;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,353] 
                               VIGA    142 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 144CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,196;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,411] 
                               VIGA    142 ( PHR-6.4.2           ) 144CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,074;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,480] 

                               DIAG.   143 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 105CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,016;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,300] 
                               DIAG.   143 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 105CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,007;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,350] 
                               DIAG.   144 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 105CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,017;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,300] 
                               DIAG.   144 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 105CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,007;+0,000) / (+0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,350] 
                               VIGA    145 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 144CM FLECHA INS. YP/ZP(+0,033;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,411] 
                               VIGA    145 ( PHR-12.6.4          ) 144CM FLECHA DIF. YP/ZP(+0,013;-0,000) / (-0,000;-0,000) [F.ADM.=+0,480] 

 

• Deflection: 
 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

 
                                   1          (1-91)     140 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,3          +0,0         -13,6          +0,0          -0,5 
                                                                   70 M+ A            +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,1         -13,6          +0,0          -0,5 
                                                                  140 M+ A            +0,0          +0,5          +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,5         -13,5          +0,0          -0,5 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  140/    +0,5    0/    +0,2    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,5    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,3  140/    -0,5    0/   -13,6    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,5 

 
                                   2          (2-83)     120 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,1          +0,9          +0,0          +2,3          +0,4 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0         -13,9          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   60 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +2,3          +0,4 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,1          -0,5         -13,9          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  120 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +2,3          +0,4 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,3          -1,8         -13,8          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,1    0/    +0,9    0/    +0,0    0/    +2,3    0/    +0,4 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0  120/    -0,3  120/    -1,8    0/   -13,9    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
 

                                   3          (3-75)     105 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,2          +0,4          +0,0          +1,2          +0,6 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -4,9          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   53 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +1,2          +0,6 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,1          -0,2          -4,8          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  105 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +1,2          +0,6 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,4          -0,8          -4,8          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,2    0/    +0,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +1,2    0/    +0,6 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0  105/    -0,4  105/    -0,8    0/    -4,9    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                   4          (4-67)      85 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,2          +0,9          +0,0          +3,4          +0,9 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0         -13,6          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   43 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,4          +0,9 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,2          -0,5         -13,6          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   85 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,4          +0,9 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,6          -2,0         -13,6          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,2    0/    +0,9    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,4    0/    +0,9 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0   85/    -0,6   85/    -2,0    0/   -13,6    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                   5          (5-59)      70 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,8          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,1          +0,0          -9,3          +0,0          -0,2 
                                                                   35 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,8          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -9,3          +0,0          -0,2 
                                                                   70 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,8          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,4          -9,3          +0,0          -0,2 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0   70/    +0,0    0/    +0,2    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,8    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,1   70/    -0,4    0/    -9,3    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,2 
 
 
 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
                                   6          (6-60)      70 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -4,3          -0,0          -0,0 
                                                                   35 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,1          -0,0          -4,3          -0,0          -0,0 
                                                                   70 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,1          -0,0          -4,2          -0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   70/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
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                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0   70/    -0,1   70/    -0,0    0/    -4,3    0/    -0,0    0/    -0,0 
 

                                   7          (7-92)     140 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -3,7          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   70 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -3,6          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  140 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,2          -3,6          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,1    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,2    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0  140/    -0,0  140/    -0,2    0/    -3,7    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                   8          (8-76)     105 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,4          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,5          +0,0         -10,6          +0,0          -1,3 
                                                                   53 M+ A            +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,2         -10,5          +0,0          -1,3 
                                                                  105 M+ A            +0,0          +0,9          +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,9         -10,5          +0,0          -1,3 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  105/    +0,9    0/    +0,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +1,3    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,5  105/    -0,9    0/   -10,6    0/    +0,0    0/    -1,3 

 
                                   9          (9-93)     140 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,4          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,1          +0,0          -9,6          +0,0          -0,1 
                                                                   70 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,4          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -9,5          +0,0          -0,1 
                                                                  140 M+ A            +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,4          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,4          -9,5          +0,0          -0,1 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  140/    +0,1    0/    +0,2    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,4    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,1  140/    -0,4    0/    -9,6    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,1 
 

                                  10         (10-94)     140 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,2          +0,0         -20,3          +0,0          -0,4 

                                                                   70 M+ A            +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,0         -20,3          +0,0          -0,4 

                                                                  140 M+ A            +0,0          +0,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,1         -20,2          +0,0          -0,4 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  140/    +0,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,1    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,2  140/    -0,1    0/   -20,3    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,4 

 
                                  11         (11-84)     120 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,4 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,9         -13,9          -2,3          +0,0 
                                                                   60 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +0,0          +0,0          +0,4 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,1          +0,0         -13,8          -2,3          +0,0 
                                                                  120 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,4 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,3          +0,0         -13,8          -2,3          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,1  120/    +1,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,4 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  120/    -0,3    0/    -0,9    0/   -13,9    0/    -2,3    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  12         (12-77)     105 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,6 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,4          -4,9          -1,2          +0,0 
                                                                   53 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,6 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,1          +0,0          -4,9          -1,2          +0,0 
                                                                  105 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,6 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,4          +0,0          -4,8          -1,2          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,2  105/    +0,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,6 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  105/    -0,4    0/    -0,4    0/    -4,9    0/    -1,2    0/    +0,0 
                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

                                  13         (13-68)      85 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +1,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,0         -13,7          -3,4          +0,0 

                                                                   43 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +0,0          +0,0          +1,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,2          +0,0         -13,6          -3,4          +0,0 

                                                                   85 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,9          +0,0          +0,0          +1,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,6          +0,0         -13,6          -3,4          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,2   85/    +1,9    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +1,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0   85/    -0,6    0/    -1,0    0/   -13,7    0/    -3,4    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  14         (14-61)      70 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0          +2,6          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,2          +0,0         -18,7          +0,0          -0,6 
                                                                   35 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +2,6          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,3         -18,7          +0,0          -0,6 
                                                                   70 M+ A            +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0          +2,6          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,2         -18,6          +0,0          -0,6 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0   70/    +0,2    0/    +0,6    0/    +0,0    0/    +2,6    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,2   70/    -1,2    0/   -18,7    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,6 

 
                                  15         (15-62)      70 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,1          +0,8          +0,0          +3,4          +0,5 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0         -13,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   35 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,4          +0,5 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,1          -0,4         -12,9          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   70 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,4          +0,5 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,3          -1,6         -12,9          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,1    0/    +0,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,4    0/    +0,5 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0   70/    -0,3   70/    -1,6    0/   -13,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  16         (16-78)     105 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,5          -0,4         -10,5          -1,3          -1,3 
                                                                   53 M+ A            +0,0          +0,2          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0         -10,5          -1,3          -1,3 
                                                                  105 M+ A            +0,0          +0,9          +0,9          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0         -10,5          -1,3          -1,3 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  105/    +0,9  105/    +0,9    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,5    0/    -0,4    0/   -10,5    0/    -1,3    0/    -1,3 
 

                                  17         (17-99)     157 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,2          -0,2         -10,5          -0,3          -0,3 

                                                                   79 M+ A            +0,0          +0,1          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0         -10,4          -0,3          -0,3 

                                                                  157 M+ A            +0,0          +0,3          +0,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0         -10,3          -0,3          -0,3 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  157/    +0,3  157/    +0,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,2    0/    -0,2    0/   -10,5    0/    -0,3    0/    -0,3 

 
                                  18         (18-100)    157 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,2          -0,1         -18,0          -0,2          -0,3 
                                                                   79 M+ A            +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0         -18,0          -0,2          -0,3 
                                                                  157 M+ A            +0,0          +0,3          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0         -17,9          -0,2          -0,3 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  157/    +0,3  157/    +0,2    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,2    0/    -0,1    0/   -18,0    0/    -0,2    0/    -0,3 
 

                                  19         (19-107)    170 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,3          +0,3          +0,0          +0,5          +0,5 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -6,6          +0,0          +0,0 
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                                                                   85 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +0,5 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,2          -0,1          -6,6          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  170 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +0,5 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,6          -0,6          -6,5          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,3    0/    +0,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,5    0/    +0,5 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0  170/    -0,6  170/    -0,6    0/    -6,6    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
                                  20         (20-51)      50 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,8          -0,5         -13,6          -3,6          -5,2 
                                                                   25 M+ A            +0,0          +0,5          +0,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0         -13,6          -3,6          -5,2 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +1,8          +1,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0         -13,5          -3,6          -5,2 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0   50/    +1,8   50/    +1,2    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,8    0/    -0,5    0/   -13,6    0/    -3,6    0/    -5,2 
 

                                  21         (21-52)      50 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +5,2 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,5         -13,6          -3,6          +0,0 

                                                                   25 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,4          +0,0          +0,0          +5,2 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,5          +0,0         -13,6          -3,6          +0,0 

                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +0,0          +5,2 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -1,8          +0,0         -13,5          -3,6          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,8   50/    +1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +5,2 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0   50/    -1,8    0/    -0,5    0/   -13,6    0/    -3,6    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  22         (22-101)    157 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,1          -0,1          -4,3          -0,2          -0,1 
                                                                   79 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -4,2          -0,2          -0,1 
                                                                  157 M+ A            +0,0          +0,1          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -4,1          -0,2          -0,1 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  157/    +0,1  157/    +0,2    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,1    0/    -0,1    0/    -4,3    0/    -0,2    0/    -0,1 
 

                                  23         (23-102)    157 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,2          -0,2         -12,2          -0,4          -0,3 

                                                                   79 M+ A            +0,0          +0,1          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0         -12,1          -0,4          -0,3 

                                                                  157 M+ A            +0,0          +0,3          +0,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0         -12,1          -0,4          -0,3 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  157/    +0,3  157/    +0,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,2    0/    -0,2    0/   -12,2    0/    -0,4    0/    -0,3 

 
                                  24         (24-108)    170 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,5 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,3          -6,6          -0,5          +0,0 
                                                                   85 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,5 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,2          +0,0          -6,5          -0,5          +0,0 
                                                                  170 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0          +0,0          +0,5 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -6,4          -0,5          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,3  170/    +0,6    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,5 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0  170/    -0,6    0/    -0,3    0/    -6,6    0/    -0,5    0/    +0,0 
 

                                  25         (25-43)      35 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,5          -0,5          -7,1          -5,3          -4,6 

                                                                   18 M+ A            +0,0          +0,3          +0,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -7,1          -5,3          -4,6 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

                                                                   35 M+ A            +0,0          +1,1          +1,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -7,1          -5,3          -4,6 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0   35/    +1,1   35/    +1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,5    0/    -0,5    0/    -7,1    0/    -5,3    0/    -4,6 

 
                                  26         (26-44)      35 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,5          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +4,6 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,5          -7,1          -5,2          +0,0 
                                                                   18 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,4          +0,0          +0,0          +4,6 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,3          +0,0          -7,1          -5,2          +0,0 
                                                                   35 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +0,0          +4,6 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -1,1          +0,0          -7,1          -5,2          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,5   35/    +1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +4,6 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0   35/    -1,1    0/    -0,5    0/    -7,1    0/    -5,2    0/    +0,0 
                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 

                                  27         (27-45)      35 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0          +5,4          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,5          +0,0          -6,9          +0,0          -4,5 

                                                                   18 M+ A            +0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,0          +5,4          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,3          -6,8          +0,0          -4,5 

                                                                   35 M+ A            +0,0          +1,1          +0,0          +0,0          +5,4          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,3          -6,8          +0,0          -4,5 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0   35/    +1,1    0/    +0,6    0/    +0,0    0/    +5,4    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,5   35/    -1,3    0/    -6,9    0/    +0,0    0/    -4,5 

 
                                  28         (28-46)      35 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,5          +0,6          +0,0          +5,4          +4,5 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -6,9          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   18 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +5,4          +4,5 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,3          -0,3          -6,8          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   35 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +5,4          +4,5 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -1,1          -1,3          -6,8          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,5    0/    +0,6    0/    +0,0    0/    +5,4    0/    +4,5 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0   35/    -1,1   35/    -1,3    0/    -6,9    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  29         (29-37)      18 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,7         +10,5 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          +0,0          +0,0         -11,4          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                    9 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,7         +10,5 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          -0,7          -0,0         -11,4          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   18 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,7         +10,5 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          -1,7          -0,1         -11,4          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,2    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,7    0/   +10,5 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,1   18/    -1,7   18/    -0,1    0/   -11,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  30         (30-38)      18 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,2          +0,0         -11,4          +0,0         -10,5 
                                                                    9 M+ A            +0,1          +0,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0         -11,4          +0,0         -10,5 

                                                                   18 M+ A            +0,1          +1,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,1         -11,4          +0,0         -10,5 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,1   18/    +1,7    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,6    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,2   18/    -0,1    0/   -11,4    0/    +0,0    0/   -10,5 

 
                                  31         (31-32)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,3          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,8          +0,0          -3,3          +0,0 
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                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   72/    +0,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,3    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,8    0/    +0,0  145/    -3,3    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  32         (31-33)     101 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,4          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,3          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -2,0          -0,9          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   51 M+ A            +0,4          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,2          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,4          -0,9          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  101 M+ A            +0,4          +0,0          +1,2          +0,0          +3,2          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,9          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,4    0/    +0,0  101/    +1,2    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,3    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  101/    -0,0    0/    -2,0    0/    -0,9    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  33         (32-34)     101 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,3          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,4          -0,0          -2,0          -0,8          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                   51 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,3          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,4          +0,0          -0,4          -0,8          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  101 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +3,2          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,4          +0,0          -0,0          -0,8          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  101/    +0,0  101/    +1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,3    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,4    0/    -0,0    0/    -2,0    0/    -0,8    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0 
                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 

                                  34         (33-34)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          +0,0          -3,5          +0,0 

                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,2          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +3,5          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   72/    +1,2    0/    +0,2  145/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0  145/    -0,0  145/    -0,1    0/    +0,0    0/    -3,5    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  35         (33-35)      81 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,3          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,3          -0,2 
                                                                   41 M+ A            +0,3          +0,0          +1,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,4          -0,2 
                                                                   81 M+ A            +0,3          +0,1          +0,9          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,4          -0,2 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,3   81/    +0,1    0/    +1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,6   81/    -0,4    0/    -0,2 
 

                                  36         (34-36)      81 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,2 
                                                                      M- A            -0,3          +0,0          -0,0          -0,5          -0,3          +0,0 

                                                                   41 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,2 
                                                                      M- A            -0,3          -0,0          -0,0          -0,5          -0,4          +0,0 

                                                                   81 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,2 
                                                                      M- A            -0,3          -0,1          -0,0          -0,5          -0,4          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,2 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,3   81/    -0,1    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,5   81/    -0,4    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  37         (35-36)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,4          -3,5          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,4          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,7          -0,4          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   72/    +0,6    0/    +0,0  145/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0  145/    -0,7    0/    -0,4    0/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

 
                                  38         (35-38)      80 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          -0,0          +0,9          +0,0          +0,0          +0,2 

                                                                      M- A            -0,4          -0,1          -0,0          -0,4          -3,9          +0,0 
                                                                   40 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,2 

                                                                      M- A            -0,4          -0,0          -0,6          -0,4          -4,0          +0,0 
                                                                   80 M+ A            +0,0          +0,1          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,2 

                                                                      M- A            -0,4          -0,0          -2,2          -0,4          -4,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0   80/    +0,1    0/    +0,9    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,2 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,4    0/    -0,1   80/    -2,2    0/    -0,4   80/    -4,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  39         (36-37)      81 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,4          +0,0          +1,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,1          -0,0          -0,3          -3,9          -0,2 
                                                                   41 M+ A            +0,4          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,6          -0,3          -4,0          -0,2 
                                                                   81 M+ A            +0,4          +0,1          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -2,2          -0,3          -4,0          -0,2 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,4   81/    +0,1    0/    +1,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,1   81/    -2,2    0/    -0,3   81/    -4,0    0/    -0,2 

 
                                  40         (37-38)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,8         -10,0          -3,5          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0         -10,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,7         -10,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  145/    +0,0   73/    +0,5    0/    +0,0  145/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,8    0/   -10,0    0/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 
                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 

                                  41         (37-39)      81 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,1          -0,0          +0,0          +3,9          +0,3 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          +0,0          -2,2          -0,2          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   41 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,9          +0,3 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          +0,0          -0,6          -0,2          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   81 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,0          +0,0          +3,8          +0,3 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          -0,1          -0,0          -0,2          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,1   81/    +1,0   81/    +0,0    0/    +3,9    0/    +0,3 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,6   81/    -0,1    0/    -2,2    0/    -0,2    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  42         (38-40)      81 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,6          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,9          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,1          -2,2          -0,3          +0,0          -0,3 
                                                                   41 M+ A            +0,6          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,8          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,3          +0,0          -0,3 
                                                                   81 M+ A            +0,6          +0,1          +0,9          +0,0          +3,8          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,3          +0,0          -0,3 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,6   81/    +0,1   81/    +0,9   81/    +0,0    0/    +3,9    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,1    0/    -2,2    0/    -0,3    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,3 
 

                                  43         (39-40)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,6          -0,3          -3,5          -0,0 

                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,3          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,6          -0,3          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  145/    +0,0   73/    +0,7    0/    +0,0  145/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,6    0/    -0,3    0/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 

 
                                  44         (39-42)      80 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,0          +0,1          +0,3          +0,0 
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                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,1          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,1 
                                                                   40 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,1          +0,1          +0,3          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,1 
                                                                   80 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,2          +0,1          +0,2          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,1 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0   80/    +0,0   80/    +1,2   80/    +0,1    0/    +0,3    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,1    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   80/    -0,0    0/    -0,1 
 

                                  45         (40-41)      81 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,1          +1,0          +0,0          +0,3          +0,1 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   41 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,1          +0,0          +0,3          +0,1 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   81 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,2          +0,0          +0,2          +0,1 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,1   81/    +1,2   81/    +0,0    0/    +0,3    0/    +0,1 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0   81/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0   81/    -0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  46         (41-42)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -3,5          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   72/    +0,7    0/    +0,2  145/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,0  145/    -0,6    0/    +0,0    0/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 
 

                                  47         (41-45)      81 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,2          +0,3          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          -0,1          -0,0          +0,0          -3,3          -0,1 

                                                                   41 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          -0,0          -0,2          +0,0          -3,3          -0,1 

                                                                   81 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          +0,0          -1,5          +0,0          -3,4          -0,1 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0   81/    +0,0    0/    +1,2   81/    +0,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,6    0/    -0,1   81/    -1,5    0/    +0,0   81/    -3,4    0/    -0,1 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
                                  48         (42-46)      81 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,6          +0,1          +1,2          +0,3          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -3,3          +0,0 
                                                                   41 M+ A            +0,6          +0,0          -0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,2          +0,0          -3,3          +0,0 
                                                                   81 M+ A            +0,6          +0,0          -0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -1,5          +0,0          -3,4          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,6    0/    +0,1    0/    +1,2   81/    +0,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,1 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0   81/    -0,0   81/    -1,5    0/    +0,0   81/    -3,4    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  49         (43-44)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,4          -4,5          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -4,5          -0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,4          -4,5          -3,5          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  145/    +0,0   72/    +0,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  145/    -0,4    0/    -4,5  145/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 

 
                                  50         (43-45)     150 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +5,4          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -0,3          -0,1 
                                                                   75 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +5,4          +0,0          +0,0 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,4          +0,0          -0,2          -0,1 
                                                                  150 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +5,4          +0,1          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,3          +0,0          -0,1          -0,1 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  150/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +5,4  150/    +0,1    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -0,6    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,3    0/    -0,1 
 

                                  51         (43-47)     103 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,7          +0,0          -0,0          +0,1          +3,3          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -1,9          -0,1          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                   52 M+ A            +0,7          +0,0          -0,0          +0,1          +3,2          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,2          -0,1          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                  103 M+ A            +0,7          +0,0          +1,4          +0,1          +3,2          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,1          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,7  103/    +0,0  103/    +1,4  103/    +0,1    0/    +3,3    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -1,9    0/    -0,1    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0 

 
                                  52         (44-46)     150 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +5,5          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -0,3          +0,0 
                                                                   75 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +5,5          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,4          +0,0          -0,2          +0,0 
                                                                  150 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +5,5          +0,1          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,3          +0,0          -0,1          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +5,5  150/    +0,1    0/    +0,1 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0  150/    -0,0    0/    -0,6    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,3    0/    +0,0 
 

                                  53         (44-48)     103 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,1          +3,3          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,7          +0,0          -1,9          -0,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   52 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,1          +3,2          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,7          +0,0          -0,2          -0,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  103 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,4          +0,1          +3,2          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,7          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  103/    +1,4  103/    +0,1    0/    +3,3    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,7  103/    -0,0    0/    -1,9    0/    -0,1    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  54         (45-46)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,4          -4,7          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -4,7          -0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,4          -4,7          -3,5          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   72/    +0,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0  145/    -0,4    0/    -4,7  145/    -3,5    0/    +0,0 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
                                  55         (47-48)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -3,5          +0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   72/    +0,7    0/    +0,0  145/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  145/    -0,0  145/    -0,6    0/    +0,0    0/    -3,5    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  56         (47-49)     103 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +1,4          +0,2          +0,1          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -0,4          -0,1 
                                                                   52 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +1,3          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -0,4          -0,1 
                                                                  103 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +1,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0 
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                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -0,5          -0,1 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,1  103/    +0,0    0/    +1,4  103/    +0,2    0/    +0,1    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,1  103/    -0,5    0/    -0,1 
 

                                  57         (48-50)     103 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,4          +0,3          +0,1          +0,1 
                                                                      M- A            -0,1          +0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -0,4          +0,0 

                                                                   52 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,3          +0,0          +0,1 
                                                                      M- A            -0,1          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -0,4          +0,0 

                                                                  103 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,1 
                                                                      M- A            -0,1          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -0,5          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +1,4  103/    +0,3    0/    +0,1    0/    +0,1 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,1  103/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,1  103/    -0,5    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  58         (49-50)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,1          -3,7          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,1          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,7          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,1          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   73/    +0,8    0/    +0,0  145/    +3,7    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -0,6    0/    -0,1    0/    -3,7    0/    -0,0 
 

                                  59         (49-51)     103 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,0          +0,4          +0,0          +0,1 
                                                                      M- A            -0,5          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -4,1          +0,0 

                                                                   52 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,4          +0,0          +0,1 
                                                                      M- A            -0,5          -0,0          -1,1          -0,1          -4,2          +0,0 

                                                                  103 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,4          +0,0          +0,1 
                                                                      M- A            -0,5          -0,0          -3,3          -0,1          -4,3          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +1,0  103/    +0,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,1 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,5  103/    -0,0  103/    -3,3    0/    -0,1  103/    -4,3    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  60         (50-52)     103 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,5          +0,0          +1,0          +0,5          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -4,1          -0,0 
                                                                   52 M+ A            +0,5          +0,0          -0,0          +0,5          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,1          -0,1          -4,2          -0,0 
                                                                  103 M+ A            +0,5          +0,0          -0,0          +0,5          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -3,3          -0,1          -4,3          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,5  103/    +0,0    0/    +1,0  103/    +0,5    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0  103/    -3,3    0/    -0,1  103/    -4,3    0/    -0,0 
 

                                  61         (51-52)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,7          -5,1          -3,5          -0,0 

                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -5,1          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,7          -5,1          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   73/    +0,6    0/    +0,0  145/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -0,7    0/    -5,1    0/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
                                  62         (51-53)     102 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,6          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +5,6          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -4,6          -3,7          +0,0          -0,1 
                                                                   51 M+ A            +0,6          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +5,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,7          -3,6          +0,0          -0,1 
                                                                  102 M+ A            +0,6          +0,0          +1,1          +0,0          +5,4          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -3,6          +0,0          -0,1 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,6  102/    +0,0  102/    +1,1    0/    +0,0    0/    +5,6    0/    +0,0 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -4,6    0/    -3,7    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,1 
 

                                  63         (52-54)     102 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +5,6          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          +0,0          -4,6          -3,6          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   51 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +5,5          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          -0,0          -1,7          -3,6          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  102 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,1          +0,0          +5,4          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          -0,0          -0,0          -3,6          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  102/    +1,1    0/    +0,0    0/    +5,6    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,6  102/    -0,0    0/    -4,6    0/    -3,6    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  64         (53-54)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,5          -0,0          -3,5          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,5          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   73/    +0,8    0/    +0,0  145/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -0,5    0/    -0,0    0/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 
 

                                  65         (53-55)     103 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +1,1          +0,0          +2,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -3,5          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                   52 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +2,1          +0,0          +1,9          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -3,5          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                  103 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +3,0          +0,0          +1,8          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -3,5          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,1  103/    +0,0  103/    +3,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +2,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -3,5    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0 

 
                                  66         (54-56)     103 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,1          +0,0          +2,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          -0,0          -0,0          -3,4          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   52 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +2,1          +0,0          +1,9          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          -0,0          -0,0          -3,4          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  103 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +3,0          +0,0          +1,8          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          -0,0          -0,0          -3,4          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  103/    +3,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +2,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,1  103/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -3,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  67         (55-56)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,4          +0,0          -3,5          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,4          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   73/    +0,8    0/    +0,0  145/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -0,4    0/    +0,0    0/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 
 

                                  68         (55-57)     103 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +3,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,3          -0,0          -0,0          -3,3          -1,7          -0,0 

                                                                   52 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +2,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,3          +0,0          -0,0          -3,3          -1,8          -0,0 

                                                                  103 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,3          +0,0          -0,0          -3,3          -1,8          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  103/    +0,0    0/    +3,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,3    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -3,3  103/    -1,8    0/    -0,0 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
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                                  69         (56-58)     103 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,3          +0,0          +3,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -3,3          -1,6          +0,0 

                                                                   52 M+ A            +0,3          +0,0          +2,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -3,3          -1,7          +0,0 

                                                                  103 M+ A            +0,3          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -3,3          -1,8          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  103/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -3,3  103/    -1,8    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  70         (57-58)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,0          -3,5          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,4          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,5          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   73/    +0,7    0/    +0,0  145/    +3,4    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -0,6    0/    -0,0    0/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 
 

                                  71         (57-61)     103 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,9          -0,0          -0,0          -3,1          -5,4          -0,0 

                                                                   52 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,9          -0,0          -1,6          -3,1          -5,4          -0,0 

                                                                  103 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,9          -0,0          -4,4          -3,1          -5,5          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  103/    +0,0    0/    +1,2    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,9    0/    -0,0  103/    -4,4    0/    -3,1  103/    -5,5    0/    -0,0 

 
                                  72         (58-62)     103 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,8          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -3,1          -5,2          -0,0 
                                                                   52 M+ A            +0,8          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,5          -3,1          -5,3          -0,0 
                                                                  103 M+ A            +0,8          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -4,2          -3,1          -5,4          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,8  103/    +0,0    0/    +1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  103/    -4,2    0/    -3,1  103/    -5,4    0/    -0,0 

 
                                  73         (59-60)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -1,6          -0,0          -4,6          +0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -1,0          +0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +2,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   94/    +0,6    0/    +0,0  145/    +2,5    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0  145/    -0,0    0/    -1,6    0/    -0,0    0/    -4,6    0/    +0,0 
 

                                  74         (59-61)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,1          -0,0          +0,0          -0,8          -1,7          -0,0 

                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +1,9          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,1          +0,0          -0,0          -0,8          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +5,4          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,1          +0,0          -2,4          -0,8          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  145/    +0,0   35/    +0,5    0/    +0,0  145/    +5,4    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,1    0/    -0,0  145/    -2,4    0/    -0,8    0/    -1,7    0/    -0,0 

 
                                  75         (59-63)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +2,9          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,7          -0,0          -1,6          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +2,8          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,7          -0,0          -0,1          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +2,8          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,7          +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  100/    +0,0  100/    +1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +2,9    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,7    0/    -0,0    0/    -1,6    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
                                  76         (60-62)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -1,8          +0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +1,8          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +5,4          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -2,6          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,1    0/    +0,0   36/    +0,3    0/    +0,0  145/    +5,4    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  145/    -0,0  145/    -2,6    0/    -0,0    0/    -1,8    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  77         (61-62)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -1,3          -0,5          -4,8          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,9          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,5          -1,2          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,4          +0,0          +2,3          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,5          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   97/    +1,0    0/    +0,0  145/    +2,3    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -1,3    0/    -0,5    0/    -4,8    0/    -0,0 
 

                                  78         (61-64)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,8          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,2          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,9          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,8          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,1          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,4          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,8          +0,0          +1,2          +0,0          +3,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,8    0/    +0,0  100/    +1,2  100/    +0,0    0/    +3,2    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -1,9    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  79         (63-64)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,1          +3,4          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,1          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,7          +0,0          -3,6          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   71/    +0,6    0/    +0,1    0/    +3,4    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,0  145/    -0,7    0/    +0,0  145/    -3,6    0/    -0,0 

 
                                  80         (63-65)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,1          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,6          +0,0 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,9          +0,1          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,7          +0,0 
                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,1          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,8          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +1,3  100/    +0,1    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,1 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,1  100/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  100/    -0,8    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  81         (64-66)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +1,2          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,5          -0,1 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +0,9          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,6          -0,1 
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                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +0,6          +0,2          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,7          -0,1 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,1  100/    +0,0    0/    +1,2  100/    +0,2    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  100/    -0,7    0/    -0,1 

 
                                  82         (65-66)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,1          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -0,1          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,1          -3,5          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   72/    +0,7    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0  145/    -0,6    0/    -0,1  145/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
                                  83         (65-67)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,5          +0,0          +0,6          +0,3          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -4,2          -0,1 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,5          +0,0          -0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,6          +0,0          -4,3          -0,1 
                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,5          +0,0          -0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -3,7          +0,0          -4,4          -0,1 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,5  100/    +0,0    0/    +0,6  100/    +0,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0  100/    -3,7    0/    +0,0  100/    -4,4    0/    -0,1 
 

                                  84         (66-68)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,3          +0,0          +0,1 
                                                                      M- A            -0,5          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -4,2          +0,0 

                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,1 
                                                                      M- A            -0,5          -0,0          -1,6          +0,0          -4,3          +0,0 

                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,1 
                                                                      M- A            -0,5          -0,0          -3,7          +0,0          -4,3          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,6  100/    +0,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,1 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,5  100/    -0,0  100/    -3,7    0/    +0,0  100/    -4,3    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  85         (67-68)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,7          -3,3          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -3,3          -0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,8          -3,3          -3,5          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   72/    +0,5    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  145/    -0,0  145/    -0,8    0/    -3,3  145/    -3,5    0/    +0,0 
 

                                  86         (67-69)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +5,7          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,7          -0,0          -4,3          -1,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +5,6          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,7          -0,0          -1,5          -1,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +5,5          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,7          -0,0          -0,0          -1,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  100/    +1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +5,7  100/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,7  100/    -0,0    0/    -4,3    0/    -1,1    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  87         (68-70)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,7          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +5,7          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -4,3          -1,1          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,7          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +5,6          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,5          -1,1          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,7          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +5,6          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -1,1          +0,0          -0,0 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,7  100/    +0,0  100/    +1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +5,7    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -4,3    0/    -1,1    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0 

 
                                  88         (69-70)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,5          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,5          +0,0          -3,5          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   72/    +0,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  145/    -0,0  145/    -0,5    0/    +0,0  145/    -3,5    0/    +0,0 
 

                                  89         (69-71)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +2,1          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,2          +0,0          -0,0          -1,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +2,3          +0,0          +2,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,2          +0,0          -0,0          -0,9          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +3,3          +0,0          +1,9          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,2          -0,0          -0,0          -0,9          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  100/    +3,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +2,1    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,2  100/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -1,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
                                  90         (70-72)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,2          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +2,1          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -1,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,2          +0,0          +2,3          +0,0          +2,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -1,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,2          +0,0          +3,3          +0,0          +1,9          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,9          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,2  100/    +0,0  100/    +3,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +2,1    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -1,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0 
 

                                  91         (71-72)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,4          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,0 

                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,5          +0,0          -3,5          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   72/    +0,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0  145/    -0,5    0/    +0,0  145/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 

 
                                  92         (71-73)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,3          +0,0          +3,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,8          -1,6          +0,0 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,3          +0,0          +2,5          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,8          -1,6          +0,0 
                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,3          +0,0          +1,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,8          -1,7          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  100/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,8  100/    -1,7    0/    +0,0 
 

                                  93         (72-74)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +3,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,3          -0,0          -0,0          -0,8          -1,6          -0,0 

                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +2,5          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,3          +0,0          -0,0          -0,8          -1,6          -0,0 

                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,3          +0,0          -0,0          -0,8          -1,7          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  100/    +0,0    0/    +3,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,3    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,8  100/    -1,7    0/    -0,0 
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                                  94         (73-74)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,5          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,5          -0,0          -3,5          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   72/    +0,7    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,0  145/    -0,5    0/    -0,0  145/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 

 
                                  95         (73-76)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,8          +0,0          +1,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -5,2          +0,0 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,8          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,9          -0,6          -5,2          +0,0 
                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,8          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -3,6          -0,6          -5,3          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +1,7    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  100/    -0,0  100/    -3,6    0/    -0,6  100/    -5,3    0/    +0,0 
 

                                  96         (74-78)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,8          -0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -5,2          -0,0 

                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,8          -0,0          -0,9          -0,6          -5,3          -0,0 

                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,8          +0,0          -3,6          -0,6          -5,3          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  100/    +0,0    0/    +1,7    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,8    0/    -0,0  100/    -3,6    0/    -0,6  100/    -5,3    0/    -0,0 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
                                  97         (75-76)     150 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,4          +1,4          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   75 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,4          +1,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -1,5          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  150 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,4          +1,6          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -2,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,4  150/    +1,6    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  150/    -0,0  150/    -2,7    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                  98         (75-77)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,2          -1,1          -3,6          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -1,1          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,6          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,2          -1,1          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  145/    +0,0   73/    +1,1    0/    +0,0  145/    +3,6    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,2    0/    -1,1    0/    -3,6    0/    -0,0 
 

                                  99         (75-79)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +2,6          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,7          +0,0          -0,8          -0,3          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +0,0          +2,6          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,7          -0,0          -0,0          -0,3          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,8          +0,0          +2,5          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,7          -0,0          -0,0          -0,3          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  100/    +1,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +2,6    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,7  100/    -0,0    0/    -0,8    0/    -0,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 100         (76-78)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,1          -1,3          -3,6          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -1,3          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,1          -1,3          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  145/    +0,0   73/    +1,2    0/    +0,0  145/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,1    0/    -1,3    0/    -3,6    0/    -0,0 
 

                                 101         (77-78)     150 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +1,4          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,4          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                   75 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +1,5          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -1,5          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                  150 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +1,6          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -2,7          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  150/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,5  150/    +1,6    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,0  150/    -2,7    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0 

 
                                 102         (77-80)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,7          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +2,7          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,8          -0,2          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,7          +0,0          +0,5          +0,0          +2,6          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,2          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,7          +0,0          +1,8          +0,0          +2,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,2          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,7  100/    +0,0  100/    +1,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +2,7    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -0,8    0/    -0,2    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0 
 

                                 103         (79-80)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -3,5          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   73/    +0,7    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  145/    -0,0    0/    -0,6    0/    +0,0  145/    -3,5    0/    +0,0 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
                                 104         (79-81)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          +0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -1,0          +0,0 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -1,0          +0,0 
                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -1,1          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +1,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,1 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,1  100/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,1  100/    -1,1    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 105         (80-82)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +1,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -1,0          -0,1 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -1,0          -0,1 
                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -1,1          -0,1 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,1  100/    +0,0    0/    +1,8  100/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,1  100/    -1,1    0/    -0,1 
 

                                 106         (81-82)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 



 

1081 
 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,1          -3,5          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   73/    +0,7    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  145/    -0,0    0/    -0,6    0/    -0,1  145/    -3,5    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 107         (81-83)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,5          +0,0          +0,7          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -4,6          -0,0 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,5          +0,0          -0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,6          +0,0          -4,7          -0,0 
                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,5          +0,0          -0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -3,9          +0,0          -4,7          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,5  100/    +0,0    0/    +0,7  100/    +0,1    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0  100/    -3,9    0/    +0,0  100/    -4,7    0/    -0,0 
 

                                 108         (82-84)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,5          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -4,6          +0,0 

                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,5          -0,0          -1,6          +0,0          -4,6          +0,0 

                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,5          -0,0          -3,9          +0,0          -4,7          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,7  100/    +0,1    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,5  100/    -0,0  100/    -3,9    0/    +0,0  100/    -4,7    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 109         (83-84)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,7          -2,2          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -2,2          -0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,7          -2,2          -3,5          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   72/    +0,6    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0  145/    -0,0  145/    -0,7    0/    -2,2  145/    -3,5    0/    +0,0 
 

                                 110         (83-85)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +5,6          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          -0,0          -4,3          -0,8          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +5,5          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          -0,0          -1,5          -0,8          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,2          +0,0          +5,4          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          -0,0          -0,0          -0,8          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  100/    +1,2    0/    +0,0    0/    +5,6    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,6  100/    -0,0    0/    -4,3    0/    -0,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
                                 111         (84-86)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,6          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +5,6          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -4,2          -0,8          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,6          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +5,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,5          -0,7          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,6          +0,0          +1,2          +0,0          +5,4          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,7          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,6  100/    +0,0  100/    +1,2    0/    +0,0    0/    +5,6    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -4,2    0/    -0,8    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0 
 

                                 112         (85-86)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,5          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,5          +0,0          -3,5          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   72/    +0,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0  145/    -0,0  145/    -0,5    0/    +0,0  145/    -3,5    0/    +0,0 
 

                                 113         (85-87)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,2          +0,0          +2,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,2          +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +2,2          +0,0          +1,9          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,2          +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +3,1          +0,0          +1,8          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,2          -0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  100/    +3,1    0/    +0,0    0/    +2,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,2  100/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,6    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 114         (86-88)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +1,2          +0,0          +1,9          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +2,2          +0,0          +1,9          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +3,1          +0,0          +1,8          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,1  100/    +0,0  100/    +3,1    0/    +0,0    0/    +1,9    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,6    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0 
 

                                 115         (87-88)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,8          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,5          +0,0          -3,5          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   72/    +0,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0  145/    -0,0  145/    -0,5    0/    +0,0  145/    -3,5    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 116         (87-89)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,3          +0,0          +3,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,4          -1,6          +0,0 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,3          +0,0          +2,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,4          -1,7          +0,0 
                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,3          +0,0          +1,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,4          -1,8          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,1    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  100/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,4  100/    -1,8    0/    +0,0 
 

                                 117         (88-90)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +3,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,3          -0,0          -0,0          -0,4          -1,7          -0,0 

                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +2,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,3          +0,0          -0,0          -0,4          -1,8          -0,0 

                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,3          +0,0          -0,0          -0,4          -1,9          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  100/    +0,0    0/    +3,1    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,3    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,4  100/    -1,9    0/    -0,0 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
                                 118         (89-90)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,4          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,5          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          +0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,0          -3,5          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   71/    +0,7    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,4    0/    +0,0 
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                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  145/    -0,0  145/    -0,6    0/    -0,0  145/    -3,5    0/    +0,0 
 

                                 119         (89-91)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,8          +0,0          +1,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,3          -5,2          -0,0 

                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,8          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,2          -0,3          -5,3          -0,0 

                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,8          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -3,9          -0,3          -5,3          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,8  100/    +0,0    0/    +1,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  100/    -3,9    0/    -0,3  100/    -5,3    0/    -0,0 

 
                                 120         (90-94)     100 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,9          -0,0          -0,0          -0,2          -5,4          -0,0 
                                                                   50 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,9          -0,0          -1,4          -0,2          -5,5          -0,0 
                                                                  100 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,9          -0,0          -4,1          -0,2          -5,5          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,9    0/    -0,0  100/    -4,1    0/    -0,2  100/    -5,5    0/    -0,0 

 
                                 121         (91-92)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +5,9          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -3,3          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +2,3          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,3          -0,0          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -1,2          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,1    0/    +0,0  121/    +0,2    0/    +0,0    0/    +5,9    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -3,3    0/    -0,0  145/    -1,2    0/    -0,0 
 

                                 122         (91-94)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,5          -2,3          +0,0 

                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,5          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +4,8          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -1,6          -0,5          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,1    0/    +0,0   46/    +0,8    0/    +0,0  145/    +4,8    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  145/    -0,0  145/    -1,6    0/    -0,5    0/    -2,3    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 123         (92-93)     144 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          +0,0          -0,1          -0,2          -2,4          +0,0 
                                                                   72 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +1,2          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          -0,0          +0,0          -0,2          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  144 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +4,7          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,1          -0,0          -1,8          -0,2          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   48/    +0,5    0/    +0,0  144/    +4,7    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,1  144/    -0,0  144/    -1,8    0/    -0,2    0/    -2,4    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 124         (93-94)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,5          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,1          -1,1          -0,0 
                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +2,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,1          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +6,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -3,1          -0,1          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  145/    +0,0   23/    +0,6    0/    +0,0  145/    +6,0    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0  145/    -3,1    0/    -0,1    0/    -1,1    0/    -0,0 
                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

                                 125         (93-95)     102 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,6          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          -0,0          -2,2          -0,8          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                   51 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          -0,0          -0,4          -0,8          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                  102 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,4          +0,0          +3,4          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,6          -0,0          -0,0          -0,8          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  102/    +0,0  102/    +1,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,6    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,6  102/    -0,0    0/    -2,2    0/    -0,8    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0 

 
                                 126         (94-96)     102 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,8          +0,1          -0,0          +0,0          +3,8          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -2,5          -0,8          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   51 M+ A            +0,8          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +3,8          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,6          -0,8          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  102 M+ A            +0,8          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +3,7          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,8          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,8    0/    +0,1  102/    +1,3    0/    +0,0    0/    +3,8    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -2,5    0/    -0,8    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
 

                                 127         (95-96)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -3,4          +0,0 

                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,1          +0,1          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          +3,6          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   70/    +0,6    0/    +0,1  145/    +3,6    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0  145/    -0,0  145/    -0,7    0/    +0,0    0/    -3,4    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 128         (95-97)     101 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,4          +0,0          +0,1          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   51 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,5          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  101 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,5          -0,1          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   57/    +1,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,1    0/    +0,1 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0  101/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,6  101/    -0,1    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 129         (96-98)     101 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,3          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                   51 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  101 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,5          -0,1          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  101/    +0,0   75/    +1,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,1    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,6  101/    -0,1    0/    -0,0 
 

                                 130         (97-98)     145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,6          -0,1          -3,4          +0,0 

                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,6          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,7          -0,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   70/    +0,6    0/    +0,0  145/    +3,6    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  145/    -0,0  145/    -0,7    0/    -0,1    0/    -3,4    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 131         (97-99)     102 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,5          +0,0          +1,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,3          -3,4          +0,0 
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                                                                   51 M+ A            +0,5          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,4          -0,3          -3,5          +0,0 

                                                                  102 M+ A            +0,5          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -2,2          -0,3          -3,6          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,5    0/    +0,0    0/    +1,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  102/    -0,0  102/    -2,2    0/    -0,3  102/    -3,6    0/    +0,0 

                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 
                                 132         (98-100)    102 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,7          -0,0          -0,0          -0,3          -3,6          +0,0 
                                                                   51 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,7          -0,0          -0,5          -0,3          -3,7          +0,0 
                                                                  102 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,7          -0,0          -2,4          -0,3          -3,8          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +1,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,7  102/    -0,0  102/    -2,4    0/    -0,3  102/    -3,8    0/    +0,0 
 

                                 133         (99-100)    145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,3          -2,1          +0,0 

                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,4          +0,0          +1,4          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,3          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +4,9          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -1,9          -0,3          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   43/    +0,6    0/    +0,0  145/    +4,9    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  145/    -0,0  145/    -1,9    0/    -0,3    0/    -2,1    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 134         (99-101)    144 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -1,8          -0,2          -4,7          -0,0 
                                                                   72 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +0,3          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,2          -1,2          -0,0 
                                                                  144 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +2,4          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,1          -0,2          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,1    0/    +0,0   96/    +0,4    0/    +0,0  144/    +2,4    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -1,8    0/    -0,2    0/    -4,7    0/    -0,0 
 

                                 135        (100-102)    144 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -1,6          -0,4          -4,8          -0,0 

                                                                   72 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,4          -1,2          -0,0 

                                                                  144 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,2          +0,0          +2,3          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,4          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  144/    +0,0   97/    +0,7    0/    +0,0  144/    +2,3    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -1,6    0/    -0,4    0/    -4,8    0/    -0,0 

 
                                 136        (100-103)    105 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -2,9          -0,7          -4,4          -0,0 
                                                                   53 M+ A            +0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          -0,6          -0,7          -4,4          -0,0 
                                                                  105 M+ A            +0,7          +0,0          +1,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,7          -4,3          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,7  105/    +0,0  105/    +1,7    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  105/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -2,9    0/    -0,7    0/    -4,4    0/    -0,0 
 

                                 137        (101-102)    145 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,1          -1,8          +0,0 

                                                                   73 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +1,8          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          +0,0          +0,0 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

                                                                  145 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +5,3          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -2,6          -0,1          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0   36/    +0,3    0/    +0,0  145/    +5,3    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0  145/    -0,0  145/    -2,6    0/    -0,1    0/    -1,8    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 138        (102-104)    105 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,6          +0,0          -2,9          -0,6          -4,4          +0,0 
                                                                   53 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,6          +0,0          -0,6          -0,6          -4,3          +0,0 
                                                                  105 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,6          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,6          -0,0          +0,0          -0,6          -4,2          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  105/    +1,6    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0  105/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,6  105/    -0,0    0/    -2,9    0/    -0,6    0/    -4,4    0/    +0,0 
                              L(CM) TIPO  X HIP ID  MX:(CM)/(KNM) MY:(CM)/(KNM) MZ:(CM)/(KNM)  FX:(CM)/(KN)  VY:(CM)/(KN)  VZ:(CM)/(KN) 

                                 139        (103-104)    144 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,6          +0,0          -3,5          -0,0 

                                                                   72 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,6          +0,1          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0          -0,0 

                                                                  144 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1          +3,4          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,6          +0,0          +0,0          -0,0 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  144/    +0,0   73/    +0,6    0/    +0,1  144/    +3,4    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -0,6    0/    +0,0    0/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 

 
                                 140        (103-105)    106 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +1,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,6          -0,8          +0,0 
                                                                   53 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +2,1          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,6          -0,7          +0,0 
                                                                  106 M+ A            +0,1          +0,0          +2,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,1 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,6          -0,6          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,1    0/    +0,0  106/    +2,4    0/    +0,0  106/    +0,0    0/    +0,1 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  106/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,6    0/    -0,8    0/    +0,0 
 

                                 141        (104-106)    106 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,6          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,5          -0,8          -0,1 

                                                                   53 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +2,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,5          -0,7          -0,1 

                                                                  106 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +2,4          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,5          -0,7          -0,1 

                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  106/    +0,0  106/    +2,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    -0,5    0/    -0,8    0/    -0,1 

 
                                 142        (105-106)    144 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,1          -3,5          -0,0 
                                                                   72 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,7          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,1          -0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  144 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,6          -0,1          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  144/    +0,0   72/    +0,7    0/    +0,0  144/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -0,6    0/    -0,1    0/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 
 

                                 143        (105-107)    105 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +2,4          +0,0          +2,8          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,5          -0,0          +0,0          -0,4          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                   53 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,9          +0,0          +2,9          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,5          -0,0          +0,0          -0,4          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                  105 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,0          +0,0 
                                                                      M- A            -0,5          -0,0          -0,6          -0,4          +0,0          +0,0 
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                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0    0/    +2,4    0/    +0,0  105/    +3,0  105/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,5  105/    -0,0  105/    -0,6    0/    -0,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 144        (106-108)    105 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,6          +0,0          +2,4          +0,0          +2,8          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          -0,4          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                   53 M+ A            +0,6          +0,0          +0,9          +0,0          +2,9          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,4          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                  105 M+ A            +0,6          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +2,9          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            +0,0          -0,0          -0,6          -0,4          +0,0          +0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,6    0/    +0,0    0/    +2,4    0/    +0,0  105/    +2,9  105/    +0,0 
                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    +0,0  105/    -0,0  105/    -0,6    0/    -0,4    0/    +0,0    0/    +0,0 

 
                                 145        (107-108)    144 R-R    0 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          -0,1          -0,5          -3,5          -0,0 
                                                                   72 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +1,2          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          -0,0          +0,0          -0,5          -0,0          -0,0 
                                                                  144 M+ A            +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +0,0          +3,5          +0,0 

                                                                      M- A            -0,0          +0,0          -0,1          -0,5          +0,0          -0,0 
                                                                 MAX+    A      0/    +0,0  144/    +0,0   72/    +1,2    0/    +0,0  144/    +3,5    0/    +0,0 

                                                                 MAX-    A       0/    -0,0    0/    -0,0    0/    -0,1    0/    -0,5    0/    -3,5    0/    -0,0 
 
Our foundation proposal consists of some rigid laminated wooden planks as footing directly above the ground 
(70mm. thickness). There are different types of planks depending on the load that they receive from the pillars 
and the distance between them. Their size are 175 x 20 cm., 150 x 20 cm. and 60 x 20 cm. respectively.  The 
picture below shows the situation and dimension of the foundation. 

  



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

13.10. Structural Fire Resistance 
 
According to the Basic Document Security in case of Fire (CTE-DB-SI) of the Technical Building Code, depending 
on the typology and the use of the building, the structure must ensure a fire resistance R30, as indicated in the 
rules of the competition. 
Tricalc takes into account this regulation (CTE-DB-SI). This program can check the fire resistance of the wooden 
elements that are coated with protection or without it. 

Design values of material properties  

The design values of properties of the element under the action of a fire  are determined by the following 
expression: 
 

 

Where: 
 
  kmod,fi = 1,0 
 
 M,fi = 1,0  
 
   kfifk = 1,0.  

Rule combination of actions  

Over exposure to an accidental fire, the following combination will be considered:  

 
Where: 

 GA = 1.0 
 QA,i = 1.0  
 Ad (t) is the design value of actions arising from fire 
 
 For each case the following checks are performed: 
 

Unprotected wooden structures  

 
It is considered a nominal section obtained by discounting to the initial cross section a depth charred obtained 
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from the following expression: 
 
 

td nnchar  , β=
 

 
where t is the fire exposure time in minute and βn (carbonization speed) is obtained from the following table. 
 
 

 βn 
(mm/mm) 

Coniferous and beech timber 
Glued laminated timber with density ≥ 290 kg/m3 

Sawn timber with density ≥ 290 kg/m3 
0,7 
0,8 

Leafy timber 
Sawn timber or glued laminated timber of leafy timber with density  290 kg/m3 (1) 
Sawn timber or glued laminated timber of leafy timber with density  ≥ 450 kg/m3 

0,7 
0,55 

Micro-laminated timber 
with density  ≥ 450 kg/m3 0,7 

 
 

(1) with density  between 290 and 450 kg/m3 

 

 

Reduced section method 

 
The reduced section should be calculated discounting to the initial section, the 
effective depth of carbonization def that is calculated from the following 
expression: 

00, dkdd ncharef +=
 

 
Where: 

d0 = 7 mm  
k0 = min {t/t0; 1,0} 
t0 = 20 min for unprotected surfaces. 
t0 = max {20; tch} for protected surfaces. 

 
  

1. Initial surface area of the element 
2. Limited residual section 
3. Limited effective section  

 



 

 

STRUCTURAL 
CALCULATIONS 

 

 
Signature of Structural Engineer 
 
Signed: 
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CLASSROOM PROGRAMMING FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES 

ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDRENS

1-Objective:

The objective is to educate young citizens to contribute to environmental conservation. All of us can 
contribute a bit to reduce the environmental impact of our life on the planet. In keeping with the sta-
ge of humanity in which they begin to withhold information, the stage in which learning is retained 
from the most basic and they are starting to be interested in life, is to encourage an understanding 
of the importance of conservation environment.

It is important to see and discuss what citizens can do to improve the environment. Putting on the 
table what you can do as a citizen: energy saving home, saving water and recycling mainly.

Is proposed for this reason germinate the seed that makes little citizens, students or Compulsory 
Primary Education (C.P.E.) to contribute to improving the planet since own personal will in each for 
day to day.

2-Classify:

Programming time Estimated time: One hour
Energy conservation 25%
Saving Water 25%
Recycling 35%
‘Plateau Three’ 15%

3-Activities:

 Presentation:

Team representatives ‘Plateau Team’ estimated time to begin the day with an introduction of the 
environment, the overall problematic and the current situation searching the best interest of each to 
contribute.

 Interactive Tale: 

After that it will be read to the public and aloud a story about a domestic situation in which some 
characters are slovenly of the everyday aspects that should pay more attention. The situations must 
comprise the main theme for abuse use of energy, an unnecessary and overuse of water and re-
cycling duty abandoned.

 Approach the audience:

Once basic topics addressed with simple situations it will proceed to make series of questions to 
students about their contribution to the environment. The questions in a matter are of the type:

 - Which of you has seen any of these situations before at home usually?
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 - Do you think you could change those situations to contribute to the environment?
 - Speaking of recycling, who could tell me how much material can be separated into 
   each of the different recycling bins?
 - To which colour corresponds to each of the recycling bin?

 Game to recycle:

Finished the questions groups are generated will have some pictures of some recyclable materials. It 
is left to be seen to become familiar with them and then prepares the next activity. On blackboards 
(one per group) were prepared four spaces, each destined to a basic recycling type (organic, plas-
tic, paper and glass), each of which will be painted in a colour based on the explications in the 
previous activity. Once students have chosen the colours correctly, each group should be placed on 
his blackboard each residue in its corresponding container. Once completed, it will be evaluated 
which ones have done well, and it will be granted to each member a prize.

 Seeding:

After the game each class or student will be responsible for planting a seed from a seed and they 
will be advised on how to have a drip irrigation system to water it, where and how to plant, when 
to transplant and will advise a place where natural light will be available.

 To complete:

In the end each student will have to write a paper format delivered by team representatives ‘Plateau 
Team’ a phrase or a comment on something they learned during the hour. Once they have delivered 
all the paper, with the index dipped in tempera paint, it will proceed to paint a leaf in a ‘tree’ only 
with roots, trunk and branches, drawn on a DIN-A2 called the ‘Plateau three’ and it will delivery of 
a pamphlet outlining the basic shapes on contribution at home with the environment.

 Exhibition at school:

Each of the ‘Plateau three’ will be exposed in the place where the school considers appropriate for a 
month. Each of the phrases/comments written by the students will be also presented in a cork beside 
the ‘Plateau three’ of each class.

 Recycle Cycles (task, optional):

It leaves as homework, that each of the children investigates onto a recycling cycle type with the as-
sistance of their parents: organic, plastic, paper or glass. The goal of homework is to illustrate each 
stage of the life cycle of each material as a raw material is transformed up to purpose for which it 
is made, and how that final element can be reused through recycling avoiding resource depletion 
non-renewable that we have. it be awarded to those who have succeeded in identifying the basic 
steps of recycling of each material.

Note: It is important to know that taking pictures of students are FORBIDDEN by law without the 
consent of parents or legal guardians pertinent. So it can submit a standard form programming 
destined at parents which shall confirm the possibility of a group photo, and shall be signed by such 
parent or legal guardian.
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ACTIVITIES FOR TEENAGERS

1-Objetive:

The objetive is to educate young citizens to contribute to environmental conservation. All of us can 
contribute a bit to reduce the environmental impact of our life on the planet. In keeping with the 
stage of humanity in which they begin to withhold information, the stage in which learning takes 
one place on more advanced topics and are have interest in life, is to encourage an understanding 
of the importance of conservation environment.

It is important to see and discuss what citizens can do to improve the environment. putting on the 
table what you can do as an citizen : energy saving home , saving water and recycling mainly .
This reason it is proposed to encourage each young citizens, secondary cycle pupils Compulsory 
Secondary Education (C.S.E.) to contribute to improving the planet transmitting the will of they can 
do for itself each day.

2-Classify:

Programming time Estimated time: One hour

Energy conservation 30%

Saving Water 30%

Recycling 25%

‘Plateau Three’ 15%

3-Activities:

 Presentation:

Team representatives ‘Plateau Team’ estimated time to begin the day with an introduction of the 
environment, the overall problematic and the current situation searching the best interest of each to 
contribute.

 Transmitting sustainable ideas:

Below will be exposed daily situations that students can easily recognize, in the abuse of the use 
of water, energy consumed unnecessarily or own meaning of recycling. The exposure should be 
such that they do reflect on it, suggesting that propose covering situations themselves seeking the 
participation of such content.

  Reflection and proposed treatment:

Once covered these sustainable ideas, it is proposed that they suggest ideas from themselves to 
improve the conditions of sustainability. For this activity, it will propose groups of five people. Total 
groups attempting to oscillate between four and seven.
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So that they know where to treat the activity it will propose some examples:

 - Water reuse: What water could be reused in different points of service that has your  
   home?
 - Energy savings: Could you make any suggestions on how to save or produce energy at 
   home?
 - Recycling: What would you do to make it more effective recycling (from the home, the 
   neighborhood itself?
 
 Project Presentation:

It is enriching experience for the students to let them know that not only treat the university teaching 
from a conceptual view type. There are experimental and research ways to complete the education 
of students.

We want to talk about the project ‘Plateau Team’, from which arises, how it is developing and what 
is the goal. Once boarded the introduction you get the real sense of the project: finding a solution 
to environmental problems, posing a number of technical issues that resolve a critical perspective 
(based on the result, focusing on the cause).
Conceptions will be given as a problem can be solved thinking of an idea, and applying the 
knowledge to make it happen.

 Technical Awareness:

Each research project is given to satisfy a massive demand. For this we specify data that have ope-
ned our eyes to where we was more important to act. Analyzing and comparing the data provided, 
it shall make the following self-reflective question:

 - What do you think you will do more as a person?
 - Do you think it will demand the same things when you go out to work live?
 - What goals do you plan for the future?

 ‘Plateau Three’

To conclude each student will have to write on a paper format, sheet-shaped tree, delivered by team 
representatives ‘Plateau Team’ a phrase that defines what they understand as ‘sustainability’.
Once they have returned all the paper, will complete the named ‘Plateau three’ and they will be 
given a pamphlet describing the basic ways to contributate at home with the environment. 

 Exhibition at school:

Each of the ‘Plateau three’ will be exposed in the place where the school considers appropriate for a 
month. Each of the phrases/comments written by the students will be also presented in a cork beside 
the ‘Plateau three’ of each class.

 Recycle Cycles (task, optional):

It leaves as homework, that each of the children investigate onto a recycling cycle type with the as-
sistance of their parents: organic, plastic, paper or glass. The goal of homework is to illustrate each 
stage of the life cycle of each material as a raw material is transformed up to purpose for which it 
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is made, and how that final element can be reused through recycling avoiding resource depletion 
nonrenewable that we have. it be awarded to those who have succeeded in identifying the basic 
steps of recycling of each material.

Note: It is important to know that taking pictures of students are FORBIDDEN by law without the 
consent of parents or legal guardians pertinent. So it can submit a standard form programming 
destined at parents which shall confirm the possibility of a group photo, and shall be signed by such 
parent or legal guardian.
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EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

Interactive Story

It begins by presenting a family of four, a traditional family with a father (Paco), a mother (Marta), 
a son (Albert) and a daughter (Andrea). This paragraph must be students evoke in everyday situa-
tions that can happen in their own homes to make them participants of sustainable development.

1. Paco has to shave to going to work. To shave himself, he goes to the bathroom, turns on the light, 
opens the faucet of the wash basin, catches on the remains of foam with water, closes the faucet 
and turns off the light when it goes out of the bath. In this daily situation: what is what Paco has 
done badly?

2. Paco and Marta want to change their toilet because they repeatedly jammed the tank, looking in 
a catalog of products remain undecided between two, one with an adjustable handle and a multi-
function button. What would you recommend him to toilet Paco and Marta?

3. Andrea is responsible for filling the water bottle to put on the table at mealtimes. His father Paco, 
by the morning, changed the water dispenser for kitchen aerator, recommended by his neighbor. 
When Andrea is going to set the table, filling the water bottle she has realized that now it fills more 
slowly and she believes what his father has done hinders rather than helps. Do you think the device 
that installed Paco has any practical use? What can it be?

4. When Alberto turn on the lamp light of the dining room notes that just melt the bulb that lit the 
couch where he usually reads Paco. When you are replacing the bulb is found four types of light 
bulb in your pantry: incandescent, halogen, fluorescent and LED. With this picture, with which of 
these bulbs you replace it? Why?

5. After a hard football day, Alberto and Andrea, who play in the same team are directed to wash. 
Alberto has a shower on first plate, when he ends, after Andrea quietly washed in the bathtub. 
Which of them do you think have an environmental conscience and why?
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6. Paco wants to get a modern TV because his old TV is running outdated. Speaking to the applian-
ce store, ask the manager to tell him that the TV which has the best definition is a plasma TV (Full 
HD). Still Paco has been reported previously and knew the following:

LCD-TFT Plasma LED
-The black looks like dark 
grey
-Low angle view than plasma
-Higher resolution than plas-
ma TV in smaller TV
-Economical in smaller sizes 
than 40’ 
-Bajo consumo de energía 
-Low energy consumption.

-The best reproductionin 
black. 
-Greater angle of view.

-Maximun resolution in grea-
ter sizes.

-Economical in sizes greater 
than 40’. 
-Higher consumption of 
energy. 
-Low durability.

-Black seems like plasma TV 
-Low angle view than plasma.
-Same resolution of a LCD.

-High price. 

-Minimun energy consump-
tion. 
-Best durability.

What is the TV that best suits with the environment?

7. In one home water is used at different points. Pondering the common points of water in each 
home would have: the water of the shower / bath, in the toilet sink, on the toilet, in the washing 
machine, the dishwasher, on the bidet and kitchen sink. Which of these water you think you could 
be reused for processing water (non-potable) domestic consumption?

Transmitting sustainable ideas 

This section will begin by making a collective question concerning :what is renewable energy?, 
what is sustainability? And finally, what is sustainable development? Answered these questions are 
intended to relate, based on the definition developed, everyday cases where it can contribute to 
sustainable development.
Next step will be: Reflection/treatment suggestions.

Reflection / treatment suggestions

1. No waste water. (shaving, showering, ...).
2. Use aerators, toilet flushed with water use control, caps, ....
3. Halogen bulbs, incandescent, fluorescent and LED.
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4. Televisión LED, LCD o plasma.
5. Reuse of water for non-potable processes.
6. Use tools that contribute to water savings.
7.  Waste of energy.

Presentation of our Project on others viables Projects

It wants to approach the issue of the project to which we belong ‘PlateauTeam’ in order to make 
them aware that universities are prepared not only in the different lines of theoretical / practical 
way but also have consciousness of promoting research projects , participate in contests or Euro-
pean or world competitions in order to gain prestige and a curriculum that few can access support 
under the name of the university. 

‘PlateauTeam’ is an example of setting up a multidisciplinary working group in which everyone coo-
perates for the same purpose from widespread economic and social problems. We aim to improve 
the conditions of buildings constructed in step the housing boom with serious shortcomings in terms 
of energy efficiency is concerned, covering it with an extra facade and upper module housing fa-
cilities with a bed that provides an extra contribution and self-sufficient for electricity and hot water 
(with a solar contribution).

What we are trying be transmitted is the importance of the opportunities that arise from thinking 
about effective approaches to solve social and economic problems from a massive demand.

- What do you think that I will do more as individuals?
- Do you think the same thing will require you when you leave the labor market?
- What you have seen a very goals for the future?

Seeds of Revolutions Project:
Improving the distribution and use of cultivated fields.
Quonnect Project: 
Incorporating 3D technology through Skype videoconferences.
Hugin Project: 
Delivery and profitability of global educational resources.
Highway to Health Project: 
A quality health system in the most disadvantaged areas of the world.
Ebraboo Project:
Accessibility to electronic Braille reading.
 
Play to recycle

This activity is intended for the direct participation of the students. To do this it will begin asking them 
questions related the following:

- Who of you have seen any of these situations at home usually?
- Do you think that these situations could be changed to help with the environment? How?
- Speaking of recycling, who could tell me how much materials can be separated into each of  
   the different recycling bins? What are recycling bins?
- What colour is up to each of the recycling bin?
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From here it will make up some groups that will have some pictures of some recyclable materials 
what are generated. It is left to be seen to become familiar with them and then prepares the next 
activity.

On some blackboards (one per group) it will make four spaces. Each of them aimed at a type of ba-
sic recycling (organic, plastic, paper and glass), each of which shall be painted a color according 
to the explanations given in the previous activity.

Once students have chosen the colors correctly. Each group should place on his blackboard each 
residue in the corresponding container. Once completed, it will evaluate what or which ones have 
done well, and be given to each member a prize.

Planting

Planting the garden:
Place the seedbed in a place where it gets direct sunlight. Fill the seedbed substrate and bury the 
seed to a depth of 2 to 3 times the diameter of the receptacle and seat the surface, always keep 
the substrate wet irrigating near the seedbed and circular patterns with distributed (watering can). 
Finally, when various seeds have germinated in a seedbed should remove all of the seeds, leaving 
only the strongest.

Transplant the seed:
When it is desired transplant the root ball should be aware that the seedbed must have a relative 
average humidity (not dry, not flooded) to leave full seedbed substrate and placed in a permanent 
location. Transplanting the substrate must be ensured to avoid leaving air pockets between the roots 
and soil. In the final position the first irrigation should be abundant, so that the substrate and the 
soil settles around him reorder.

Reap the fruits:
It’s the most grateful task urban gardens, but you have to know how to choose the best time to 
collect. 
Fruits that must collect mature: tomatoes, strawberries, eggplants
Fruits that should be collected before maturity: cucumbers, zucchini
Vegetables: lettuce, chard, spinach
Other: potatoes, carrots, onions, garlic 

Plateauthree

It will equipped with some sheets trimmed into shape of leafs that correspond with the petals of 
PlateauTeam pet.

This section consists of an interrelationship between the previous ideas what students have on sus-
tainable development and rennovables energies and ideas that have shaped after the conference.

The sheet will have two sections corresponding to each of the above points: the first, previous ideas, 
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will be filled at the beginning of the sesión. In the last minutes of the session, the second section will 
be completed with the ideas that have caught on the presentation of sustainable development.

MATERIAL FOR THE PROJECT DISSEMINATION IN EXHIBITIONS

The world urbanism problem
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Our urbanism concept about re-densification
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Solar Decahlon Competition

Plateau Team + SymbCity House
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Tetris: SymbCity House + 10 SDE14 test 
FUNCIONAMIENTO DE LA CASA
Medición-realización de tareas | 120 puntos

Se trata de comprobar la posibilidad de llevar a cabo con normalidad ciertas tareas
cotidianas, como el uso de electrodomésticos, equipos electrónicos, producción de agua
caliente o, simplemente, invitar a cenar a estudiantes de otros equipos participantes.

COMUNICACIÓN Y SENSIBILIZACIÓN SOCIAL
Prueba con Jurado  | 80 puntos

Esta prueba evalúa la capacidad de los equipos de transmitir al público los conceptos
básicos que motivan la competición SDE, así como las ideas que aporta la casa
desarrollada en la línea de estos, tanto durante el periodo de diseño previo como
durante las visitas de público a la Villa Solar. U n jurado de expertos estudia el Plan de
Comunicación diseñado por cada equipo durante los 2 años de elaboración de la casa y
realiza el mismo recorrido por la casa que se ofrece al público, valorándolo en base a
su efectividad, eficiencia y creatividad.

DISEÑO URBANO, TRANSPORTE Y ASEQUIBILIDAD
Prueba con Jurado  | 120 puntos

Se evalúa la relación de la propuesta de la agrupación de la unidad de vivienda y su
localización en el territorio en relación con los contextos sociales y urbanos elegidos por
los equipos en su país. Se evalúa también la estrategia económica y el proceso de
producción y transporte en relación a lo anterior.La organización insiste en la necesidad
de estudiar los diferentes modos de mutualización y organización comunes sea cual sea
el contexto urbano elegido por los equipos ( densidad urbana o viviendas individuales
aisladas).

INNOVACIÓN
Prueba con Jurado | 80 puntos

Se valora si los equipos han aportado soluciones innovadoras en diferentes ámbitos,
desde ideas arquitectónicas al desarrollo de nuevos materiales y sistemas. Son los
propios jurados de otras pruebas quienes califican por separado los aspectos
innovadores de su área de evaluación. La suma de estas calificaciones constituye la
puntuación que obtiene cada equipo en esta prueba.

SOSTENIBILIDAD
Prueba con Jurado | 80 puntos

Esta prueba tiene en consideración el impacto ambiental de la casa a lo largo de su
“ciclo de vida”, es decir, desde la extracción y transformación de sus material es, su
proceso de construcción, su uso y hasta su demolición y reciclaje. Se tienen en cuenta
el uso de los recursos naturales, las posibilidades de reutilización y reciclaje, así como,
reducción de la generación de residuos.

LAS DIEZ PRUEBAS
ARQUITECTURA
Prueba con jurado | 120 puntos

Se busca un diseño atractivo que combine espacios confortables y funcionales con
tecnologías y estrategias bioclimáticas que reduzcan el consumo energético de la
casa. Un jurado de arquitectos visita cada una de las casas, buscando un proyecto
coherente e integrado.

INGENIERÍA Y CONSTRUCCIÓN
Prueba con jurado | 80 puntos

Esta prueba evalúa los sistemas que los equipos participantes han utilizado para
construir su vivienda, teniendo en cuenta el diseño, la puesta en obra y la
conveniencia de su elección. Un jurado de expertos, en base a la documentación
técnica y a la visita a la casa, analiza elementos que van desde la estructura del
inmueble a sus sistemas solares.

EFICIENCIA ENERGÉTICA
Prueba con jurado | 80 puntos

La energía más limpia es la que no se llega a consumir. Por esta razón, la
competición pone especial énfasis en que los equipos cubran l as necesidades de
los habitantes de las casas empleando la mínima cantidad de recursos posible. El
jurado evalúa conceptos tales como la envolvente térmica del edificio, los sistemas
activos y pasivos (como el soleamiento, la ventilación, etc.) de ac ndicionamiento
térmico, eficiencia de los elect odomésticos, sistemas de control, automatización,
etc.

BALANCE DE ENERGÍA ELÉCTRICA
Medición | 120 puntos

Esta prueba evalúa la capacidad de las casas para autoabastecerse de la energía
eléctrica que necesitan a lo largo del año. Las casas deberán tener un consumo lo
más reducido posible y una producción eléctrica igual o mayor a su consumo. La
prueba se divide en tres apartados que consideran la autonomía eléctrica de la
casa, la correlación temporal entre generación y el consumo, y consumo por
unidad de superficie. Se evalúa sobre los resultados obtenidos por contadores
eléctricos bidireccionales instalados por la Organización en cada una de las
viviendas.

CONDICIONES DE BIENESTAR
Medición-realización de tareas | 120 puntos

En esta prueba se valora la capacidad de cada casa para mantener unas
condiciones ambientales (temperatura, humedad, acústica, calidad del aire e
iluminación) apropiadas para el confort de sus habitantes. Se evalúa a partir los
resultados obtenidos por sensores instalados por la Organización en cada una de
las viviendas y por  un ensayo acústico.
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Advices about sustainability.
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Tree of life. “Signatures” of commitment.
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Photocall
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Crowfunding campaign
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Plateau Team magazine
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Exhibition in the House of the youth.
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Presentation for schools
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Activitie for schools
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SymbCity House

Sustainability

Based on “sustainable redensification” 
we proposed the colonization of the 
space on roof and its development 
on the facades generating a symbiotic 

partnership benefiting all parties 
involved. 

The first one reduces his energetic consumption due 
to the improvements of the new facade, while the se-
cond, the new occupant takes on a new floor in a 
consolidated urban core.

The new facade Improves the old one, and it create 
a passive system to reduce energy consume with air 
heating and ventilation. 

Exponential growth of the population consumes un-
limited new fields and increases their ecological 
footprint.

[S U S T A I N A B L E  G E N E R A L 
C O N C E P T

[
Our proposal aims to seek ways to 
increase the population density in a 

controlled and sustainable way.

Reduce the need for new land, densi-
fying the urbanized areas.

Reuse the consolidated urban tissue, 
making it the base for further action.

Recycle existing buildings, improving 
thermal and energetic performance.

S U S T A I N A B L E  G E N E R A L 
C O N C E P T

01 |
02 |
03 |

EDUCE 
EUSE
ECYCLEDR

ENERGY 
DEMANDED

 2.730
Kg CO2 eq. 

T O T A L  T R A N S P O R T

TRANSPORT 
ENERGY 

DEMANDED 
MJ eq. =         

42100 

L I F E  C Y C L E  A N A L Y S I S

Our proposal aims to seek ways to 
increase the population density in a 

controlled and sustainable way.

ACV It is a complement to take decisions about the ma-
terials of the building, the production placement, or the 
recyclable materials to use. It affects the design of the 
final building, and if it is becomes in the usual practice, 
buildings will be more sustainable due to the previous 
analysis made.

Due to de high mass of wood in the Wooden Structu-
re (included in this chapter floors, timber structure) and 
chipboards made of wooden particles, the CO2 absorp-
tion are notably high, enough to have negative value 
of emissions in Climate Change Indicator. It is result of 
the high absorption of our wood sawn timber (-1,73 kg-
CO2eq/kg sawn timber) , against Crosslaminated tim-
ber (-0,681 KgCO2eq./Kg crosslaminated timber) and 
glued laminated timber (-0,956 kgCO2eq/kg glued la-
minated timber).

Sawn timber absorbs three more with three times higher 
than crosslaminated timber and two times more than 
glued laminated timber.

TRANSPORT 
LORRY

7.5-16T, EURO3/
RER U = 

3499,2 tkm

TRANSPORT 
LORRY 16-32T, 
EURO3/RER U 
= 10192,9 tkm
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“

SymbCity House

Engeneering
& Construcction

“One of the most important 
point of SymbCity house 
is the rehabilitation of 

existing building.” “Our envelope is composed by panels; 
we have chosen this solution for 

three reasons:”

The assembly 

and disassembly 

of the prototype.

The 
transport.

The facility to 
build it.

First, we divided the wall, roof and platform structure 
on different parts with a common characteristic, the 
wide of these pieces; it has to coincide with the tracks 
wide that we are going to use to take SymbCity house 
to Versailles.

The panels are composed of 20x7cm or 12x6cm 
uprights separated 60cm, with insulation between 
them. Later, it’s closed with a 1,5cm agglomerated 
panel. To break the thermal bridge that the uprights 
generate, we put some 5x5cm horizontal battens and 
insulation between them too. With this intervention, 
we reduce the lineal thermal brake to simple points.
To cover our constructive system we use two types of 

finishes:

Interior finish: clay + PCM 
Exterior finish: basalt rockboard.

Finally it has 23cm of insulation that benefit the 
comfort conditions of the house, and reduce the use 
of conditioning system.

On the other hand, SymbCity house has two tech-
nical blocks that integrates all the installations, the 
bathroom and the kitchen. It facilitates the cons-
truction and the connections.

“Finally it has 23cm of insulation that benefit the comfort conditions 
of the house, and reduce the use of conditioning system.”

B A S A L T  R O C K B O A R D

C L A Y  +  P C M 

“

[C O N S T R U C T I V E  D E S I G N
[

A G G L O M E R A T E D
P A N E L

I N S U L A T I O N 

One of the most important point of 
SymbCity house is the rehabilitation 

of existing building.

To develop it, we need to use a structure that enve-
lop and doesn’t affect the existing building.

To create the new level in roof, SymbCity use the 
same structure. It’s made up sawn timber and bra-
ces that link the two pillars and the beam on the 
central point, avoiding a new pillar.

Furthermore, the structure has four corbels, two on 
each side. The two inferior are the access gallery 
on the north façade, and a private exterior space 
on the south.

The superior corbels have a timber frame structure 
with a fabric that performs like a solar protector.

The proposal develops the idea based on a metal 
joints details (views or hidden) between timber ele-
ments so that minimizes the maximum construc-
tion operations in worksite, so that it’s prefabrica-
ted as possible and has the capacity to be quickly 
executed by unskilled labor. 

[S T R U C T U R E  D E S I G N
[

Foundation cons-
truction, and panels’ 
placement.

Placement of wooden 
frame structure.

Construction of the first 
floor on the structural 
foundation framework.

Construction and pla-
cement of wooden and 
technical walls.

Roof placement. Seve-
ral supports are trans-
mitting roof´s loads 
directly to foundation 
framework.

Strechment of frame 
structure by steel wi-
res. Roof load´s now 
hangs from the frame 
structure. 

Placement of solar pa-
nels and the rest of the 
roof.

[C O N S T R U C C T I O N  P R O C E S S
[
01 | 02 | 03 |
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Information panels SDE2014

SOCIAL NETWORKS

(facebook, twitter…)are other online platforms we use 
because they allow us to establish a direct contact with 
different groups showing the evolution of the project and 
generating debates on different topics.

VIDEO,CHANNEL

youtube is the selected channel to broadcast the audio-vi-
sual material generated by the team with which it disclo-
ses the competition and our participation in it. Showing 
what our ideas in a visual way in which the public can 
enter virtually in the prototype.

“

SYMBIOSIS 

MAGAZINE

We are developing a self-published monthly to present 
in-depth each of the most important aspects of the pro-
ject and other issues related to materials and examples of 
their application in buildings.

ECOCALENDAR

The ecocalendar allows us to disseminate different types 
of messages in our social networks. We use it to remeber 
the need of responsible use of energy, sustainable cons-
truction and the use of renewable energy, to introduce the 
members of Plateau Team, to announce thematics days 
like worldinternational days, to give thanks for following 
us when we achieve an objective...

[P E R I O D I C 
P U B L I C A T I O N

[
SymbCity House

Communication 
and social awarness 

“ “Build up! A new city without 
denying the city of our past!

01 |

02 |

C O M M U N I C A T I O N 
C H A N N E L S 

WEBSITE

The Plateau Team´s website is the most direct and effi-
cient communication method to show the characteristics 
of the project and where professionals, partners, institu-
tions, journalists, students and general public find infor-
mation and news about our project.  

04 |

05 |

06 |

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES

A fundamental part of the dissemination of the project is 
to participate in as many events and conferences as pos-
sible, in order to make ourselves known for companies, 
to gain their support and funding in both educational and 
social levels, and to raise public awareness of current en-
vironmental problems and possible solutions.

C O M M U N I C A T I O N 
A C T I V I T I E S

03 |
MEDIA

We also use the resources of the traditional media to pre-
sent our project in a broader sector of the populatation.

C O M M U N I C A T I O N 
C H A N N E L S  ( M E D I A )

07 |
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04 >> Website

01 >> Symbiosis Magazine

02 >> Ecocalendar

04 >> QR. Visit now our Website

“

“
SymbCity House

Energy 
Efficiency

SymbCity House achieves high thermal 
comfort, both winter and summer, 
due to envelope construction system 
with large insulation thicknesses and 

frames and glassing with high 
performance. 

The envelope has been designed with a very low trans-
mittance, the great majority of the walls 0,12W/m²K. In 
order to get this transmittance, an insulation thickness 
of 23 cm is inserted in between the structural elements 
at the roof, the floor and walls. (16 cm glasswool and 
6 cm rockwool)

All of the windows include a system of thermal bridge 
interruption and low emissivity. Glass characteristics 

are 4(16)4 with argon, solar heat gain coefficient (Sw) 
0.4 and thermal transmittance 1 W/m²K. The frame 
is fabricated in PVC and thermal transmittance of 1.3 
W/m²K, moreover the frame is designed to guarantee 
high tightness. 

E F F I C I E N C Y  O F  T H E 
H O U S E ’ S  E N V E L O P E P A S S I V E  S T R A T E G I E S

The passive strategies have been implemented 
according to the location of the house. The 
constructive systems, materials and building 
design depend on the climate of the place. 
To study the passive behavior of SymbCity 
House, the analysis have been performed in 
two different spaces, Living Core & Bedroom and 
Multifunctional Room. This division is necessary 
because of each space has a different passive 

and active strategies. 

GREENHOUSE EFFECT

During the winter and cold days, the north and south glass 
facades are completely closed. The surplus energy provided 
by the green house effect in overheating time is releases to 
the other areas, sharing the solar gains. It makes low cost 
system. 

 

NATURAL CROSS 

VENTILATION

 On warm summer days, the glass facades are completely 
opened. Cross-ventilation makes the room a cool space that 
will not overheating. Reduction of the temperature in summer 
due to evaporative cooling, which is due to evapotranspira-
tion of plants

PARIETODYNAMIC WALL, 

PCM THERMAL INERTIA

Parietodynamic wall is incorporated on the south façade to 
heat the living core in winter. In summer, it acts like a solar 
chimney renewing the air inside the house. 

The finishes of clay have phase change material that stabi-
lizes temperature near the comfort.

01 |

02 |

03 |

03>>CFD Analysis Parietodynamic Wall

BLOCK SOLAR 

RADIATION WITH SLATS.

This measure is applied on the glass roof in the Multifunctio-
nal Room. During winter, the slats have a position to pass up 
solar radiation. In summer, the slats have a different position 
to allow pass indirect light but not direct solar radiation. The 
slats can reduce the internal temperature until 7ºC compa-
red with the same conditions without slats. 

GREEN WALL

Green wall reduces internal temperature in summer due to 
evaporative cooling that is caused to evapotranspiration of 
plants and irrigation water evaporation retained or filtered. 

05 | 04 |

01>>CFD Analysis Multifunctional Room
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02 >>Natural Cross ventilation01 >> Green House 05 >> Block Solar Radition with Slat
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“

In Spain, the suburbanization phenomenon is a 
huge energy, pollution and mobility issue, espe-
cially in the Madrid metropolitan area.

An example of an area capable of receiving 
SymbCity House is the Integral Rehabilitation Area 
Manoteras (Madrid). Homes are divided into re-
peated buildings: open blocks and detached hou-
ses, for this reason the costs and timing of the 
works are reduced, increasing viability. 

New users are set in an established urban environ-
ment taking advantage of the benefits that entails, 
as a well-connected urban transport, new housing 
near the workplace or integration into an existing 
community while early users take advantage of 
the energy and functional improvements that new 
structure provides to them. 

[U R B A N  S T R A T E G Y
[

|
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D
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1
4SymbCity House

Urban design 
Transportation &

Affordability 

The sort of neighborhoods in which we intend to 
act, are located in the big cities periphery, where 
several decades ago they started to expand crea-
ting new urban areas that have turned out obsole-
te to nowadays controlled standards of living, and 
the same is happening with the transportation 
network. The massive presence of private vehi-
cles in Manoteras proves the evidence that now 
around 61% of its inhabitants us their own car 
every day.  

We propose a cycle path and a public cycle 
parking, reducing the 50% of parking areas in the 

urban space using the bottom area of the buil-
dings or creating subterranean parking under the 
buildings. 

We intend to dissuade private transport in favor of 
the use of public transport means, requesting an 
improvement of its network, stop frequencies and 
journey times.

In future means, we can offer charging points for 
electrical vehicles in the parking beneath the buil-
dings that would be connected to the solar panels 
located on the roof.

T R A N S P O R T A T I O N  A N D  M O V I L I T Y  S T R A T E G I E

M A R K E T  V I A B I L I T Y

“There are two target markets that SymbCity House wants to reach 
and become attractive to >> Householders and newcomers; both of 

them with different needs.“

The total general budget of the Symbcity houses is about 

87.000,00 €

This houses have around 70 useful square meters, so the price 
of construction is about:

1.242,80 €/m2

The sale price of this kind of houses in Manoteras neighbor-
hood (Madrid) could be about:

2.000,00 €/m2

“so with this intervention, the earnings 
are around 700€/m2 to carry out the 

whole rehabilitation project.”

U R B A N  S T R A T E G Y

HOUSEHOLDERS. Some needs:

 >> Accesibility
 >> Rehabilitation
 >> Energy savings
 >> Financial support
 >> Public equipment

NEWCOMERS. Some needs:

 >> Mobility
 >> Flexible house distribution
 >> Energy efficiency
 >> Social interaction.
 >> Job opportunities

[ [

[ [
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The abandon of the traditional cities, 
caused by the uncontrollable urban 
sprawl of the last decades, is the main 
challenge that European cities must 

face nowadays. 

“

SymbCity House
Architecture 
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Symbcity House has been developed 
to solve a real urban challenge: 

to launch the full energetic re-
furbishment of the outdated 

housing estate of Spanish cities, 
becoming an affordable and 

socially sensitive alternative for 
the building industry. 

Inspired by the mutual benefit relationship between na-

tural organisms known as symbiosis, a new self-sufficient 

house will cooperate with the old buildings to reach the 

sustainability goals demanded to our cities.

SymbCity House colonizes the roofs of outdated buildings 

with an extra level of construction which can develop a 

wide variety of uses from public facilities to dwellings, in 

which we focus our investigation.  They take advantage 

of a developed and well-connected location, while the 

sale of this extra urban land helps financing a global 

rehabilitation operation on the building. This way, we es-

tablish a reciprocal benefit between a host building and 

guest housing units.

U R B A N  C O N T E S T
[ [

S Y M B C I T Y  H O U S E  P R O T O T Y P E

“Being a prototype that shows 
how this operation could take 

place in a real situation“ 

The prototype is composed by a complete Symbcity House 

apartment for 2 people, and a 1,70m  high basement 

representing the “host” building. 

The house is composed of three main spaces with different 

functions based on temperature control, the industrializa-

tion of the technical equipment and energy savings.

[ [

THE LIVING CORE 

AND  BEDROOM

The first space  is the living core and  bedroom 

where daily activities such as cooking, eating  

and  rest take place. The access door is lo-

cated in the north facade, leading straight 

to the eating/rest  space. As many functions 

may occur at the same  place this room will 

change  from being a  kitchen to a dining 

room for 8 people or a  living room to re-

lax and  watch. The SymbCity House unit 

in Versailles has been designed for a single 

person or a couple, although the structural 

system allows bigger homes for up to 4 users. 

In  this case, the living core and the bedroom 

share the same space,  and  they are  divi-

ded  by a  central  piece of furniture, a books-

helf-closet.

PATIO AND

GREEN HOUSE

The second space  is the multifunctional  

room, a very flexible space  that works as  a  

patio or  greenhouse according to the chan-

ge of seasons. 

lt becomes a cool place  in summer, with 

sunshading,  cross ventilation and   a  vertical  

garden   which  keeps  the  air  fresh. 

During the cold  months, the envelope  is 

completely dosed,  becoming a  greenhouse 

which provides extra heating to the house.

TECHNICAL 

BLOCK

The third space  is the technical block, contai-

ning facilities and wet rooms, which has been 

designed with an  independent structural fra-

me. 

lt has been designed in two independent 

structural frames to be easily transported and 

set in place with all the equipment already  

installed, preventing connection problems in 

the rest of the house.
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